BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING

February 24, 2022
3:00 pm
City Commission Chambers

Chair: Nick Maddox

Agenda
I.

AGENDA MODIFICATIONS

II.

CITIZENS TO BE HEARD

In Person: Citizens desiring to speak must fill out a Speaker Request
Form. The Chair reserves the right to limit the number of speakers or
time allotted to each. Speakers are limited to 3 minutes.
Written Comments: Please provide written public comment by
emailing Comments@BlueprintIA.org until 5 p.m. on February 23,
2022. This will allow ample time for comments to be provided to the
IA Board in advance of the meeting. Comments submitted after this
time will be accepted and included in the official record of the
meeting.
Live Comments via WebEx: If you wish to provide comments live
during the IA Board meeting via WebEx, please register to join at
www.BlueprintIA.org by 5 p.m. on February 23, 2022, and WebEx
meeting access information will be provided to you via email.
Speakers are limited to 3 minutes.

III.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS/PRESENTATIONS
•

Receipt and File:
 Approved Economic Vitality Leadership Committee February
2, 2022 Meeting Minutes
 Draft Economic Vitality Leadership Committee February 14,
2022 Meeting Minutes
 Blueprint Infrastructure Community Engagement Update
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IV.

CONSENT
1.

Approval of the December 9, 2021, Blueprint Intergovernmental
Agency Board Meeting Minutes

2.

Approval of the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic
Vitality Mid-Year Report

19

3.

Approval of the Budget Amendment in Recognition of a Grant from
the Knight Community Foundation of North Florida to Support
Minority Women and Small Business Activities

61

V.

5

GENERAL BUSINESS/PRESENTATIONS
4.

Approval of the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic
Vitality Strategic Plan

5.

Approval of Resolutions for the Planned Fiscal Year 2022 Bond
Issue and the State Infrastructure Bank Loan

VI.

65
223

CITIZENS TO BE HEARD

In Person: Citizens desiring to speak must fill out a Speaker Request
Form. The Chair reserves the right to limit the number of speakers or
time allotted to each. Speakers are limited to 3 minutes.
Written Comments: Please provide written public comment by
emailing Comments@BlueprintIA.org until 5 p.m. on February 23,
2022. This will allow ample time for comments to be provided to the
IA Board in advance of the meeting. Comments submitted after this
time will be accepted and included in the official record of the
meeting.
Live Comments Via WebEx: If you wish to provide comments live
during the IA Board meeting via WebEx, please register to join at
www.BlueprintIA.org by 5 p.m. on February 23, 2022, and WebEx
meeting access information will be provided to you via email.
Speakers are limited to 3 minutes.

VII.

DIRECTOR DISCUSSION ITEMS

VIII.

ADJOURN

NEXT BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING: March 31, 2022

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 286.26, Florida
Statutes, persons needing a special accommodation to attend this meeting should contact
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Susan Emmanuel, Public Information Officer, 315 South Calhoun Street, Suite 450,
Tallahassee, Florida, 32301, at least 48 hours prior to the meeting. Telephone: 850-2191060; or 1-80 0-955-8770 (Voice) or 711 via Florida Relay Service.
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Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Board of Directors
Agenda Item #1
February 24, 2022
Title:

Approval of the December 9, 2021, Blueprint Intergovernmental
Agency Board of Directors Meeting Minutes

Category:

Consent

Intergovernmental
Management
Committee:

Vincent S. Long, Leon County Administrator
Reese Goad, City of Tallahassee Manager

Lead Staff /
Project Team:

Benjamin H. Pingree, Director, Department of PLACE
Autumn Calder, Director, Blueprint
Cristina Paredes, Director, Office of Economic Vitality

STATEMENT OF ISSUE:
This agenda item presents the summary meeting minutes for the December 9, 2021,
Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board of Directors (IA Board) meeting minutes and
requests the IA Board’s review and approval of the minutes as presented.

FISCAL IMPACT
This item has no fiscal impact.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Option 1:

Approve the December 9, 2021, Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board
of Directors Meeting Minutes.

OPTIONS:
Option 1:

Approve the December 9, 2021, Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board
of Directors Meeting Minutes.

Option 2:

IA Board Direction.

Attachments:
1. Draft Summary Minutes of the Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board of
Directors Meeting on December 9, 2021.
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Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Board of Directors
Meeting Minutes
Date:
To:
From:
Subject:

February 24, 2022
Board of Directors
Benjamin H. Pingree, PLACE Director
Summary Minutes to Board of Directors Meeting of December 9, 2021

MEMBERS PRESENT
COUNTY
CITY
Commissioner Nick Maddox, Chair
Mayor John Dailey
Commissioner Kristin Dozier
Commissioner Curtis Richardson
Commissioner Carolyn Cummings
Commissioner Jeremy Matlow
Commissioner Brian Welch
Commissioner Jacqueline Porter*
Commissioner Rick Minor
Commissioner Dianne Williams-Cox
Commissioner Bill Proctor
Commissioner Jimbo Jackson
*Indicates virtual / telephonic participation.
I.

AGENDA MODIFICATIONS
There were no agenda modifications.

II.

CITIZENS TO BE HEARD ON NON-AGENDAED ITEMS
Public comments were received by email to Comments@BlueprintIA.org through 5:00
p.m. on December 8, 2021. All emails received were provided to the IA Board. Live
comments were also taken in person and via WebEx during the meeting. The following
citizens provided comments
Kate MacFall spoke on behalf of the Animal Services Foundation, to express
gratitude for the funding allocation for facility renovations.
Audrey Kidwell expressed her gratitude for IA Board support for the Animal Shelter
renovations.
Stanley Sims spoke against $20 million to FSU for stadium renovations
Stephen Broadway spoke on the structure of Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency,
his concerns for project proposals and initiations. He requested the publication of
a staff analysis of the process.

III.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS/PRESENTATIONS
•

Presentation on the Northeast Connector Final Engineering Report
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Autumn Calder gave a brief presentation on the final engineering report for the
Northeast Connector Corridor including project highlights, associated greenways
projects, and neighborhood sidewalk projects. The completion of the Final
Engineering Report provided the technical analyses for traffic, intersection
treatments, community outreach, and more that would lead into design.
Commissioner Welch expressed his appreciation to staff for the work in moving the
Northeast Connector Corridor project ahead to the design phase.
•

IV.

Receipt and File:
• Blueprint Infrastructure Quarterly Report
• Draft Blueprint Citizens Advisory Committee November 17, 2021 Meeting
Minutes
• Blueprint Infrastructure Community Engagement Update

CONSENT
ACTION TAKEN: Mayor Dailey moved, seconded by Commissioner
Richardson to approve the Consent Agenda.
The motion passed 12-0 (weighted (70-0).
1. Approval of the September 27, 2021, Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board
Meeting Minutes
Option 1: Approve the September 27, 2021 Meeting Minutes.
2. Acceptance of the 2021 Annual Report of the Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Option 1: Accept the Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency FY 2020 Annual Report.
3. Approval of an Appointment and a Reappointment to the Blueprint Citizens
Advisory Committee
Option 1: Appoint Fred Varn to the CAC to represent the senior community.
Option 2: Reappoint Sean McGlynn to serve a second three-year term on the CAC.
Option 3: Reappoint Jim McShane to serve a second three-year term on the CAC.
4. Authorization to Procure Construction Services for the Capital Cascades History
and Culture Trail Interpretive History Stations Along FAMU Way
Option 1: Authorize Blueprint to advertise, negotiate, and award, through IMC
approval, a contract for construction of the History and Culture Trail Interpretive
History Stations.
5. Approval to Modify the MGT of America Contract Scope to Include FY 2021
Expenditure Data for the Disparity Study Update
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Option 1: Approve the modification of the contract scope with MGT for the Disparity
Study Update to include FY 2021, expenditure data as described in the Revised Cost
Proposal.
Option 2: Approve a budget amendment to increase the Disparity Study Update
allocation by $45,236, with equal contributions of $15,079 coming from Leon
County and the City of Tallahassee.

V.

GENERAL BUSINESS
6. Approval of Purchase and Sale Agreement for 1309 Alabama Street and Status
Report on Private Sector Engagement
Ben Pingree introduced the item stating that the agenda material included a status
report on private sector engagement; staff recommendation was Options 1 and 2.
Commissioner Williams-Cox moved, seconded by Commissioner
Richardson, to approve options 1 and 2.
Option 1: Approve the execution of the draft Purchase and Sale
Agreement by the Director of PLACE, pursuant to Blueprint’s Real
Estate Policy, to purchase and close on the property located at 1309
Alabama Street; and upon closing, assign the property to the City of
Tallahassee for further action to develop the property to address the
needs of the community as provided in the Griffin Heights
Neighborhood First Plan.
Option 2: Accept the status report on private sector engagement efforts
to seek a provider of affordable, healthy food at this location.
Commissioner Williams-Cox stated that the City Commission worked extensively
to provide relief to the food desert in the Griffin Heights area. The acquisition of
the Alabama Street parcel would become a viable structure in the neighborhood.
She looked forward to leveraging the $6.4 million, allocated by the City
Commission for the Neighborhood First Plan.
Citizen Comments:
Rodney Landers spoke in favor of the acquisition and benefit to the
neighborhood.
K. Lennorris Barber spoke in favor of the acquisition.
Commissioner Minor stated that at the last meeting of the Leon County Board of
County Commissioners (BOCC), the BOCC approved a project working jointly with
the City of Tallahassee and Second Harvest Food Bank, to review the top ten food
insecure, neighborhood block groups.
Commissioner Dozier expressed her appreciation for the evolution of the Alabama
Street project.
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Commissioner Richardson expressed his appreciation for the evolution of the
project and noted the early input of Mr. Rodney Landers in that process. He stated
that the City would take ownership of the property and ensure that it would be
purposed as intended, to address food insecurity in the Griffin Heights
Neighborhood and surrounding area.
Commissioner Cummings expressed her pleasure and support of the initiative.
The motion passed 12-0 (weighted: 70-0).
7. Acceptance of the Fairgrounds Market Feasibility Report and Approval of Funding
for Master Planning Services
Ben Pingree introduced the item stating that the report included the current use
and site potential. He also recognized HDR Engineering, who completed the study,
and noted that staff presentation included a master plan to continue the analysis
of what could be at the fairgrounds site, within existing budget.
Commissioner Proctor moved,
Richardson, to approve option 1.

seconded

by

Commissioner

Option 1: Accept the Market Feasibility Assessment and Alternative
Site Analysis Report and allocate $200,000 from the Blueprint Reserve
Account for Master Plan services for the Fairgrounds Project.
Autumn Calder provided a brief presentation on the Market Feasibility Report
including the strong role of the Fairgrounds in the local economy that could yield
additional growth with targeted improvements. Fair activities could be
accommodated on approximately half of the leased acreage, which created
opportunity to redevelop a portion of the site, possibly for residential uses. Those
opportunities would be evaluated further during the master planning services.
Pam Yonkin, an Economist and the Fairgrounds Project Manager for HDR
Engineering provided a brief presentation on the goals of the study and key
findings of the site analysis and economic impact study.
Pam Yonkin stated that the relocation evaluation did not support moving the
Fairgrounds based on costs and findings of alternative site analysis. Replacement
of existing facilities would be approximately $22.8 million, with a total relocation
cost estimated at $25-30 million. Opportunity existed through the Master Plan
process, to consolidate operations, improve economic opportunities, and
redevelop portions of the existing site working within the existing $12 million
budget.
Autumn Calder stated that should the IA Board approve the motion on the floor,
staff would engage the continuing services consultants to establish a contract. She
estimated the Master Plan to take approximately one year, followed by design that
would have the project construction ready in 2024 when Blueprint received the full
funding for the project.
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Commissioner Maddox commended Commissioner Proctor for his years of
advocacy to advance fund the Fairgrounds projects.
Commissioner Proctor spoke to the history of the plans to the Fairgrounds and
previous valuations that were closer to $9 million as reported under Burt
Hartsfield and Wendy Gray, former Property Appraiser and former Planning
Director respectively.
Commissioner Proctor requested that the IA Board and staff consider all
leveraging opportunities and to be proactive in seeking them out.
Commissioner Maddox requested detail on the land uses of the Fairgrounds
property and if a portion of the acreage could be used for a sports complex.
Commissioner Dozier requested that the Master Plan consider the property
immediately surrounding the Fairgrounds, including Cox Stadium, Jack McLean
Park and Community Center, and other assets in the area as a cluster of the public
spaces. Autumn Calder confirmed that the Master Planning process would include
an evaluation of surrounding areas and analyze the best-supported uses of space.
Commissioner Williams-Cox encouraged the IA Board to avoid pigeonholing the
land use to any particular area. She was in favor of exploring the potential of a
sports complex but also food venues, hotels, and potential housing options too.
Commissioner Cummings echoed the sentiments of others, particularly the
consideration of hospitality and housing for the area. Such an all-inclusive sports
complex would be of great economic benefit to Southside and Tallahassee-Leon
County as a whole.
Commissioner Richardson suggested a strong community engagement process
with the three residential neighborhoods adjacent to the Fairgrounds stating that
a sports complex could be disruptive.
The motion passed 12-0 (weighted: 70-0).
8. Authorization to Commence the Process to Obtain Bond Financing
Ben Pingree introduced the item stating that the item built on the 2018
Implementation Plan and specifically, the IA Board’s approval of the budget at the
September 27, 2021 Board of Director’s meeting which included a bond issuance
in 2022 for nine projects across Blueprint and OEV.
Citizen Comments:
David Coburn: Spoke in support of funding the Doak Campbell Stadium
economic development project.
Leonard Hamilton: Spoke in support of funding the Doak Campbell Stadium
economic development project.
Susan Perido: Spoke in support of funding the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
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Ramona Abernathy-Payne: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Johnny Crow: Spoke in support of Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Angie Benker: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
During Citizen Comment time, Commissioner Proctor added that the NAACP
cannot take a political position due to it being a 501C3 and has not taken a
political stance on any political issue.
Bob Radcliff: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
Tiffany Hill: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
Mike Goldstein: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Karen Woodall: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Mike Hillis: Spoke in support of funding the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Nan Hillis: Spoke in support of funding the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Dave Irvin: Spoke in support of funding the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Damon Victor: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
Pataki Akbar: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
NOTE 2: Commissioner Proctor then said that the NAACP is actually under a
501C4 and not a C3, so they can take a stand on a political issue.
Mike Dasher: He said that he supports the award for the stadium at FSU. He
then gave his reasons why he supports it.
Robert Blackledge: He said that he is not taking a position on this topic, since
he’s part of a 501C3 (Non-profit) organization, so he just wanted to thank the
commission for all the decisions made for the community.
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Linda Miklowitz: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Bill Davis: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
Tony Carballo: Spoke in support of funding the Doak Campbell Stadium
economic development project.
Margaret Moore: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Will Crowley: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
David Van Williams: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Ruth Chase: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
Benjamin Harbove: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Lester Hutt: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
Mike Brady: He said that he is in favor of giving the award to FSU mainly because
FSU is efficient with its money along with other reasons he is in favor of it.
Brian Lupiani: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
Hugh Tomlinson: Spoke in support of funding the Doak Campbell Stadium
economic development project.
Two Online Citizen Speakers:
John Colter: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic development
project.
Stephen Broadway: Spoke against the Doak Campbell Stadium economic
development project.
Mayor Dailey moved, seconded by Commissioner Jackson, to approve
options 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Option 1: Approve budget amendment in the amount of $400,000 to
cover the initial costs, as detailed in this agenda item, of obtaining
financing necessary to proceed with implementation of the Blueprint
and Office of Economic Vitality project timeline and adopted Fiscal Year
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2022 Operating Budget and Fiscal Year 2022 - 2026 Capital
Improvement Program.
Option 2: Authorize the Agency to enter into contracts for obtaining the
Agency’s credit rating from two credit agencies.
Option 3: Approve budget amendment to fund Animal Service Center
improvements totaling $3.8 million through debt financing.
Option 4: Authorize the Agency to commence the process to obtain
financing for projects totaling up to $115.8 million plus associated
closing costs through a competitive bond sale and to bring a
Supplemental Resolution and bond offering documents back to the IA
Board at the February 24, 2022 IA Board meeting, commensurate with
the FY 2022 – 2026 CIP.
Commissioner Minor recognized his support of FSU, the partnership with them and
local governments, and the economic impact of FSU to the community.
Commissioner Minor offered a substitute motion, seconded by
Commissioner Porter, to approve Options 1-4 but to remove the $20
million allocation and financing amount from the bond issuance.
Noting a point of order, Susan Dawson stated that under the newly revised Roberts
Rules of Order, paragraph 5, section 39, the substitute motion was considered
improper because it conflicted with motions previously adopted by the IA Board.
The September 27, 2021 IA Board direction was to fund the Doak Campbell Stadium
economic development project at $20 million. In order to undo that action, the IA
Board would need a motion to rescind or motion to amend something previously
adopted.
Commissioner Minor noted the procedural barrier because he was not chosen first.
Because of the motion on the floor, made by Mayor Dailey, Commissioner Minor
stated that he was prohibited from having the substitute motion or a motion to
rescind, since it would not take precedence over the motion on the floor. Susan
Dawson confirmed.
Commissioner Matlow requested Mayor Daily consider, in the spirit of collegiality,
modifying his motion to separate the FSU allocation from the rest of the bond
issuance. Mayor Dailey declined, stating that he was interested in an up or down for
the vote on the table. Commissioner Matlow requested that the record reflect that
the Mayor declined opportunity for the IA Board to deliberate specifically on
bonding the $20 million previously allocated for FSU.
Commissioner Matlow stated that the motion contained a $20 million bond for
Doak Campbell Stadium.
Commissioner Dozier noted the more than 200 emails received in recent weeks
with nearly all opposed to funding renovations at Doak Campbell Stadium.
Commissioner Dozier spoke to repeated invocations of fairness and her lone vote
against funding renovations at Bragg Memorial Stadium. She stated that local
government consistently fell short of enough money to fund every project and the
Commissioners from both governments made hard choices on that front every
week.
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Lastly, Commissioner Dozier stated that she would not support the motion on the
floor as long as it included funding for Doak Campbell Stadium. If the motion on
the floor failed and a motion to rescind or to amend something previously adopted
occurred in the current meeting she would support that and the bond. Citing
Chapter 35.7 of Roberts Rules of Order, Commissioner Dozier stated her intent to
offer a motion to rescind the September 27, 2021 IA Board of Directors actions
regarding Doak Campbell Stadium, prior to the IA Board taking up the final bond
approval, at the February 24, 2022 IA Board meeting. Commissioner Dozier stated
she had done her due diligence, and that the $20 million allocation for Doak
Campbell Stadium could be removed at that time without jeopardizing any other
included projects.
Commissioner Maddox requested clarification from Blueprint Legal Counsel
regarding Commissioner Dozier’s comment and regarding the order of motions
made. Susan Dawson clarified the Roberts Rules of Order process described by
Commissioner Dozier and stated that the same rules applied as with the earlier
attempt at a substitute motion. The only difference would be that that, because of
the advance notice of the motion, the threshold of voting would be a simple
majority, rather than two-thirds. Commissioner Dozier respectfully requested to be
first in queue for the bond discussion at the February 24, 2022 IA Board meeting.
Ben Pingree requested clarification of Commissioner Dozier’s intent was not to
rescind the current motion on the floor. The IA Board would still authorize the
budget amendment and next steps in the bond. The intended motion to rescind
would preserve the ability to remove funding for Doak Campbell Stadium at the
ultimate time of the bond, and the related IA Board vote from September 27, 2021.
Commissioner Dozier stated that the pending vote was on the structure of the bond;
she did not include it or the December 9, 2021 vote in her stated intention.
Therefore, should the motion on the floor pass, staff would prepare the final bond
documents and related agenda item for final IA Board approval at the February 24,
2021 IA Board meeting. At that time, prior to any discussion on the item, she would
move to rescind the September 27, 2021 vote.
Commissioner Welch acknowledged the numerous emails received and the
speakers present and stated that he could not support the motion on the floor
because allocating $20 million to FSU was poor policy.
Commissioner Welch stated that unlike FAMU, FSU Athletics were not in jeopardy
of not having a football season.
Commissioner Cummings stated that she struggled to understand why the issue was
so divisive.
Commissioner Proctor concurred with Commissioner Cumming’s comments and
requested further clarification on the issue. Susan Dawson identified Policy 114,
Evaluation of Non-Competitive Economic Development Project Proposal. Ms.
Dawson provided an over view of the policy and the review process for project
proposals. A copy of the policy is available on the OEV website.
Commissioner Proctor stated that the numbers looked good to him when reviewing
the proposal from an economic development perspective
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Commissioner Proctor expressed his intent to offer a motion at the February 24,
2022, IA Board of Directors meeting to consider new opportunities to plan and
construct projects consistent with public demand and that were equitable and
inclusive of all parts of the community. He wanted to ensure that the list complied
and comported with the righteous parameters with which projects could emerge
through the IA Board.
Commissioner Matlow questioned if the Convention Center project was officially
removed from OEV projects. Ben Pingree stated that it had not. Commissioner
Matlow stated that if the IA Board moved forward with changing the allocation to a
stadium project, the Convention Center project should be removed from future
consideration.
Commissioner Jackson also spoke to the social and economic challenges of
residents in his district and stressed that the key out of poverty was an education.
He emphasized the strong partnership and support with FSU through jobs that
directly fed into property taxes and sales tax revenues.
Commissioner Porter stated that she will not be supporting this motion because
community does not support this from the hundreds of emails that she has received
on this motion.
Commissioner Williams-Cox asked the following question: About other projects
bound to this, what do we do between now and the next meeting? (Feb. 2022) She
said that she’s asking because they need to have some direction on getting ready
and doing what they need to do.
Mayor Dailey responded by reminding the Board of the information that was
provided by staff about $500 million of projects that they voted to move forward
with an aggressive timeline of construction. He also said that all projects are on
their own, individual timelines managed by Blueprint and OEV. The current nine
projects are advancing toward a 2022 bond because they are closer to being ready
for construction. Therefore, they weren’t able to do all of the projects in the
program in one bond, because they all weren’t going to be ready for construction.
Mayor Dailey then said that the projects listed for the 2024 would be ready on that
target for activation. Mayor Dailey said that the pending vote keeps the program
on target.
Commissioner Williams-Cox stated that since there’s going to be a future motion to
rescind some projects, what are they supposed to do between tonight and the next
meeting in February 2022.
Commissioner Williams-Cox thanked the Chair and said she wants to make sure
things would not be hold up with uncertainty, because the motion wasn’t just
relating to FSU.
Commissioner Williams-Cox called the question, seconded by Mayor
Dailey.
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Calling the question failed 6-6 (weighted 34-36) with Commissioners
Matlow, Porter, Richardson, Dozier, Minor, and Welch dissenting.
Commissioner Dozier said that regardless to the Boards decision today, there will
be another chance to rescinded motion at the February 24, 2022 IA meeting. She
said that she would support rescinding the motion today, if the other
Commissioners agreed. She said that by having a strategic plan, the public is on
notice that there will be a motion could coming back before the Board. She asked
that staff provide the budget numbers that are not in the current agenda item.
Commissioner Dozier stated that the policy is very important, but the policy was
voted on until after the Board took up the vote on the Doak Campbell stadium
project at the September 2021 meeting.
Commissioner Maddox stated that he wants to make sure that we include those
stakeholders, including the President of the NAACP and others present today are in
the conversation on how we spend the remaining $700k. If the vote passes on the
$20 million to FSU and the money coming after that can be directly used or directly
correlated to address poverty & food deserts and things in those neighborhoods that
need us the most with that money & improvements in those neighborhoods which
have the impoverished community and people.
Commissioner Proctor agreed with Commissioner Maddox and stated that the
Board can’t ignore these findings, conclusions, and recommendations that Sheriff
McNeil has presented. He said that it was critical, fresh data, so he would like those
recommendations to be pondered as we go forward with what County Chair
Maddox is asking the NAACP and other stakeholders to bring forward.
Commissioner Maddox stated that he wants to make sure that citizens are educated
on what the Board can spend the sales tax money on and the process of spending
the sales tax funds.
Commissioner Williams-Cox stated that she joins Commissioner Maddox on this
and for the Blueprint dollars of $280 million for infrastructure, she hopes minority
businesses get in position to participate in these projects to earn some of money and
that she wants people who live in these neighborhoods to benefit.
He then said he thinks there is a return on investment on the $20 million given to
FSU and he is voting in favor of the motion that the mayor makes.
The original motion passed 7-5 (weighted: 41-29) with Commissioners
Matlow, Porter, Dozier, Minor, and Welch dissenting.
VI.

CITIZENS TO BE HEARD
There were no other citizens to be heard.

VII.

DIRECTOR DISCUSSION
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Commissioner Williams-Cox asked OEV Deputy Director Darryl Jones to update the
board on small business projects. Deputy Director Jones briefly went over the current,
small business projects.
Commissioner Dozier asked OEV Director Paredes about making sure the strategic
plan presentation would be discussed at the next board meeting. Director Paredes said
it is scheduled for the February 24, 2022 meeting.
Commissioner Dozier moved, seconded by Commissioner Minor to bring
back materials or documents detailing the ROI comparison or anticipated
ROI on the first two years of OEV projects and the Five Year and 18 Year
Operating and CIP for the OEV.
The motion passed 12-0 (weighted: 70-0).
Commissioner Matlow Commissioner Matlow said that he was disappointed that
although he heard a lot conversations about the poor, low reading scores, and needs of
the community, however everybody came to the conclusion that the solution was to
give $20 million dollars to a football stadium. He said that there are poor people on
the south side and west side of Tallahassee that need government support.
VIII.

ADJOURN
The meeting adjourned at 7:57 p.m.

The next Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board of Directors Meeting is scheduled for
February 24, 2022, at 3:00 p.m.
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Board of Directors
Item #2
February 24, 2022
Title:

FY 2022 Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality
Mid-year Report

Category:

Consent Item

Intergovernmental
Management
Committee:

Vincent S. Long, Leon County Administrator
Reese Goad, City of Tallahassee Manager

Lead Staff /
Project Team:

Benjamin H. Pingree, Director, Department of PLACE
Cristina Paredes, Director, Office of Economic Vitality
Darryl Jones, Deputy Director, Office of Economic Vitality
Drew Dietrich, Deputy Director, Office of Economic Vitality

STATEMENT OF ISSUE:
This item provides the IA Board with a mid-year report on the programs and actions of
the Office of Economic Vitality (OEV) undertaken thus far in FY 2022 (October 1, 2021 –
February 17, 2022). It should be noted that Item #3 provides the IA Board with a full
description of the OEV’s impact since the implementation of the Strategic Plan in October
2016 and seeks the IA Board’s approval of the updated for the Economic Development
Strategic Plan.

FISCAL IMPACT:
This item does not have a fiscal impact.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Option 1:

Accept the FY 2022 Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality
Mid-Year Report.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:
BACKGROUND
The Office of Economic Vitality was created in 2016 following the adoption of the Second
Amended Restated Interlocal Agreement in 2015, which provides for Blueprint 2020
Economic Development Programs. As the economic development organization serving
Florida’s Capital community for both the City of Tallahassee and Leon County, OEV
provides economic development leadership to implement a broad set of goals. The OEV
Strategic Plan describes six foundations and three cross-cutting strategies. These
strategies acknowledge the character of the Tallahassee-Leon County economy and the
role that an economic development organization
should fill, given numerous “ecosystem partners,” or
business assistance organizations already providing
services. For Tallahassee-Leon County, economic
development means:
“A coordinated course of action across all local
assets and resources to facilitate the development,
attraction, and cultivation of innovative businesses and associated job creation to
position the economy for sustained, directed growth raising the quality of living for the
citizens of Tallahassee-Leon County.”
– Tallahassee-Leon County Economic Development Strategic Plan, p.7

Guided by IA Board direction and in alignment with an updated Strategic Plan, OEV
continues to position itself to provide maximum benefit and support for the business
community of Tallahassee-Leon County. OEV’s efforts are also supported by the
Economic Vitality Leadership Council (EVLC), a diverse and comprehensive group of 14
stakeholders from workforce, institutions of higher learning, and the local business
community. The EVLC is instrumental in providing the clarity, context, and experience
from both the private and public sectors to help inform the implementation of the
strategic plan.
OEV has implemented key policy and program initiatives by the IA Board in the Strategic
Work Plan, emphasizing jobs, MWSE, and local business support. OEV and ecosystem
partners completed or initiated 87% of the Strategic Plan (131 of 150). In
summary, 40 have been completed, 63 are ongoing, 10 are external leads, and 18 are in
progress. As a direct result of these strategic plan accomplishments, the IA Board directed
staff to update the Strategic Plan and contract with VisionFirst Advisors. To that end, Gray
Swoope will present the proposed updated Strategic Plan during the February 24, 2022
meeting (Item #3). In addition, the agenda item provides the IA Board with a full
description of the OEV’s impact since the implementation of the Strategic Plan in October
2016.
This agenda item provides the IA Board with a mid-year report on OEV’s programs and
actions undertaken thus far in FY 2022 (October 1, 2021 – February 17, 2022).
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FY 2022 Accomplishments (Since October 1, 2021):
The section below provides key highlights of these accomplishments since October 1,
2021. A detailed description of these accomplishments is covered in the item as each
aligns with the Strategic Plan’s six cornerstones.


Project Sunrise is a local company that selected Tallahassee-Leon County for its
expansion, investing $5.1 million in capital expenditures, creating 10 new jobs,
retaining 50 more. In accordance with IA Board approved By-laws, Policies and
Procedures for the Competitive Projects Cabinet (CPC), the CPC approved on
November 1, 2021 a Targeted Business Program incentive with an estimated value
of $373,790 (80% over eight years) beginning in FY 2023 through FY 2030 for this
project. The total economic impact of Project Sunrise is estimated at 73 jobs, nearly
$4.9 million in income or wages, and approximately $12.4 million in total
economic output. Attachment #1 provides the IA Board with an update on the
project incentives under $500,000 recommended for approval by the CPC and
then ultimately the Intergovernmental Management Committee (IMC) in
accordance with the above mentioned By-laws, Policies and Procedures for the
CPC. This incentive is performance based. The company must meet the agreed
upon jobs and capital investment to remain eligible for the full incentive.



Partnered with ROI and the Magnetic Taskforce to promote our community’s
unique research assets, brand the area as the Magnetic Capital of the World, and
recruit global leaders in Advanced Manufacturing. The work led to five completed
non-disclosure agreements with major companies moving forward with innovative
R&D.



Managed a pipeline of 18 active and confidential projects in the project pipeline
(Attachment #2).



Launched and redesigned the “Love Your Local” campaign to support shopping
locally during the holidays and all year long. Almost 300 local businesses
participated in this brand-new campaign, garnering thousands of online and social
media interactions. Throughout the initiative, the campaign reached over 20,000
on Facebook, a 26.5% increase, with more than 3,000 post engagements. The Love
Your Local videos had over 5,000 views on Facebook and YouTube. On Twitter,
the campaign had over 40,000 impressions on Twitter, resulting in over 1,000
profile visits. The campaign garnered local and national coverage from several
media outlets.



Started the Capturing Champions radio podcast on Hallelujah 95.3, to increase
exposure on topics of particular concern for MWBEs.



Planning the inaugural Black Expo with Mega Ace Media to facilitate networking
opportunities and resource identification for MWBEs in our local business
ecosystem, which will be held on Saturday, February 26, 2022.
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Certified 11 new firms equipped and ready to do business with Leon County
Government, the City of Tallahassee, and Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency.



Received four 2021 International Economic Development Council Excellence
Awards:
o Data Driver: Economic Development Silver Award Recipient
o Minority, Women, and Small Business Enterprise Program of Work: Silver
Award Recipient
o Office of Economic Vitality Website: Silver Award Recipient
o Love Your Local campaign: Bronze Award Recipient

 Received award from the Florida Economic Development Council in the category
of:

o Public-Private Partnership for the ElectroMagnetic Bitter Campaign.


Administered the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) Small Business Support
program to distribute $2.6 million in funds to support the efforts of six critical
ecosystem partners. This program was done in collaboration with both the City of
Tallahassee and Leon County governments: North Florida Innovation Labs, Big
Bend Minority Chamber, Capital City Chamber, Greater Tallahassee Chamber,
FAMU Federal Credit Union and DOMI Station.



Planned and participated in Tallahassee-Leon County’s first-ever Manufacturing
Month (October) with the Big Bend Manufacturers Association, with events
focusing on workforce development and supply-chain issues.



Launched the Big Bend Manufacturing Association (BBMA) membership
campaign to recruit 60 members by the end of the calendar year.

Actions and Accomplishments:
OEV comprises two main divisions, Business Development and MWSBE, who are
responsible for implementing the Strategic Plan and supporting the local business
community of Tallahassee-Leon County. The Business Development Division oversees
business recruitment, business retention and expansion, entrepreneurial support,
marketing and attraction, real estate analysis, and economic data efforts on behalf of the
Tallahassee-Leon County community. Staff tracks and reports on 90 data metrics, which
coalesce to present an informed picture of the community that is popular locally and
receives praise internationally. These data resources are available on the Data Center on
the OEV website, which averages 3,500 page views monthly. The monthly Data Driver
and Quarterly Economic Dashboard are shared on Facebook (over 2,100 followers),
Twitter (over 500 followers), Instagram (over 500 followers), and LinkedIn (over 300
followers). The dashboards are also distributed through the Tallahassee Democrat,
Capital Outlook, and the OEV e-newsletter, with nearly 7,000 active contacts. In addition,
the Business Development division works closely with State and Regional partners to
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foster economic collaboration for the area, particularly related to sectors such as
manufacturing (BBMA) and workforce development (CareerSource). As the primary
business recruitment entity for the area, staff routinely engages with national site
selectors, Enterprise Florida, and private sector companies to market, engage and induce
capital investment to the area. The Business Development Division remains committed
to the support and prosperity of local businesses while also maintaining a competitive
edge for Tallahassee-Leon County in the global marketplace.
The following sections describe OEV’s actions and accomplishments by strategic plan
initiative to show the progress made throughout each cornerstone. Note that support of
talent (while technically a separate cornerstone) connects to each of the other
cornerstones, similar to the crosscutting strategies of marketing, engagement, and
allocation of resources. These actions cover from October 1, 2021 until the publishing of
this item in February 2022.
Business Formation:


OEV data center was redesigned to increase ease of use and to highlight strengths
for site selection researchers and local businesses.



Collaborated with AERO, TCC Center for Innovation, Domi, Jim Moran Institute,
Jim Moran College of Entrepreneurship, and other ecosystem partners to enhance
communication and fund missing “foundation blocks.”

Technology Transfer & Commercialization:


Collaboration with the FSU/FAMU Offices of Commercialization to support
business attraction and expansion efforts. These efforts include meeting with
companies that are interested in tech transfer.
o Outcome: Better communication with prospects and FSU/FAMU; several
NDA and research agreements in progress; increased interest from outside
entities to partner with FSU/FAMU.



Publish the Monthly Data Driver, which highlights employment, unemployment,
taxable sales, commercial vacancy, average weekly earnings, and commercial
utility starts data and features a contribution from ecosystem partners. The Data
Driver is sent to nearly 7,000 email recipients each month, released in brief video
format, and is published in Tallahassee Reports and The Tallahassee Democrat
(Attachment #3).



Partnership with ROI and the Magnetic Taskforce to promote our community’s
unique research assets, brand the area as the Magnetic Capital of the World and
recruit global leaders in Advanced Manufacturing.



Publish the Quarterly Economic Dashboard, OEV’s premier benchmarking tool—
awarded a 2019 National Association of Counties (NACO) Achievement Award—
demonstrating our community’s short-term economic productivity. QED gives the
reader 13 pertinent economic conditions for the Tallahassee metro area or Leon
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County, including: employment, median home prices, airport passengers, and
taxable sales. Local real estate, banking, and investment firms regularly distribute
its content.


Produce and release OEV’s Data Talks video series.

Business Retention & Expansion:
 Based upon direction from the IA Board, the MWSBE Division has met with
businesses identified in “IC2U Proposal” discussed during the September 27, 2021
meeting. The IC2U Proposal described that these Frenchtown- and minorityowned businesses had financial needs necessary for businesses expansion and
retention. An attachment includes a memo and spreadsheet capturing staff’s
engagement. A verbal update was also provided at the December 9, 2021 IA Board
meeting (Attachment #4).


The MWSBE Division secured a grant from the Knight Foundation through the
Community Foundation of North Florida for hiring a Knight Fellow to provide
capacity-building instruction for MWBEs. The Knight Fellow will be responsible
for creating a curriculum to instruct certified MWBE firms on utilizing
construction management software. This Graduate fellow will also schedule
webinars and Business to Business (B2B) Networking events for MWBEs and
prime contractors working on major projects.
o Outcome: As a result of this position, the MWSBE division will be able to
measure the impact of this new position by the number of firms assisted and
the number of firms that participate in the capacity-building activities.



Certified 11 new firms. In addition, the MWSBE Division has made changes to the
website that now offers “virtual technical assistance” through scheduled
appointments for new business and for those re-certifying. Those engagements are
captured below. The numbers in the tables below reflect the increase of 11 new
businesses since the beginning of the fiscal year.
Current Certified Firms (as of 1/27/2022)
OEV MWSBE
318
Office of Supplier Diversity
365
TOTAL Certified Firms
683
Current # of Employees (OEV Only as of
1/27/2022)
Full Time Employees
1,112
Part Time Employees
489
Contract Employees
359
Total
1,960
Website Appointments (since October 1, 2021)
# Website Appointments Scheduled

24
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Working with MGT of America to complete the Update to the Disparity Study based

on the actions of the IA Board in December.


The FAMU Federal Credit Union and the Apalachee Regional Planning Council
have micro-loan programs valued at $1 million. As of the most recent reporting,
the FAMU Federal Credit Union and the ARPC have reported the following loans
have been processed:
o Outcome: In accordance with the agreements that govern these loan
programs, ARPC and FAMU Federal Credit Union both submit regular
reports on the progress of their respective loan programs to demonstrate
utilization of the funds and track the impact of their use (Attachment #5
and Attachment #6). As of September 31, 2021, the ARPC has awarded
$280,000 in loans, and FAMU Credit Union has awarded $667,000 in
loans. Staff is working cooperatively to optimize lending for both
agencies and reviewing the terms found in the agreements with each
agency. The next reports are due on April 30, 2022.

Business Recruitment:


The OEV Business Development team is currently working on 18 active projects
with an additional 8 in the queue as potential projects. As always, the projects focus
on a vast range of industries and technologies, emphasizing magnetic and medical
technologies, emerging sectors, and innovative start-ups. The projects range from
site selection, research collaboration, and business expansion to relocation.


OEV is working closely with local partners at LCRDA, the MagLab,
and MagCorp to complete four Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDA)
and two memorandums of understanding with these projects.
Examples of these projects include a magnetics company working
with MagCorp to identify design improvements and innovative new
product updates and a biotech project with an organization out of
Brazil working with FAMU on the feasibility of crop growth in
southeastern US.

The Creative Economy:


Partnership with Choose Tallahassee for marketing and promoting our community
via online and social media marketing.
o Outcome: Generated 377 leads via Facebook, had over 5,000 website users,
a new billboard on I-10, and four new relocation guides.



Collaboration with FSU and FAMU on innovation and new creative industry
avenues for business development and growth.
o Outcome: An increased opportunity for capitalizing on innovation
investments via Innovation Park and North Florida Innovation labs, in
concert with FAMU, FSU, and LCRDA. OEV is actively facilitating a
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collaborative recruitment and development strategy with FAMU and FSU,
and LCRDA to capitalize on the research assets at Innovation Park.
Talent Pipeline:


OEV, in coordination with Amazon, will host the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
roundtable in February 2022 to identify new talent pipelines. The roundtable was
attended by over 40 people from across the IT industry, along with community
workforce and educational partners.



In concert with Leon County and the Greater Tallahassee Chamber, OEV helped
plan, promote, and operate the Leon Works Expo, held virtually September 23 and
30 for middle and high school students. OEV is also working closely with Leon
County to plan the April 22, 2022 Leon Works Expo, an in-person event.
Outcome: This event consisted of 84 local employer speakers, with 70
companies represented. There were 200 live speaking sessions over two full
class days, with over 2,676 total middle and high school students and 28
volunteers helping to put on the expo.



Collaborating on the Talent Development Council (comprised of the CareerSource
Capital Region, Tallahassee Community College, Lively Technical College, and the
Tallahassee Chamber) to help foster continued talent retention and recruitment
efforts by local employers.
Outcome: This Council’s goal is to drive increased private sector
participation, better alignment with community employment needs;
solution driven approach to workforce development, addressing local needs
with national best management practices.



OEV is supporting CareerSource Capital Region in its efforts to apply for and
receive grant funding to assist in workforce development and will participate in a
strategic planning session with CareerSource in March 2022.

Marketing and Communication:
Fulfilling a cross-cutting initiative of the Strategic Plan, OEV’s marketing and
communication team regularly provides up-to-date and informative programs and
communication campaigns. These programs have been instrumental to getting relevant
information to the entire business community of Tallahassee-Leon County. OEV utilizes
a variety of mediums to communicate, including social media, web, and print, and strives
to capture the broadest audience possible. OEV works closely with both the City and
County communication teams, and regular collaborates with community partners to
inform and engage the businesses and residents of Tallahassee-Leon County. Those
efforts, particularly as they relate to accomplishing the strategic goals of OEV, are
highlighted below:


Planned and participated in Tallahassee-Leon County’s first-ever Manufacturing
Month (October) with the Big Bend Manufacturers Association. Events included a
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Supply Chain Panel Discussion and Women in Manufacturing event with BBMA
members and local manufacturers, made available in-person or virtually via On24.


Exhibited at the Select Florida Expo, Florida’s first-ever virtual event focused on
attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) to the state and showcased business
assets and resources to businesses and foreign investors.



Developed and launched an appointment software on the OEV website with the
MWSBE Division that allows interested businesses and individuals to schedule
virtual appointments for one-on-one certification and procurement assistance.
These virtual appointments are available four days a week and are scheduled from
the OEV website. Telephone inquiries are also managed.



Promoted shop local promotional activities with the Love Your Local campaign.
Promotion included an opinion editorial on supporting local businesses, a video
featuring community and business leaders, a panel discussion with local business
owners on WFSU Perspectives, a media partnership with The Greg Tish Show on
93.3FM, and a media partnership with the Tallahassee Democrat to publish a piece
on Small Business Saturday and supply chain matters.



Established the Love Your Local Business Directory on the OEV website with over
350 local businesses ranging from fitness facilities to restaurants



Launched the Capturing Champions radio podcast, a casual conversation meant to
give listeners a glimpse into the Tallahassee-Leon County business community and
the available resources to minority and women-owned businesses. Broadcasted
twice a month on Hallelujah 95.3FM, the podcast's topics have ranged from
business development tips to motivational stories from local business
professionals.



Assisted in planning, curating marketing materials, and promoting the 29th
Minority Enterprise Development (MED) Week, which included an awards
program, supplier diversity exchange, and educational webinars to assist minority
and women-owned businesses.



Published the Monthly Data Driver, which highlights employment,
unemployment, taxable sales, commercial vacancy, Small Business Administration
loans, and commercial utility starts data and features a contribution from
ecosystem partners. The Data Driver is sent to nearly 7,000 email recipients each
month.



Published the Quarterly Economic Dashboard, OEV’s premier benchmarking tool,
which gives the audience 13 pertinent economic conditions for the Tallahassee
metro area or Leon County, such as employment, median home prices, airport
passengers, and taxable sales. Local real estate, banking, and investment firms
regularly distribute its content. The QED is sent to nearly 7,000 email recipients
each quarter and is published in the Capitol Outlook and the Tallahassee
Democrat.
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o Outcome: OEV focuses on maintaining this momentum, promoting our
community to new audiences, and bringing Tallahassee-Leon County to the
forefront of business discussions. Marketing and communications efforts
have seen tremendous success by positioning our efforts in the critical areas
of interest to attract businesses and strengthen our local economy. By
implementing consensus-based messaging for consistent positioning, OEV
is now more visible than ever, reaching a broad and diverse audience of
constituents providing relevant, timely, and comprehensive information to
the entire community.
OEV continues to foster a sustainable and robust business ecosystem in Tallahassee-Leon
County. The Business Development and MWSBE Divisions focus on ensuring equity and
our local business community’s needs are heard, and that staff and resources are aligned
rapidly and effectively to provide maximum assistance to our local businesses.
Next Steps: Strategic Plan Update:
During the February 24, 2022 meeting, the proposed economic development Strategic
Plan for the Office of Economic Vitality will be presented to the IA Board for approval.
The goals and objectives outlined in the updated OEV Strategic Plan will direct OEV’s
subsequent actions, programs, and associated budget to sustain our community's
economic vitality. Upon the approval of the IA Board, OEV will integrate and implement
the recommendations of the strategic plan and align staff, programs, and resources to the
execution thereof.

CONCLUSION:
OEV continues to serve the community through business engagement, recruitment,
sponsorship, grant-making, marketing, and coordination of ecosystem partners. These
actions reflect the refinement of community strengths and assets wherein OEV can make
meaningful contributions to job creation, capital investment, talent attraction and
retention, and overall vitality.
Action by EVLC:
The EVLC received an update on Mid-Year activities of the Office of Economic Vitality at
their February 2, 2022 meeting.

OPTIONS:
Option 1:

Accept the FY 2022 Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality
Annual Report.

Option 2:

IA Board Direction.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
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Option 1:

Accept the FY 2022 Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality
Annual Report

Attachments:
1. November 3, 2021: IMC Memo on Project Sunrise Approval Recommendation by
Competitive Projects Cabinet for the Targeted Business Program Incentives
2. OEV Active Project List
3. January 2022 Data Driver
4. MWSBE Report on Outreach and Engagement with the Frenchtown Business
5. ARPC Revive Report
6. FAMU FCU SmartSteps
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MEMORANDUM TO INTERGOVERNMENTAL
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
To:

Reese Goad, City of Tallahassee Manager
Vincent S. Long, Leon County Administrator

From:

Cristina L. Paredes, Director, Office of Economic Vitality

Through: Benjamin H. Pingree, Director of PLACE
Date:

November 3, 2021

Re:

Approval of Recommendation by Competitive Projects Cabinet for
Targeted Business Program Incentives for Project Sunrise

The Office of Economic Vitality (“OEV”) hereby requests authorization to approve the
recommendation of the Competitive Projects Cabinet (“CPC”) to offer incentives as
described below to the company referred to herein as “Project Sunrise” or Company,
based on its scored Targeted Business Program (“TBP”) application. In addition, this IMC
Memo seeks approval to enter into an agreement with the Company to memorialize the
terms and conditions of the incentive package.
At the CPC meeting held on November 1, 2021 the CPC voted unanimously to
approve the incentive package for Project Sunrise. This project's estimated TBP
incentive is 80% over eight years, beginning in FY 2023 through FY 2030. The estimated
value of the TBP incentive is $373,790 over eight years. Project Sunrise will invest
$5.1million in capital expenditure, preserve 49 direct jobs, add ten new direct jobs, with
an average salary that is $65,250. The total economic impact of Project Sunrise is
estimated at 73 jobs, nearly $4.9 million in income or wages, and approximately $12.4
million in total economic output.
OEV has the ability to fund this incentive through existing allocations within the FY 2022
approved OEV Capital Program Budget. Specifically, the TBP incentive is available due
to the existing balance in the Future Opportunity Leveraging and Competitive Project
Fund, which provides funding for new prospects/projects that align with the economic
development strategic plan and targeted industries previously adopted by the IA Board.
Attachment #1 summarizes the OEV Capital Improvement Projects Budget, presented at
the September 27, 2021, public hearing to adopt the FY 2022 operating and five-year
capital budgets.
Based on the decision by the CPC, and the availability of funding, staff therefore
recommends the IMC approve an incentive in the amount of $373,790 for Project Sunrise,
and authorize the Director of OEV to enter into a TBP agreement with the Company
referred to herein as Project Sunrise.
This request is made in accordance with the Office of Economic Vitality’s CPC Policy
adopted on February 28, 2018. In accordance with the Policy, the IMC has the authority
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to approve “economic development projects requesting financial and non-financial
incentives less than $500,000”. Incentives greater than $500,000 for competitive projects
require the approval of the Intergovernmental Agency Board of Directors.
The Intergovernmental Management Committee hereby approves the requested
incentive offer for the Company pursuant to CPC Policy, and approves the Director of
OEV entering into a Targeted Business Program Agreement with the Company referred
to herein as Project Sunrise, to govern the terms and conditions of the incentive offer.

Reese Goad
City Manager

Vincent S. Long
County Administrator

Attachment:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Project Sunrise CPC Memo
OEV Five-Year Capital Budget
Project Sunrise Economic Impact
Project Sunrise TBP Scoring
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Memorandum
DATE:

November 1, 2021

TO:

Vincent S. Long, Leon County Administrator
Reese Goad, City of Tallahassee Manager
Steve Evans, Economic Vitality Leadership Council Chair

THROUGH:

Benjamin H. Pingree, CEcD, Director, Department of PLACE

FROM:

Cristina Paredes, CEcD, Director, Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality

\

RE:

Project Sunrise

_____________________________________________________________________________
Executive Summary
This memorandum outlines the retention and expansion of a major retail and distribution company within TallahasseeLeon County – referred to as “Project Sunrise,” and its eligibility to participate in the local Targeted Business Program
incentives and the funds that may be awarded to the project. Project Sunrise represents a significant investment in our
area in terms of capital expenditure, entailing the preservation of local, direct, permanent jobs.





Project Sunrise will invest $5.1million in capital expenditure, preserve 49 direct jobs, add ten new direct jobs
(a 20% increase in full-time employees), with an average salary that is $65,250 (just under 150% of the
average annual wage for our community which is $66,234).
The total economic impact of Project Sunrise is estimated at 73 jobs, nearly $4.9 million in income or wages,
and approximately $12.4 million in total economic output.
This project's estimated TBP incentive is 80% over eight years, beginning in FY 2023 through FY 2030.
Therefore, the estimated value of the TBP incentive is $373,790 over eight years.
Project Sunrise is considering relocating and expanding its headquarters into the Hartsfield commercial park.

Due to the competitive nature of its current site selection process, the company has requested in writing that OEV
maintain full confidentiality of certain information in accordance with Florida law. Section 288.075, Florida
Statutes, allows company information to be kept confidential from public disclosure during the negotiation of an
economic incentive opportunity. Protected information, including the company’s plans, intentions, or interests to
locate, relocate, or expand any of its business interests in the state, is exempt from public disclosure for up to
180 days after a final project order for an economic incentive agreement is issued or until the information is
otherwise disclosed, whichever occurs first. More detailed information regarding the business will be shared in
accordance with Florida law and in advance of any incentive payments.
Please note this is a competitive project. The recommendation/approval of this incentive package does not ensure that
the company will select Tallahassee-Leon County but allows our community to maintain a competitive posture as the
company evaluates our community and other sites for their future site location. Finally, the incentives for the CPC
consideration are performance-based and based on the availability of funding each fiscal year. Each year, the
company must meet the agreed-upon jobs and capital investment to maximize the full incentive.
The expansion of this company and the proposed incentive package directly supports OEV Strategic Plan initiative
A.1.d.4: Develop an economic development incentives toolkit to leverage state incentive resources and address the location,
expansion, or retention needs for a competitive project. Furthermore, the project supports OEV’s job creation goal to
co-create 11,500 jobs over a 5-year horizon.
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This memorandum provides an overview of the project, economic impact analysis, proposed local incentives, finance
and budget, and next steps.
Project Overview
Project Sunrise represents an e-commerce wholesale company founded in Tallahassee with decades of investment in
the local economy and community. The company has seen significant growth, which has caused it to outgrow its current
facility. The company is exploring relocation options, and while it would prefer to expand in Tallahassee - Leon County,
no final decision has been made. Without the Targeted Business Program Incentive, the company reports that their
renovation costs will not make the Tallahassee-Leon County retention and expansion location as cost-competitive as
other Third Party Logistics (3PL) facilities being considered elsewhere. According to information provided by the
company, these different locations are more advantageous for the importation of goods from China and distribution
throughout North America. The company would like to continue maintaining its headquarters in Tallahassee due to the
local talent pool. The project will be a significant investment in our area in terms of capital expenditure, entailing the
preservation of local, direct, permanent jobs. Project Sunrise is eligible to participate in one incentive program: the
TBP, based on the project's known parameters.
TBP Process To Date:
 September 2, 2021: Project Sunrise requested application for TBP; Application sent by OEV to Project Sunrise.
 September 16, 2021: OEV received the TBP Application from Project Sunrise.
 September 16-30, 2021: OEV completed TBP Application review, research, and project due diligence.
 October 1, 2021: OEV requested additional clarification for Project Sunrise.
 October 7, 2021: Project Sunrise provided additional project clarification at OEV’s request.
 November 1, 2021: Competitive Project Cabinet meeting.
Please be advised that OEV has fully evaluated the application and eligibility of Project Sunrise to receive Targeted
Business Program (TBP) incentives. OEV has received the required documentation from Project Sunrise to evaluate its
application for TBP incentives and recommend CPC approval. Pursuant to section 288.075, Florida Statutes, and
Project’s Sunrise’s written request to keep confidential from public disclosure during its negotiation of economic incentive
opportunities, details of its intentions to locate, expand, or relocate to Florida, OEV can only share a limited amount
of information at this time.
Economic Impact Analysis
Project Sunrise involves a $5.1 million capital expenditure as a large reconstruction project, preserving 49 full-time
jobs and creating ten new full-time jobs. The total economic impact of Project Sunrise is estimated at 73 jobs, nearly
$4.9 million in income or wages, and approximately $12.4 million in total economic output. Below is a high-level
summary, and a more detailed analysis can be found in Attachment #2.
The construction impacts of the project are estimated to be 30 direct jobs paying $2.5 million in wages and 20 indirect
and induced jobs paying $0.9 million in wages. These impacts are temporary and will cease once construction is
complete. The permanent operational impact will entail creating and preserving 59 direct jobs paying an estimated
$3,288,855 million in yearly wages. An estimated 79 indirect and induced jobs will support these direct new and
existing jobs, paying almost $4.2 million in annual wages. Over $1.2 million in state and local fiscal impacts during
the construction phase, and nearly $3.1 million on a recurring annual basis, are projected from this project's job creation
and retention. Total construction fiscal impacts are estimated at $5.6 million, and total permanent impacts associated
with Project Sunrise and the 49 preserved jobs are estimated at $39.8 million.
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Proposed Local Incentive: Targeted Business Program
TBP is a local incentive program utilized to induce business growth beneficial to the community by helping to implement
the long-term vision for economically viable and environmentally sustainable growth. TBP offers incentives to new and
existing businesses that create value-added jobs that will diversify the economy suited to Tallahassee-Leon County’s
business mix and generate revenue growth from the sales of goods and services outside the local economy.
This project's total estimated TBP incentive is 80% over eight years, beginning in FY 2023 through FY 2030. Thus, the
estimated value of the TBP incentive is $373,790 over the eight years. This estimated value includes a one-time
$57,850 reimbursement for development fees in year one (anticipated to be in FY 2023), based upon its corporate
performance, metric fulfillment, and reimbursement request.
It is anticipated that the first reimbursement will be issued in FY 2023 at the earliest; thus, it is anticipated that adequate
funding will be available through the allocation of sales tax dollars for economic development. The annual allocation
for Project Sunrise’s TBP is estimated to range from $108,823 in year one to $28,013 in year eight, with an eightyear average of $46,724 per year.
Finance and Budget
OEV has the ability to fund this incentive through existing allocations within the FY 2022 approved OEV Capital
Program Budget. Specifically, the TBP incentive is available due to the existing balance in the Future Opportunity
Leveraging and Competitive Project Fund, which provides funding for new prospects/projects that align with the
economic development strategic plan and targeted industries previously adopted by the IA Board. Attachment #1
summarizes the OEV Capital Improvement Projects Budget, presented at the September 27, 2021, public hearing to
adopt the FY 2022 operating and five-year capital budgets.
Based upon ongoing revised revenue estimates and reduced operating costs below the current budget (due to staff
vacancies and a reduction in travel), OEV affirms that funding will be available to cover the TBP incentives for Project
Sunrise. Consistent with prior TBP awards, the Project Sunrise incentive will be budgeted during the FY 2023 CIP budget
if the CPC approves. As stated previously, the estimated value of incentives for this project is approximately $374,000
over eight years, with the largest payment of $108,000 anticipated to occur in FY 2023.
Therefore, the incentives requested in this package can be funded by existing program balances, as shown in the fiveyear OEV Capital Budget.
Timeline and Next Steps
- November 1, 2021, Competitive Project Cabinet Meeting: If the CPC approves this incentive package, OEV
will bring the incentive request before the Intergovernmental Management Committee (IMC) for review and
approval via memo.
- November 2021, IMC Review: Upon IMC review and approval, the company will be notified via a letter
and receive a TBP agreement encapsulating the terms of the incentive package and requirements that tie
funding disbursements to proven new employment and wages and demonstrable taxes (e.g., ad valorem,
tangible personal property, corporate income, and sales tax) paid by the company during eligible timelines.
- November 2021– February 2022: Should the IMC approve the incentive, staff will continue assisting the
company with any planning and permitting needs during the expansion phase as requested.
- February - May 2022: Upon approval of the incentive, staff will develop the FY 2023 Capital Improvement
Program to include funding for Project Sunrise for the eight-year incentive term in its entirety.
- May 2022 Budget Workshop: Draft FY 2023 OEV Operating Budget and FY 2023-2027 Capital
Improvement Program presented to the IA Board, including funding for Project Sunrise.
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Conclusion
Project Sunrise represents an incentive-induced expansion of a major retail and distribution company to TallahasseeLeon County. If induced, the company is anticipated to represent a significant investment in our area in terms of capital
expenditure, entailing the creation of direct, permanent jobs. Funding for this incentive would come from the TBP line
item within OEV’s adopted Capital Improvements Budget of $373,792 over eight years. Following the CPC/IMC’s
approval of Project Sunrise’s incentive package, staff will continue assisting the company with any planning and
permitting needs during the expansion phase as requested.
Attachments
1. OEV CIP FY 2022 – FY 2026 Budget
2. Economic Impact Analysis
3. Targeted Business Program Application
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Proposed FY 2022 Office of Economic Vitality
Capital Projects and Economic Vitality Programs Budget

FY 2022

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Capital Projects Allocations
Convention Center
Bragg Stadium Repairs
Tallahassee Community College Contribution
Tallahassee International Airport
LCRDA Incubator: $2.5 million Pledge
Incentives, Grants & Programs
Business Recruitment and Incentive Fund (BRIF)
Qualified Target Industry Tax Refund
Target Business Program
ARPC EDA Revolving Loan Fund for Small Businesses
Magnetic Technologies Recruitment
Business Development: Attraction/Expansion
COVID‐19 Economic Disaster Relief Program
COVID‐19 Nonprofit LEAN Program
LCRDA Cooperative Pledge
Future Opportunity Leveraging Fund
Competitive Project Fund
Business2Business Engagement Actions
Americas Competitiveness Exchange
Elevate Grant Program
Local Business and Workforce Development
Industry Academies and B2B Outreach
Strategic Marketing and Communication
Economic Vitality Sponsorships
Economic Vitality Studies
MWSBE Disparity Study
Target Industry Study
Strategic Plan
Total Uses of Funds for Office of Economic Vitality Projects

2,628,905
‐
21,500,000
‐
‐
24,128,905
A
B
C
D
E
A ‐ (B + C)
Estimated Cost
to Fund Project
Amounts
Estimated
through 5‐Year
Amounts
Proposed to be Project Expenses Project Balance
Allocations
CIP or BP2020 Allocated in Prior Allocated in FY
Through
as of
Required to
Program(2)
Years
2021
April 30, 2021
April 30, 2021 Complete Project
20,000,000
771,326
‐
19,500
751,826
19,228,674
10,000,000
10,000,000
‐
10,000,000
‐
‐
1,000,000
‐
1,000,000
‐
‐
‐
14,100,000
1,233,750
‐
1,233,750
‐
12,866,250
2,500,000
1,000,000
‐
1,000,000
‐
1,500,000
560,000
‐
7,244,854
700,000
179,017
2,144,783
‐
‐
805,000
500,000
500,000

560,000
56,000
354,705
225,000
181,000
52,800
1,150,500
800,000
‐
519,843
25,000

10,650
87,500
2,112,000
213,650
1,840,500
657,750

10,650
87,500
112,000
13,650
225,000
87,750

2,070,000
535,300
480,000
68,241,004

550,000
155,300
100,000
18,271,774

‐
(56,000)
56,000
‐
(1,983)
1,983
(1,150,500)
(800,000)
268,300
104,015
‐

FY 2025

FY 2026

Total,
FY 2022‐2026

‐
‐
‐
10,000
380,500
‐
‐
‐
‐
(187,685)

1,216,648
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,216,648

1,314,957
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,314,957

1,397,393
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,397,393

1,480,041
200,000
‐
‐
‐
1,680,041

8,037,944
200,000
21,500,000
‐
‐
29,737,944

Blueprint 2020 Program

FY 2022
Projected
Allocations
20,000,000
‐
‐
705,000
1,500,000

FY 2023
Projected
Allocations
(771,326)
‐
‐
705,000
‐

‐
‐
1,042,180
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
536,700
5,025
‐

FY 2024
Projected
Allocations

FY 2025
Projected
Allocations

FY 2026
Projected
Allocations

Total Projected
FY 2022‐2026
Allocations
19,228,674
‐
‐
3,525,000
1,500,000

Amount
Remaining to
Complete
Project Based on
Estimated Cost
to Complete
‐
‐
‐
9,341,250
‐

‐
‐
‐
705,000
‐

‐
‐
‐
705,000
‐

‐
‐
‐
705,000
‐

‐
‐
521,362
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
‐
371,612
‐

‐
‐
504,962
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
‐
(285,005)
‐

‐
‐
480,362
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
‐
(227,969)
‐

‐
‐
455,762
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
‐
(320,721)
‐

‐
‐
3,004,628
125,000
‐
550,000
‐
‐
536,700
(457,058)
‐

‐
‐
3,829,521
350,000
‐
1,540,000
‐
‐
‐
333,200
475,000

462,064
‐
21,896
225,000
181,000
10,746
1,150,500
597,500
‐
‐
‐

97,936
47,000
332,809
‐
‐
42,054
‐
202,500
‐
519,843
25,000

‐
‐
6,834,149
475,000
‐
2,090,000
‐
‐
536,700
(123,858)
475,000

10,650
85,000
22,000
3,148
202,290
82,750

‐
2,500
90,000
10,502
22,710
5,000

‐
‐
2,000,000
190,000
1,235,000
570,000

‐
‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
150,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
150,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
600,000
50,000
325,000
150,000

‐
‐
1,400,000
140,000
910,000
420,000

488,486
147,411
95,590
16,039,281

61,514
7,889
4,410
2,223,491

1,520,000
380,000
380,000
50,156,915

‐
‐
‐
24,128,905

‐
‐
‐
1,216,648

‐
‐
‐
1,314,957

‐
100,000
‐
1,397,393

400,000
‐
100,000
1,680,041

400,000
100,000
100,000
29,737,944

1,120,000
280,000
280,000
20,418,971

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

39 Sources of Funds less Uses of Funds
NOTE: The Capital Improvement Program allocates net sales tax and other
sources of funds to capital infrastructure projects and economic
development projects; only funding identified in FY 2022 will be allocated
toward any projects. Funding identified in the outlying years (2023 ‐ 2026)
is based on current estimates of future net sales tax revenues for capital
projects and other anticipated funding sources.

FY 2024

Blueprint 2020 Program Funding

1 Sources of Funds
2
Allocation of Net Sales Tax Revenues
3
City, County, State and Federal Funding (1)
4
Bond Proceeds
5
Loan Proceeds
6
Grants, Donations, and Miscellaneous Funding
7 Total Sources of Funds for Office of Economic Vitality Projects
8 Uses of Funds

FY 2023

(1) Budgeted revenue from City, County, State and Federal funding consists of equal funding shares from the
City of Tallahassee and Leon County to support the operations of the Minority, Women and Small Business
Enterprise program. Each government has commited to fund one‐third of the program's operating costs
while the Office of Economic Vitality will fund the remaining amount from its dedicated sales tax revenue.
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(2) The estimated costs to complete each project is based on the five‐year time horizon
presented in this Capital Projects Budget. Many of OEV's projects are of an ongoing nature
and will not be considered "complete" until the IA Board provides direction to discontinue
the project. Other projects, such as contributions to the Convention Center and LCRDA
Incubator will be complete upon OEV's provision of funding. The annual airport allocation
is ongoing for the life of the Blueprint 2020 sales tax.
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Economic Impact Results
Project Sunrise
Introduction
The Center for Economic Forecasting & Analysis (CEFA) at Florida State University, in Partnership with the
Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality (OEV) prepared the following economic impact analysis for
Project Sunrise. Consistent with standard practice for economic impact analysis, the direct impacts associated with
the proposed project, as well as the indirect and induced impacts are calculated for the Tallahassee Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA). These impacts have been produced using the IMPLAN® model.
This report evaluates the proposed project’s broader economic benefits, measured in terms of economic output (the
value of industry production), local employment or jobs, and income or wages. Calculations are provided for two
categories of benefits (and totaled): a) Construction (or Temporary) benefits; and b) Permanent benefits associated
with the ongoing operation of the commercial operations. The total economic impact of Project Sunrise is the
summation of the one-time economic benefits associated with the construction phase of the project and the ongoing,
permanent operations of the proposed $5.1 million manufacturing project.
The project will generate the following types of economic benefits in the regional economy:




Direct Benefits. Direct benefits relate to: a) the short-term business activity associated with project
construction, and b) the ongoing business activity associated with the businesses that are located within the
developed project.
Indirect Benefits. Indirect benefits will result when local firms directly impacted by the project in turn
purchase materials, supplies or services from other firms.
Induced Benefits. Induced benefits relate to the consumption and spending of employees of firms that are
directly or indirectly affected by the project. These would include all of the goods and services normally
associated with household consumption (i.e., housing, retail purchases, local services, etc.).

Summary of Total Economic Impact
The total economic impact of Project Sunrise is estimated to total 73 jobs, nearly $4.9 million in income or wages,
and approximately $12.4 million in total economic output. The construction impacts are estimated to total 50 jobs,
over $3.4 million in income or wages, and more than $5.6 million in total economic output (sales/revenues). On an
annual (permanent) basis, the project is projected to generate 23 jobs, nearly $1.5 million in income or wages,
and around $6.8 million in total economic output (sales/revenues).
Tallahassee MSA Total Economic Impact
Economic Measure

Economic Output
(Sales/Revenues)

Employment
or Jobs

Income
or Wages

Construction

$5,635,952

50

$3,440,318

Permanent Employment

$6,781,768

23

$1,450,762

$12,417,720

73

$4,891,080

Grand Total
* in 2021 $

Summary of Employment Impact
Construction (temporary) impact will create 30 one-time jobs with an additional 20 indirect and induced jobs.
These jobs are not permanent jobs, rather, when the project is complete the construction employment demands
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created by the project will cease. A total of 10 permanent jobs will be created when construction is complete and
all economic activities are fully operational, with an additional 7 indirect and 6 induced jobs needed to support
project operations. The jobs associated with the operations are permanent jobs, therefore these impacts will
continue on an annual basis.
Tallahassee MSA Employment Impact
Employment

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

Construction

30

5

15

50

Permanent

10

7

6

23

Grand Total

40

12

21

73

Summary of Output Impact
Construction (temporary) impacts will result in $2.6 million in direct economic output (total economic activity
generated by the project) with an additional $3.0 million in output from indirect and induced economic activity.
Permanent direct economic output will exceed $4.2 million annually, with an additional $2.5 million in annual
indirect and induced economic output.
Tallahassee MSA Output Impact
Output

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

Construction

$2,600,500

$814,707

$2,220,745

$5,635,952

Permanent

$4,264,087

$1,582,100

$935,581

$6,781,768

Grand Total

$6,864,587

$2,396,807

$3,156,326

$12,417,720

* in 2021 $

Summary of Income Impact
Construction (temporary) direct impacts will result in almost $2.5 million in one-time income with an additional $0.9
million in income from indirect and induced jobs. The jobs associated with construction are not permanent jobs,
rather, when the project is complete those employment demands created by the project will cease. Over $0.7
million in income annually will be created by permanent employment when construction is complete and all economic
activities are fully operational, with an additional $0.7 million in indirect and induced jobs needed to support
project operations. The income associated with the operations are permanent wages, therefore these impacts will
continue on an annual basis.
Tallahassee MSA Income Impact
Income
Construction
Permanent
Grand Total

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

$2,499,368

$278,358

$662,592

$3,440,318

$738,703

$432,953

$279,106

$1,450,762

$3,238,071

$711,311

$941,698

$4,891,080

* in 2021 $
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Summary of State, Local and Federal Taxes Impacts
In addition to the employment, income, and economic output associated with the project, there is also the accrual
of State, Local, and Federal taxes. The one-time fiscal impact associated with the construction of the project is
estimated to be over $1.2 million. The estimated annual fiscal impact is $0.5 million.
Tallahassee MSA State, Local, and Federal Taxes Impact
Taxes

Permanent

Construction

Total

State & Local Taxes

$178,345

$466,119

$644,464

Federal Taxes

$345,950

$804,992

$1,150,942

Grand Total

$524,295

$1,271,111

$1,795,406

* in 2021 $

*All impacts are presented as impacts to the Tallahassee MSA with monetary figures presented in current (2021)
dollars. Additionally, the analysis is based on information provided by company representatives. Economic Impact
analysis does not include any quality of life nor opportunity costs (alternative investment) valuation. Small differences
in the estimates may occur due to rounding.
Economic Impact Analysis Prepared By:
Julie Harrington, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Economic Forecasting and Analysis
Florida State University
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Economic Impact Results
Project Sunrise (Job Retention)
Introduction
The Center for Economic Forecasting & Analysis (CEFA) at Florida State University, in Partnership with the
Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality (OEV) prepared the following economic impact analysis for
the job retention aspect of Project Sunrise. Consistent with standard practice for economic impact analysis, the
direct impacts associated with the proposed project, as well as the indirect and induced impacts are calculated for
the Tallahassee Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). These impacts have been produced using the IMPLAN® model.
This report evaluates the proposed project’s broader economic benefits, measured in terms of economic output (the
value of industry production), local employment or jobs, and income or wages. Calculations are only provided for
Permanent benefits associated with the ongoing operation of the commercial operations.
The project will generate the following types of economic benefits in the regional economy:




Direct Benefits. Direct benefits relate to: a) the short-term business activity associated with project
construction, and b) the ongoing business activity associated with the businesses that are located within the
developed project.
Indirect Benefits. Indirect benefits will result when local firms directly impacted by the project in turn
purchase materials, supplies or services from other firms.
Induced Benefits. Induced benefits relate to the consumption and spending of employees of firms that are
directly or indirectly affected by the project. These would include all of the goods and services normally
associated with household consumption (i.e., housing, retail purchases, local services, etc.).

Summary of Total Economic Impact
The total economic impact of Project Sunrise (Job Retention) is estimated to total 115 jobs, over $7.0 million in
income or wages, and approximately $33.0 million in total economic output. On an annual (permanent) basis, the
project is projected to generate 66 jobs, nearly $3.5 million in income or wages, and around $12.3 million in total
economic output (sales/revenues).
Tallahassee MSA Total Economic Impact
Economic Measure

Economic Output
(Sales/Revenues)

Employment
or Jobs

Income
or Wages

Permanent Employment

$33,035,072

115

$7,066,895

Grand Total

$33,035,072

115

$7,066,895

* in 2021 $

Summary of Employment Impact
A total of 49 permanent jobs have already been created by Project Sunrise, with an additional 35 indirect and
31 induced jobs needed to support project operations. The jobs associated with the operations are permanent
jobs, therefore these impacts will continue on an annual basis.
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Tallahassee MSA Employment Impact
Employment

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

Permanent

49

35

31

115

Grand Total

49

35

31

115

Summary of Output Impact
Permanent direct economic output will exceed $20.7 million annually, with an additional $12.3 million in annual
indirect and induced economic output.
Tallahassee MSA Output Impact
Output

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

Permanent

$20,771,045

$7,706,661

$4,557,366

$33,035,072

Grand Total

$20,771,045

$7,706,661

$4,557,366

$33,035,072

* in 2021 $

Summary of Income Impact
Nearly $3.6 million in income annually is estimated by permanent employment, with nearly $3.5 million additionally
in indirect and induced jobs needed to support project operations. The income associated with the operations are
permanent wages, therefore these impacts will continue on an annual basis.
Tallahassee MSA Income Impact
Income

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

Permanent

$3,598,340

$2,108,985

$1,359,570

$7,066,895

Grand Total

$3,598,340

$2,108,985

$1,359,570

$7,066,895

* in 2021 $

Summary of State, Local and Federal Taxes Impacts
In addition to the employment, income, and economic output associated with the project, there is also the accrual
of State, Local, and Federal taxes. The estimated annual fiscal impact is over $2.5 million.
Tallahassee MSA State, Local, and Federal Taxes Impact
Taxes

Permanent

Total
$868,749

$868,749

Federal Taxes

$1,685,179

$1,685,179

Grand Total

$2,553,928

$2,553,928

State & Local Taxes

* in 2021 $
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*All impacts are presented as impacts to the Tallahassee MSA with monetary figures presented in current (2021)
dollars. Additionally, the analysis is based on information provided by company representatives. Economic Impact
analysis does not include any quality of life nor opportunity costs (alternative investment) valuation. Small differences
in the estimates may occur due to rounding.
Economic Impact Analysis Prepared By:
Julie Harrington, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Economic Forecasting and Analysis
Florida State University
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TARGETED BUSINESS PROGRAM PROFILE SCORING SYSTEM
PROJECT SUNRISE
REVIEWED BY: Kevin Gehrke
REVIEW DATE: Sept. 17th, 2021
Revision Date: 9/30/2021
EMPLOYMENT GROWTH (check one)
Option A: New Business

POINTS
10
15
20
25

10-20 New Employees w/in 3 Years
21-60 New Employees w/in 3 Years
61-99 New Employees w/in 3 Years
100+ New Employees w/in 3 Years

Option B: Existing Business Expansion
10
15
20
25

10% Increase in Employees
15% Increase in Employees
20% Increase in Employees
25% Increase in New Employees

SALARY LEVELS (check one)
20% or less of new jobs at or above area average annual wage

POINTS
0

>20% of new jobs at or above area average annual wage and the average annual
salary of the new jobs is:
0
10
15
20
25

Below area average
Average to 24% above average
25-49% above average
50-99% above average
100%+ above average

CAPITAL INVESTMENT (check one)

POINTS
5
10
15
20

$0 - $1,000,000
$1,000,001 - $5,000,000
$5,000,001 - $10,000,000
$10,000,001+

LOCATION (check all that apply)
Project located in an area identified by a program or policy of the City and/or County
as an area targeted for economic growth and development, including:
Historically Underutilized Business Zone
Promise Zone
Frenchtown/Southside or Downtown Community Redevelopment Area
Urban Job Tax Credit Area
Opportunity Zone
Southern Strategy Area
Priority Commercial Development areas (identified industrial or commercial park, Innovation Park, or
Tallahassee International Airport)
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POINTS

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY
Option A: New Construction (check all that apply)

POINTS
2
2
2
2
2
2

Urban forest protection above minimum
Preservation of significant grades above minimum
Canopy coverage above minimum
Exceeds tree preservation
Exceeds minimum pervious surface
Brownfield remediation

Option B: Redevelopment (check one)
2.5
5
7.5
10

25% retrofit
50% retrofit
75% retrofit
100% retrofit

LOCAL BUSINESS PROMOTION (check all that apply)
25% of major supplies are local
10% of goods and services from Certified MBEs
10% of Construction Contractors from Certified MBEs

69 Subtotal Points (100 points maximum)

69

BONUS (for applicants scoring <90 points; check all that apply)
Project is considered competitive
>50% of the jobs (by SOC code) are included in Target Industry list or CareerSource's Regional
Demand Occupations high skill/high wage list

10 TOTAL POINTS (100 points maximum)

Total Points
40-49 Points
50-59 Points
60-69 Points
70-79 Points
80-89 Points
90-100 Points

POINTS
5
2.5
2.5

POINTS
5
5

79

INDUCEMENT PERIOD
% of Inducement
Length of Inducement
50% exemption
5 years
60% exemption
6 years
70% exemption
7 years
80% exemption
8 years
90% exemption
9 years
100% exemption
10 years
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Project Name

Industry

Est.
Est. Capital
Jobs Investment

Quiksilver

Applied Science

49

$

13,500,000.00

Juggernaut

Applied Science

220

$

43,000,000.00

Rain

Agriculture / Manufacturing

20

Loop

Life Sciences & Medical Services

60

$

3,500,000.00

150,000

Duke

Life Sciences & Medical Services

Mango

Manufacturing

1000

$ 200,000,000.00

850,000

Matrix
Cypress

Applied Science
Manufacturing

Clean

Manufacturing

Alpha
Sunrise

Manufacturing
Manufacturing

Shamrock

150

$

1,500,000.00

540
10

$ 127,000,000.00
$
5,000,000.00

SF
Requirement

Manufacturing

Morgan

Transportation/Log

Up

Manufacturing

Leaf
Lane

Manufacturing
Applied Science

Grail

Applied Science

Business Development Division. Modified 2/8/2022.

Discussion with MagLab to develop / manufacture 1.5T
magnet.
Possible work with MagLab in high temp magnet
development/testing.
Large fulfillment center / warehouse

Looking to establish multiple Regional Collaboration
Centers across the United States, Canada and Australia.
These Centers, one per geographic region, will support the
10,000 product development and project delivery.
125,000 Regional last mile facility
Research project with MagCorp.
3 buildings on site
559,000 Due diligence phase
75,000 New HQ and Distribution Facility
Company is looking to expand their operations into a
larger facitlity as they are out growing the current location.

Manufacturing

Santa

Overview

30,000 Electronic Manufacturing
New Manufacturing line and expanded R&D
203,000
R&D with FAMU for feasibility of agricultural product in SE
US.

100

$

20,000,000.00

100,000

Organization is looking for a site near an airport and within
100 miles of a sea port. Currently in discussion with TLH
about international terminal partnership.
Client is looking for Research & Development help in
magnetic and superconductor development.
3D printing company with the technology to print multiple
colors. Relocation from Massachusetts due to favorable
business climate.

10

The client is looking to work with the local municipalities to
install and operate a quick charge e-vehicle charging
station (Commercial EVSE). The goal is to, eventually,
implement a station assembly plant in the area.
Research project collaboration with MagCorp.
Company is looking to improve their magnetic liquid level
sensors making the design their own. Introductions are
complete.
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January 2022

DataDriver

The Office of Economic Vitality is the source for Tallahassee-Leon County economic information and
data. We track key economic indicators and development trends, a selection of which is provided
below. These monthly statistics provide a general picture of marcoeconomic, large employer, and
startup activity. This month’s “My Take” segment features STAC PRO’S Executive Director Robin Hassler
Thompson.

EMPLOYMENT

TOTAL TAXABLE SALES

CITY OF TALLAHASSEE

LEON COUNTY

99,280

$452.1 M

UP 5.6% YEAR-OVER-YEAR

UP18.8% YEAR-OVER-YEAR

LEON COUNTY

151,375
UP 5.6% YEAR-OVER-YEAR

TALLAHASSEE MSA

$512.9 M

UP 15.8% YEAR-OVER-YEAR
SOURCE: FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE &
THE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC
RESEARCH

SOURCE: LAUS

$927.45
UP18.7% YEAR-OVER-YEAR
(WITH 7.4% INFLATION = 11.3% NET)

SOURCE: FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY & U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

INDUSTRY/OFFICE
VACANCY

UNEMPLOYMENT
CITY OF TALLAHASSEE

3.8%

INDUSTRIAL VACANCY RATE

LEON COUNTY

OFFICE VACANCY RATE

DOWN 0.1 POINTS YEAR-OVER YEAR

UP 0.6 POINTS YEAR-OVER-YEAR

NEW BUSINESS
UTILITY STARTS

1.9%

DOWN 0.1 POINTS YEAR-OVER-YEAR

43

DOWN 0.9 POINTS YEAR-OVER-YEAR

6.8%

3.4%
SOURCE: LAUS

TOTAL CERTIFIED MWSBEs

317

TALLAHASSEE MSA
AVERAGE WEEKLY
EARNINGS

DOWN 31% YEAR-OVER-YEAR

SOURCE: COSTAR

SOURCE: TALLAHASSEE COMMERCIAL UTILITY STARTS

FULL TIME EMPLOYEES

AWARDED CITY & COUNTY MWBE
PARTICIPATION PROJECTS

1,112
49

SOURCE: OFFICE OF ECONOMIC VITALITY DATABASE, DECEMBER 2021

$1.1M
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There were

850.219.1080
OEVFORBUSINESS.ORG

738 confirmed

human trafficking cases in Florida in 2020
Source: The National Human Trafficking Hotline

MY TAKE: SURVIVE AND THRIVE ADVOCACY
CENTER (STAC)
Many believe that human trafficking is something that occurs only in big
cities. The truth is, it’s happening everywhere, including right here in our
Tallahassee-Leon county business community. By increasing awareness and
being able to recognize the signs, the business community can work together
to stop traffickers from proliferating in Tallahassee-Leon County.
Human trafficking is defined as the exploitation and control of one person by
another for profit, power, or commercial gain or benefit. Any of the following
people can be traffickers: small business owners, labor subcontractors, neighbors, friends, business professionals or even family members.
Businesses have one of the most important roles in preventing and responding
to human trafficking. Employees, managers and others in the workplace can
be the eyes and ears on the ground when it comes to bringing traffickers to
justice and supporting victims and those who are at risk.
Being informed and prepared against trafficking in the workplace allows for
a safer overall environment, leads to higher employee morale and retention,
demonstrates your business cares for the community as a good corporate
citizen and industry-leader, and encourages people to do business with you.
Additionally, being prepared and educated about human trafficking can
help protect your business against liability.
STACPRO is here to assist businesses by educating employees on how to
identify human trafficking in every business sector throughout Tallahassee-Leon County. STACPRO is a free, online, on-demand training meant to empower
all workplaces and employees with greater knowledge to readily recognize
and respond to suspected sex or labor trafficking and make our community a
safer place. To pre-register for this training, visit stacpro.org.

850.597.2080
https://surviveandthriveadvocacy.org/
stac@surviveandthriveadvocacy.org
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CONTRIBUTOR
Robin Hassler Thompson, M.A., J.D., is
the Executive Director of the Survive and
Thrive Advocacy Center (STAC),
non-profit agency she founded in 2015
to assist survivors of human trafficking.
She also is an active member and
co-chairs the Social Services Committee
for the Big Bend Coalition Against
Human Trafficking.
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Apalachee 2020 Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) Reporting Form
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Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality Metrics
As an additional value-added feature of the Apalachee 2020 RLF services, Apalachee Regional Planning Council (ARPC) will
submit a semi-annual report to OEV that describes business assistance critical to enhancing the resilience of businesses
within the Capital Region. This includes tracking metrics on business sectors that receive capital, age of the business, and
minority and women-owned businesses served. Reports will be submitted in accordance with the City-County fiscal year
– one in March and the second in September of each year.
Metrics Table
o
o
o
o
o

Year and Time-Period: REPORT #2: April 1, 2021 through September 30, 2021
Start of Period RLF Balance: $965,000
End of Period RLF Balance: $720,000
Loans in Default / Arrears: 0
Default Notes: n/a
For the
Reporting
Period (#)
Loans Made 05
Number of Jobs saved or
created
Number of “Target
Sector” Businesses
Receiving Loans1
Number of Employees at
Target Sector Businesses
saved or created
Number of Minority
Businesses Receiving
Loans
Number of Employees at
MBEs saved or created

For the Reporting
Period ($ amt.)
$245,000.00

Since
Inception (#)
06

13.5

15.5

02

02

8.5

8.5

05

06

13.5

15.5

Number of WomenOwned Businesses 04
Receiving Loans

05*

1

Since Inception
($ amt.)

Notes

$280,000.00

*There was an
error in the last
report – Impact
Foods is a
women-owned
business and
thus, shall be
accounted for as
such during this
period.

OEV “Target Sectors” Include the following: Healthcare, Manufacturing, Transportation and Logistics, Professional and Technical Services, and
Applied Sciences. See the Targeted Industry Study for additional information:
http://oevforbusiness.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Target-Industry-Study.pdf

1
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Number of Employees at
WBEs saved or created
Number of VeteranOwned Businesses
Receiving Loans
Number of Employees at
Veteran BEs saved or
created
Number of “Startups”
Receiving Loans2

7

9

0

0

0

0

02

03

Short Narrative of Loan Activity for the Reporting Period
1. WCRx Pharmacy Central Network Corp. (Dr. Emmanuel Patrick Inwang): The ARPC issued a loan of $100,000 to
WCRx Pharmacy Central Network Corp. (“WCRx”), to be amortized for a period of 10 years. WCRx is an in-house
pharmacy and healthcare clinic that has provided a niche service of personalized preventative medical care to
many counties within the Apalachee region over the past 13 years. Dr. Emmanuel Patrick Inwang is the owner and
lead pharmacist, whose mission is to help families with their overall health and healthcare outcomes, with a
special emphasis on the chronically ill, as well as health equity for vulnerable and underserved populations. The
preventive care services that WCRx currently provides are primarily accomplished via telehealth and home
delivery. The $100,000 loan is being utilized to scale up the business. To increase access to preventive healthcare
and decrease healthcare delivery costs, WCRx has partnered with Medicare to launch two new services: Chronic
Care Management (CCM) and Remote Patient Monitoring (RPM). The new partnership with Medicare will funnel
a much larger pool of patients into the clinic. The ARPC loan will also enable WCRx to purchase larger quantities
of medication at bulk pricing, which will help maintain its inventory and lower its overall pharmaceutical costs.
Finally, Dr. Inwang’s Fellowship Training Program recruits dedicated interns who work in exchange for service and
credit hours, which also helps to keep the payroll costs down.
2. Crowning Glory, LLC (Sandra L. Charleston): The ARPC issued a loan of $20,000 to Sandra Charleston, owner of
Crowning Glory, LLC (“Crowning Glory”), to be amortized for a period of 10 years. Crowning Glory is a start-up
custom embroidery and sewing company. Ms. Charleston is a very capable seamstress and embroiderer. Over the
last 20 years, she has taught and utilized these skills as a supplemental income stream by doing freelance
embroidery work for local companies and organizations. During the COVID-19 pandemic last spring, Ms.
Charleston was advised by her doctor to find alternative employment; specifically, something less public facing
than required by her career in retail management. While on medical furlough, Ms. Charleston began sewing and
custom-embroidering face masks for churches, schools, community organizations, and small businesses in the
Tallahassee area. Based on her doctor’s recommendation, she decided to capitalize on her sewing skills and
existing business connections within the local custom-embroidery marketplace. Ms. Charleston registered her
new in-home embroidery business, Crowning Glory, as an LLC in July 2020. She has used the loan proceeds to
purchase a new commercial 10-needle embroidery machine, a prefabricated shed to serve as a backyard
workshop, and working capital to pay for materials and marketing expenses. She intends on fulfilling customembroidery orders from churches, schools/teams, state/local agencies, and other social service organizations and
marketing her business on social media, via a website, and by attending regional and nationwide conventions.
3. Felicia S.W. Thomas, Attorney at Law: The ARPC issued a loan of $40,000 to Felicia Thomas. Ms. Thomas is the
sole proprietor of a law practice specializing in guardianship services in Gadsden and Leon counties. She has owned
and managed the firm for over ten (10) years, providing legal services to families, hospitals, and nursing homes;
assisted living facilities needing guardianship services; and veterans and other disabled persons needing disability
benefits. Every guardianship case requires both a guardian and an attorney to represent the guardian. As a
2

“Startup” is defined as a business that has been incorporated or established for equal to or less than three (3) years.

2
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professional guardian, she serves those persons who are elderly or have a developmental disability and cannot
care for themselves. The guardian performs the day-to-day tasks of caring for the person. As an attorney, she
represents herself as the guardian or the family member who has been appointed guardian. The attorney files
pleadings, answers questions, and represents the guardian in court. Since Ms. Thomas serves as both a
professional guardian and her own attorney, she has streamlined the process for most of the clientele she serves.
This offering makes her more attractive to those clients seeking guardianship, as working with her is less timeconsuming and less-expensive overall. The loan to Felicia Thomas will help her expand services into surrounding
counties of the Apalachee Region and to hire persons to perform the day-to-day guardianship tasks.
4. Revolutionary Expressions, LLC (Tracye Hines): The ARPC issued a loan of $60,000 to Tracye Hines. Ms. Hines
founded Revolutionary Expressions in 2010. The Tallahassee-based performing arts company provides local youth
a place to stay out of trouble, raise their self-esteem, and express themselves through the performing arts.
Revolutionary Expressions provides Dance classes (hip-hop, lyrical, human video), Drama classes (acting,
auditioning, etc.), and DJ Music services. Classes are usually held on school campuses during, before, and/or after
school; during lunch hours; and for special events (such as Accelerated Reading parties, holidays, and summer
break). Revolutionary Expressions has worked with over twenty (20) Leon County Schools and almost all the
company’s bookings are for the entire school year (July 1st - June 30th). The eleven (11) year old performing arts
company also collaborates with several community partners, including the City of Tallahassee Parks and
Recreation Department, Florida State University, and Florida A&M University. The COVID-19 pandemic created a
huge obstacle to Ms. Hines’ business model, as public schools and community centers provided the primary
workspace for Revolutionary Expressions’ classes and services. Fortunately, she was able to pivot to a virtual
performing arts curriculum and platform so that she could fulfill her contracts and keep kids entertained and active
while confined to their homes. Unfortunately, the switch to a virtual platform, in addition to other issues caused
by the pandemic, required Ms. Hines to reduce her staff significantly. Now that schools are returning to an inperson environment, Ms. Hines is gearing up to head back into the schools and parks and bring her staff back to
full capacity. Ms. Hines is utilizing the loan for working capital to expand Revolutionary Expressions’ services and
programming to ten (10) additional schools throughout the Leon County School system and four (4) parks as part
of the City of Tallahassee Parks and Recreation program.
5. Boss Chic Hair & Beauty Supply, LLC (Chiqueata Evans): The ARPC issued a loan of $25,000 to Chiqueata Evans,
owner of Boss Chic Hair & Beauty Supply, LLC (“Boss Chic”), to be amortized for a period of 10 years. Boss Chic
opened in April 2021 and is the only beauty supply store owned by a minority woman in southside Tallahassee.
Beginning with a ‘soft opening’ in April 2021, Boss Chic sells braiding hair, hair bundles, wigs and other beauty
supply products and accessories. With over fifteen years of healthcare management experience, Ms. Evans is
excited to enter the field of retail management. Ms. Evans has been hard at work building her inventory to meet
the needs of her diverse market, which includes Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University (FAMU) staff and
students, Florida State University (FSU) staff and students, as well as all other residents in the southside of
Tallahassee, Woodville, and Crawfordville areas. Ms. Evans intends to rely on client referrals, community
exposure/events, and direct mail campaigns as the shop’s main way to reach new clients. Ms. Evans will utilize
the loan proceeds to purchase an exterior sign to be placed above the entrance of her store as a replacement for
the current vinyl banner, to purchase an exterior sign to be placed next to the driveway of the strip mall within
which her shop is located, to develop a website/online sales presence for her store, and to develop and implement
a direct mail campaign. Any funds not spent on advertising will be used to purchase additional store inventory.

3
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October 8, 2021

Ms. Cristina Paredes
Director, Leon County Office of Economic Vitality
Suite 502
301 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee FL 32301
By email: Paredesc@leoncountyfl.gov
Dear Ms. Paredes:
On behalf of the Board of Directors, FAMU Federal Credit appreciates the opportunity to partner with the
Office of Economic Vitality in providing microloans to minority, women, and black-owned businesses.
During this period, we have approved 82% of the $1,000,000 awarded and 67% of those funds were
distributed by September 30, 2021.
The recipients of the program are excited and hopeful about the future of their businesses. Additionally,
the micro business lending program also served as an opportunity to survey the recipients and receive
feedback regarding the benefits, experiences, and the ability to select the type of training that would assist
in growth and sustainability.
The required report is included along with an additional data chart (attachment 2). If you have any questions
or need additional information, please contact me at 850-222-1839 or via email at admin@famufcu.com.
Sincerely,

Sheilah Montgomery
President/CEO

• FAMU Federal Credit Union • 1610 South Monroe Street • Tallahassee, Florida 32301 • (850) 222-4541 •

57• www.famufcu.com •
• Fax: (850) 222-7064
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FAMU Federal Credit Union Micro-lending Fund Reporting Form
Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality Metrics

As an additional value-added feature of the FAMU Federal Credit Union micro-lending fund, which functions as revolving
loan, FAMU FCU will submit a semi-annual report to OEV that describes business assistance critical to enhancing the
resilience of businesses within the Capital Region. This includes tracking metrics on business sectors that receive capital,
age of the business, and minority and women-owned businesses served. Reports will be submitted in accordance with the
City-County fiscal year – one in March and the second in September of each year.
Metrics Table

Year and Time-Period (20XX-HX): September 30,2021
Start of Period RLF Balance: $1,000,000
End of Period RLF Balance: $332,975 of that balance 154,000 is obligated.
Loans in Default / Arrears: 0
Default Notes:
For the
Reporting
Period (#)

For the
Reporting Period
($ amt.)

Since
Inception
(#)

# of Loans made

24

667,025

24

# of Jobs retained or created

79

Average Size of the loan amount

27,793

Since
Inception ($
amt.)

667,025

79
27,793

27,793

Number of Minority Businesses
Receiving Loans

24

24

# of Employees at MBEs retained and
created

47

47

# of Minority Women-Owned Businesses
Receiving Loans

14

14

#of Employees at WBEs retained and
created

32

32

# of Black-Owned Businesses
Receiving Loans

23

23

# of Employees at Black-Owned
retained and created

43

43

# of “Startups” Receiving Loans1

15

15

# of Referrals to Partner Organizations
for Business Technical Assistance

5

5

See attachment 2 for additional narratives.

1 “Startup”

is defined as a business that has been incorporated or established for equal to or less than three (3) years.
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ATTACHMENT 2
A larger pool of minority business applicants did not complete the application or meet the minimum
qualifications. As a result, the credit union is positioned to develop outreach programs, and training to
include a specialized approach that would render a successful outcome if possible.
The partnership over the last seven (7) months has been very successful, 92% of the recipients surveyed
indicated that the funds helped with equipment, payroll, supplies, and staffing. Over 67% of the funds
were distributed. Of the 24 businesses 62.5% are considered startups of less than three (3) years.
Business that are considered start-ups received 59% of the loans awarded. The pre-approved amounts in
the pipeline of approximately 15% will be available for distribution upon final approval. The following
charts provides a snapshot of the number of applicants and microlending allocations.

FAMU Federal Credit Union
Micro Business Lending Application Data
September 30, 2021

200
150
100
50
0

Abandon/
withdrew
Series1
81

Total
ineligible
52

Total
Approved
29

Pending

Total

22

184

FAMU Federal Credit Union
Micro Business Lending
$1,000,000 Award

$800,000.00
$600,000.00
$400,000.00
$200,000.00
$0.00

Series2
Series1

Awarded
67%
$667,025.00

Approved
15%
$154,000.00
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Balance
18%
$178,975.00
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ATTACHMENT 3
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Business Name
DLA CONSULTING, LLC
FLORIDA DEVELOPERS, Inc.
HUGHES LAWN CARE LLC
JP GOLDSMITH FIN SER INC
JAYDEE INSURANCE AGENCY INC
LOVETT'S BURGERS
PARTY CENTRAL PLUS INC
THE CHOCOLATE DANDIES
BRYANT'S PRESTIGE CLEANING &
FLOOR CARE
LEVEL UP INDOOR SOCCER
FOOTMAN LAW FIRM, P.A.
KATINA'S J&C SERVICE LLC
LADY LUCK BOUTIQUE BY TIFFANY,
LLC
A CAL JANITORIAL AND LAWN SVCS
COAST LOGISTICS, LLC
DECADENT DELIGHTS LLC
GAINES PROPERTIES, LLC
LITTLE LAMBS CCC, LLC
NURSES RES TRA CEN, LLC
TAILORED CONFECTIONS LLC
THE PILLOW SHOPPE
Petal by Rose Gold LLC
A B Virtual Assistance LLC
SS Beauty Bar LLC

<3
years
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y

Business Category
Minority Black Owned Business
Minority Black Owned Business
Minority Black Owned Business
Minority Black Owned Business
Minority Black Owned Business
Minority Black Owned Business
Minority Black Owned Business
Minority Black Owned Business

Type of Business
Consultant
Construction
Lawn Service
Financial
Insurance
Food Service
Party Equipment
Pastry

Y
Y
N
N

Minority Black Owned Business
Minority Owned Business (Hispanic)
Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business

Janitorial
Recreation
Law Services
Janitorial

N
N
Y
Y

Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business
Minority Women Owned Business

Clothing
Janitorial
Transportation
Pastry
Property
Maintenance
Childcare
Healthcare
Pastry
Home décor
Mobile Clothing Store
Admin Office Support
Beauty Salon

Florida A&M University Credit Union re-negotiates its contract with the Department of Economic Opportunity annually.
This year we are working to create a contract that is more conducive to the regulatory requirements of a financial
institution instead of an organization.
4
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Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Board of Directors
Agenda Item #3
February 24, 2022

Title:

Approval of the Budget Amendment in recognition of a Grant
from the Knight Community Foundation of North Florida to
Support Minority Women and Small Business Activities

Category:

Consent

Intergovernmental
Management
Committee

Vincent S. Long, Leon County Administrator
Reese Goad, City of Tallahassee Manager

Lead Staff /
Project Team:

Benjamin H. Pingree, Director, Department of PLACE
Cristina Paredes, Director, OEV
Darryl Jones, Deputy Director, OEV

STATEMENT OF ISSUE:
This item seeks the approval of a budget amendment in recognition of a grant received
from the Knight Community Foundation of North Florida that increases OEV’s revenue
and personnel expenses by receiving this grant. The grant was awarded to fund an
graduate intern position (Knight Fellow) to facilitate capacity building activities for
certified MWBEs.

FISCAL IMPACT
This item has fiscal impact as it seeks approval for a budget amendment associated with
a grant received from the Knight Community Foundation of North Florida and provides
an additional $52,000 in the OEV budget.

STRATEGIC PLAN:
Securing a personnel grant to supplement the technical assistance already being offered
in the MWSBE Division for the City of Tallahassee, Leon County, and Blueprint directly
supports Goal #4 of the Economic Development Strategic Plan-(Business Formation):
Better identify, understand and align all available assets, organizations and
resources towards shared economic growth objectives. Encourage collaboration
among the many entities impacting the economic development environment to
work together for maximum competitiveness. Develop a suite of workshops and
trainings, leveraging existing resources, to help sustain the competitive and
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Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board of Directors Meeting, February 24, 2022
Item Title: Approval of the Budget Amendment in recognition of a Grant from the
Knight Community Foundation of North Florida to Support Minority Women and Small
Business Activities
Page 2 of 3
economic viability of small businesses owned by minorities, women and other
underrepresented business owners.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Option 1:

Accept the $52,000 grant from the Knight Community Foundation and
approve the budget amendment in recognition of a grant received from the
Community Foundation of North Florida.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:
At the September 27, 2021 IA Board meeting, staff informed the IA Board that the Office
of Economic Vitality’s Minority, Women & Small Business Enterprise (MWSBE) Division
applied for a grant from the Knight Foundation’s Community Foundation of North
Florida during the previous fiscal year. The purpose of this grant is to provide funding for
a graduate Digital Fellow position to the MWSBE program for Fiscal Years 2022 and
2023.
The grant was approved and funding in the amount of $52,000 will cover employee costs
for Fiscal 2022 and 2023 with no match needed. The grant was received in midSeptember, however it was received after the budget item was published. This budget
amendment increases budgeted grant revenue for MWSBE in the amount of $52,000 for
Fiscal 2022. The grant funds will be earmarked to pay a Knight Fellow $26,000 annually.
If approved, the Knight Digital Fellow position description would be advertised according
to policy and also advertised at both Florida A&M University and the Florida State
University’s Student Career Centers. The Knight Fellow position description would
include the following duties:
•

Coordinate capacity building activities including MWSBE Academy and
Business2Business (B2B) networking activities with primes and certified MWBEs;

•

Facilitate instruction on bid estimating with business development partner for
certified MWBEs;

•

Provide technical assistance for certified MWSBE firms in navigating procurement
and construction management software for major public projects.

Therefore, staff recommends that the IA Board approve the budget amendment in
recognition of a grant received from the Knight Community Foundation of North Florida.
Action by EVLC: This item was not presented to the EVLC.

OPTIONS:
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Item Title: Approval of the Budget Amendment in recognition of a Grant from the
Knight Community Foundation of North Florida to Support Minority Women and Small
Business Activities
Page 3 of 3
Option 1:

Approve the budget amendment in recognition of a grant received from the
Knight Community Foundation of North Florida.

Option 2:

IA Board Direction.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Option 1:

Approve the budget amendment in recognition of a grant received from the
Knight Community Foundation of North Florida.

Attachment:
1. Grant agreement
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Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Board of Directors
Agenda Item #4
February 24, 2022
Title:

Approval of the Tallahassee-Leon
Development Strategic Plan

County

Economic

Category:

General Business Item

Intergovernmental
Management
Committee:

Vincent S. Long, Leon County Administrator
Reese Goad, City of Tallahassee Manager

Lead Staff /
Project Team:

Benjamin H. Pingree, Director, Department of PLACE
Cristina Paredes, Director, Office of Economic Vitality
Darryl Jones, Deputy Director, Office of Economic Vitality
Drew Dietrich, Deputy Director, Office of Economic Vitality

STATEMENT OF ISSUE:
This item seeks the Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board of Directors’ (IA Board)
approval of the updated Tallahassee-Leon Economic Development Strategic Plan
(Attachment #1). The item provides an overview of the key findings of the Plan, with
recommended goals and specific actions to cover the program of work for TallahasseeLeon County Office of Economic Vitality (OEV) over the next five years and a refined
vision and mission statement to align with Leon County Government and City of
Tallahassee economic development priorities.
This item also provides the Board with an impact report on the goals and objectives and
the progress made from 2016 to 2021 by the Office of Economic Vitality (OEV) to
implement the Strategic Plan and accomplishments (Attachment #2) as well as the return
on investment for projects funded by economic development portion of the sales tax
dollars (Attachment #3).

FISCAL IMPACT
This item does not have a fiscal impact.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Option 1:

Accept the Update to the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic
Vitality Economic Development Strategic Plan.
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Item Title: Approval of the Tallahassee-Leon County Economic Development Strategic
Plan
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Option 2:

Adopt the refined Vision and Mission Statement for the Tallahassee-Leon
County Office of Economic Vitality.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:
OVERVIEW: THE ROLE OF THE TALLAHASSEE-LEON COUNTY OFFICE OF
ECONOMIC VITALITY
On November 4, 2014, 65% of the voters overwhelming approved a 20-year sales tax
extension, which included 12% of the penny sales tax collected to support economic
development projects, programs, and initiatives, from January 1, 2020, through
December 31, 2039.
On February 29, 2016, the IA Board voted to create a new economic development
ecosystem model for Tallahassee-Leon County, the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of
Economic Vitality (OEV). The creation of OEV was spurred by changes in the local
economic development landscape from 2014 to 2016. Recognizing the need to invest in
and cultivate this evolving landscape, the County and City Commissions approved
becoming only the second community in Florida to include economic development as part
of their sales tax initiative.
A new model was required to understand the enormity of the opportunity for
transformational change created by the sales tax to support, sustain, and propel our
collective economic development efforts. This funding mechanism was subsequently
followed by the former Economic Development Council dissolving. Subsequently, the IA
Board established a new model to ensure accountability, transparency, citizen
engagement, and professional management of economic development projects,
programs, and initiatives while simultaneously leveraging ideas, innovations, and
intellectual capital through the continuous coordination of the community’s economic
development partners. This resulted in the establishment of OEV as the economic
development organization of record for the community. The new organizational structure
afforded the opportunity to align and fully leverage considerable technical and
professional resources, which currently reside within the County and City Economic
Development Offices, Planning Department, GIS, and Blueprint, and to eliminate the
existing duplication of efforts. As such, the new model consolidated OEV within the
Department of PLACE, which allows for an integration of policy, the collection and
utilization of data, and coordinated implementation of projects and initiatives, which
cross over the planning, land use, and economic development spectrum.
As originally envisioned, OEV provides a one-stop-shop for economic development and
is responsible for the day-to-day execution of our community’s first-ever long-term
Strategic Plan for economic development utilizing the considerable expertise of our
community’s economic development partners. Over the last five years, OEV has served as
the economic development ecosystem’s “keystone” organization by serving as the central
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“hub” in actively creating opportunities to coordinate and connect private and public
sector ecosystem members across the economic development spectrum.
Economic development is a community sport with the coordination and support of all
private and public ecosystem partners. OEV’s mission is to foster fair and open
competition by conducting extensive outreach to assist businesses in navigating and
competing in today’s marketplace and leveraging existing resources to maximize the
infusion of financial capital to the local economy. Through IA Board (County/City)
direction, OEV has supported numerous partners to assist businesses and grow/retain
jobs.
The following are just a few
examples of OEV working
to accomplish its mission:
providing matching funds
for $2.5 million for the
establishment of the North
Entrepreneurs
Florida
Incubator
at
Innovation
Park;
participation and support
for the FAMU Credit Union
Micro-lending program to
benefit
minority
businesses; executing a
Memorandum
of
Understanding with ARPC
to provide matching funds
for a revolving loan to
benefit the small business;
secured $10 million in
funding to assist with necessary repairs to Bragg Memorial Stadium based on the
documented economic impact of the football program in the community; and provided
financial incentives to support the creation of 240 jobs by Danfoss Turbocor utilizing
OEV’s Target Business Program with local assets in the form of land leases provided by
LCRDA. These are just a few recent projects that have sought public policy direction and
partner ecosystem involvement to move the economic needle forward in the TallahasseeLeon County community to create, retain, and sustain jobs, clearly emphasizing that
economic development is a community sport.
OEV’s efforts are supported by the Economic Vitality Leadership Council (EVLC), a
diverse and comprehensive group of stakeholders from the local business community.
The EVLC has been instrumental in providing the clarity, context, and experience from
both the private and public sectors to help inform OEV’s project implementation.
Originally begun in 2018, the EVLC has since been expanded in 2020 to 14 members to
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further reflect the importance of the Council and the need to include additional local
stakeholders in these important conversations. The insights and support from the EVLC
have been a major component of OEV’s success, and their role has been critical in
launching many of OEV’s most dynamic initiatives. EVLC has helped OEV over the past
few years establish a resilient and equitable approach to economic vitality.
OEV IMPACT AND STRATEGIC PLAN IMPLEMENTATION TO DATE, 2016-2021
The Office of Economic Vitality was created in 2016 following the adoption of the Second
Amended Restated Interlocal Agreement in 2015, which provides for Blueprint 2020
Economic Development Programs. The OEV Strategic Plan was composed and adopted
shortly thereafter, which describes six foundations and three cross-cutting strategies.
These strategies acknowledge the character of the Tallahassee-Leon County economy and
the role that an Economic Development Organization should fill, given numerous
“ecosystem partners,” or business assistance organizations already providing services.
For Tallahassee-Leon County, economic development means:
“A coordinated course of action across all local assets and resources to facilitate
the development, attraction and cultivation of innovative businesses and
associated job creation to position the economy for sustained, directed growth
raising the quality of living for the citizens of Tallahassee-Leon County.”
– Tallahassee-Leon County Economic Development Strategic Plan, p.7
Following this definition, OEV works to unite and collaborate with all stakeholders under
one common understanding: to marshal Tallahassee Leon County’s strengths as it
pursues private-sector job growth and capital investment.
As the economic development organization serving Florida’s Capital community, both the
City of Tallahassee and Leon County, OEV provides economic development leadership to
implement a broad set of goals. Adopted by the IA Board in October 2016, the first-ever
long-term Economic Development Strategic Plan incorporated assets and culture that
represented Florida’s Capital—namely the pillars of research and commercialization, a
diverse and inclusive community, a creative economy, and a nationally-recognized higher
education presence.
Over the past five years, OEV staff and partners made strides in target industry analysis,
marketing, recruitment, MWSBE policies and assistance, data gathering and
dissemination, and increased collaboration and coordination with ecosystem partners.
The result is significant: OEV assisted thousands of businesses (over 2,750),
generating numerous project leads (over 75), preserved thousands of jobs
(over 13,200), created hundreds of new direct jobs (over 2,972), certified
over 317 MWSBEs, representing over 1,960 jobs, and generated millions in
economic impact (over $300 million) to the local economy.
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There are 150 total strategies and tactics outlined in the original Strategic Plan. These
strategies and tactics were divided among three cross-cutting strategies and six
foundations:
1) Marketing & Communications
2) Engagement, Collaboration & Alignment
3) Allocation of Resources
The six foundations are:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Business Formation: Systematic approach focusing on the efficiencies of the
resources but on easing the process and minimizing risk for the formation of
businesses.
Technology Transfer & Commercialization: Unique research assets and
advantages providing a nexus where entrepreneurship and innovation collide to
generate business opportunities.
Business Retention & Expansion: Companies that participate in comprehensive
outreach programs with economic development organizations are statistically
more likely to grow and expand, resulting in an improved business
climate for the existing industry.
Business Recruitment: New industry introduces a diversity of ideas and
approaches to an area, not to mention new job opportunities for its citizens,
clients, and for its small businesses.
The Creative Economy: Creative thinking is a key factor in a well-rounded
education and ultimately produces better workers, creative thinkers, and
more adept problem solvers. It has been demonstrated that a creative
environment stimulates innovation, particularly in science and technology.
Talent Pipeline: The community, alongside education and workforce partners,
has to identify the training needs of its low-skilled workers and the talent
needs of employers and businesses in targeted industries.

OEV and ecosystem partners completed or initiated 131 of 150 items (87%) found in the
Strategic Work Plan (Attachment #4):
•
•
•
•

40 strategies and tactics have been completed
63 are ongoing
18 are in progress
10 are external leads

OEV advanced the implementation of key policy and program initiatives by the IA Board
in the Strategic Work Plan, with a major emphasis on jobs, MWSBE, and local business
support. Those ongoing items (approximately 40%) from OEV’s previous strategic work
plan (2016-2021) will be incorporated into a new strategic work plan for a holistic and
comprehensive approach to sustain those efforts already underway by OEV. These
ongoing tactics and strategies include supporting the Magnetic Taskforce, growing the Big
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Bend Manufacturing Association, leading the Love Your Local initiative, fostering GovTech sector recruitment and expansion, MWSBE utilization and capacity growth,
facilitating the ARPC and FAMU FCU microloan programs, and ongoing collaboration
with AERO, CareerSource, Chambers of Commerce, and other local partner
organizations. These ongoing efforts will be sustained, but the updated work plan will be
further enhanced by introducing a new suite of focused, mission-critical strategies that
build on OEV’s foundational efforts.
In addition, the pandemic has had an immeasurable effect on the people and businesses
in our community. OEV has stood at the forefront during this crisis and in the years
preceding, providing rapid, comprehensive, and innovative support to our local economy.
During the pandemic, OEV hosted weekly stakeholder meetings to share information and
identify solutions, stood up two award-winning grant programs (CEDR, LEAN), created
a Business Resource Guide to for businesses and employers, launched a Personal
Protection Equipment webpage, created the Open for Takeout Map to promote local
restaurants, launched business impact surveys to assess the impact of the pandemic on
businesses, and provided technical assistance for hundreds of businesses seeking help
with grant applications, staffing, funding, and operations.
Under the leadership and policy direction of the IA Board, the proactive solutions
administered by OEV have led to sustaining hundreds of local businesses and thousands
of local jobs. The section below highlights the impacts of OEV since the implementation
of the Strategic Plan on October 26, 2016. As demonstrated by these efforts below, OEV
provided critical resources, technical assistance, innovative solutions, and new
collaborations to support, enhance, and promote economic vitality for Tallahassee-Leon
County.
•

The implementation of three small business assistance grant programs from
March 2020 to December 2020. These three programs were designed to assist
businesses and retain employees during the pandemic. As a result of these grants,
OEV supported 1,493 businesses and 241 non-profits who employed 13,560 people
at the time of application.
o COVID-19 Economic Disaster Relief Grant (CEDR): $1.15 million grant,
implemented in early April 2020. This grant assisted 561 businesses who at
the time of application employed over 4,900 people.
o Local Economic Assistance Grant (LEAN): $602,500 grant, implemented
during May and June 2020, assisted 241 non-profits, who in turn support
2,460 employees at the time of application.
o Leon CARES Small Business Assistance Grant: Supported Leon County to
create, manage, and implement an $18.1 million grant program for local
businesses in Leon County. The program assisted 932 businesses, which
collectively employ over 6,200 people at the time of application.
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•

Business Recruitment and Expansion:
o Danfoss Expansions:




Project Juggernaut: OEV facilitated one of the largest business
expansion projects in the State of Florida announced recently during
a pandemic. Danfoss announced the construction of a new
manufacturing facility at Innovation Park that will entail tens of
millions in capital investment, over $141 million in economic impact,
and create 240 new jobs within the manufacturing targeted industry.
Project Campus: Danfoss’ previous expansion in 2017, in which
Danfoss added 120 employees and generated $129.8 million in
economic impact.

o Amazon: The largest recruitment project in Tallahassee’s history thus far
and the largest facility in the Tallahassee MSA, Project Mango led to a new
650,000 SF fulfillment center representing a $200 million capital
expenditure and will add over 1,000 direct jobs starting at $15/hr.
Economic Impact: 3,602 direct/indirect jobs. $167.6 million in wages.
Approximately: $451 million in economic output.
o Proof Brewing: Expansion of local brewing company into a new facility,
Project Fox included the creation of 50 direct jobs, nearly $4.8 million in
total income or wages, and over $23.0 million in total economic output.
o Project Sunrise: The expansion of a locally based company to include the
retention of 49 jobs, Project Sunrise resulted in ten (10) new jobs and a $5.1
million capital expenditure. Economic Impact: 73 direct jobs, $4.9 million
in wages, $12.4 million in economic output.
•

Minority, Women, and Small Business Enterprise: There have been 24
applications reviewed for certification from October 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021
resulting in 15 new applicants to become certified and five re-certifications for a
total of 20 certification approvals being processed during the past two months.
Within the OEV database there are 316 certified firms represent 1,111 full-time
employees, 486 part-time employees, and 353 contract employees for a total of
1,950 employees.
Recognized as exceptional programs and services by the National
Association of Counties for the consolidation of the former City of
Tallahassee and Leon County government MWSBE offices under the
auspices of the local economic development organization coupled with a
consolidated disparity study.

•

Big Bend Manufacturers Association (BBMA): In partnership with
FloridaMakes, OEV launched the State’s newest regional manufacturing
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association for the Big Bend region, bringing a much-needed resource to support
our local manufacturing industry. The BBMA recently hosted its first
manufacturing month, and has launched a new membership drive in 2022 to add
new manufacturers from its nine-county region. The BBMA provides specialized
technical assistance to local manufacturers to assist them with efficiency, quality
control, and supply chain. This helps these companies to expand effectively and
sustainably, reduce costs, open new markets, and hopefully grow their businesses,
hiring new employees and expanding current operations.
•

North Florida Innovation Labs (NFIL) Incubator: Leon County Research
and Development Authority (LCRDA), in partnership with OEV and Florida State
University Research Foundation, announced the construction of the new North
Florida Innovation Labs, a 40,000 square foot business incubator that will be
constructed at Innovation Park. As a key partner, OEV provided $2.5 million in
matching funds for this project, estimated to generate over $20 million in
economic impact and create over 600 jobs for the community.

•

Small Business Loan Programs:
o REVIVE RLF: Partnered with the Apalachee Regional Planning Council
(ARPC) to fund and launch a $1 million revolving loan fund to assist with
gap financing for local businesses in Tallahassee-Leon County. OEV
leveraged $800,000 in federal funding via a $200,000 investment.
o FAMU Credit Union, Essential Microloan Program: Led
collaborative efforts with Florida A&M Federal Credit Union to define a new
microloan program for minority- and women-owned small businesses. The
fund, seeded with Leon County Cares capital at $1 million, will serve loans
of $5,000-$50,000 and provide technical assistance to borrowers. The
program launched in early February.

•

Supporting the sustainability of sports tourism:
o Florida A&M University: The project entails a $10 million investment in
upgrades to the existing Bragg Stadium to ensure viability and operations
for the FAMU Football program. With OEV's investment, the project will
support 132 jobs, generate $3.6 million in wages, nearly $1.4 million in
federal, state, county, and city taxes, and result in an economic impact of
over $37.5 million. This was approved at the July 9, 2020 IA Board meeting,
and has been incorporated into the OEV budget.
o Tallahassee Community College: Submitted funding request for $1
million to make athletic facility enhancements to basketball locker and
weight rooms, baseball and softball field house batting cages, stadium
seating and scoreboards and baseball locker rooms and press box. With
OEV’s investment, the project will generate $246,200 in federal, state,
county, and city taxes, support 25 jobs, generate $736,000 in wages, and
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result in $2.3 million in economic output. This was approved at the May 27,
2021 IA Board meeting, and has been incorporated into the OEV budget.
o Florida State University: Initiated a study regarding the current
structural infrastructure of Doak S. Campbell Stadium, and submitted a
new funding request to the Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board
regarding the need for repairs at the stadium in an amount not to exceed
$20 million. With OEV's investment, the total project will support over
1,200 jobs, generate, $13.9 million in federal, state, city, and county taxes,
generate over $36 million in income or wages, and result in $147.1 million
in economic output. This was approved at the September 27, 2021 IA Board
meeting and has been incorporated into the OEV budget.
•

Site Selection Database: OEV launched a brand new comprehensive site
selection database that allows for virtual tours by prospective companies and
builds an interactive platform to showcase the assets of Tallahassee-Leon County
for business recruitment and expansion activities. The OEV platform is fully
integrated with the Enterprise Florida platform, syncing Tallahassee-Leon
County’s availability for all Florida inquiries. These roundtables will provide a
forum for discussion, information sharing, and collaboration.

•

New Website: OEV launched an updated website to better disseminate the
formation and resources that our organization provides to the local community.
The website serves as a hub for data, maps, technical assistance, and business
resources.

•

Interactive Data: In conjunction with the new website, OEV launched a new,
interactive data center, which provides detailed yet comprehensive information on
dozens of critical economic metrics, in an easy to use, digestible format.

•

Tallahassee International Airport Passenger Processing Facility: As
stated in the Interlocal Agreement, up to $14.1 million of 2020 surtax proceeds are
to be used for the International Airport Growth & Development project to upgrade
existing hangar facilities, provide infrastructure, and develop 1,000 acres of
Airport property for lease. Funding will help to establish the International
Passenger Processing Facility.

•

Stakeholder Engagement: OEV held over 40 stakeholder meetings during the
past nine months, bringing together community leaders from all sectors to address
critical issues facing our local businesses and identify opportunities and
challenges.

•

Love Your Local: OEV designed and launched the “Love Your Local” campaign,
to support shopping locally during the holidays and all year long. Almost 300
local businesses participated in this brand-new campaign, garnering
thousands of online and social media interactions. The program was originally
envisioned in 2018 to support businesses impacted by the Betton Place shooting.
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Since that time, the program has grown to encompass all small, local businesses in
Tallahassee-Leon County. Love Your Local is a nationally and internationally
recognized program with strong local participation and a recognized brand.
Throughout the initiative, the campaign reached over 20,000 on Facebook, a
26.5% increase, with more than 3,000 post engagements. The Love Your Local
videos had over 5,000 views on Facebook and YouTube. The campaign had over
40,000 impressions on Twitter, resulting in over 1,000 profile visits. In addition,
the campaign garnered local and national coverage from several media outlets,
including
an
article
from
the
Catalyst
found
at
https://catalyst.independent.org/2021/01/20/how-americans-have-kept-smallbusinesses-afloat/.
Awards:
OEV has received several awards recognizing its achievement on a state, national, and
international level. The organizations who evaluate and select recipients include the
International Economic Development Council (IEDC), the international association for
economic development professionals; National Association of Counties, the US
association for all county governments; and the Florida Economic Development Council
(FEDC), Florida’s professional association for economic development. These awards
highlight the impact OEV has had on the local economy and further emphasize OEV’s
implementation of nationally and internationally recognized best practices.
•

2018 International Economic Development Council Excellence in Economic
Development Silver Award for Economic Development Week: Florida’s
Capital for Business/Developing Champions

•

2019 International Economic Development Council Excellence in Economic
Development Silver Award for Hurricane Michael: Resiliency, Recovery
and Mitigation

•

2020 International Economic Development Council Excellence in Economic
Development Bronze Award for COVID-19 Economic Disaster Relief
(CEDR) Resiliency, Recovery and Mitigation

•

2020 International Economic Development Council Excellence in Economic
Development Bronze Award for Data Talks Multimedia/Video Promotion.

•

2021 International Economic Development Council Excellence in Economic
Development Silver Award Recipient for the Data Driver

•

2021 International Economic Development Council Excellence in Economic
Development Silver Award Recipient for the MWSBE Division

•

2021 International Economic Development Council Excellence in Economic
Development Silver Award Recipient for the Office of Economic Vitality
Website
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•

2021 International Economic Development Council Excellence in Economic
Development Bronze Award Recipient for the Love Your Local Campaign

•

2021 Florida Economic Development Council Innovation in Marketing
Public/Private Partnership Award for ElectroMagnetic Bitter

•

2021 National Association of Counties Award in the category of Community and
Economic Development for the COVID-19 Economic Disaster Relief (CEDR)
Grant Program

•

2021 National Association of Counties Award in the category of Human Resources
for the Local Emergency Assistance for Nonprofits (LEAN) Grant Program

2022 STRATEGIC PLAN UPDATE:
The IA Board authorized OEV at its February 18, 2021 workshop meeting to work with
VisionFirst to update the OEV Strategic Plan, as the current Plan is now five years old.
The new Plan reflects the current economic landscape, data, and stakeholder feedback.
The Plan’s goal is to ensure OEV’s efforts remain focused on its core mission to create,
retain, and sustain jobs. VisionFirst developed OEV’s original Strategic Plan and is a local
economic development consulting business with first-hand knowledge and experience of
Tallahassee-Leon County. VisionFirst has worked closely with OEV over the past year to
gather data, assess trends, seek stakeholder input, and provide critical context to OEV’s
operations to develop an updated strategic approach that reflects the unique, specific
needs of Tallahassee-Leon County.
VisionFirst conducted over 60 stakeholder meetings with more than 100 elected officials,
existing business leaders, small businesses, and community members throughout the
strategic plan process. Additional input was obtained through an online survey that over
150 stakeholders completed. These meetings and survey responses helped to inform
VisionFirst’s analysis and served to localize the focus of the Strategic Plan and keep the
strategies and tactics focused on specific actions that would benefit Tallahassee-Leon
County’s economy (the full feedback results can be found on page 66 of the 2022 OEV
Strategic Plan). Key feedback from these responses emphasized that OEV should set the
vision for economic development and that the community needs a diverse economy that
leverages local assets such as the MagLab, universities, and existing industry. The
response also desired a stronger entrepreneurial climate with additional resources and
support for existing industries. In addition, respondents noted that MWSBE priorities
should include additional training, apprenticeships, and business retention efforts.
Finally, the respondents noted three key advantages for Tallahassee-Leon County—access
to research and development in higher education, low operating costs, and state tax
policies.
From their data analysis and stakeholder feedback, VisionFirst identified TallahasseeLeon County’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats regarding the
community’s economic development efforts and the area’s overall competitiveness. As a
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result, the updated Strategic Plan enables OEV to leverage or capitalize on TallahasseeLeon County’s strengths and opportunities and minimize weaknesses and threats. The
feedback received by VisionFirst helped provide the critical framework for developing the
updated Strategic Plan. This feedback is reflected throughout the Strategic Plan in the
specific tactics and goals outlined for implementation. The implementation of which is
detailed in the proposed new OEV Strategic Work Plan (Attachment #5). Each strategy
and tactic is aligned with measurable actions that combine new and existing initiatives to
guide OEV’s work scope for the next five years.
The new Strategic Plan offers strategies that are meant to give the organization an
unerring focus on business recruitment, retention, and expansion and build the project
pipeline through marketing and communications efforts. The Strategic Plan reflects the
feedback provided by the EVLC at their February 2 and 14, 2022 meetings. The Plan
incorporates the recently adopted Leon County Five Year Strategic Plan and the City of
Tallahassee Strategic Plan. In addition, the work plan developed by OEV includes the
supporting key objectives and initiatives of the County and City plans as they relate to
their respective economic development priorities. The new recommendations in this Plan
are meant to complement the ongoing work, which accounts for approximately 40 percent
of current strategies and tactics. These strategies and tactics will be incorporated into an
updated work plan with the new strategies and tactics for a holistic and comprehensive
effort.
The proposed updated Strategic Plan gives OEV a roadmap for the next five years and
considers best management practices from across the country, focused on TallahasseeLeon County’s needs. The Plan will help OEV maintain its role as a keystone organization
that provides maximum benefit and support for the business community of TallahasseeLeon County.
Based on data analysis, community feedback, and nationally recognized best practices,
VisionFirst identified a group of five core strategies and two enabling strategies. As
mentioned previously, those ongoing items (approximately 40%) from OEV’s previous
strategic work plan (2016-2021 – Attachment #4) will be incorporated into a new
strategic work plan for a holistic and comprehensive approach to sustain those efforts
already underway by OEV.
•

Core strategies are those that fall directly under the purview of OEV. They are vital
for the organization to achieve its mission and improve the community's economic
vitality.

•

Enabling strategies are those in which OEV may partner with other organizations
or entities to facilitate or advocate for change. Enabling strategies are designed to
support the core strategies by providing the resources and infrastructure required to
achieve success in the organization’s objectives.
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Within each strategy is a series of tactics that provide an approach to implementation,
which form the framework of OEV’s five-year work plan (Attachment #5). The tactics are
segmented into three actions: implement, facilitate, or advocate.
• Implement: OEV to undertake, coordinate, and implement directly.
• Facilitate: OEV to work in conjunction with partners to develop and implement.
• Advocate: OEV to advocate city, county, regional, and state leaders to undertake
and/or implement.
The following timeframes are used throughout the Plan:
• Short-Term: Three months to one year
• Mid-Term: One year to three years
• Long-Term: Three years to five years
STRATEGIES & TACTICS
VisionFirst utilized a comprehensive project approach to develop a suite of specific,
action-oriented strategies and tactics.
• Gathered feedback from numerous stakeholders
• Analyzed data trends and projects for the local and national economy
• Identified challenges or struggles the community might face, as well as
opportunities for success
• Assessed current target industries, sites, and assets, as well as OEV’s current
incentive programs
This approach was critical to forming the strategies and tactics outlined in the updated
Strategic Plan and is laser-focused on sustaining economic prosperity for TallahasseeLeon County.
These strategies and tactics will guide OEV’s actions for the next five years. Accordingly,
OEV has developed a new five-year work plan (Attachment #5) to outline specific actions
to implement the tactics in the 2022 strategic plan, guided by input from the Economic
Vitality Leadership Council and IA Board direction. The work plan contains dozens of
specific, measurable, and attainable actions that OEV will undertake to bring the 2022
Strategic Plan from concept to reality.
1) Core Strategy: Maximize OEV’s Impact: This strategy focuses on maintaining a
singular focus on OEV’s core mission to grow the local economy by ensuring that OEV
funding and programming are aligned with full-time private-sector job creation,
retention, and sustainability, increasing the local average wage and increasing revenue
generation for the local economy. The tactics for this strategy focus on ensuring that
OEV’s impact remains positive, sustainable, and aligned with the community’s needs.
a) Tactic: Ensure OEV’s activities are singularly aligned with the core mission and
Strategic Plan. (Implement, Short-Term)
b) Tactic: Position OEV staff as the economic development leaders within the
community and region. (Implement, Short-Term)
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c) Tactic: Facilitate a culture of creating a seamless customer experience for
economic development clients. (Implement, Ongoing)
d) Tactic: Serve as an advocate for workforce alignment. (Facilitate, Short-Term)
2) Core Strategy: Drive Business Recruitment, Retention, & Expansion: This
strategy emphasizes the importance of synergizing external and internal business
development into a mission-critical goal that will communicate a positive business
climate, prioritize outreach, and lead to transformative growth by focusing on the
critical initiatives that create, retain, and sustain jobs. This includes focusing on
opportunities for all citizens, expanding existing business, burnishing the TallahasseeLeon County business reputation, and leveraging local university partnerships and
assets.
a) Tactic: Develop value propositions for target industries. (Implement, Mid-Term)
b) Tactic: Recognize existing industry. (Implement, Short-Term)
c) Tactic: Expand the impact of the Tallahassee-Leon County business narrative.
(Implement, Mid-Term)
d) Tactic: Leverage university partnerships and assets. (Implement, Mid-Term)
e) Tactic: Expand and strengthen regional economic development relationships to
leverage recruitment and expansion efforts. (Implement, Mid-Term)
3) Core Strategy: Enhance the Incentive Toolbox: This strategy provides an
incentive matrix that supports new and expanding industries and entrepreneurs and
startups. It addresses the community’s economic goals and focuses efforts on projects
within established target sectors with wages that improve socio-economic challenges.
This strategy is a mid-term policy recommendation. Staff will be bringing forward
specific recommendations to the IA Board for future consideration, incorporating
feedback from the EVLC.
a) Tactic: Adopt and implement a tiered incentive structure for traditional
location or expanding industries. (Implement, Mid-Term)
b) Tactic: Adopt and implement an existing industries incentive strategy.
(Implement, Mid-Term)
c) Tactic: Assist landowners in the development of existing and new sites and
infrastructure.
d) (Implement, Ongoing)
e) Tactic: Foster an entrepreneur grant program. (Implement, Long-Term)
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4) Core Strategy: Support the development and retention of Minority,
Women, and Small Business Enterprises: This strategy emphasizes the
importance of minority- and women-owned small business enterprises to the
Tallahassee-Leon County Community. The strategy is a reflection of ongoing efforts to
support the diversity in the types and goals of MWSBEs, and create new opportunities
and partnerships for these firms. The tactics within this strategy focus on sustaining
local MWSBEs and increasing funding and opportunities for MWSBEs to grow,
sustain, and prosper.
a) Tactic: Provide sustainable professional development and instruction on
supplier-diversity and inclusion for local stakeholders in our business system.
(Implement, Mid-term)
b) Tactic: Develop a business diversity fellowship initiative in conjunction with
the local chambers of commerce. (Advocate, Mid-Term)
c) Tactic: Develop an initiative that connects anchor institutions with minority- and
women-owned providers for purchasing. (Facilitate, Mid-Term)
d) Tactic: Support an increase in financing and lending to minority- and
women-owned businesses. (Facilitate, Mid-Term)
5) Core Strategy: Foster Entrepreneurship & Business Formation: This
strategy recognizes the importance of entrepreneurs and startups as drivers of the
local economy. This strategy seeks to celebrate and cultivate this sector with
entrepreneurship-focused resources and programs. The tactics outlined in this
strategy highlight specific partnerships, programs, and community-wide efforts that
will accelerate support and growth for entrepreneurship in Tallahassee-Leon County.
a) Tactic: Accelerate and advance collaboration with FSU and FAMU Research
Institutions.
b) (Facilitate, Mid-Term)
c) Tactic: Advocate and promote the investments in Innovation Park and the
North Florida Innovation Labs to foster entrepreneurial growth. (Advocate,
Mid-Term)
d) Tactic: Survey entrepreneurs and stakeholders to better understand local needs.
(Facilitate, Mid-Term)
e) Tactic: Include entrepreneurship programs and resources on the OEV website.
(Implement, Short-Term)
6) Enabling Strategy: Enhance Utilization of Assets: This strategy highlights the
importance of Tallahassee-Leon County’s unique assets and how the community
highlights these assets to demonstrate their value and position them to remain
globally competitive. The tactics within this strategy identify specific assets and steps
to maximizing their impact on the local economy.
a) Tactic: Continue to promote the MagLab as a unique asset for competitive
economic development projects. (Implement, Ongoing)
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b) Tactic: Promote the assets of FAMU, a premier HBCU. (Implement, Short-Term)
c) Tactic: Expedite the connector road from TLH to Innovation Park to the
universities and the city center. (Advocate, Short-Term)
d) Tactic: Support increasing the Tallahassee International Airport’s economic
impact on the region. (Facilitate & Implement, Short-Term)
7) Enabling Strategy: Increase Marketing & Communications Efforts: This
strategy outlines the most effective techniques and strategies to deploy tactical
marketing and communications to support OEV’s economic development efforts. The
tactics within this strategy focus on specific methods by which OEV can successfully
attract the deployment of capital to Tallahassee-Leon County.
a) Tactic: Deploy a suite of outreach tactics that support business development goals.
(Implement, Ongoing)
b) Tactic: Improve website and online presence to enhance communication with
external, out-of-market audiences. (Implement, Ongoing)
c) Tactic: Enhance technology to highlight assets. (Implement, Mid-term)
d) Tactic: Expand the Tallahassee-Leon County business narrative in outside markets
through strategic messaging. (Implement, Ongoing)
OEV will utilize both the Strategic Plan and the new work plan (Attachment #5) to ensure
that OEV remains at the forefront of economic vitality for the Tallahassee-Leon County
community.
Alignment of Vision and Mission Statement:
At the February 14 meeting, VisionFirst facilitated a discussion with the EVLC to review
the Strategic Plan and refine the vision and mission statement. This discussion aimed to
ensure alignment with the City of Tallahassee and Leon County’s economic development
priorities and the updated Strategic Plan; 1) To advance the City of Tallahassee as a
competitive, innovative, and sustainable regional economic hub; 2) Make Leon County a
place that attracts and retains talent, with a diverse economy that realizes full economic
vitality, 3) Reflect the new strategies and tactics outlined in the updated Strategic Plan.
The EVLC agreed that the refined mission and vision should seek to unify and streamline
the efforts of OEV to be the driving force in economic development for Tallahassee-Leon
County.
•

Vision: “To Drive the Growth of Tallahassee-Leon County’s Diverse and Vibrant
Economy.”

•

Mission: “To lead Tallahassee-Leon County’s economic development efforts by
leveraging existing resources and assets that grow and drive economic vitality.”
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Therefore, the EVLC recommends that IA Board approve a refined vision and mission
statements (Option #2).
FISCAL IMPACT OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN:
While adopting the new Strategic Plan does not have an immediate and direct fiscal
impact, OEV will utilize the framework and direction of the Plan to refine OEV’s budget
as it prepares for FY 2023. Sales tax revenues have exceeded the amounts budgeted for
the last eight months, and that positive trend is expected to continue through at least the
middle of FY 2022. Through the FY 2023 budget development process, staff will evaluate
current operational and programmatic commitments, determine any changes to current
line items, and align resources as necessary. Staff will bring back a midpoint budget
analysis to update actual receipts and projections for OEV revenues in FY 2023 in the
spring at the May 19, 2022 workshop.

CONCLUSION:
Created in 2016, OEV has served the community through business engagement,
recruitment, sponsorship, grant-making, marketing, COVID-19 pandemic relief and
business support, and coordination of ecosystem partners. OEV has accomplished or
begun 131 of the 150 (87%) of all strategies and tactics in its Strategic Work Plan (20162021 – Attachment #4). These actions reflect the refinement of community strengths and
assets wherein OEV can make meaningful contributions to job creation, capital
investment, talent attraction and retention, and overall vitality. The proposed new Work
Plan will serve as a living document that reflects the ongoing efforts of OEV and priorities
of the IA Board, and will be aligned with both the City and County’s strategic priorities for
economic development. It will provide clear and measurable actions that align with OEV’s
mission and vision.
The 2022 OEV Strategic Plan was composed through extensive input from community
stakeholders and businesses to obtain an accurate and informative profile of the
Tallahassee-Leon County economy. This input, coupled with extensive research by
VisionFirst, helped articulate a strategic set of priorities and actions that will guide OEV
and, in turn, Tallahassee-Leon County to remain competitive at retaining talent,
attracting targeted businesses, and helping local employers to expand while supporting
local culture and breaking down silos. With the new economic landscape, there exists a
fresh opportunity for OEV to lead efforts in sustaining a resilient, equitable, and
innovative economy for Tallahassee-Leon County. Over the next five years, the 2022 OEV
Strategic Plan will, via seven new strategies with 31 tactics, provide a critical tool to
guiding programmatic actions by OEV to support, engage, and empower our local
business, citizens and institutions to locate, grow, and prosper.
Staff Recommendation: Therefore, staff recommends that the IA Board:
Option #1: Accept the Update to the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic
Vitality Economic Development Strategic Plan;
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Option #2: Adopt the refined Vision and Mission Statement for the TallahasseeLeon County Office of Economic Vitality.
Action by EVLC: On February 2, 2022, Economic Vitality Leadership Council (EVLC)
met to review the key strategies and tactics within the draft strategic plan and provide
additional input and feedback. To further discuss the feedback provided at the February
2 meeting and review the draft Strategic Plan document, the EVLC scheduled a
subsequent meeting on February 14, 2022. During this meeting, the EVLC voted to
recommend the 2022 OEV Strategic Plan for approval and refine a new vision and mission
statement for OEV. The EVLC articulated their recommendations in a subsequent letter
to the IA Board (Attachment #6).

OPTIONS:
Option 1:

Accept the Update to the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic
Vitality Economic Development Strategic Plan.

Option 2:

Adopt the refined Vision and Mission Statement for the Tallahassee-Leon
County Office of Economic Vitality.

Option 3:

Do not accept the Update to the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of
Economic Vitality Economic Development Strategic Plan.

Option 4:

IA Board Direction.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Option 1:

Accept the Update to the Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic
Vitality Economic Development Strategic Plan.

Option 2:

Adopt the refined Vision and Mission Statement for the Tallahassee-Leon
County Office of Economic Vitality.

Attachments:
1. Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality’s 2022 Update to Strategic
Plan
2. Tallahassee-Leon County Office of Economic Vitality’s 2016-2021 Impact Report
3. OEV Project Return on Investment
4. OEV 2016-2021 Strategic Work Plan
5. New Strategic Work Plan
6. EVLC Letter to IA Board
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Introduction
The creation of OEV was spurred by changes in the local economic development landscape
from 2014-2016. Recognizing the need to invest in and cultivate this evolving landscape,
the County and City Commissions approved becoming only the second community in the
State of Florida to include economic development as part of their sales tax initiative.
Understanding the enormity of the opportunity for transformational change created by the
sales tax, and to support, sustain and propel the community’s collective economic
development efforts, a new model was required. Thus, VisionFirst Advisors was retained to
create a strategic plan to guide the newly-formed OEV’s business development,
entrepreneurship, and vitality initiatives. Since that time, the office has grown and fostered
increased capital investment and job creation in Tallahassee-Leon County.
Even through a global
pandemic that threw
markets and supply
chains into disarray, OEV
has made significant
progress in its efforts. As
of the development of
this report, it had
initiated or completed 87
percent of the initiatives
in its first strategic plan.

OEV has made significant progress since
its inception:

PROGRESS
IS A
PROCESS

•

2,972 jobs created through project announcements

•

such as Danfoss Turbocor and Amazon
313 minority, women, and small business enterprises

•

certified with more than 2,000 employees
$300 million in economic impact generated to the

•

local economy
$18 million+ in Leon CARES funding disbursed to
930+ businesses

In the middle of this implementation, the state and the nation began grappling with the
COVID-19 pandemic. As federal funds were deployed to states and counties, OEV disbursed
more than $18 million in Leon CARES funding to more than 930 businesses, underscoring
the office’s value not only to the city and county but also to the overall community.
Tallahassee-Leon County is known as a crossroads of state government and education, but
there continue to be opportunities to recruit and support a variety of clean industrial and
commercial growth. OEV was created both to support existing business and to encourage
new industry, with the overarching goal of establishing the community as an ideal place for
business, creating economic prosperity for residents.
In the past five years, OEV has been a catalyst for private sector job creation. Most recently,
OEV announced the continued expansion of Danfoss Turbocor, as well as the successful
recruitment of an Amazon fulfillment center, the largest private sector job project in the
community’s history. OEV has also certified more than 300 minority, women, and small
business enterprises with more than 2,000 employees.
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Now, it is time to review, re-evaluate, and reimagine Tallahassee-Leon County’s initiatives in
conjunction with the newly adopted county and city strategic plans. Progress is a process.
The successes OEV has experienced over the last five years must be examined and
analyzed, and that information must then be used to identify future opportunities for
achievement with a singular focus.
A combination of new ideas with the proven methodology of stakeholder input and data
led to this new strategic plan. Fine-tuned to Tallahassee-Leon County’s needs, this plan
evaluates how to attain continued progress and build resiliency in the face of future
economic disruptions. In addition, this updated plan incorporates the recently adopted
Leon County Five Year Strategic Plan and the City of Tallahassee Strategic Plan.
VisionFirst Advisors was founded in Tallahassee, and many on our team call it home. This
partnership with OEV is more than just a project. It’s personal. Tallahassee is a growing and
thriving community, and it has so much more in store.
We are honored to continue our partnership with OEV to create the next strategic plan—
and keep Tallahassee moving forward.
Sincerely,

Gray Swoope
President & CEO, VisionFirst Advisors
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Project Overview
VisionFirst Advisors developed OEV’s first strategic plan by gathering data and trends,
seeking stakeholder input from a variety of sources, and providing context to the analytics.
OEV advanced the implementation of key policy and program initiatives by the IA
Board in the Strategic Work Plan, with a major emphasis on jobs, MWSBE, and local
business support. Those ongoing items (approximately 40%) from OEV’s previous
strategic work plan (2016-2021) will be incorporated into the new strategic work plan
to help sustain those efforts already underway by OEV.
These activities will be incorporated into an updated work plan with the new strategies and
tactics for a holistic and comprehensive effort. It is important to note, that this strategic
plan recommends a new suite of focused, mission-critical strategies to build on OEV’s
foundational efforts.
With a new plan comes a new approach—one that considers the successes and challenges
OEV has experienced over the past five years. To identify objectives and organize them into
a new strategic plan, VisionFirst took a holistic approach in assessing where Tallahassee
was five years ago, where it is now, and what the future should look like. The project
approach included:
•

•

•
•
•

gathering feedback through conversations with numerous community leaders, business
leaders, and staff regarding OEV’s economic development efforts and suggestions for
moving forward;
analyzing data trends and projections regarding growth, gaps, and opportunities as
compared to the region, state, and nation, while also examining data changes before
and as a result of the pandemic;
identifying any challenges or struggles that OEV has experienced in its economic
development efforts;
assessing target industries, incentive structure, and assets (tangible and intangible) over
the past five years to identify new opportunities; and
developing an updated suite of strategies and tactics for the city and county to use for
increased economic prosperity moving forward.

Based on interviews, desktop analysis, and VisionFirst’s knowledge of Tallahassee-Leon
County and OEV, the following pages provide a new strategic plan that builds on the
foundational activities of the original to further diversify the economy through the support
and location of businesses large and small.
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Executive Summary
Five years ago, Tallahassee-Leon County’s newly-formed Office of Economic Vitality (OEV)
retained VisionFirst Advisors to create a strategic plan to guide the office’s business
development, entrepreneurship, and vitality initiatives. Since that time, the office has
grown and fostered increased capital investment and job creation in Tallahassee-Leon
County. As of the development of this report, it had initiated or completed 87 percent of
the strategies and tactics in its first strategic plan. OEV has made significant progress
since its inception:

2,972 New Jobs
Including the
announced by
Danfoss
Turbocor and
Amazon

$390 million
leveraged
investment
with economic
development
dollars

300+
minority,
women & small
business
enterprises
certified

$18 Million+
in CARES Act
funding
distributed to
930+
businesses

A NEW APPROACH
With a new plan comes a new approach—one that considers the successes and challenges
OEV has experienced over the past five years. To identify objectives and organize them into
a new strategic plan, the project approach included:

GATHERING
FEEDBACK
through
conversations
with numerous
stakeholders

ANALYZING
data trends
and projections

IDENTIFYING
any challenges or
struggles as well
as opportunities
& success

ASSESSING
target
industries,
incentive
structure
and assets

DEVELOPING
an updated suite
of strategies
and tactics
for increased
economic
prosperity
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IN YOUR WORDS
VisionFirst hosted more than 60 stakeholder meetings with more than 100 elected officials,
existing business leaders, small businesses, and community members. Stakeholder input
was also gathered through an online survey. Taken by more than 150 key stakeholders
including business leaders, elected representatives, education providers, and other
influential leaders and organizations in the community.

“
–

OEV should set the vision for economic development

–

Stakeholders would like to see a diverse industry sector that leverages assets such as the
MagLab, universities, and existing industry (including Manufacturing), a stronger
entrepreneurial climate, and more resources and support for existing industry in
targeted sectors.
Priorities for the MWSBE division include building a qualified workforce through training,
apprenticeships, and business retention.
The top three advantages are access to research and development in higher education,
low operating costs, and state tax policies.

–

“

–

USING DATA TO TELL A STORY
To identify the best and most achievable economic development strategies, VisionFirst
Advisors conducted research summarizing the local economy. While this plan focuses on
Tallahassee-Leon County, site selectors and business decision-makers do not regard
county lines. As Tallahassee-Leon County aims to be a regional leader for job creation and
position itself to be competitive for economic development projects, the data included
reflects the county, metropolitan statistical area (MSA), and a forty-five-minute drive
time surrounding Tallahassee-Leon County.

Public Administration is Leon County’s
largest industry sector (29,712 workers)

Followed by Health Care & Social Services (21,606)
and Educational Services (17,546)
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TOP 10 OCCUPATIONS BY JOB OPENINGS
SOC

Occupation

Total Ads

41‑2031.00

Retail Salespersons

512

29‑1141.00

Registered Nurses

359

13‑2011.00

Accountants and Auditors

347

41‑1011.00

First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers

346

43‑4051.00

Customer Service Representatives

251

15‑1252.00

Software Developers

236

43‑6014.00

Secretaries, Administrative Assistants, Except Legal,
Medical & Executive

234

15‑1232.00

Computer User Support Specialists

230

21‑1093.00

Social and Human Service Assistants

229

35‑3023.00

Fast Food and Counter Workers

229

The standard Occupational Classification system (SOC) is used to classify workers into occupational categories.

OPTIMIZING PRODUCT
A critical component of economic development success is offering competitive products—
specifically in the form of developed sites and buildings that can house new, relocating, or
expanding businesses.
The review of Tallahassee’s sites and buildings uncovered several key takeaways:

There is a limited
number of sites for
several of the
community’s target
sectors, such as
Manufacturing and
Transportation/Logistic
s, despite interstate
access.

Product development
opportunities will arise
because of the Airport
Gateway project and
increasing connectivity
to the universities.

Connecting resources
and assets (e.g.,
innovation,
commercialization,
research) to the airport
should be a priority.
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A Pathway Forward
In determining what should be OEV’s primary focus over the next five years, VisionFirst
considered both the support and the demands placed on the organization that fall within
and outside of its purview. This plan offers strategies that are meant to give the
organization an unerring focus on business recruitment, retention, and expansion as well
as on building the project pipeline through marketing and communications efforts.
The plan incorporates the recently adopted Leon County Five Year Strategic Plan and
the City of Tallahassee Strategic Plan. In addition, the work plan developed by OEV
includes the supporting key objectives and initiatives of the County and City plans as
they relate to their respective economic development priorities.
Finally, the new recommendations in this plan are meant to complement the ongoing work
which accounts for approximately 40 percent of current activities. These activities will be
incorporated into an updated work plan with the new strategies and tactics for a holistic
and comprehensive effort.
Using facts and trends drawn from the data as well as economic development best
practices, a group of four core strategies and two enabling strategies were identified.
•

Core strategies are those that fall directly under the purview of OEV. They are vital for
the organization to achieve its mission and improve the economic vitality of the
community.

•

Enabling strategies are those in which OEV may partner with other organizations or
entities to facilitate or advocate for change. Enabling strategies are designed to support
the core strategies by providing the resources and infrastructure required to achieve
success in the organization’s objectives.

Within each strategy is a series of tactics that provide an approach to implementation,
which will be incorporated into a work plan. The tactics are segmented into one of three
actions: implement, facilitate, or advocate.
•
•
•

Implement – OEV to undertake, coordinate, and implement directly.
Facilitate – OEV to work in conjunction with partners to develop and implement.
Advocate – OEV to advocate to city, county, regional, and state leaders to undertake
and/or implement.

The following timeframes are used throughout the plan:
•
•
•

Short-Term – Three months to one year
Mid-Term – One year to three years
Long-Term – Three years to five years
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STRATEGIES & TACTICS
Core Strategy: Maximize OEV’s Impact
–
–
–
–

Tactic: Ensure OEV’s activities are singularly aligned with the core mission and strategic
plan. (Implement, Short-Term)
Tactic: Position OEV staff as the economic development leaders within the community
and region. (Implement, Short-Term)
Tactic: Facilitate a culture of creating a seamless customer experience for economic
development clients. (Implement, Ongoing)
Tactic: Serve as an advocate for workforce alignment. (Facilitate, Short-Term)

Core Strategy: Drive Business Recruitment, Retention, & Expansion
•
•
•
•
•

Tactic: Develop value propositions for target industries. (Implement, Mid-Term)
Tactic: Recognize existing industry. (Implement, Short-Term)
Tactic: Expand the impact of the Tallahassee-Leon County business narrative.
(Implement, Mid-Term)
Tactic: Leverage university partnerships and assets. (Implement, Mid-Term)
Tactic: Expand and strengthen regional economic development relationships to
leverage recruitment and expansion efforts. (Implement, Mid-Term)

Core Strategy: Enhance the Incentive Toolbox
•
•
•
•

Tactic: Adopt and implement a tiered incentive structure for traditional location or
expanding industries. (Implement, Mid-Term)
Tactic: Adopt and implement an existing industries incentive strategy. (Implement, MidTerm)
Tactic: Assist land owners in the development of existing and new sites and
infrastructure. (Implement, Ongoing)
Tactic: Foster an entrepreneurs grant program. (Implement, Long-Term)

Core Strategy: Support the development and retention of Minority, Women, and
Small Business Enterprises
•

•
•
•

Tactic: Provide sustainable professional development and instruction on supplierdiversity and inclusion for local stakeholders in our business system. (Implement, Midterm)
Tactic: Develop a business diversity fellowship initiative in conjunction with the local
chambers of commerce. (Advocate, Mid-Term)
Tactic: Develop an initiative that connects anchor institutions with minority- and
women-owned providers for purchasing. (Facilitate, Mid-Term)
Tactic: Support an increase in financing and lending to minority- and women-owned
businesses. (Facilitate, Mid-Term)

Core Strategy: Foster Entrepreneurship & Business Formation
•

Tactic: Accelerate and advance collaboration with FSU and FAMU Research Institutions.
(Facilitate, Mid-Term)
Page 10 of 96
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•
•
•

Tactic: Advocate and promote the investments in Innovation Park and the North Florida
Innovation Labs to foster entrepreneurial growth. (Advocate, Mid-Term)
Tactic: Survey entrepreneurs and stakeholders to better understand local needs.
(Facilitate, Mid-Term)
Tactic: Include entrepreneurship programs and resources on the OEV website.
(Implement, Short-Term)

Enabling Strategy: Enhance Utilization of Assets
•
•
•
•

Tactic: Continue to promote the MagLab as a unique asset for competitive economic
development projects. (Implement, Ongoing)
Tactic: Promote the assets of FAMU, a premier HBCU. (Implement, Short-Term)
Tactic: Expedite the connector road from TLH to Innovation Park to the universities and
the city center. (Advocate, Short-Term)
Tactic: Support increasing the Tallahassee International Airport’s economic impact on
the region. (Facilitate & Implement, Short-Term)

Enabling Strategy: Increase Marketing & Communications Efforts
•
•
•
•

Tactic: Deploy a suite of outreach tactics that support business development goals.
(Implement, Ongoing)
Tactic: Improve website and online presence to enhance communication with external,
out-of-market audiences. (Implement, Ongoing)
Tactic: Enhance technology to highlight assets. (Implement, Mid-term)
Tactic: Expand the Tallahassee-Leon County business narrative in outside markets
through strategic messaging. (Implement, Ongoing)
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Core & Enabling Strategies
• Core: Maximize OEV’s Impact
• Core: Drive Business Recruitment, Retention, and Expansion
• Core: Enhance the Incentive Toolbox
• Core: Support the Development and Retention of Minority,
Women, and Small Business Enterprises
• Core: Foster Entrepreneurship and Business Formation
• Enabling: Enhance Utilization of Assets
• Enabling: Increase Marketing and Communications Efforts
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Strategies & Tactics
To develop the goals, strategies, and tactics, VisionFirst reviewed OEV’s economic
development activities to assess effectiveness in aligning assets, talent, and resources to be
competitive for jobs and investment. In determining what should be OEV’s primary focus
over the next five years, VisionFirst considered both the support and the demands placed
on the organization that fall within and outside of its purview.
As compared to the original plan, this one offers strategies that are meant to give the
organization an unerring focus on business recruitment, retention, and expansion as well
as on building the project pipeline through marketing and communications efforts. The
suggested strategies and tactics are also meant to incorporate both the county and city
strategic plans as it relates to their respective economic development priorities. Using facts
and trends drawn from the data as well as economic development best practices, a group
of four core strategies and two enabling strategies were identified.
•

Core strategies are those that fall directly under the purview of OEV. They are vital
for the organization to achieve its mission and improve the economic vitality of the
community.

•

Enabling strategies are those in which OEV may partner with other organizations
or entities to facilitate or advocate for change. Enabling strategies are designed to
support the core strategies by providing the resources and infrastructure required to
achieve success in the organization’s objectives.

Within each strategy is a series of tactics that provide an approach to implementation. The
number of tactics is fewer than in the original plan, with the intention of each one
generating a greater, more immediate impact, in conjunction with the implementation of
the work plan developed by OEV with key actions and metrics. In addition, with an
understanding of the scope of OEV’s responsibilities, the tactics are segmented into one of
three actions: implement, facilitate, or advocate.
IMPLEMENT – OEV to
undertake, coordinate, and
implement directly.

FACILITATE – OEV to
work in conjunction with
partners to develop and
implement.

ADVOCATE – OEV to
advocate to city, county,
regional, and state leaders
to undertake and/or
implement.

The following timeframes are used throughout the plan:
•

Short-Term – Three months to one year

•
•

Mid-Term – One year to three years
Long-Term – Three years to five years
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Core Strategy: Maximize OEV’s Impact
Five years ago, the Office of Economic Vitality (OEV) was formed, along with a dedicated
funding stream for operations and competitive project incentives. Tallahassee-Leon County
has long prided itself on building government organizations with opportunities for public
input, accountability, and transparency.
Given the high priority placed on stakeholder input, the first strategic plan included the
observations of more than 1,100 people, collected via interviews and surveys. This was a
critical component of not only developing the plan but also ensuring that OEV understood
the current climate.
Using that input, along with best practices and data, the plan defined economic
development for Tallahassee-Leon County as:
A coordinated course of action across all local assets and resources to facilitate the
development, attraction, and cultivation of innovative businesses and associated job
creation to position the economy for sustained, directed growth, raising the quality of
living for the citizens of Tallahassee-Leon County.
The definition includes a clear emphasis on coordination in economic development. Since it
was developed, OEV has continually engaged internal stakeholders in all aspects of its
endeavors and initiatives.
That plan and the definition set a baseline for OEV. The strategic plan and the targeted
industry study were developed to serve as a program of work and a guide on which to base
policy and funding decisions, respectively.
When considering programs, projects, or initiatives, there needs to be a clear consideration
of economic development, community development, and tourism development. While
there will be spillover benefits, OEV funding and programming should be clearly aligned
with full-time, private sector job creation, retention, and sustainability, increasing the
community’s average wage, and increasing revenue generation in the local economy.
With that in mind, it is time to refine OEV’s efforts to place a singular focus on external/outof-market outreach and business development. A focus on out-of-market communities
such as Atlanta, Miami, Chicago and high-priced to increase the project pipeline and create
possibilities for additional private sector job creation and capital investment. The
announcement of the Amazon fulfillment center and the continued expansion of Danfoss
Turbocor, combined with the shifting dynamics of site selection due to the pandemic, both
places urgency on and reveals opportunities for OEV.
Continued outreach, dialogue, and coordination with internal audiences is also necessary
or imperative. There must be a balance that prioritizes what OEV was designed to do:
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diversify the economy, create new private sector jobs, and increase capital investment,
which generates needed local revenue.

Tactic: Ensure OEV’s activities are singularly aligned with the core mission and
strategic plan. (Implement, Short-Term)
The challenge facing every EDO is the fact that “economic development” means different
things to different people. Nearly any business activity can be placed under the umbrella of
economic development. In a perfect world, OEV would have the budget and capacity to be
all things to all people.
High-performing economic development organizations are composed of individuals with
specialized expertise and complementary skills who are goal-oriented and hyper-focused
on achieving clear, outstanding results tied to growing the economy and providing
opportunities to residents. They collaborate with stakeholders and innovate to achieve
measurable results at the highest levels.
According to the International Economic Development Council 1, high-performing EDOs
share eight success factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Are driven by their customer
Operate within a strong strategic plan.
Measure results and adjust accordingly.
Are creative risk-takers.
Build strong alliances and networks.
Earn the trust and respect of their communities.
Are efficient with funding and resources.

8. Invest in their people.
With administration, business recruitment and retention, entrepreneurship, and marketing
comprising the core of the organization’s mission, the goal should be to increase the focus
on these areas. Creating a shared sense of purpose to the needs of Tallahassee-Leon
County, OEV should strive to achieve a 75 percent / 25 percent balance of working on
mission critical activities. To accomplish this, staff should implement an internal matrix
of criteria that guides the focus in every situation and for every action.
At their most basic, the criteria should revolve around job creation, retention, and
sustainability. The question that must be asked in every scenario that will require
organizational capacity is simple: “Does this action lead to the creation, retention, and
sustainability of a job for residents?”

1

IEDC: High Performing Economic Development Organizations
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If the action does not lead to a job creation opportunity, then it needs to be considered as a
low priority on the activity list. A low priority item means the item is not OEV’s core
function, and effort should only be expended on it to redirect it to a more appropriate
organization or entity for execution.
While the creation of jobs is the overarching focus, multiple facets of the jobs category
must be considered. In developing the internal decision matrix around these facets, several
questions should be considered, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Does the time devoted to the activity have a chance of leading to the creation of new
full-time, private sector jobs?
Does the time devoted to the activity have a chance of leading to the retention and
sustainability of full-time, private sector jobs?
Does the time devoted to the activity coincide with a wage that offers opportunity to
residents at a variety of levels?
Does the time devoted to the activity coincide with the creation of new jobs in a
targeted (non-market-driven) industry?
Does the time devoted to the activity coincide with the ability to provide residents with
increased training and/or education?

While every answer to each of these questions will not be absolute, this process will help in
beginning to identify whether the activity leads to the execution of the core mission of the
organization: creating jobs.

Tactic: Position OEV staff as the economic development leaders within the
community and region. (Implement, Short-Term)
One of the challenges with public-led economic development is the ability to differentiate
ongoing community and political issues from the day-to-day functions of the EDO. The
director of OEV should be viewed as a strategic, prominent community leader similar to the
CEO of the chambers of commerce and other nonprofit organizations that support local
community and economic development initiatives.
Through the Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency, both the strategic plan and the
performance metrics are discussed, reviewed, and approved. Strategic plan activities
should be emphasized and prioritized; deviating from that focus leaves little ability for
sustained progress.
One of the concerns communicated by stakeholders representing the business community
during our interview process was that it is perceived that staff does not have the same level
of authority as similar positions within the community. Simply put, the director must be
seen as the authority on economic development in the community. Based on this, OEV
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needs to be able to continue to provide unfiltered direction on its economic development
initiatives.
An example of a successful government-only EDO is Pinellas County Economic
Development. While its structure is public, its new and previous directors were viewed as
regional leaders on economic development, meeting independently with other leadership
on matters critical to collaborative success. To reach a new level of success over the next
five years, the same must be true for the director of OEV.
Currently, most of the reporting, communication, and internal audience marketing
responsibilities fall to the director. More responsibility should be granted to the other
positions – and there is significant talent within the leadership levels of OEV. With two
deputy director positions over business development and MWSBE, there is opportunity for
those leadership roles to share in the responsibility of outward-facing communications to
internal audiences. If all three leadership positions within the organization are viewed as
leaders within the community and the region, they become interchangeable in the eyes of
stakeholders, building capacity and redundancy in operations. This allows the director to
spend more time on external outreach to target out-of-county markets. The added capacity
will provide more opportunities for relationship-driven lead and opportunity generation.

Tactic: Facilitate a culture of creating a seamless customer experience for
economic development clients. (Facilitate, Ongoing)
Critical to the recognition of OEV’s role as an advocate for business development is the
ability to foster a customer-focused experience with businesses and clients to support both
city and county government. While process and systematic approaches are recognized as
efficient, they often lack the level of attention and understanding that differentiates the
community from its competitors.
These clients and representative site selection consultants typically contact the local EDO to
conduct due diligence before initial introductions. The experience as well as the
information presented must be coordinated through the economic development
professionals at OEV, who work on these issues daily. OEV has built a strong reputation
with site selection consultants and stakeholders around the country for its facilitation of
interaction and information. By working with key partners, such as Innovation Park and the
Tallahassee International Airport, OEV should lead the customer experience for economic
development clients and facilitate how community assets are shown and presented to
prospects and potential clients.

Tactic: Serve as an advocate for workforce alignment. (Facilitate, Short-Term)
The pandemic opened the door for many workers to reconsider their career pathways. The
state and federal government created programs to grant nontraditional college students
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access to low- or no-cost higher education programs. But the higher education system
does not always align with the needs of a working adult with financial and family
commitments. The American Institutes for Research analysis of “adult promise” programs,
which included statewide and institution-based offerings, found numerous requirements
that conflicted with the needs of many adult students.
Adults may have jobs, child care concerns, questions about past credits, loan defaults in
their credit history, or anxiety about returning to school, according to Laura Perna,
executive director of the Alliance for Higher Education and Democracy at the University of
Pennsylvania. “There is a complexity to adult learners,” said Perna. “Programs to serve
them must consider finances, schedules, and supports”—everything that needs to be done
to make it possible for them to attend.
In Leon County, nearly 26,000 people have some college experience but no degree. While
OEV does not directly oversee workforce development, to facilitate the creation of new,
higher-paying private sector jobs, there must be a ready, well-trained workforce as well as
educational institutions that are creating a pipeline of workers who can meet the needs of
business. OEV currently works closely with the Talent Development Council (comprised of
the Tallahassee Chamber, CareerSource Capital Region, Tallahassee Community College,
and Lively Technical College) to advocate for that clear workforce alignment which is
imperative to creating a strong pipeline of workers.
Local higher education institutions should implement best practices that support
adult learners, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supportive services, including child care and transportation
Professional networks and peer support
Course time flexibility
Financial aid and support offices with nontraditional hours so students with full-time
jobs can receive assistance
A course in which students create a portfolio of prior experience that allows them to
earn credits to apply to their degree
Adult education recruiters who attend college fairs to reach parents that attend the
fairs with their high schoolers

A Brookings report advises:
Instead of focusing on the skills gap . . . it’s time to focus on closing the opportunity gap—
not only for the benefit of individuals who have been shut out of the labor market, but
for society as a whole. Cultivating and investing in diverse talent can unleash regional
innovation, economic growth, and community well-being.
Figure 1 presents the most common training programs for adult learners among WIOA
program participants. Only registered nurses earn a higher-than-average annual wage in
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Leon County. Closing the opportunity gap goes beyond earning a certificate. Students and
potential students must understand the wages and long-term employability associated
with their choices.
Communities tend to rely on databases that show job openings, programming, and wages,
to find pathways to success. Without exposure to career possibilities and professional
networks, however, students may default to the most well-known programs. Inclusive
partnerships between OEV, target industries, and education providers will provide longterm solutions to solving the skills and opportunity gaps.
FIGURE 1: MOST COMMON TRAINING PROGRAMS AMONG WIOA ADULT
PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
Occupation of Training

Number of
Exiters

Percent

Median Wage
(Annual
Equivalent)

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers

27,178

14.8%

$34,289

Nursing Assistants

16,182

8.8%

$20,002

Registered Nurses

11,844

6.5%

$53,627

Licensed Practical Nurses

10,612

5.8%

$35,392

Medical Assistants

6,998

3.8%

$23,261

Medical Records and Health
Information

2,510

1.4%

$24,996

Electricians

2,340

1.3%

$37,252

Computer User Support Specialists

2,190

1.2%

$29,392

Dental Assistants

2,137

1.2%

$21,120

Security Guards

2,074

1.1%

$21,806

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, WIOA Participant Individual Record Layout (PIRL) Data, Program Year 2018, Quarter
3. Occupations are given at the SOC code level. Median earnings are expressed as the estimated annual wage
equivalent, calculated using quarterly earnings in the second quarter following program exit. Exiters include
individuals who exited the program between PY 2016 and PY 2018 who are still tracked in PY 2018 Q3 data. Note: 21.1
percent of exiters who participate in Registered Nurse training were in one state (Florida).
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Core Strategy: Drive Business Recruitment, Retention, & Expansion
In fall 2016, the newly-formed OEV began developing a plan of work based on several
initiatives outlined in the original strategic plan. The overarching focus was on a strong
business retention and expansion program. The mission was simple: to ensure local
employers benefited from a favorable business climate, and as they grew and expanded, to
further diversify the local economy with new industry.
Five years later, it is clear that OEV has developed a robust program. From constant
outreach and engagement to problem-solving and advocacy, the staff at OEV has devoted
considerable time and effort to ensuring improvement of the business climate. Although
challenges remain, the progress has been substantial.
While business recruitment was an original focus, many of the actions necessary to achieve
positive results in a proactive outreach program were reliant on building the foundation of
that existing outreach platform. In the last five years, OEV has laid the groundwork for each
program to work together to provide transformative change.
Today, business recruitment, retention, and expansion (BRR&E) cannot be viewed as
discrete initiatives. None will thrive without the others. Strong existing outreach and
advocacy strengthens the message of a positive business climate to prospective new
industries. The recruitment of new business diversifies the existing talent pipeline and
expands opportunities for residents. BRR&E must be one of the focuses of the OEV team
moving forward. Fortunately, the program of work and the processes that have been
implemented enable the staff to be proactive in their outreach both to existing industry
and externally to out-of-market decision-makers and potential new business. Therefore, it
is recommended a combined core strategy to continue to drive business recruitment,
retention, and expansion for Tallahassee-Leon County.
To realize transformative growth, priority must be given to this type of outreach. The team
should utilize the decision matrix in order to examine the percentage of its time that is
devoted to core mission activities. Enabling the OEV team to focus on mission-critical
priorities positions the organization for continued success. OEV will be able to narrow its
focus to a few key areas to ensure the competitiveness of the region and create
opportunities for residents – as noted previously, a key tactic is to ensure that a majority of
the OEV’s staff time is dedicated to mission critical initiatives that create, retain, and sustain
jobs.
There are four primary strategies OEV should consider to reach these goals. These
strategies will help expand on the progress the OEV team has achieved and help realize
transformational growth.
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Focus on opportunities for every citizen of Leon County
While higher wages and increased payroll should be the goal of any community’s economic
development strategy, it can be done without sacrificing opportunities for the most
disadvantaged portion of the workforce. Flexibility throughout the economic development
process that allows for the creation of jobs that offer upward mobility is critical.
Continue to focus on expanding existing business and educating regarding the
importance of doing so
OEV has made great strides in outreach and engagement with local industry. Subsequent
expansions and the buzz around the changing business climate in the region speak to that
effort. The public as well as most leadership, however, still place more value on the
recruitment of new business rather than on the expansion of an existing one. Changing
this narrative should continue to be a focus of the OEV team. Supporting the expansion,
retention and sustainability of current companies is important as they tend to drive the
private sector job growth within the community.
Burnish and expand the Tallahassee business reputation
Prior to the creation of OEV, Tallahassee-Leon County was seen merely as a capital and
university town with little interest in business recruitment or private sector job growth. The
area was known for difficulty in permitting, with no strong voice of business. Given the
area’s perceived aversion to new growth and/or industrial projects, site selectors and
companies have historically been hesitant about opportunities in Tallahassee-Leon County.
This narrative is changing. The recent announcement by Amazon, the continued
expansion of Danfoss Turbocor, and additional attention paid to a revised incentive
structure and ready sites have improved the community’s profile and raised the
opportunity for these projects. In addition, OEV has built a strong reputation with site
selection consultants and stakeholders around the country for its facilitation of interaction
and information. The immediate challenge is that the new narrative that Tallahassee-Leon
County is open for business needs to be clearly and constantly communicated to external,
out-of-market decision-makers in targeted industries. Investing the time and money to
carry this message to those industry insiders is paramount moving forward.
Leverage university partnerships and assets
One of the many assets the region enjoys is a wealth of higher education institutions with
attractions far beyond the classroom. Since the first strategic plan, OEV has increased the
community’s profile by highlighting university research capacity and endeavors, including
the significant efforts in promoting the MagLab to national and international businesses.
Leveraging university partnerships offers a perfect setting to highlight community and
regional assets to both internal and external, out-of-market audiences as well as the
potential for company to harness a diverse talent pool.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF JOBS AT ALL LEVELS
As the EDO for Tallahassee-Leon County, it is OEV’s responsibility to be the lead in the
attraction, retention, and expansion of new and existing businesses. Historically,
communities have measured economic development success using a critical marker:
increases in the average annual wage. Higher average wages, however, are generally
earned by those with additional education and training. It is important to raise the wages of
the collective community, rather than just one segment.
In addition to targeting projects that can take advantage of the community’s high
educational attainment and considering research suggests 49 percent of Leon County is
below the ALICE threshold, Tallahassee-Leon County should consider projects that offer
pathways out of poverty. Projects like the recently announced Amazon fulfillment center
offer competitive wages plus benefits on day one of work for people without higher
education. Strategies for lowering the poverty rate often include providing additional
training, but training can also take place on the job, providing both market wages and a
career pathway.
Figure 2 presents annually-released unemployment data from the U.S. Census Bureau,
which breaks the data down further than the Bureau of Labor Statistics. While not updated
on a monthly basis, it does offer data that is critical to OEV and its recruitment efforts. The
data falls along the lines of national trends, especially around educational attainment
levels.
FIGURE 2: UNEMPLOYMENT DATA FROM THE BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS (2019)
AGE

Unemployment Estimate

25 to 29 years

4.4%

30 to 34 years

2.6%

35 to 44 years

4.6%

45 to 54 years

2.3%

55 to 59 years

6.2%

60 to 64 years

3.5%

RACE
White alone

6.0%

Black or African American alone

9.2%

Hispanic or Latino origin (of any race)

8.5%

White alone, not Hispanic or Latino

5.7%

GENDER
Male

6.5%

Female

5.2%

POVERTY STATUS IN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS
Below poverty level

21.8%
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At or above the poverty level

2.6%

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
Less than high school graduate

10.4%

High school graduate (includes equivalency)

6.9%

Some college or associate degree

2.6%

Bachelor's degree or higher

2.8%

Because of the impacts of COVID-19 on data collection, the US Census Bureau did not release its standard 2020 ACS
one-year estimates.

The information in Figure 2 indicates clear needs for additional employment opportunities
for those in poverty, those with less than an associate degree, and people of color.
Combine this information with the impacts of the pandemic on the workforce and there is
a need for a business recruitment, retention, and expansion strategy that recognizes
private sector job creation in a variety of industries and across all wage levels. Sectors such
as Manufacturing and Logistics & Distribution can drive economic growth within the
community and offer the potential to deliver well-paying jobs to some of the most underresourced residents.
These four primary strategies focus on the importance of jobs at all levels will help expand
on the progress the OEV team has achieved. The tactics listed below serve to guide OEV’s
progress within BRR&E core strategy.

Tactic: Develop value propositions for target industries
(Implement, Mid-Term)
The pandemic has made one thing clear: Where companies do business matters. A recent
survey by Chief Executive Magazine shows that 44 percent of CEOs are now more open to
examining new locations for their business than they were prior to the pandemic. More
than one-third of CEOs are considering shifting to or opening significant operations in a
new state.
A recent Area Development article noted:
Countless companies nationwide have already announced major decisions to relocate as
they reassess everything from business costs, skyrocketing taxes and regulations that will
impact their talent attraction and retention. The quality of life in states like Texas and
Florida and the ease of doing business there effectively gives employees an immediate 11
percent to 13 percent pay increase because they will not be paying California or New
York State and New York City taxes.
The prospects of a diverse talent pool, lower corporate and personal taxes, a cheaper
cost of living and lifestyle benefits in these two states are driving more executives to look
south.
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Given this shift, Tallahassee-Leon County needs to position itself as a place that
understands industry drivers and will be a long-term partner in a business’s success. Not
every industry has the same set of project drivers. For some, speed to market may be the
driving factor, for others it might be the use of renewable energy and the mitigation of
interruptions from natural disasters, and for others it might be a steady pipeline of skilled
workers.
OEV must create customized outreach, incentive packages, sites, and a workforce
demonstration for each target industries to communicate the drivers of each.
Within the Powering Florida resource center, created by Florida Power & Light to help
increase the state’s competitiveness, is the Location Factor Industry Standard. Figures 3–5,
which are based on that standard, provide a graphical representation of the relative
weighted importance of each location factor within this sector. The list of industry sectors
and weighted location factors were developed by economic development consultants and
are based on broad experience and the analysis of hundreds of projects.
Figures 3-5 make it clear that every industry and every project has disparate drivers.
Customizing responses, packages, and marketing to meet these drivers’ best positions
Tallahassee-Leon County for success.
FIGURE 3: CORPORATE, SUBSIDIARY, AND REGIONAL MANAGING OFFICES (NAICS 551114)

Companies in the Corporate, Subsidiary, and Regional Managing Offices sector include
establishments (except government establishments) primarily engaged in administering,
overseeing, and managing other establishments of the company or enterprise. These
establishments normally undertake the strategic or organizational planning and decisionmaking role of the company or enterprise. Establishments in this industry
may hold the securities of the company or enterprise.
Factor

Characteristics
•
•

Workforce
•

Percentage

Available workforce with business and
administrative skills
Proximity to four-year college offering degrees in
business and technology areas
Presence of community or technical college with
programs in information technology,
office/administrative, and computer fields

25%

Office Space

•

Available Class A office space

25%

Cost of Doing Business

•
•
•
•

Facility cost
Tax burden (state and local)
Utilities
Wages

15%

•

Access to comprehensive commercial air
transportation

15%

Logistics
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Sophisticated telecommunications infrastructure:
o Redundancy
o Multiple points of presence
o Trunk lines
o National carriers

10%

5%

•
•

Low cost of living (index below 100)
Overall ranking of community's public-school
districts of B or higher according to Florida school
grades
Availability of various types of housing
Access to recreational and cultural amenities

•
•
•

State incentives
Local match
Other local incentives

5%

•
Telco Infrastructure

•
•
Quality of Life/Place

Financial Incentives

FIGURE 4: MANAGEMENT, SCIENTIFIC, AND TECHNICAL CONSULTING SERVICES (NAICS 5416)

Companies in the Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting Services sector provide
advice and assistance in areas related to logistics and supply chain management. Examples
of services include planning, implementing, and controlling the movement and storage of
raw materials, in-process inventory management, quality control, distribution networks,
warehouse operations, and related information from the point of origin to the point
of consumption.
Factor

Characteristics
•
•

Workforce

•
•
•

Infrastructure

•
Telco Infrastructure

Cost of Doing Business

•
•
•
•

Percentage

Available and affordable workforce with technical skills
Average hourly wage at or below industry average
based on EMSI data
Proximity to four-year college offering degrees in
computer science, IT, and mathematics
Presence of community or technical college with
programs in IT and computer fields

30%

Transportation industry presence and infrastructure:
o Interstate/controlled four-lane access
o Railroad mainline and shortline access
o Navigable waterways
o Commercial airport with cargo services
o Concentration of transportation companies and
distribution facilities

30%

Sophisticated telecommunications infrastructure:
o Redundancy
o Multiple points of presence
o Trunk lines
o National carriers

20%

Rental/facility cost
Tax burden (state and local)
Utilities cost
Wages cost

10%
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5%

•
•

Low cost of living (index below 100)
Overall ranking of community's public-school districts of
B or higher according to Florida school grades report
Availability of various types of housing
Access to recreational and cultural amenities

•
•
•

State incentives
Local match
Other local incentives

5%

•
•
Quality of Life/Place

Financial Incentives

FIGURE 5: WAREHOUSING AND STORAGE (NAICS 493)

Companies in the Warehousing and Storage sector are primarily engaged in operating
warehousing and storage facilities for general merchandise, refrigerated goods, and other
warehouse products. These establishments provide facilities to store goods. They do not
sell the goods they handle. They may also provide a range of services, often referred to as
logistics services, related to the distribution of goods. Logistics services can include
labeling, breaking bulk, inventory control and management, light assembly, order entry and
fulfillment, packaging, pick and pack, price marking and ticketing, and transportation
arrangement. Establishments in this industry group always provide warehousing and
storage services in addition to any logistics services. Furthermore, the warehousing or
storage of goods must be more than incidental to the performance of services, such as
price marking.
Factor

Logistics
Infrastructure

Workforce

Sites & Buildings
Market Proximity
Cost of Doing
Business

Characteristics
• Multimodal transportation infrastructure:
o Interstate / controlled four-lane access
o Roads in good condition with recent
repairs/upgrades
o Limited highway congestion
o Mainline and shortline rail access
o Navigable waterways
o Commercial airport with cargo facilities
• Available and affordable
• Average hourly wage at or below industry average based on
EMSI data
• Presence of community or technical college offering
transportation-related courses
• Customized programs available to train workers
• Distribution/logistics programs at university / technical
college (within sixty miles)
• Available sites and buildings
• Proximity to customers or suppliers
• Cost of doing business:
o Rental/facility cost
o Tax burden (state and local)
o Utilities cost
o Wages cost

Percentage

40%

30%

10%
10%

5%
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Financial
Incentives

•
•
•

State incentives
Local match
Other local incentives

5%

Tactic: Recognize existing industry (Implement, Short-Term)
The success of companies like Danfoss Turbocor and DivvyUp highlights the focus on
existing industry that the OEV team has made a priority. Existing companies are
encouraged at OEV’s engagement and outreach. They can point to positive steps in
advocacy that are providing real results for their company in Tallahassee-Leon County.
Further, the proactive outreach program is providing significant business intelligence
regarding the challenges that remain in the current business climate and the opportunities
that exist moving forward. As discussed, this has paved the way to long-term business
recruitment success.
Even with all the success the program has enjoyed, the overall opinion of many
stakeholders is that there is more to be done to bring in new business. Even when
presented with concrete examples, the sentiment remains that efforts have not yet yielded
significant progress. The challenging aspect to this is that this was not an isolated opinion,
but somewhat prevalent. There is a fundamental underestimation of the importance and
impact that existing industry expansions have on a community and the surrounding region.
This challenge is not unique to Tallahassee-Leon County. The recruitment of new business
naturally brings natural excitement and energy. New industry locations create a palpable
buzz, many times being used by elected officials and the media to form a distinct narrative.
That leads to the perception that new business locations have a greater impact than
expansions by existing business.
While diversifying the economy with new business and industry should always be a focus,
its impact typically lags the impact of the expansion of a current business on the region for
several reasons. In general, most new job growth is created by existing industry. In terms of
tax contributions, the expansion of business in an existing location has a greater economic
impact over time. Finally, considering that existing businesses deciding to expand sends a
positive message to industry circles regarding the region, OEV must utilize these “wins” on
a level commensurate with new business announcements to showcase a thriving business
community. A strong business retention and expansion program also serves the dual
purpose of educating existing businesses about the OEV’s economic development efforts
and can provide leading insights into emerging issues for existing businesses, which can
result in new initiatives to address them preemptively.
The example of Danfoss Turbocor is one with which most stakeholders share some
familiarity. The magnetic technologies company has expanded multiple times. The
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construction of the newest facility promises to triple its current manufacturing capacity and
create an additional 200 jobs. The impact of this expansion cannot be undervalued.
OEV should consider commissioning an economic impact analysis of Danfoss
Turbocor’s location and expansion as a driver of the magnetic ecosystem. The analysis
should go beyond a traditional ROI model and consider indirect impacts such as corporate
citizenship, long-term tax collection, partnerships realized, and anecdotal information
regarding employees. This impact alone will push the narrative of the importance of
existing industry expansions.

Tactic: Expand the impact of the Tallahassee-Leon County business narrative
(Implement, Mid-Term)
Across the state, the Tallahassee-Leon County business reputation has improved and
expanded considerably. In the past, the region was viewed as a capital city focused on the
public sector. Over the last five years, that perception has begun to shift. In conjunction
with the expansions of Danfoss Turbocor and the location of Amazon, OEV has slowly been
changing that narrative. Relationships with state partners such as Enterprise Florida, Inc.,
the Department of Economic Opportunity, and CareerSource have flourished, which has
translated into more opportunities.
Even with the progress that has been made within the state, externally – in outside markets
- there is still a lack of understanding that Tallahassee-Leon County is a favorable business
destination. It is crucial to focus on strategic business development effort that highlight the
changing business climate of the region. External outreach to decision-makers around the
country must become a priority. Consider specific outreach in key markets such as Atlanta,
Miami, Chicago, the northeast and high-priced metros.
The key to an out-of-market outreach plan is ensuring the approach is focused on the
current targets. OEV has determined four target industry clusters:
•
•
•

Applied Sciences & Innovation
Manufacturing & Transportation/Logistics
Professional Services & Technology

•

Health Care

These clusters focus on those industry targets that best represent the current capacity to
compete as well as their desirability from an impact standpoint. The targets and their
correlating drivers, however, are highly varied. With limited staff and resources, OEV must
develop a way to be efficient in its outreach. The approach to introducing the TallahasseeLeon County region must be efficient and focused.
There are many possible approaches to getting the message to the intended audiences.
From in-market missions to industry-specific conferences to direct outreach to consultants,
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there are myriad paths OEV should consider. There also needs to be consideration of the
return of all these efforts. Marketing the region for business is not an inexpensive
proposition.
There is no substitute for direct, in-person contact with decision-makers. From attending
sector-specific conferences such as the CED Life Science Conference or the Logistics
Development Forum to corporate real estate and site selector events, these investments
ensure the OEV story is heard. In addition, digital outreach to decision-makers can be a
powerful, less-expensive tool. Digital shorts concerning assets in the region or positive
news stories can make a positive impression on site selectors.
OEV should develop an outreach plan with an associated budget and assigned team
members, decide which events will be attended specific to each sector, identify the
decision-makers that focus on those industries, and work to educate them in-person
or virtually regarding the benefits of a Tallahassee-Leon County location.

Tactic: Leverage university partnerships and assets (Implement, Mid-Term)
Working with the research departments of both university foundations, OEV should
collaborate to identify alumni and corporations with growing or expanding businesses who
might consider Tallahassee-Leon County. Once a list is developed, those prospects should
be invited to outreach events and activities that would enable both the institution and OEV
to discuss the benefits of locating in the community. OEV should leverage university
partnerships and assets for business development prospecting and project pipeline
growth. OEV could sponsor an event or site tour to enable the prospect to see the growth
and potential sites in the community.

Tactic: Expand and strengthen regional economic development relationships
to leverage recruitment and expansion efforts (Implement, Short-Term)
Economic regionalism involves talking about the region from a labor market perspective
and then promoting the diversity of the different communities within the region. Thinking
regionally provides OEV and the surrounding communities with the opportunity to
aggregate assets that may fall outside their strict jurisdictional boundaries.
An example of this effort is the recently launched Big Bend Manufacturing Association
(BBMA), powered by the OEV, which extends across ten communities throughout North
Florida. In partnership with FloridaMakes, OEV is able to leverage existing staff expertise to
provide the Big Bend region with a regional cooperative centered on manufacturing. The
goal is to provide much-needed assistance to area organizations helping them to grow and
capitalize on new market and strengthen Florida’s high-wage manufacturing sector.
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While, OEV has established relationships with neighboring economic development
organizations, which is a competitive advantage, these relationships should be expanded
and strengthen. Joint projects, when possible, should be an aspirational goal. This
aspirational goal is especially important due to the limited availability of sites and industrial
land within Tallahassee-Leon County.
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Core Strategy: Enhance the Incentive Toolbox
Incentives comprise both financial and nonfinancial instruments that are implemented
based on their value proposition to the community. Therefore, a well-established
understanding of a community’s expectations and vision for the future is vital when
developing and adopting a successful incentive policy.
During the community interviews conducted by VisionFirst, one consistent message was
that increasing the average wage for all residents should be a primary goal. Other
incentive thoughts were directed at traditional economic development or were specific to
entrepreneurship and small businesses.
OEV is fortunate to have a dedicated funding source due to the Blueprint 2020 sales tax
initiative. Currently, OEV utilizes the Target Business Program to incent businesses that
locate in designated target areas for economic growth and development; that build
environmentally sensitive projects; that do business with other local businesses; and that
practice good corporate citizenship all while ensuring a sound return on investment to the
public.
Funds awarded under this program may be used to reimburse (1) 100% of the cost of
development fees and (2) a portion of the capital investment of the business project based
on ad valorem taxes paid. The amount of funding is based on a scoring system.
For incentives, one size doesn’t fit all. Good economic development policy indicates that
incentives should be commensurate with the value of the project to the community. A
tiered incentive strategy allows OEV to provide basic incentives to all qualifying locations
and expansions but limits the abatement of taxes and grant of discretionary funds to
projects that specifically address the economic development goals of the community. It
also allows the OEV team to focus their time on projects that are within the established
targeted industries and provide wages that improve socioeconomic challenges.
To ensure future funding is used in a manner that supports job creation, retention, and
sustainability (i.e., mission critical activities) and significant return on investment, VisionFirst
suggests an incentives matrix for new and expanding industries and a separate program to
assist entrepreneurs and startups, which is reflected in the tactics on the following pages.
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EXAMPLE OF INCENTIVE TIER

Type of
Project
Jobs

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Transformative Target
Industry

Competitive & in Target
Industry

Not in a
Target
Industry

• 100+

• 10+

• 10+

• 115% of Average Wage

• Less than
115% of
Average
Wage

Wage
• 125% of Average Wage
Capital
Investment

Assistance

• $50+ million

Existing Private
Sector Industry

Entrepreneurs
Start-Up
Non-market driven
industry

• 25+ or 20% of
Existing Workforce

• $1+ million

• Customize Financial
Incentive Package could
include: grants to offset
costs, infrastructure
assistance, land, etc.

• No Financial Incentives

• No
Financial
Incentives

• Tax Rebates Based on
Matrix

• Tax Rebates Based on
Matrix

• No Tax
Rebates

• 80% Tax Rebate
for up to 3 years

• Workforce Development
Grant Up to $5k per job

• Workforce Development
Grant Up to $5k per job

• Workforce
Assistance

• Up to $1k per job
retained

• Permitting Assistance

• Permitting Assistance

• Permitting
Assistance

• Permitting
Assistance

• Research

• Research

• Research

• Research

• $1k grant
• $5k grant if
additional
financing is
secured

• Research

Adopt and implement a tiered incentive structure for traditional location or
expanding industries (Implement, Mid-Term)
Responses during interviews varied widely. Some stakeholders feel that it is important to
recruit new private sector businesses that will bring new investment and jobs to the
Tallahassee area. Others are protective of the existing ecosystem and are concerned about
development changing the culture of the area and reducing greenspace.
VisionFirst understands the importance of maintaining the culture and quality of place
within the community while also strategically incentivizing companies looking to expand or
locate in Tallahassee-Leon County that will create meaningful jobs with living wages. To
that end, a tiered approach to incentives is proposed, utilizing an incentives matrix to
determine the property tax reimbursements and enabling OEV to determine incentives in a
consistent, judicious manner.
First, it is important to define what qualifies as an industrial project. Industrial projects
typically have some flexibility as to where they can locate. They may have geographic areas
in mind or may be limited on sites based on infrastructure needs; but because of their
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customer base, industrial projects are typically not tied to a location. This varies from retail
projects, because retail locates based on number of housetops and average household
income. Good economic policy rarely incentivizes retail, and if it does, it is done through
tools such as tax increment financing (TIF) or limited property tax rebates.
It is also important to acknowledge that projects may come from industries new to the area
or from existing industries that are considering significant additional jobs and/or capital
investment. Whether the industry is new or existing, the project should be evaluated to
determine whether incentives are justified and at what level they should be awarded.
As shown in the table above, the proposed tier structure enables OEV to be supportive
of all industries and sets minimum employment and investment thresholds for
qualifying for incentives.

Adopt and implement an existing industries incentive strategy (Implement, MidTerm)
While recruiting new industries and assisting with expansion is undeniably a primary goal
of OEV, it is also important to remember the value of existing industry. The most effective
method of championing existing industry is maintaining open communications and
relationships with each industry’s management. This is typically accomplished through
corporate visitation programs and existing industry events. Each contact point lets OEV
staff gain information on how the facility is doing, identify current workforce issues, and
can serve as an early notice of potential expansions or layoffs.
Much like there is a proposed incentive strategy for new and expanding businesses, there
should also be a strategy for assisting existing industry in specific situations.
•

Instances where the company is making a significant capital investment without
the creation of new jobs – For existing industries that are prepared to make a
significant capital investment in their facility to improve productivity.

•

Instances where infrastructure or regulatory issues are jeopardizing the success
of the industry – Existing industries that are experiencing issues with utilities,
permitting, transportation, or regulations often do not know where to go or how to
address their concerns. Much like the services provided for permitting, OEV must be
prepared to help the industries identify a pathway to success. Depending on the nature
of the issue and the impact of the problem, OEV may recommend to the board that
some form of assistance be provided or sought to correct the problem.

•

Instances where workforce issues are identified by the existing industry – If
companies are struggling with workforce, the OEV team should identify the challenges
and help address the issue by providing wage and benefit data and by acting as the
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company’s champion with workforce training providers to develop a solution approach
that addresses the current issue as well as establishes a pipeline for future needs.
•

Instances where the industry is at risk for closure or significant layoffs –
Occasionally, a company will encounter a situation in which they are at risk of
significant layoffs (suggested: the greater of twenty-five workers or more than 20
percent of workforce) or closure. In these instances, if the company can identify a
solution strategy that will prevent layoffs, OEV could consider creating a retention grant
that must be used for retention and must be repaid if individuals are let go within
twelve months of receipt of the grant. Each company should only be eligible for the
retention grant once. In instances where layoffs or closure cannot be avoided, OEV
should work with the human resources department and the local employment service
to ensure that all displaced workers are assisted as quickly as possible.

Tactic: Assist land owners in the development of existing and new sites and
infrastructure (Implement, Ongoing)
The incentives listed above all address awards that will “move the needle” when
Tallahassee-Leon County is being considered for a potential project. To get to that point,
the assumption is made that sites are available with appropriate zoning and existing
infrastructure. If such sites do not exist, in addition to providing the incentives suggested
above, OEV must also be prepared to assist with developing the sites and deploying
necessary public infrastructure to serve the needs of the proposed facility in a timely
manner.

Tactic: Foster an entrepreneurs grant program (Implement, Long-Term)
Startup industries can invigorate a community and its workforce and create real economic
transformation. The creativity startups require to be successful is difficult to define or
identify, primarily because there are so many members of the workforce striving to
become successful entrepreneurs. The key is to build a pathway to success, which includes
preparedness and evaluation prior to investment. As part of a long-term tactic, OEV should
consider fostering an entrepreneurial grant program, whether it is one created specifically
by OEV (example below) or through partnering with existing grant programs such as
Innovation Park’s TechGrant program.
For purposes of the OEV specific entrepreneurial program, it is important to understand
the difference between a small business and a startup. By definition, a small business is a
business entity created to operate at a profit on a small scale; bakeries, auto repair shops,
and apparel boutiques are all examples of small businesses. Startups are legal entities
created to usher a disruptive idea from concept to a repeatable and scalable good or
service. Entrepreneurial startups have tremendous economic potential.
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Entrepreneurial startups have many of the same needs: access to capital, assistance with
development, mentorship, and physical space. For innovation startups, should OEV wish
to establish a new grant program, they could work directly with Florida State
University (FSU), Florida A&M University (FAMU), and Tallahassee Community College
(TCC) to map out and provide mentorship, technical assistance, and space to
succeed, as well as a small entrepreneur grant program.
As an example for a proposed new grant program, a potential entrepreneur would submit
a business concept paper and give a ten-minute pitch to the Alliance of Entrepreneur
Resource Organization (AERO). If the group sees merit in the concept, the entrepreneur
could qualify for a $1,000 grant to assist with business plan development, product
development, prototyping and testing, and further refinement of the project to get it to the
point that it qualifies for venture capital. Each positively-evaluated project could also
receive a grant to defray the costs of a space at Domi or another coworking or incubator
space. OEV should work with FSU, FAMU, TCC, local foundations, and state venture
capital funds to develop a network to assist these startups in identifying venture
capital opportunities. For example, the Michigan State University Foundation recently
created a $5 million venture investing subsidiary, Red Cedar Ventures. This fund has both a
pre-seed fund and an opportunity fund focused on helping Michigan State University–
based startups and technologies overcome critical funding gaps, accelerate growth, and
provide follow-on, growth-stage capital. Stanford’s Graduate School of Business Impact Fund
is designed to expose students to the process of “impact investing”. The fund is an evergreen
fund that invests in early-stage for-profit ventures seeking both financial and social and
environmental returns. The new company could become eligible for an additional startup
grant of up to $5,000 upon receipt of proof of successful financing. The value of this grant
would be allowed to be included in the total financing stack. The new business will also
receive a one-year membership to the chamber of commerce of their choosing.
Or OEV could purse partnerships with existing grant programs such as the Innovation
Park’s TechGrant program, which would build on a current program and could provide
enhance opportunities to fund technology commercialization in targeted industries.
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Core Strategy: Support the Development and Retention of
Minority, Women, and Small Business Enterprises
Tallahassee-Leon County is fortunate to have the Blueprint program, which was designed
to address infrastructure needs and preserve the area’s quality of place. The projects
undertaken since 1989 have not only improved infrastructure and amenities but have also
connected the community and opened economic and job corridors. With improved
connectivity comes the opportunity to foster entrepreneurship and business formation in
many of those same locations—creating a more impactful outcome for the projects.
The pandemic led to a strong increase in business startups. According to analysis from the
Brookings Institute:
A new cohort of entrepreneurs is launching startups at a historic clip—a rarity during a
recession. New business starts grew by 24 percent in 2020, driven mainly by an increase
in non-store retail startups selling goods and services online. As workers and families find
their economic footing, new business ownership could be a path to economic selfsufficiency, and early indications suggest the startup surge is disproportionately
concentrated in Black and Latino or Hispanic neighborhoods.
OEV’s Minority, Women, and Small Business Enterprise (MWSBE) programming has helped
increase opportunities for these businesses by providing certification assistance to vendors
looking to secure contracts with local government. The efforts have been effective: There
are now more than 300 MWSBE-certified firms, a 73 percent increase since 2018. In
addition, the County, City, and Blueprint have spent $13.4 million on minority and women
procurement activities over the last three years.
Given that OEV’s efforts are concentrated in government contracts, however, the types of
business the office can assist are limited.
Also from the Brookings Institute:
Nearly a third of all Black firms in the U.S. are in health care and social assistance fields,
and Black women own 54 percent of these businesses. In contrast, only 11 percent of
non-Black firms are in the health care and social assistance fields. There are a number of
economic and social reasons why Black businesses are concentrated in fields different
than non-Black businesses—investment capital is one.
By understanding the diversity of the types and goals of minority- and women-owned
businesses in the community, there is an opportunity for OEV to increase efforts not only
by creating new programs but also by facilitating and creating partnerships that support
minority- and women-owned businesses and entrepreneurs throughout the community.
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In a recent engagement session with MIT’s USA Lab, MWSBE stakeholders discussed both
benefits and pain points to OEV’s efforts. The feedback from that initiative provided
insights that have been incorporated into the tactics suggested.

Tactic: Provide sustainable professional development and instruction on
supplier diversity and inclusion for local stakeholders in our business
ecosystem (Implement, Mid-Term)
Tallahassee-Leon County is often described as “resource rich” with tools for businesses
development and creation. With partners like the FAMU Small Business Development
Center, CareerSource, the Jim Moran Institute, the Tallahassee Chapter of the Association
of Building Contractors, et al, the importance and impact of OEV’s supplier diversity efforts
must be embraced by all elements of our business ecosystem. The new strategic plan
should continually inform the work of the MWSBE Division to not only engage, equip,
educate and empower its certified MWSBEs, but also its business ecosystem partners to
maximize the community’s understanding of economic inclusion.

Tactic: Develop a business diversity fellowship initiative in conjunction with
the local chambers of commerce (Advocate, Mid-Term)
One of the pain points noted in the MIT session was the perception that the TallahasseeLeon County business environment is
relationship-based and favors
connections. Numerous organizations
host networking events, but there is an
opportunity for more meaningful
interactions among leaders that would
support minority and women
entrepreneurs as well as individuals.
Tallahassee-Leon County is home to
several chambers of commerce,
including the Tallahassee Chamber of
Commerce, the Big Bend Minority
Chamber of Commerce, and the Capital
City Chamber of Commerce—each with
its own set of programming and events.
Both Big Bend and Capital City focus on
supporting minority-owned businesses.
There is an opportunity, however, to
support minority business owners and individuals alike. Consider a best practice by
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Greater St. Louis Inc.’s Business Diversity Initiative Fellows Experience, which is designed to
address the interests and challenges minorities and women face as they work to advance
their careers. This year-long program enhances each fellow’s leadership capacity through
professional development, relationship building, and civic engagement. The three
chambers, along with support from OEV’s MWSBE program, could work together to
develop this opportunity to support greater diversity and business connectivity
within the community.

Tactic: Develop an initiative that connects anchor institutions with minorityand women-owned
providers for
purchasing (Facilitate,
Mid-Term)
The MWSBE program
connects certified
minority vendors to
compete and win
contracts with the City of
Tallahassee, Leon County,
and Blueprint, but this
represents only a fraction
of the potential local market. OEV’s MWSBE staff should coordinate with other anchor
institutions such as FSU, FAMU, and TCC, along with hospitals, banks, and other large
employers to connect them with vetted local businesses.
While the criteria may be different for each institution, collaboration can increase local
revenues and job creation efforts. Achieving success will require understanding purchasing
procedures, building trust with the anchor institutions, and providing counseling to
suppliers to win contracts. OEV should continue to refer MWSBEs to the FAMU Small
Business Development Center (SBDC) for business counseling as part of the initiative and
collaborate with local chambers of commerce to outline a path forward. Consider
Philadelphia’s Anchors for Growth and Equity as a model.

Tactic: Support an increase in financing and lending to minority- and womenowned businesses. (Facilitate, Long-Term)
The pandemic shut residents in and negatively impacted countless businesses. To provide
relief to communities and support businesses, the federal government deployed billions of
dollars to states and counties. Those funds came with a level of local flexibility. TallahasseeLeon County, $3 million was dispersed to the FAMU Federal Credit Union for microloans to
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minority-, women-, and black-owned businesses through Leon CARES and ARPA funds. The
County, City, and OEV served as the contract manager for the funding, which was meant as
a stopgap to business closures during this financially difficult time. At the time of this
report, the Credit Union had awarded 67 percent of the funds in support of twenty-four
businesses. In addition, OEV partnered with the Regional Planning Council to leverage
$800,000 in federal funding and an additional $200,000 in local funding for high-risk loans.
The need for loans to minority businesses was evident pre-pandemic as well. According to
a report from the Federal Reserve, “Compared with similar white-owned firms in terms of
profitability, credit risk and other factors, black-owned businesses that applied for
financing were 7 percent less likely to obtain credit overall, and they were 20 percent and
17 percent less likely to do so at large and small banks, respectively.” The level of disparity
in loan approvals underscores the need for and benefit of minority lending institutions like
the FAMU Federal Credit Union. As additional federal funding is made available,
Tallahassee-Leon County should continue its partnership with the credit union to expand
banking and loans to targeted businesses. In addition, OEV should promote the credit
union’s loan programs and efforts in its marketing and outreach.
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Core Strategy: Foster Entrepreneurship & Business Formation
A DESTINATION FOR ENTREPRENEURS
Entrepreneurs and startups have always been important drivers of an economy. According
to the Small Business Administration (SBA), small businesses accounted for nearly 60
million jobs and employed 47 percent of all U.S. employees in the pre-pandemic economy.
According to 2019 U.S. Census data, 52 percent of Leon County businesses have fewer than
five employees. Roughly one-quarter of those are in the Professional, Scientific, and
Technical Services sector. And in 2020, more than 7,000 new business applications were
received—up 81 percent from 2015.
FIGURE 6: LEON COUNTY BUSINESS PATTERNS

Employment Size of Establishments
All establishments
Establishments with less than 5 employees
Establishments with 5 to 9 employees
Establishments with 10 to 19 employees
Establishments with 20 to 49 employees
Establishments with 50 to 99 employees
Establishments with 100 to 249 employees
Establishments with 250 to 499 employees

Number of Establishments
7,721
4,072
1,394
1,032
841
247
103
28

Source: U.S. Census Bureau – All Sectors: County Business Patterns, 2019

In support of these business, the area has developed a host of entrepreneurship-focused
resources and programs. The most well-known program is Domi Station, which is
supported by OEV, Leon County, FSU, FAMU, the U.S. EDA and the SBA. In 2015, FSU
launched the Jim Moran College of Entrepreneurship which is now ranked sixteenth
nationally among undergraduate schools for entrepreneurship programs; nearly 1,000
students are enrolled in the college’s undergraduate entrepreneurship program. FAMU was
recently awarded a $100,000 grant from Wells Fargo to launch a small business incubator
to assist women- and minority-owned businesses.
Across Tallahassee-Leon County, entrepreneurship and business formation are celebrated
and cultivated. The critical conversation is how to sustain and grow these businesses in a
manner that diversifies the economy and adds full-time private sector jobs. OEV can
convene and accelerate entrepreneurial support using its expertise and community
outreach efforts.
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Tactic: Accelerate and advance collaboration with FSU and FAMU Research
Institutions (Facilitate, Mid-Term)
Tallahassee is home to a thriving research community anchored by world-class facilities,
like the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory and High Performance Materials Institute,
and business incubators, like Domi Station. The research conducted in Florida’s Capital City
is more than theoretical – products are going to market and high-wage jobs are being
created every year.
Building on the success, best practices, and collaboration of the Magnetic Technologies
Taskforce, the OEV should seek out future tactics for cluster development in biotechnology,
energy, engineering, environmental studies, materials, medical, research tools and
software. Increase focus of each of the clusters that has significant forward momentum
provides a real opportunity for global leadership.
In addition, information on the leading research being conducted within the targeted
industries should be included in the development of value propositions to highlight the
intellectual capital and opportunity taking place in the community.

Tactic: Advocate and promote the investments in Innovation Park and the
North Florida Innovation Labs to foster entrepreneurial growth (Advocate, MidTerm)
As home to the MagLab, Danfoss, the FAMU-FSU College of Engineering, Centers of
Research Excellence, and the recently announced North Florida Innovation Labs, OEV must
work to advocate and promote the investments in Innovation Park and the North Florida
Innovation Labs to foster entrepreneurial growth. The Park’s mission is to foster the
startup, growth, and attraction of private companies that create high wage jobs and
contribute to our region’s innovation ecosystem.
This is especially important given the opening of the new incubator within the next three
years, which will significantly increase the resources available to entrepreneurs and aid in
the formation and expansion of technology businesses, disseminating technologies to
existing businesses, and establishing new business operations throughout the region.

Tactic: Increase the promotion and elevate entrepreneurship programs and
resources on the OEV website (Implement, Short-Term)
OEV’s website currently focuses only on the MWSBE aspect of entrepreneurship and small
business. While its programming is limited, through the previously-referenced proposed
incentive opportunity and the plan for additional marketing, Tallahassee-Leon County can
increase and better promote its conducive entrepreneurial environment and serve as a
point-of-entry for entrepreneurs looking for local resources.
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As a best practice, consider the Iowa
City Area Development’s (IACD)
website. Similar to Tallahassee, Iowa
City is a university town committed to
retaining and fostering talent. The
website highlights available resources,
offers contact information, and
highlights rising entrepreneurs. This
collaborative marketing effort
demonstrates partnerships and
positions IACD as a convener and
facilitator to entrepreneurs.
OEV should expand and increase the promotion of entrepreneurship resources and
programs on the website. This expanded web content could include an interactive tool that
guides prospective entrepreneurs to relevant partners and organizations that can offer
support. Consider the Michigan Economic Development Corporation or Invest Atlanta as
best practices.

Tactic: Survey entrepreneurs and stakeholders to better understand local
needs. (Facilitate, Mid-Term)
The issue in Tallahassee-Leon County has not been a lack of entrepreneurship or small
business support organizations, locations, or initiatives, but rather a lack of knowledge by
community members as to where to start. Throughout the county and region,
organizations are funding programs, hosting webinars and networking events and
awarding grants and loans.
The success of these efforts must be measured holistically. Current and prospective
entrepreneurs must understand the opportunities before them, and gaps in the
community must be filled. In 2018, OEV and its partners surveyed entrepreneurs to better
understand gaps in the system. The result was the launch of the Innovation Park incubator.
Ongoing evaluation of the system as market dynamics change is critical.
OEV, along with AERO (Alliance of Entrepreneur Resource Organizations), should
develop and deploy an entrepreneurship survey concerning the perception of the
entrepreneurship business environment and resources as well as individual interest
in entrepreneurship. The survey would help leverage and promote resources more
holistically. Long-term partners could consider the development of a strategic plan that
aligns efforts, minimizes overlap, and identifies needs for resources.
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Enabling Strategy: Enhance Utilization of Assets
For communities to win competitive projects, the EDO must conduct significant due
diligence on the front end. This includes not only developed sites, but also pre-planning
how assets are utilized.
Some of Tallahassee-Leon County’s most notable assets—FSU, FAMU, Innovation Park, the
MagLab, and the airport—all lie in close proximity to each other. Dotted in that landscape
are sites and buildings that can and should be marketed to prospects.
In the current environment, does that connectivity resonate with prospects and
demonstrate advantages in relation to their project drivers? Given the speed with which
project decisions are being made, as well as the use of online research to begin the site
elimination process, OEV should position its assets more holistically and demonstrate their
value as a collective.
Consider how the priorities for sites have changed, according to Area Development:
While in the past site selection was motivated by budget dollars, this is no longer the case
in many industries. In today’s ever-changing climate, land and construction cost often
take lower priority to speed to market, which makes locally driven site factors more
critical. Today’s industry leaders want to get to market as quickly as possible, addressing
the particulars motivating their growth, and they are willing to spend more money to
ensure speed to market. And, the norms are changing, as stakeholders are more
concerned with the present, not ten years into the future."
TALLAHASSEE-LEON COUNTY COMPETITIVE ASSETS
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ASSET: THE MAGLAB
The original strategic plan encouraged OEV to utilize the MagLab as a significant selling
point to target industry sectors and startups. OEV has made great strides in promoting the
MagLab to out-of-market partners, leveraging research opportunities, and building
transformational partnerships. A snapshot of the success includes:
•

•

•

Magnetic Taskforce Creation: OEV is using the thought leadership of a diverse group
of stakeholders that includes industry, research, and educational leaders with the
expertise to drive the local Magnetics industry forward. The task force’s guidance in the
Applied Science and Magnetics targeted sectors has provided direction to OEV in
establishing collaborative research projects with many local laboratories, in addition to
the potential for organizations to locate facilities within Tallahassee-Leon County.
Increased Business Development Activity: OEV has grown the project pipeline, with
more than 15 active projects in Manufacturing, research collaboration, Biotech,
Magnetics, Logistics and Transportation, Aerospace and Vehicle Electrification, with
businesses ranging from startups to Fortune 500 companies. Ten of these opportunities
are the result of the partnership with Research On Investment (ROI), which has
generated 1,200 leads (i.e., researching companies to develop a prospect list on that
primed for expansion).
Expanded Marketing and Communications Strategies – To promote both the
Magnetics industry and other local organizations, OEV expanded the “ElectroMagnetic
Bitter” campaign to emphasize the achievements of the MagLab. These included Deep
Brewing, the Tallahassee Beer Society, DivvyUp, Target Print & Mail, and Full Press
Apparel. In addition to promoting local companies, the proceeds from the beer sales
provides funding for the MagLab’s SciGirls and Camp Tesla STEM programs. As a result
of this collaborative marketing strategy, OEV was presented with the 2021 Florida
Economic Development Council's Innovation in Marketing Public-Private Partnership
Award.

Tactic: Continue to promote the MagLab as a unique asset for competitive
economic development projects (Implement, Ongoing)
Since 2016, there has been a clear, committed focus on marketing FSU’s MagLab to private
industry by a host of partners. Earlier this year, FSU entered into a five-year agreement
with MagCorp in Tallahassee that both parties say will strengthen relationships
between the university and private industry. MagCorp is working with experts at the
MagLab to provide solutions for magnetically-enabled technologies in multiple business
sectors, including Medical Technology, Textiles, Manufacturing, Consumer Products, and
Defense.
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OEV, through its partnership with ROI, has increased the project pipeline and generated
leads. And, as noted throughout this plan, Danfoss Turbocor has once again expanded its
facility. This strategic cluster focus around a unique asset must continue.
Winning projects from this type of outreach and marketing does not take place quickly; it
often takes years to mature into winning a competitive economic development project.
Positioning the MagLab as a research destination for public and private dollars in
conjunction with the surrounding community assets will be critical as the community seeks
to diversify the economy. The efforts surrounding the MagLab are working, and OEV
must continue its outreach and prospecting initiatives—the asset is unique and
resonates with a host of businesses and industries.
ASSET: FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (FAMU) is a public historically black landgrant university in Tallahassee, Florida. Founded in 1887, it is the third largest historically
black university in the United States by enrollment and the only public historically black
university in Florida. Socially-conscious investors seek to finance businesses that are
committed to environmental sustainability, social accountability, and transparent
governance (ESG). Beyond ESG, shareholders also want to see corporations commit to
diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) initiatives.

Tactic: Promote the assets of FAMU, a premier HBCU. (Implement,
Short-Term)
The FAMU-FSU College of Engineering offers unique opportunities to attract
companies committed to these efforts.
A Brookings Institute article notes the benefits of investing in communities with an HBCU:
Historically black colleges and universities aren’t only great places for people to get an
education; they provide a foundation for population growth and economic development.
Even though tech companies admit they need to diversify their workforces, there is a
narrative that small towns don’t have the talent to fill positions. But consider those towns
with HBCUs. Even though HBCUs make up just 3 percent of colleges and universities in
the U.S., they account for 27 percent of African American students with bachelor’s
degrees in STEM fields, according to the U.S. Department of Education.
Figure 10 notes awards by FAMU in areas of study that align with OEV’s target industries,
using data from JobsEQ. The chart data represents nearly 500 awards out of the
approximately 2,100 total awards conferred by the university. These numbers, along with
the notable history of the university, indicate opportunities to prospective companies to
diversify their workforce, form partnerships on new initiatives, and enhance the
community’s talent pipeline. OEV should promote FAMU-FSU College of Engineering and
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the FAMU College of Science and Technology advantages to a company seeking
skilled talent, an exceptional community, and increased diversity.
FIGURE 7: FAMU AWARDS IN TARGET INDUSTRY AREAS OF STUDY
CIP Code
52.0201
26.0101
04.0201
11.0101

09.0902
11.0103
50.0409
14.0801
14.1001
14.0301

Title
Business
Administration and
Management, General
Biology/Biological
Sciences, General
Architecture
Computer and
Information Sciences,
General
Public
Relations/Image
Management
Information
Technology
Graphic Design
Civil Engineering,
General
Electrical and
Electronics
Engineering
Agricultural
Engineering

Associate

Bachelor's

Master's

Doctorate

Total
Awards

0

135

61

0

196

0

79

5

0

84

0

37

11

0

48

0

28

6

0

34

0

33

0

0

33

0

26

0

0

26

0

21

0

0

21

0

4

2

3

9

0

3

5

1

9

0

8

0

0

8

14.0701

Chemical Engineering

0

5

0

1

6

14.0901

Computer
Engineering, General

0

6

0

0

6

14.3501

Industrial Engineering

0

4

1

1

6

0

4

1

1

6

0

1

4

0

5

0

0

1

0

1

14.1901
52.0203

14.0501

Mechanical
Engineering
Logistics, Materials,
and Supply Chain
Management
Bioengineering and
Biomedical
Engineering
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ASSET: CONNECTIVITY FROM TLH TO THE CITY CENTER
Blueprint has invested heavily in developing the areas from Cascades Park to Railroad
Square and FAMU Way to North Lake Bradford Road. These investments have created
synergy between Florida A&M University, Florida State University, and the City of
Tallahassee—literally and figuratively removing boundaries between the universities and
their communities. Investment in the corridor continues, with Blueprint providing matching
funds for the new North Florida Innovation Labs wet lab space located in Innovation Park.

Tactic: Expedite the connector road from TLH to Innovation Park to the
universities and the city center (Advocate, Short-Term)
Tallahassee-Leon County has a strong history and reputation for projects that elevate the
community’s quality of place and infrastructure improvements. A critical Blueprint project
is the Airport Gateway, which would create a multimodal gateway entrance into downtown,
FSU and FAMU from TLH. The project will enable expanded investment in southwest
Tallahassee-Leon County, supporting local growth of the high-tech sector in areas such as
Innovation Park and improving neighborhood safety.
By connecting the airport to downtown, new opportunities are opened to provide jobs to
local citizens with a variety of skills. Access to new sites creates opportunities within
Innovation Park that could be used for supporting additional research facilities as well as
Advanced Manufacturing such as Danfoss Turbocor compressors. To understand the full
scope of the potential project benefits, OEV should work with Blueprint to develop an
economic impact assessment of the roadway, similar to the Northeast Gateway and
Fairgrounds projects.
The community should consider the impacts from a similar project in Omaha. Abbott Drive
is the easternmost link in Omaha's Park and Boulevard System that connects the eastern
edge of Creighton University and north downtown Omaha to Eppley Airfield, through
Carter Lake, Iowa, and to John J. Pershing Drive on the eastern end of Florence, Nebraska.
Considered "Omaha's gateway", Abbott Drive changed the landscape of the city, relieved
traffic congestion, and fostered business growth.
ASSET: TALLAHASSEE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (TLH)
Owned and operated by the City of Tallahassee, the Tallahassee International Airport (TLH)
is one of the most-mentioned assets by stakeholders for increased economic opportunity.
In 2014, a plan was developed to consider the best opportunities for cargo facilities,
maintenance and repair operations (MROs), and other aviation-related businesses. The
designation to become an international airport for cargo was attained in 2015.
Approximately $700,000 from the OEV budget is allocated to the airport annually. This
funding supports the development of the international arrivals center which will enable the
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creation of the Foreign Trade Zone and stimulate site development. The international
arrivals center is set to break ground in 2022 and the City’s ongoing investment in this key
asset is reaping benefits poised for substantial future positive impacts.
Within the City of Tallahassee’s strategic plan economic development goal is an objective to
“increase the Tallahassee International Airport’s economic impact on the region” through
the following metrics:
•
•
•
•

Dollar value of Tallahassee International Airport’s economic impact. Target: $1 billion
Annual total passenger traffic (enplanements and deplanements). Target: one million
Annual total cargo (enplaned and deplaned). Target: 22 million pounds
Acres of land leased near Tallahassee International Airport. Target: 100 acres

Tactic: Support increasing the Tallahassee International Airport’s economic
impact on the region (Facilitate & Advocate, Short-Term)
The new OEV Strategic Plan incorporates the City’s strategic plan related to the airport in
full with the tactic to support the City’s objectives for this primary asset. For OEV, it will be
important for the Office to support TLH airport efforts to promote business development.
Through a coordinated effort with the City, there is an opportunity to provide an untold
competitive advantage for business and industry.
Increasing the positioning of how the airport and OEV can and does support a business
locating at or near the airport will underscore the community’s willingness to mitigate risk
and support speed to market. OEV will support the airport’s efforts to market sites and
support business and industry development, inside and outside of the fence. It is critical for
the airport to be properly marketed on the OEV website and linked to the airport’s website
to ensure consistency in messaging and the ability to capture a broad audience.
As the City places a priority on site development, OEV should work in support of those
efforts to explore and maximize business development opportunities.
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Enabling Strategy: Increase Marketing & Communications Efforts
Every day, Tallahassee-Leon County competes with thousands of regions across the nation
and around the world for the deployment of capital in the traditional location or expansion
of industry, the selection of the community for a new franchise business, an entrepreneur
looking to develop a new product, or, in today’s market, the relocation of a remote worker.
How Tallahassee-Leon County tells its business story is crucial to the successful location of
each of these business decision-makers.
The disruption from COVID has only increased the need for EDOs to be strategic in their
communications and marketing efforts. Balancing both internal and external, out-ofmarket clients and customers, marketing and communications activities must be strategic,
deliberate, innovative, consistent, and proactive.
Even before a site selector, corporate real estate agent, or business decision-maker
reaches out to a community, a great deal of research has already been conducted online.
Website searches, data downloads, and an incentive review have often already taken place.
With that in mind, websites, digital advertising, and consistent messaging are important
components to reaching target audiences in the right medium at the right time.
In developing a tactical marketing and communications strategy, it is critical to understand
what target audiences want and how they get the information they are looking for in a
location. A Development Counsellors International (DCI) 2020 report, Winning Strategies in
Economic Development Marketing, asked corporate executives and location advisors about
the most-effective strategies and techniques in economic development marketing.
Several findings regarding how Tallahassee-Leon County markets itself are worth noting:
•
•

•

•

Since 1996, dialogue with industry peers has been the top source of information about
a location, followed by business travel and articles in newspapers and magazines.
Since 2014, an internet/website presence has been rated as the most effective
marketing technique, followed by planned visits to corporate executives, media
relations/publicity, and hosting special events.
80 percent of respondents used the internet during their last site-selection search, and
77 percent reported a strong likelihood that they would visit an EDO’s website during
their next site search.
Location advisors said staff contact information and incentive information are the most
useful features of an EDO’s website.

Increasing outreach by deploying tactical marketing and communications strategies in
accordance with the most-effective strategies and techniques in economic development
marketing can benefit OEV’s overall efforts in successfully attracting the deployment of
capital to Tallahassee-Leon County.
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Tactic: Deploy a suite of outreach tactics that support business
development goals (Implement, Ongoing)
OEV along with its regional partners should strive to incorporate the following four
outcomes into marketing and communications initiatives.
1. Awareness: Increase awareness of Tallahassee-Leon County and its competitive
advantages, existing industry strengths, the diversity of the community, and the
willingness of area partners to help companies succeed.
2. Reputation: Enhance the community’s reputation among site selectors, commercial
real estate developers, companies, entrepreneurs, and existing employers, as well as
national and international media, as an area that offers a business-friendly
environment in which companies and their employees will succeed. Highlight strategies
undertaken during COVID to keep businesses open, retain talent, and build resiliency.
3. Engagement: Support the efforts of regional partners and continue to engage state
and community leaders as well as potential investors in the community’s economic
development efforts.
4. Recruitment: Proactively recruit and retain business in the community and the region
overall. Leverage the support of partner organizations to increase the project pipeline
and wins.
To realize these goals, OEV should utilize a suite of marketing and communications
channels. The channels are broken down into three categories: owned, earned, and paid.
OWNED
Website
Social
Email Marketing
Case Studies
Lead Generation

EARNED
Stakeholder Engagement
Press Releases
Media Coverage
Influencers
Sector Reputation

PAID
Digital & Print Ads
Fam Tours
Conventions/Meetings
In-Market Visits
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Outreach Tactics
The following table outlines ideas for outreach tools that will support key messages,
strategies, and tactics. These can be undertaken by OEV and in some instances local
partners. This is not a comprehensive list, and items are not necessarily listed in the order
they would be implemented.
Description

Tactic

MESSAGING &
OUTREACH

•

Compelling and meaningful messages are vital to successful economic
development. The messages will be used in interviews, digital media,
presentations, web materials, and other media.

•

Developers, business owners and others want to be assured that their
investment in the community will have broad support from local leaders,
residents, and key partners, and consistent messaging can offer that

(Assets outlined below.)

confidence.
•

Audience: All

•

Measurement: Consistent use of messaging throughout all communications
tools

•

County and regional overall talking points

•

The importance and tactical use of incentives

•

The workforce, educational attainment, and talent diversity stories

•

Local and regional benefits talking points, including mitigation of risk

•

Messaging for local officials and stakeholders to convey to their sphere of
influence

•

High-level talking points regarding economic development and the importance
of private sector and foreign direct investment

•

Key accomplishments and success stories

•

Important metrics

•

Site sheets

•

Asset fact sheets for Innovation Park and the Airport

•

Community profile

Legislative Session &
Activities with

•

Talking points and/or presentations targeted specifically at legislators who can

Delegation

•

Leverage local success stories in communicating with legislators.

Leverage
Testimonials

•

Testimonials tell the story of why the county and the overall region are
attractive to business.

Top-Line Talking
Points

Grasstops Outreach

Fact Sheets &
Infographics

help provide additional site development funding and infrastructure assets.
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Virtual technology and virtual presentations bring a level of sophistication for

VIRTUAL
PRESENTATIONS
(See specific
recommendations on
later page.)

EDOs. Organizations can project an image to prospects and clients that best
illustrates its assets, resources, and vision for growth. Through the creative use of
technology, an understanding of data, and a clear articulation of the county’s and
the region’s business benefits, presentations can position and communicate the
value proposition to each key audience.
Develop a non-linear presentation that responds to the audience’s needs. A nonlinear presentation simply means that you will not necessarily start at the first slide
and proceed sequentially. The slides will be structured similar to a website,
enabling the presenter to respond to their audience's area of interest by clicking
on a topic that is hyperlinked.

CONFERENCES &

•

As in-person events begin to increase, consider attending and leveraging
industry conferences and events to inform decision-makers about the region,
available sites, and unique workforce programs.

EVENTS
•

DIGITAL & SOCIAL
MEDIA

There are several key components to an effective integrative digital and social
media approach that should be considered and utilized with all the activities
listed below, including:
o

The communications efforts must be integrative, combining online
and traditional communications strategies (those listed in the
previous section).

o

The efforts must be targeted and efficient.

o

No single digital medium can stand alone; combine to
maximize results.

o

The efforts are acquisition-focused to decision-making audiences
and influencers.

o

All marketing must be optimized for desktop, tablet, and mobile
devices.

o

Marketing must contain staff contact information that is easy to find.

•

Audience: All

•

Measurement: Consistent use of messaging throughout all communications
tools

•
Website Enhancement

EDO websites serve as the foundation for today’s virtual marketing efforts.
Given the focus on a community’s online presence, OEV should implement

(See specific

several tactics to improve the user’s experience on the site.

recommendations on
later page.)

•

Enhance promotion of available sites and buildings.

•

Enrich website data and infographics with an external, out-of-market audience
in mind.

•
Search Engine
Optimization

Google’s Webmaster Guidelines suggest making pages primarily for users, not
search engines. That includes consideration of how pages on your website
might appear in Google, including the title, URL, and description.

•

Measurement: Website tracking data – Sessions including new users, time on
site, pages, referral sources, and bounce rate
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•

Content advertising is an extremely intent-driven medium that reaches
individuals at the moment of inquiry. Google offers several services based on
content that can be used to promote Tallahassee-Leon County, all of which
target users based on behavior and demographic. Through Google, OEV can

Performance-Based
Online Advertising &
Retargeting

expect high click-through rates and quality clicks. Consider the use of display
banner advertising and retargeting in small campaigns.
•

Audience: Site selectors and decision-makers/influencers

•

Measurement: Reach and click-through rates

•

Budget: Cost per click

•

Paid search ads appear within or adjacent to Google search results when users
search for relevant keywords or topics. Cost is determined based on a bidding
process. Search ads let you determine your budget, keeping costs low.

Search Engine
Marketing / Paid
Search

•

Create search ad and determine budget and timing.

•

Use results/measurements to determine success and adjust accordingly.

•

Audience: Site selectors and decision makers/influencers

•

Measurement: Reach and click-through rates

•

Budget: Cost per click

•

Email marketing is a cost-effective medium for building relationships and
maintaining regular contact with audiences, customers, and prospects. By
implementing a meaningful email marketing campaign that appeals to key
audiences with a limited number of stories and messages, OEV can stay top of

Email Marketing

mind with its target audiences.
•

Audience: Site selectors, C-level decision-makers, and influencers

•

Measurement: Open rates and click-throughs should be at or higher than
industry averages (20 percent open rate and 2 percent click-through rate)

•

Identify targeted audience for limited email outreach (100–250 members in
target industries).

Targeted, ContentRich Email Blasts

•

Develop schedule and ideas for emails that relate the benefits of the county
and the available sites and workforce.

•

Determine frequency and timing and be consistent in delivery.

•

Optimize content for mobile viewing.
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Tactic: Improve website and online presence to enhance communication with
out-of-market audiences (Implement, Ongoing)
Potential economic development projects often begin with the consideration of states
and defined geographic regions. Rarely does a prospect, company, or site selector have a
specific community or county in mind. Communities and regions can, however, increase
their visibility through a strong online presence.
While OEV recently launched a new website with a clear design and concise information
that was recognized with a silver award by the IEDC, opportunities remain to enhance
OEV’s online presence, expand its reach to regional, national and international external,
out-of-market audiences that share competitive advantages and sites with interested
investors.
The economic development websites most valued by site selectors and business decisionmakers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

understand their audiences and speak to them in their own language;
are heavy on bulleted facts and light on filler;
provide relevant data in formats that users can download and manipulate;
are easy to find, fast, and easy to use;
have the right content, organized in an intuitive way;
are current, visually attractive, and regularly updated;
use photos and infographics to highlight key pieces of information; and
make the organization's contact information clear and accessible.

OEV can improve its website using the eight elements outlined above. Also
considering implementing the following recommendations.
•

Maps: The homepage should showcase maps that feature the community’s location
within the state, the southeast, and the nation. Consider how foreign direct investment
companies and those not familiar with the area would be able to understand location.
Also consider highlighting logistical advantages of community assets and showcasing
that within the site.

•

Competitive Advantages: Instead of relying on the audience to interpret data into
their own narrative, use the data to synthesize and emphasize competitive advantages
for target industries. Each part of the narrative must answer the question, “How does
this fact help a business’s bottom line?”

•

Regional Data: OEV’s website is most well-known for its data dashboard, which
empowers users to dive into the details of the data. There is a need, however, to
highlight strong numbers/percentages as compared to the state and the nation.
Emphasize these by using simple infographics and short narratives rather than the
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•
•

numbers alone.
Incentives: In re-evaluating the website, consider adding a two-page fact sheet about
incentive programs and associated forms and criteria.
Workforce: While communities have improved in featuring the workforce on their
websites, they often list basic demographic information and educational institutions. In
a hyper-competitive market, organizations must highlight what business decisionmakers cannot already find through online databases. Websites must demonstrate
partnerships with educational and workforce partners along with industry. Give specific

•

•

•

examples and timelines of how success was achieved, considering highlighting various
degrees and certificate programs within target industries. In addition, each target
industry page should feature relevant workforce and education statistics.
Case Studies and Testimonials: Seeing success from a company perspective helps
differentiate a community. Success stories need to be told throughout the website and
throughout the entire year, not saved for annual reports. Testimonials should help a
company understand the community behind the numbers. Include testimonials from
owners of businesses of all sizes on why they choose to live and work in the county or
region. Feature professionals that are passionate about the region and the type of
industry thriving in the region. Use sidebars or callout boxes, with infographics and
statistics, to generate more visual interest.
Newsroom: Go beyond the current blog and create a newsroom that features case
studies, fact sheets, bios, and presentations. Consider including the following in a
newsroom:
o Filters such as announcements, case studies, reports, and dates
o Fact sheets on projects, state or regional rankings, and partner releases
o Success stories or case studies
o Press releases
o Multimedia, including videos, photos, and interviews
o A search function by date, subject, and content type
Contact Information and Call to Action: Every page on the website should have a
contact with a photo and a direct phone number and email address. Also include a call
to action on each page to direct the user as to what to do next.

Tactic: Enhance technology to highlight assets (Implement, Mid-Term)
Technology has made it easier for organizations to project an image to prospects and
clients that best illustrates its assets, resources, and vision for growth. Virtual tours and
presentations are available in a variety of platforms and formats. Several tools are available
for minimal investment, such as interactive Google Earth files (KMZ), layered PDF maps,
linked digital presentations, and interactive photography. These tools, partnered with
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clearly defined competitive advantages, including key messages and benefits of business
growth in the area, ensure OEV can optimally present its product offerings.
While drone videos and photography are an effective marketing tool, enhancing drone or
camera property photography by creating 360° interactive photos for sites and buildings
increases engagement by prospective clients. Popular, easy-to-use, and budget-friendly
solutions for creating 360° virtual tours and sharing them on the web and in virtual reality
platforms include Kuula, 360cities, and Roundme.
INCREASE POSITIONING FOR TOP SITES & BUILDINGS
Positioning the best sites and buildings for increased visibility and consideration is critical
in today’s marketplace. Even before the pandemic, initial site selection research was
conducted online by evaluating workforce demographics, incentives, and sites and
buildings. Many EDOs use site and building databases to showcase properties but given the
speed with which a site selector needs to narrow down locations, these tools can feel
overwhelming, cumbersome, and unusable on mobile devices.
At the same time, the topic of finding ready sites has become an industry-wide
conversation. Consider this excerpt from a recent publication from Area Development
magazine:
Across the nation, finding well-positioned, developable land with utilities and
infrastructure has become almost impossible in some areas. Just about all of it has been
scooped up by hungry buyers. Competition for land zoned for industrial/warehouse
development is particularly intense.
Considerations for greenfield acquisition are quite different than improved land. Notably,
buyers must factor in additional risk related to timing and cost of utilities and
infrastructure. Timing adds a lot of risk because no one knows what the market will be
like by the time the land is ready for vertical development.
Tallahassee-Leon County has a limited number of true industrial sites for targeted
industries. Each must be consistently marketed to increase awareness of the area. Given
the market and the desirability of ready sites, OEV should improve online marketing and
promotion of top sites on its website, demonstrating competitive advantages and
due diligence performed.
Improve site overviews: Prior to sending a visitor to a site and building database, feature
key sites and associated selling points and due diligence in both online materials and
downloadable PDFs. Demonstrate not only the site size but also access points in the region,
including infrastructure, workforce, utilities, and regional/state/national maps. The checklist
in Figure 11 can help ensure consistency, inform and establish trust among potential
customers, and improve asset awareness. Consider piquing a visitor’s interest by featuring
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an airport site on the Aviation target industry page, using the layout and details on the ARTX REDI website as a best practice.
FIGURE 8: COMPETITIVE PROPERTY CHECKLIST


Recent Aerial Photography



Conceptual Site Plans



Executive Summary



Foreign Trade Zone



Letter of Commitment (if applicable)



Covenants



Flood Map











Infrastructure Development Plans for Sites
not Shovel-Ready



Location/Vicinity Maps with local and regional
amenities:
Global



Regional



City















Gantt Analysis/Timeline



Report/Summaries:

U.S.



Zoning Map with surrounding areas
up to one mile



Utility Maps with existing and
proposed utilities defined and
providers). Consider using the APWA
color guide to highlight current and
proposed utility infrastructure.


Broadband/Fiber



Natural Gas



Ownership / Tax Maps

Wetlands





New Market Tax Credits

Soils

Topography Map



Ingress/Egress Routes to Property

Environmental
Geotechnical





County

Phase I

Electric
Telecommunications
Water
Wastewater and
Sewer

BEST PRACTICES
•
•
•

Provide downloadable links to existing KML/KMZ Google Earth files on executive
summaries on online databases.
Enhance drone site footage to create 360° interactive drone photos for virtual site
tours to engage prospective clients.
Use inexpensive customized templates (Microsoft Word and PowerPoint) from a
site like creativemarket.com to develop executive summaries.

OEV should also encourage local commercial brokers to adopt these best practices.
Create concise site videos: Video can be a powerful way to share content and competitive
advantages in a way that is easily accessible to a large audience. Videos should be no
longer than two minutes. Use a combination of videography and graphics to underscore
key messages. Consider featuring:
•

Unique Identifiers – Videos showcasing unique offerings only found in the community
or region, such as events, neighborhoods, and venues that employees and employers
could experience.
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•
•

CEO Testimonials – Videos communicating the trust that existing industry has in their
community through one-on-one interviews.
Deal Flow – Videos showcasing corporate project wins for attraction and/or relocation.

When using video to highlight a site, consider including:
•
•
•
•

Messages about what the viewer will see
A map that depicts national-, regional- and community-level location
Landmarks such as major cities, airports, ports, and interstates
A handful of competitive advantages or features, such as:
o Ownership
o Acreage and/or square footage (consider hectares and meters for foreign direct
investment viewers)
o Utility providers, line placements, size, and capacity
o Quality of place, including neighborhoods (and price points) and amenities
o Educational providers, including number and types of training programs

Tactic: Expand the Tallahassee-Leon County business narrative through
strategic external, out-of-market messaging (Implement, Ongoing)
Economic development marketing is a long-term, ongoing proposition. Therefore, it is
critical to effectively communicate the advantages the county has to offer a business and,
when appropriate, high-level talent.
Clear, well-constructed messages help people break through information overload and
choose from among many different sources of information. The goal of the messaging
points is to shape opinion and motivate behavior. It is based on three principles of effective
communication and persuasion:
•
•

•

Opinion is often shaped by a relatively small number of opinion leaders—those who are
knowledgeable, influential, and articulate.
A message is more believable if the source is credible. The economic development staff
and community must deliver the narrative honestly, clearly, and from a position of
expertise.
Messages are most persuasive when they are simple, relevant, consistent, aligned with
the audiences’ needs, concerns, and interests, and repeated over time using multiple
methods of delivery.

Audience Segmentation
The primary focus of a tactical marketing and communications strategy is lead generation
and awareness building. OEV has achieved a host of successes, including increased
awareness around the MagLab and several new location and expansion announcements.
The combination of strong economic developers, proactive workforce and education
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partners, and forward-thinking infrastructure projects has increased the region’s
marketability.
With that in mind, efforts have been aimed at communicating specific messages to target
audiences.
•

Businesses know: OEV and Tallahassee-Leon County understand and respond to
rapidly-changing industry needs and utilize partnerships to increase success. The
community demonstrated its capacity and business-friendly climate during COVID by
ensuring businesses could stay open and locate needed talent.

•

•
•

Site selectors know: OEV brings together numerous partners to help companies
mitigate risk, identify and employ a skilled workforce, and leverage resources for
bottom-line benefits.
Policymakers and legislators know: OEV collaborates and aims to diversify the
economy by promoting the region to national and global audiences.
Regional leaders know: What is happening in economic development at the local and
regional levels and know how to promote it.

With that in mind, OEV should use audience segmentation to determine what messages
should be conveyed, to whom, and with what action as the goal. Specifically consider:
•
•

What do we want them to think?
What do we want them to do?

TARGETED EXTERNAL & OUT-OF-MARKET STAKEHOLDERS
C-Suite Decision-Makers (U.S. and International, out-of-market): Ultimately, business
location decisions are made by top-level executives in a firm. Ensuring that C-level decisionmakers in the key industries are aware of Tallahassee-Leon County and understand the
area’s and the state’s value propositions will be an important factor in influencing the
perceptions of those considering relocation or expansion.
Site Location Consultants (Out-of-Market): Site location consultants often assist large
firms in major location projects. They are an influential group who can bring multiple
significant projects to the state over time. Building a solid relationship with this group and
ensuring they are aware of the community’s business and industry advantages is
paramount to success. The objective is to create relationships that keep the area front of
mind and generate opportunities for the development to be a part of the competition as
project opportunities arise.
Industry and Economic Development Media: Informing and engaging national and
international industry and economic development media about the community as well as
the region and building positive perceptions of northwest Florida is a cost-effective method
of getting key marketing messages out to large, targeted audiences. Ensuring Tallahassee-
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Leon County is positioned positively in national and international markets, industry, site
selection, and in-state media will positively influence business perceptions.
Government Officials: Government leaders can play a role in creating a business-friendly
environment through regulations and policymaking as well as providing investments in
communities for infrastructure, logistics, workforce, and other priorities.
Existing Industry: Existing industry is critical in creating and maintaining a diverse
economy. Existing industry is generally a larger creator of new jobs and capital investment
than new projects.
TARGETED INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
Government Officials: Although government leaders are external stakeholders, they are
also an internal audience to the organization’s funding use and effectiveness
measurements. OEV should ensure leaders are aware of the many activities being
undertaken that support job creation and capital investment and how pro-business policies
influence location decisions.
Utilities: Major utilities and local energy co-ops have a vested interest in economic
development, and many provide economic development services and financial programs
within their territories.
Educational Entities: Tallahassee-Leon County’s institutions of higher learning are key
partners in providing a skilled and trained workforce to targeted industries, and they need
to be aware of industry labor needs.
Civic organizations, nonprofits, and chambers of commerce: These nonprofit
organizations can help spread awareness of shared messages and goals. They have large
reaches and can influence the culture of a community. These organizations also serve as
important funnels of information to talent.
Small Businesses: Small businesses are the backbone of many communities. Keeping
them informed as to how proactive and competitive economic development efforts benefit
their business, as well as ensuring they are aware of any programs or services that benefit
them, is important.
Residents: Residents play an important role in supporting community efforts to attract
new and expanding business and industry. By engaging this group, the organization can
foster an environment conducive to economic growth and job creation.
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Using Research & Engagement to Shape the Plan
VisionFirst conducted research and engagement (found in the appendix) throughout the
strategic planning process to pinpoint key opportunities and challenges leading to
informed decisions about OEV’s next five years of implementation activity.
Taking into account fiscal responsibility and increased market competitiveness, the
importance of research and stakeholder engagement cannot be overstated for economic
development organizations (EDOs) and how they determine their work plans.
Research provides the linchpin for sound strategic planning as it provides a comprehensive
picture of the organization’s and the community’s current situation and suggests directions
for improvement. Ultimately, research and engagement lays the crucial foundation for the
planning process and the strategies and tactics recommended.
When developing the strategic plan, four questions were considered throughout the
research and engagement phase:
•
•
•
•

Where are Tallahassee-Leon County’s economic development efforts today?
What assets does the community have to compete in the current economic climate?
Where does Tallahassee-Leon County want to be in the next five years, considering
OEV’s mission and vision?
How does OEV implement strategies and tactics to get there?

With those questions in mind, VisionFirst conducted research and engagement in six
sectors:
1. Looking at the community from a site selector’s perspective. (First Impressions)
Companies may employ site selectors (either in-house or outside consultants) to review
regional areas that fit their criteria. These site selectors analyze relevant labor and
other demographic information available as they relate to the factors determined
above. The site selection process is basically a process of elimination, where a company
may initially have 100+ locations internationally and eventually end up with three to five
states/regions/cities.
2. Engaging stakeholders in the process. (In person meetings, Stakeholder Survey)
Tallahassee-Leon County is known for its strong commitment to stakeholder input.
Understanding the importance of stakeholder feedback, VisionFirst gathered the
perspectives of more than 100 leaders through various approaches including field visits,
one-on-one interviews, facilitated group meetings. In addition, an online stakeholder
survey was conducted that garnered more than 150 responses.
3. Utilizing data to understand the current economy and competitive position. (Data
Analysis) To successfully build a suite of strategies and tactics, it was critical to first
analyze the current economy as well as the market changes over the last five years
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including the most recent global pandemic. The focus of the analysis is to uncover
trends and future projections. Using both quantitative and qualitative data, emphasis
was placed on location quotients, industry strengths and targets, labor force
participation rates, occupation gaps and surpluses, advanced industry employment and
wages. This data will compare the Tallahassee-Leon County including the MSA and how
it compares to the state and nation from site selector and investor perspective.
VisionFirst Advisors compiled data from numerous trusted state and national sources.
4. Understanding current and future labor availability. (Workforce Analysis) Creating
economic competitiveness, vitality and vibrancy in a region is now largely dependent on
the quality of its workforce. The most important way for communities to be competitive
is to build a sustainable infrastructure for workforce development that is adaptive and
responsive to local industry needs. VisionFirst met with education and workforce
officials and analyzed a host of data to demonstrate the workforce availability as well as
the talent pipeline initiatives being undertaken to support business and industry.
5. Optimizing value of products and assets. (Sites & Buildings Competitiveness Ranking)
The pandemic has clouded the economic development roadmap and the resulting
uncertainty is causing many companies to scale back their approach to expending
capital. This means potentially less opportunities in an already highly competitive
economic development environment. For communities to compete, it is critical that risk
is mitigated especially as it relates to a community’s product including sites, buildings,
workforce and regional assets. VisionFirst reviewed sites and buildings with an asset
optimization approach that will analyze data, assess risks and opportunities and offer
recommendations to maximize marketability.
6. Building a SWOT analysis and subsequent leverage points. (SWOT & Leverage
Points) Based on conversations with stakeholders and in-depth labor and industry
research, VisionFirst conducted a SWOT regarding the community’s economic
development efforts as well as the area’s overall competitiveness. This analysis was an
evaluation of the overall economic development climate, not solely the efforts of OEV,
and was based heavily on qualitative input and industry knowledge. SWOT analyses are
often conducted for discovery purpose only. VisionFirst goes beyond the initial analysis
and develops strategies to leverage or capitalize on each strength or opportunity and to
minimize or mitigate weaknesses and threats. These strategies, or “leverage points”,
help illustrate the timeliest, most important actions for the county to execute to
strengthen its position, achieve its mission, and move the community to a greater
competitive stance for jobs and investment.
Each of these sectors and the research conducted are contained in the appendix.
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Moving Forward
Over the past year, VisionFirst Advisors developed OEV’s first strategic plan by gathering
data and trends, seeking stakeholder input from a variety of sources, and providing context
to the analytics. A combination of new ideas with the proven methodology of stakeholder
input and data led to this new strategic plan. Fine-tuned to Tallahassee-Leon County’s
needs, this plan evaluates how to attain continued progress and build resiliency in the face
of future economic disruptions
With a new plan comes a new approach—one that considers the successes and challenges
OEV has experienced over the past five years. This strategic plan recommends a new suite
of focused, mission-critical strategies to build on OEV’s foundational efforts. To identify
objectives and organize them into a new strategic plan, VisionFirst took a holistic approach
in assessing where Tallahassee was five years ago, where it is now, and what the future
should look like.
As compared to the original plan, this one offers strategies that are meant to give the
organization an unerring focus on business recruitment, retention, and expansion as well
as on building the project pipeline through marketing and communications efforts. These
suggested strategies and tactics are also meant to align with both the county and city
strategic plans. Within each strategy is a series of tactics that provide an approach to
implementation. The number of tactics is fewer than in the original plan, with the intention
of each one generating a greater, more immediate impact, in conjunction with the
implementation of the work plan developed by OEV with key actions and metrics.
Again, the OEV team has diligently implemented the original plan; these recommendations
are meant to complement the continued on-going work of the current strategic plan. The
on-going work of the current strategic plan accounts for approximately 40% and should be
incorporated into an updated work plan developed by OEV.
We are honored to continue our partnership with OEV to create this new strategic plan –
and look forward seeing the continued economic growth in our home-town community,
Tallahassee-Leon County.
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Appendix: Engagement & Analysis
Appendix: Engagement & Analysis
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First Impressions
Communities often experience difficulties seeing their surroundings as clients, guests,
prospective industries, and newcomers to the area might see them. Below are first
impressions as they may be perceived by a site selector comparing Tallahassee-Leon
County to competitor communities.

OPPORTUNITY TO TOUT
SUCCESSES
Few internal stakeholders
realize OEV’s efforts in
supporting existing
industry, the location of a
1,000-job Amazon
fulfillment center, and the
deployment of local and
Leon CARES funding to local
businesses. OEV should
increase marketing and
communications efforts to
promote its impact on the
local economy. It is
important to highlight
community success stories
and to emphasize the many
initiatives being led or
supported by OEV.

NEED TO
MITIGATE PERCEIVED
STRUCTURAL RISK
Companies looking to locate
often consider risk as part
of eliminating sites. Two
often-considered risk
factors are speed to market
and confidentiality.
OEV’s efforts in improving
the level of economic
prosperity in the
community. Lengthy policy
procedures and excessive
regulations can impact the
community’s
competitiveness and
business acumen in the
minds of prospects.

LEVERAGE UNIQUE
ASSETS
Tallahassee-Leon County
has several unique assets,
such as the MagLab, that
OEV has begun marketing
to internal and external,
out-of-market stakeholders.
With available incentive
funds, asset-based
economic development
approaches should be
increased. OEV should
leverage additional unique
assets such as a top-tier
HBCU in Florida A&M, land
around the airport,
Innovation Park, and the
Airport Gateway project.
Each of these assets can be
marketed to prospects in
addition to tax
reimbursements, fast-track
permitting, and other
business-friendly policies.
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Stakeholder Feedback
In Your Words – VisionFirst hosted more than 60 stakeholder meetings with more than
100 elected officials, existing business leaders, small businesses, and community members.
In addition, stakeholder feedback from two virtual townhalls and a survey conducted by
MIT on minority, women, and small business engagement and capacity building was also
included in the development of the strategic plan.
Conversations with OEV staff members enabled VisionFirst to gain a better understanding
of current operations, programs, products, and services. These conversations also helped
identify challenges faced due to macroeconomic trends and local issues, especially as the
nation and the community assess the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Meetings with business and community stakeholders enabled VisionFirst to gain insights
through the lens of each group’s focus and discover how OEV can find long-term success in
its economic development efforts. Every stakeholder meeting generated productive
dialogue around the city and the county’s future and identified both critical issues and
attainable opportunities. During the conversations, VisionFirst sought answers to questions
centered on such topics as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How has economic development changed in Tallahassee-Leon County over the last five
years since OEV was created?
What has changed in the market—especially considering COVID—that may change the
focus of how economic and community development activities are handled?
Looking ahead to the next five years, what industry sectors do you think TallahasseeLeon County is best suited for?
What are the community’s best assets? What are its biggest challenges?
What should be the top priorities related to sites and buildings?
How do you think funds should be used for economic development?

Key findings from the meetings are presented in aggregate on the following pages. They
have been grouped by the main themes that resulted from the stakeholder conversations.
Although the meetings focused on OEV and its role in leading local economic development
efforts, the discussion also covered the needs of the broader community. The comments
listed are a sample of the meeting outcomes from local stakeholders and do not
reflect VisionFirst’s opinion.
CONTINUE TO ENGAGE STAKEHOLDERS REGARDING OEV’S EFFORTS
•
•

OEV has done an impressive job in its outreach to the community over the last five
years, but many internal and external stakeholders remain unaware of these efforts.
Deploying local and federal funds to area businesses did enable many to experience
OEV’s high-performing team.
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•

The Minority, Women, and Small Business Enterprise (MWSBE) division is seen as
having a positive impact in the business community.

•
•
•

OEV’s Data Dashboard is a major asset to a variety of leaders.
There is a perceived disconnect between OEV and the business community.
Confusion exists about what falls under OEV funding versus Blueprint funding.

INCREASE FACILITATION OF PRIVATE SECTOR JOB CREATION
•

There is a need for increased recognition of existing industry by officials at all levels of
government.

•

Challenges exists with utilities, zoning, and permitting. A lack of urgency leads to a
slower speed to market and can hinder growth and retention.
Stakeholders believe community growth is beneficial but would like to see more
equitable growth throughout the community.

•

INCREASE MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS EFFORTS
•

•
•

The last five years have been focused on internal outreach; for the next five years, OEV
should increase external outreach efforts surrounding the County’s assets to decision
makers out-of-market.
Some residents are concerned about continued growth; OEV must communicate to the
public the community benefits of new industry and private sector job creation.
There is a need to demonstrate the transformational impacts of large private sector
projects as opposed to the transactional nature of market-driven industry sectors.

CONSIDER A REGIONAL APPROACH TO PRODUCT & SITES
•

•
•

The lack of available sites and developable land are challenges for companies looking to
expand to or locate in Tallahassee and demonstrate the need for regional project
coordination.
Tallahassee International Airport represents untapped opportunities for development.
Many of the region’s assets are going unnoticed by prospects.

CONTINUE TO LEVERAGE UNIQUE ASSETS
•
•

OEV has focused on promoting the benefits of the MagLab, and audiences are
recognizing the efforts; turning recognition into winning projects, however, takes time.
With an increased national focus on equity, diversity, and inclusion, Tallahassee-Leon
County has a tremendous asset in Florida A&M University (FAMU) and its highperforming programs and areas of study.
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Stakeholder Survey
VisionFirst Advisors, along with OEV, sought stakeholder input in the economic
development process through an online survey. This survey was targeted at key
stakeholders including business leaders, elected representatives, education providers, and
other influential leaders and organizations in the community, rather than the public
at large.
The survey, taken by more than 150 people, gave these key stakeholders the opportunity
to provide feedback on how they feel about the role of economic development in
Tallahassee-Leon County, what type of growth and industry they think is best suited for the
community, and what they believe are the top economic development priorities OEV
should pursue. Feedback from community and business leaders also helped in discerning
the developments and trends occurring in the local economic climate.
Overall, the results show that stakeholders believe that OEV has been successful in its
economic development efforts over the past five years and that Tallahassee’s economic
climate has improved. Respondents believe Tallahassee’s main economic development
priorities should be encouraging the growth of existing industry and retaining and
expanding startups and small- to mid-sized businesses. Tallahassee’s greatest strength is
overwhelmingly seen as access to research and development through universities and
colleges, and its biggest challenges are seen as limitations at the airport and regulatory
restrictions.
Other takeaways from the survey include:
•
•

•
•
•

OEV should set the vision for economic development, but confusion around funding
exists.
Stakeholders would like to see a diverse industry sector that leverages assets such
as the MagLab, universities, and existing industry (including Manufacturing), a stronger
entrepreneurial climate, and more resources and support for existing industry in
targeted sectors.
Priorities for the MWSBE division include building a qualified workforce through
training, apprenticeships, and business retention.
The top three advantages are access to research and development in higher
education, low operating costs, and state tax policies.
The top three barriers are the airport (costs/flight availability), a restrictive regulatory
and political environment, and the perception of being a government/college town.
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QUESTION 1: The Office of Economic Vitality serves as the lead economic development
organization (EDO) for Tallahassee-Leon County. The organization was launched five years
ago in conjunction with the first strategic planning effort. How would you measure OEV’s
progress since that time?

OEV has been a helpful and useful
resource for businesses.
There has been increased support
for minority- and women-owned
businesses.
The mission and goals of OEV are
clearly defined.
Private sector leadership is
integrated with OEV and the
economic development process.
Stakeholders are aware of OEV and
its successes.
The current governance structure is
allowing OEV to achieve its
objectives.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

NEUTRAL

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

33.73%

39.05%

18.93%

5.92%

2.37%

30.30%

37.58%

22.42%

3.64%

6.06%

24.26%

47.34%

16.57%

7.69%

4.14%

17.96%

35.93%

36.53%

7.19%

2.40%

15.06%

43.98%

24.70%

12.65%

3.61%

13.17%

31.14%

40.12%

10.18%

5.39%

QUESTION 2: From an economic development standpoint, how has Tallahassee-Leon
County changed in the past five years?
IMPROVED

NOT IMPROVED

Support for minority- and women-owned businesses

84.47%

15.53%

Startup and entrepreneurial climate

82.82%

17.18%

Expansion of existing industries

77.30%

22.70%

Partner collaboration

68.55%

31.45%

New job creation

67.90%

32.10%

Public and private sector in the economic development process

66.46%

33.54%
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QUESTION 3: What should be Tallahassee-Leon County’s top priority for economic
development? Rank in order of importance, with 1 being the highest.
Encourage the
growth of existing
local businesses
and industries
Recruit new
industries and
employers
Diversify the job
market and
economic base
Support minorityand womenowned
businesses
through supplier
diversity,
resource
identification and
business
retention efforts
Create a strong
entrepreneurial
climate
Build the local
workforce
Market
Tallahassee and
its business
community
/advantages
Collaborate
regionally to aid
area businesses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

30.63%

17.50%

18.13%

15.63%

7.50%

6.25%

3.13%

1.25%

20.00%

14.37%

10.63%

12.50%

8.13%

14.37%

11.25%

8.75%

17.39%

18.01%

13.04%

11.18%

13.66%

10.56%

8.70%

7.45%

9.70%

8.48%

10.91%

5.45%

12.12%

12.73%

16.97%

23.64%

9.43%

13.84%

16.35%

18.87%

13.21%

15.72%

6.92%

5.66%

8.02%

14.20%

8.64%

8.02%

16.67%

14.81%

14.20%

15.43%

4.38%

8.13%

10.63%

14.37%

13.13%

14.37%

16.88%

18.13%

1.90%

6.96%

12.03%

13.29%

14.56%

10.13%

20.89%

20.25%

QUESTION 4: What should be the MWSBE division’s top priority in economic development?
Rank in order of importance.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Building a qualified workforce
through training and
apprenticeships

34.64%

16.34%

16.99%

12.42%

13.73%

5.88%

Business retention

22.93%

21.66%

17.20%

13.38%

18.47%

6.37%
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Financing

14.29%

18.01%

18.63%

13.04%

9.94%

26.09%

Resource identification

12.00%

21.33%

21.33%

18.00%

18.00%

9.33%

Data collection

9.09%

11.69%

13.64%

17.53%

19.48%

28.57%

Supplier diversity

8.50%

12.42%

13.07%

25.49%

19.61%

20.92%

QUESTION 5: As part of the one-cent sales tax, the Office of Economic Vitality receives 12
percent to encourage industry diversification and job creation. How do you think sales tax
funds should be used for economic development? Rank in order of importance.
Retaining and expanding startups and small
to mid-sized businesses, as well as fostering
commercialization
Recruiting new employers to locate to
Tallahassee-Leon County
Developing buildings/sites to have more
availability for businesses to grow
Minority- and women-owned business
support through supplier diversity, business
retention efforts, etc.
Facilitating the airport as an economic
development catalyst to site projects and
grow targeted industries

1

2

3

4

5

34.81%

24.05%

19.62%

15.19%

6.33%

28.39%

16.77%

20.00%

23.87%

10.97%

14.65%

12.74%

27.39%

20.38%

24.84%

14.20%

19.75%

18.52%

15.43%

32.10%

9.74%

27.27%

14.29%

24.03%

24.68%

QUESTION 6: What would you like to see from the community’s economic development
efforts over the next five years? Rank in order of importance.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A diverse industry sector that
leverages assets such as the
MagLab, universities, and
existing industry

37.06%

16.08%

11.89%

11.89%

10.49%

7.69%

4.90%

All the above

29.93%

5.84%

2.19%

0.73%

2.92%

6.57%

51.82%

A stronger entrepreneurialism
climate

15.94%

31.16%

20.29%

13.04%

8.70%

7.97%

2.90%

Increased support for minorityand women-owned businesses

10.95%

12.41%

7.30%

13.14%

19.71%

26.28%

10.22%

More resources and support
for existing industry in targeted
sectors

8.70%

25.36%

28.99%

17.39%

13.77%

2.90%

2.90%

More coordination with
business leadership in the
economic development
process

5.07%

10.14%

23.91%

28.26%

18.84%

8.70%

5.07%

Marketing/promotion

5.07%

2.90%

7.25%

14.49%

24.64%

36.23%

9.42%
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QUESTION 7: What type of new businesses and industry do you want to see in TallahasseeLeon County? Select three.
Advanced manufacturing/light industry (distribution/warehousing operations, etc.)

64.71%

Home-grown/local entrepreneurial businesses

58.82%

Life Sciences & Healthcare/Medical Technology

54.71%

Tallahassee’s existing targeted industries (IT, Applied Science & Innovation)

53.53%

Business & Professional Services

40.59%

Banking & Finance

11.18%

Other (please specify)

10.59%

None, I prefer to keep the existing level of business and industry

5.88%

QUESTION 8: What do you see as the top reasons a company would start, locate, or
expand in Tallahassee-Leon County? Select three.
Access to research and development through universities and colleges

56.47%

Lower operating costs

35.29%

State tax policies

34.71%

Lower cost of living

32.35%

Qualified talent pool

31.76%

Natural amenities

28.82%

Housing, healthcare and education infrastructure

25.88%

Local incentives as part of the one-cent sales tax

25.29%

Location

22.94%

QUESTION 9: What do you see as the top three barriers that prevent a company from
starting, locating, expanding or staying in Tallahassee-Leon County? Select three.
Airport challenges (costs/flight availability)

54.12%

Restrictive regulatory and political environment

44.71%

Perception of being a government/college town

41.18%

Crime statistics

38.82%

No growth mindset

38.24%

Lack of available sites/developable land

26.47%

Activism, influence peddling, nimby, etc.

26.47%

Affordability and tax environment

12.35%

Other (please specify)

11.18%

Less attractive healthcare and education options

6.47%
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Research & Analysis
When VisionFirst developed the original OEV strategic plan, a high-level data analysis of
Tallahassee-Leon County was conducted, with emphasis placed on labor force participation
rates, educational attainment, talent pipeline, industry location quotients (LQs), and leading
industries. For this updated plan, a data analysis was once again conducted.
Although the pandemic inhibited expansions, relocations, and new market opportunities, it
did not stop business decision-makers from community research. The project pipeline for
many communities today is even more robust than it was pre-pandemic, and site selectors
are using a host of data points to eliminate sites. This research primarily occurs virtually
utilizing online resources and Tallahassee-Leon County is often considered for investment
and new jobs without ever being aware (i.e., not through a formal request for proposals
process). As the prospective locations are identified, then the site selector and/or business
decision makers typically reaches out to the community.

Community Overview »
Initially, site selectors and business decision-makers review data that reflects the economic
health of a community, region, and state. It is important for OEV and its partners to
understand how it is being viewed before it is considered as a possibility for locating a
competitive project.
While this plan focuses on Tallahassee-Leon County, site selectors and business decisionmakers do not regard county lines. As Tallahassee-Leon County aims to be a regional
leader for job creation and position itself to be competitive for economic development
projects, the data included reflects the county, metropolitan statistical area (MSA), and a
forty-five-minute drive time surrounding Tallahassee-Leon County.
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LEON COUNTY 45-MINUTE DRIVE TIME MAP

FIGURE 9: COUNTY, MSA, AND FORTY-FIVE-MINUTE DRIVE TIME ECONOMIC OVERVIEW
LEON
COUNTY

TALLAHASSEE
MSA

LEON COUNTY
45-MINUTE
DRIVE TIME

Demographics
Population (American Community Survey)

289,770

382,197

481,755

Median Age

31.0

33.6

36.9

Race: White

61.4%

60.6%

60.9%

Race: Black or African American

30.9%

32.7%

32.8%

Race: American Indian and Alaska Native

0.2%

0.2%

0.2%

Race: Asian

3.5%

2.7%

2.3%

Race: Other

1.1%

1.3%

1.4%

Race: Two or More Races

2.8%

2.4%

2.3%

Hispanic or Latino (Of Any Race)

6.4%

6.6%

6.5%

Labor Force Participation Size
(Civilian Population 16 Years and Over)

158,009

195,966

238,262

Labor Force Participation Rate
(Civilian Population 16 Years and Over)

65.4%

61.9%

60.2%

Prime-Age Labor Force Participation Rate
(Civilian Population 25–54)

84.1%

79.3%

77.9%

Median Household Income

$53,106

$52,148

$53,866

Per Capita Income

$30,586

$28,766

$27,743

Mean Commute Time (Minutes)

20.9

23.0

22.9

Workforce

Educational Attainment, Age 25–64
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No High School Diploma

6.3%

9.1%

10.5%

High School Graduate

18.0%

23.0%

25.7%

Some College, No Degree

19.2%

20.0%

20.3%

Associate Degree

10.1%

9.4%

9.4%

Bachelor's Degree

27.1%

22.8%

20.2%

Postgraduate Degree

19.3%

15.6%

14.0%

130,005

170,529

215,238

$203,100

$177,827

$171,599

2.2%

2.0%

2.1%

Rental Vacancy

6.5%

6.3%

5.9%

Renter-Occupied Housing Units
(Of Occupied Units)

47.0%

41.6%

40.5%

Occupied Housing Units with No Vehicle
Available (Of Occupied Units)

6.2%

6.4%

6.4%

Poverty Level (Of All People)

20.5%

20.0%

20.0%

Households Receiving Food Stamps / SNAP

11.9%

13.6%

14.7%

Children in Single-Parent Families
(Of All Children)

40.3%

42.2%

43.9%

Uninsured

8.1%

8.8%

10.3%

Housing
Total Housing Units
Median House Value
(Of Owner-Occupied Units)
Homeowner Vacancy

Social

Source: JobsEQ®. Median values for certain aggregate regions, such as MSAs, may be estimated as the weighted
averages of the median values from the comprising counties.

In positioning the Leon County for competitive economic development projects, several
data points from Figure 12 are worth noting:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Both the MSA and the forty-five-minute drive time surrounding the county offer
compelling messages.
The average age of the county, MSA, and forty-five-minute drive time demonstrates a
strong prime-age workforce availability.
Tallahassee-Leon County has both high labor force participation rates and high
educational attainment.
The number and affordability of housing units will be attractive to companies looking to
hire employees at all salary levels.
While the community offers a sizable rental market, OEV will need to demonstrate a
variety of options beyond student housing.
Poverty and the percent of children in single family houses may lead to questions
regarding affordable and accessible childcare options as well as workforce training
programs that address socioeconomic concerns.
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FIGURE 10: LEON COUNTY DEMOGRAPHICS VERSUS THE STATE AND THE NATION
LEON COUNTY

FLORIDA

U.S.

289,770

20,901,636

324,697,795

Median Age

31.0

42.0

38.1

Race: White

61.4%

75.1%

72.5%

Race: Black or African American

30.9%

16.1%

12.7%

Race: American Indian and Alaska Native

0.2%

0.3%

0.8%

Race: Asian

3.5%

2.7%

5.5%

Race: Other

1.1%

3.0%

4.9%

Race: Two or More Races

2.8%

2.7%

3.3%

Hispanic or Latino (Of Any Race)

6.4%

25.6%

18.0%

Demographics
Population (American Community Survey)

Population Growth
Population Average Annual Growth

0.7%

1.4%

0.6%

People per Square Mile

440.3

400.5

92.9

Labor Force Size
(Civilian Population 16 Years and Over)

158,009

10,056,801

163,555,585

Labor Force Participation Rate
(Civilian Population 16 Years and Over)

65.4%

58.7%

63.2%

Prime-Age Labor Force Participation Size
(Civilian Population 25–54)

86,773

6,450,743

104,634,905

Prime-Age Labor Force Participation Rate
(Civilian Population 25–54)

84.1%

81.2%

82.1%

Median Household Income

$53,106

$55,660

$62,843

Per Capita Income

$30,586

$31,619

$34,103

Mean Commute Time (Minutes)

20.9

27.8

26.9

Commute via Public Transportation

1.8%

1.8%

5.0%

No High School Diploma

6.3%

10.7%

10.9%

High School Graduate

18.0%

27.9%

25.7%

Some College, No Degree

19.2%

20.1%

20.7%

Associate Degree

10.1%

10.9%

9.1%

Bachelor's Degree

27.1%

20.0%

21.2%

Postgraduate Degree

19.3%

10.4%

12.3%

130,005

9,448,159

137,428,986

$203,100

$215,300

$217,500

2.2%

2.3%

1.6%

Rental Vacancy

6.5%

8.4%

6.0%

Renter-Occupied Housing Units
(Of Occupied Units)

47.0%

34.6%

36.0%

Economic

Educational Attainment, Age 25–64

Housing
Total Housing Units
Median House Value
(Of Owner-Occupied Units)
Homeowner Vacancy
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Occupied Housing Units with No Vehicle
Available (Of Occupied Units)

6.2%

6.3%

8.6%

Poverty Level (Of All People)

20.5%

14.0%

13.4%

Households Receiving Food Stamps/SNAP

11.9%

13.6%

11.7%

Enrolled in Grade 12 (Of Total Population)

1.3%

1.3%

1.4%

Disconnected Youth

1.9%

2.9%

2.5%

Children in Single-Parent Families
(Of All Children)

40.3%

39.0%

34.1%

Uninsured

8.1%

12.8%

8.8%

Foreign Born

6.8%

20.7%

13.6%

Speak English Less Than Very Well (Population
5 Years and Over)

2.4%

11.9%

8.4%

Social

Source: JobsEQ® American Community Survey 2015–19. Disconnected Youth are 16- to 19-year-olds who are not in
school, not high school graduates, and are either unemployed or not in the labor force.

In looking how to best position Tallahassee-Leon County and the region, it is important to
consider comparisons to the state and the nation, as outlined in Figure 13.
•
•

•
•
•
•

The County has a significantly lower median age than the state and the nation, which is
attractive to new professionals and families.
The labor force participation rate (civilian population 16 years and over) and the primeage labor participation rate (civilian population 25–54) are higher than those of the
state and the nation.
The percentage of people without a high school diploma is significantly lower than that
of the state and the nation.
The County has a higher rate of people with associate degrees, bachelor’s degrees, and
postgraduate degrees, indicating high skilled-worker availability.
The community is diverse. Given the national conversation on diversity and inclusion,
Tallahassee-Leon County has a strong story to tell.
While growing, Leon County is growing at a slower rate than the state and the nation.
Combined with editorials advocating for less growth, companies may perceive risks
surrounding permitting and speed to market.

FIGURE 11: LEON COUNTY STATISTICS VERSUS THE STATE AND THE NATION
LEON COUNTY

FLORIDA

U.S.

134,054

8,923,240

144,720,200

Worked in Region of Residence

93.8%

98.7%

–

Worked Outside Region of Residence

6.2%

1.3%

–

Worked in State of Residence

98.6%

98.7%

96.2%

Worked Outside State of Residence

1.4%

1.3%

3.8%

Commuting
Total Employed Population
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In-Commuters

27,383

65,310

–

Out-of-State In-Commuters

3,228

65,310

–

Net Commuters

19,011

−54,253

–

36,934

2,858,461

50,710,441

Pupil/Teacher Ratio

17.5

17.2

15.9

Spending per Pupil

$8,845

$9,663

$12,654

Residential

$0.12

$0.12

$0.13

Commercial

$0.09

$0.09

$0.11

Industrial

$0.09

$0.08

$0.07

Total

5.2%

5.7%

10.3%

Private Sector

1.3%

2.6%

6.2%

Manufacturing

1.4%

2.0%

8.4%

Public Sector

13.6%

28.3%

34.3%

K-12 Characteristics
Total Enrollment

Electricity Rates

Union Membership

Total Enrollment and Pupil/Teacher Ratio are from the National Center for Education Statistics, 2019-20, based on
data for reported units. Spending Per Pupil is from the National Center for Education Statistics, 2017-18, based on
data for reported units. Electricity Rates are cents per kilowatt-hour; data as of 2019. Union Membership is from 2019
Current Population Survey, unionstats.com, and Chmura.

Figure 14 compares various Leon County statistics that may be reviewed by site locators to
those of the state and the nation.
•

•

•

Most of the region’s residents both live and work in Leon County. However, about 30
percent are coming from outside the county or from outside the state (given the
proximity to Georgia).
Spending per pupil is lower than that of the state and the nation. Leon County is,
however, known for having a strong public school system alongside a range of charter
and private school options.
Private sector and Manufacturing union membership rates are significantly lower than
those of the state and the nation. Low union membership rates will be attractive to
prospects—especially potential pandemic-driven Manufacturing expansion.

Industry Sector Overview »
The largest sector in Leon County is Public Administration, which employs 29,712
workers. The next-largest sectors in the region are Health Care and Social Assistance
(21,606) and Educational Services (17,546). The sectors with the highest location
quotients (LQs) in the region are Public Administration (3.86), Educational Services (1.41),
and Other Services (except Public Administration) (1.24). High LQs indicate sectors in which
a region has high concentrations of employment compared to the national average.
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Sectors in Leon County with the highest average wages per worker are Professional,
Scientific, and Technical Services ($86,778), Utilities ($86,167), and Management of
Companies and Enterprises ($83,456). Regional sectors with the best job growth over
the last five years are Health Care and Social Assistance (+2,532), Administrative and
Support and Waste Management and Remediation Services (+1,868), and Construction
(+880).
According to projections utilizing data alone by Chmura’s JobsEQ, over the next ten
years, employment in Leon County is projected to increase by 4,018 jobs. This number
does not consider economic development and community development activities that are
taking place. The fastest growing sector in the region is expected to be Health Care and
Social Assistance, with a 1.2 percent annual growth rate. The strongest forecasts by
number of jobs over this period are for Health Care and Social Assistance (+2,757),
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services (+897), and Accommodation and Food
Services (+719).
FIGURE 12: LEON COUNTY TOP INDUSTRIES BY EMPLOYMENT

LQ

Five-Year
Historical
Annual %
Change

Ten-Year
Forecast
Annual %
Change

NAICS

Industry

Employment

Average
Annual
Wages

92

Public Administration

29,712

$52,915

3.86

−0.2%

−0.2%

62

Health Care & Social
Assistance

21,606

$55,068

0.95

2.5%

1.2%

61

Educational Services

17,546

$53,257

1.41

−0.4%

0.2%

44

Retail Trade

15,334

$30,472

0.96

−1.6%

−0.4%

72

Accommodation &
Food Services

13,312

$17,638

1.20

−3.9%

0.5%

54

Professional, Scientific
& Technical Services

11,894

$86,778

1.08

1.1%

0.7%

56

Administrative &
Support and Waste
Management &
Remediation Services

8,604

$35,460

0.89

5.0%

0.4%

81

Other Services (Except
Public Administration)

8,123

$41,980

1.24

−0.5%

0.4%

23

Construction

6,992

$48,714

0.77

2.7%

0.2%

52

Finance & Insurance

4,484

$78,451

0.69

0.4%

0.0%

51

Information

3,008

$61,348

0.99

−2.3%

−0.4%
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53

Real Estate, Rental, &
Leasing

2,737

$42,089

1.02

−0.2%

−0.2%

48

Transportation &
Warehousing

2,527

$46,251

0.33

3.3%

0.0%

42

Wholesale Trade

2,367

$70,747

0.40

−0.9%

−0.4%

31

Manufacturing

2,018

$56,337

0.16

2.4%

−0.8%

71

Arts, Entertainment, &
Recreation

1,625

$24,645

0.70

−1.2%

0.9%

55

Management of
Companies &
Enterprises

641

$83,456

0.27

0.9%

0.4%

11

Agriculture, Forestry,
Fishing & Hunting

414

$32,045

0.19

−8.3%

0.0%

22

Utilities

94

$86,167

0.11

−0.9%

−0.8%

99

Unclassified

26

$100,219

0.16

18.5%

0.3%

153,065

$49,959

1.00

0.1%

0.3%

Total – All Industries

Employment data is derived from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, provided by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and imputed where necessary. Data is updated through 2020Q4, with preliminary estimates updated to
2021Q1.

Although Figure 15 suggests a decline in employment in target industry sectors over the
next ten years, those are only projections. With persistent, targeted outreach combined
with an increase in product development, OEV can successfully grow these industries.
Industries such as Information, Wholesale Trade, and Manufacturing offer higher-thanaverage private sector job creation opportunities for a community that is largely based on
government, education, and market-based service sectors. Additionally, Transportation &
Warehousing and Finance & Insurance should be pursued, even with a zero percent
projected growth, these are active target sectors across the nation.
Leveraging wins such as the continued expansion of Danfoss Turbocor and the location of
the Amazon fulfillment center can demonstrate to site selectors that Tallahassee-Leon
County welcomes private sector investment and will be a partner in their success.
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Workforce Availability & Talent »
In a competitive economic development landscape, educational attainment and workforce
skills both play a critical role in community evaluation. Communities must demonstrate not
only an existing workforce but also a talent pipeline that can sustain new business. With
information easily available to site selectors and decision-makers, community rates of
unemployment, educational attainment, and labor force participation are compared,
critiqued, and considered.
Prior to the pandemic, unemployment was at a historic low and employers struggled to fill
positions. The labor force participation rate, however, told economists, employers, and
workforce providers another story about a growing segment of the population that could
work but were no longer actively looking for work. In March 2020, the pandemic shut down
the global economy. Millions became unemployed as businesses closed.
But not all businesses closed; many even grew and expanded. The Department of Labor
reported that employers posted 10.9 million job openings in July 2021—the most on record
since 2000. The unprecedented demand for workers is happening even as 8.4 million
Americans are unemployed, up from 5.7 million in February 2020. And the economy is still
5.3 million jobs short of the number prior to the pandemic. According to the latest data,
there are nearly 12,000 open jobs in Leon County according to JobsEQ as compared to
roughly 5,400 people unemployed as reported by BLS in December 2021.
But the pandemic has transformed the mindset of the American worker. Many have
moved, some want to continue remote work, and many no longer want to work in the job
or industry they had prior to the pandemic. With so many Americans unemployed and out
of the workforce and so many businesses looking to hire, economists call the phenomenon
slowing the job market recovery a “mismatch”—a disconnect between the jobs open and
the people looking for work.
Adding to the mismatch is data from the National Skills Coalition that suggests that 52
percent of jobs require skills training beyond a high school diploma. But too few of
America's workers—43 percent—have access to the skills training necessary to fill these indemand careers.
Beyond the bigger employment picture, economic developers, elected officials, educational
institutions, and workforce training providers must understand the story the county-level
occupation data is currently telling in order to be able to provide job opportunities for
residents while ensuring a skilled, reliable workforce for employers.
The charts and tables on the following pages represent the current workforce and talent
outlook for Tallahassee-Leon County.
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OCCUPATION OVERVIEW »
Figure 16 provides the county’s mix of occupations based on a four-quarter average of the
most recent data. Also included are the five-year historical change in employment and the
ten-year projected change in employment. This offers a high-level glimpse into the
numbers employed, wages, and future demand for each sector in the county.
FIGURE 13: OCCUPATION SNAPSHOT

SOC

Occupation

Employed

Mean
Annual
Wages

LQ

Unemployment
Rate

Online
Job Ads

FiveYear
History
Annual
Change

Ten-Year
Forecast
Total
Demand

Ten-Year
Forecast
Annual
Change

Ten-Year
Forecast
Annual %
Change

43

Office &
Administrative
Support

21,849

$37,800

1.12

5.2%

1,035

0.1%

23,216

−1,322

−0.6%

35

Food Prep &
Serving Related

13,154

$25,300

1.19

15.2%

849

−3.3%

23,985

830

0.6%

41

Sales & Related

13,047

$38,800

0.89

7.9%

1,305

−1.7%

17,939

−354

−0.3%

13

Business Financial
Operations

11,251

$59,300

1.24

2.8%

1,035

1.7%

11,261

487

0.4%

25

Education,
Instruction &
Library

11,126

$52,900

1.31

5.7%

262

−0.6%

10,358

366

0.3%

29

Healthcare
Practitioners &
Technical

10,328

$78,200

1.13

2.2%

991

2.5%

6,947

901

0.8%

11

Management

9,307

$95,800

0.90

2.8%

774

1.3%

8,189

392

0.4%

53

Transportation
and Material
Moving

7,742

$33,500

0.59

8.9%

590

1.1%

10,103

132

0.2%

31

Healthcare
Support

6,270

$30,100

0.90

5.3%

264

2.7%

9,363

1,134

1.7%

33

Protective Service

6,128

$45,500

1.85

3.5%

247

0.1%

5,503

−85

−0.1%

47

Construction &
Extraction

5,870

$41,500

0.82

8.7%

135

1.9%

6,670

137

0.2%

37

Building, Grounds
Cleaning
Maintenance

5,324

$28,300

1.07

8.6%

254

−0.3%

7,389

284

0.5%

21

Community &
Social Service

5,164

$41,300

1.87

1.9%

322

0.2%

5,831

321

0.6%

49

Installation,
Maintenance &
Repair

5,066

$43,000

0.86

6.0%

382

0.2%

5,086

64

0.1%

15

Computer &
Mathematical

4,781

$68,600

0.98

2.2%

1,047

1.6%

4,183

489

1.0%

39

Personal Care &
Service

3,661

$29,000

0.97

13.2%

128

−0.7%

5,819

224

0.6%
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23

Legal

3,095

$84,500

2.31

1.9%

110

0.7%

2,119

69

0.2%

51

Production

2,816

$35,700

0.32

8.5%

125

0.4%

3,106

−121

−0.4%

27

Arts, Design,
Entertainment
Sports & Media

2,651

$58,000

0.98

7.0%

151

−1.7%

2,892

9

0.0%

17

Architecture &
Engineering

2,127

$76,400

0.80

2.6%

103

0.2%

1,752

17

0.1%

19

Life, Physical &
Social Science

2,015

$56,000

1.42

3.1%

156

0.1%

2,016

49

0.2%

45

Farming, Fishing,
& Forestry

293

$36,200

0.28

7.9%

n/a

−5.1%

456

−6

−0.2%

153,065

$48,400

1.00

6.0%

10,267

0.1%

174,181

4,018

0.3%

Total – All
Occupations

The largest major occupation group in Leon County is Office and Administrative Support
Occupations, which employs 21,849 workers. The next-largest occupation groups in the
region are Food Preparation and Serving–Related Occupations (13,154) and Sales and
Related Occupations (13,047).
The major groups with the highest LQs in the region are Legal Occupations (2.31),
Community and Social Service Occupations (1.87), and Protective Service Occupations
(1.85).
Occupation groups in Leon County with the highest average wages per worker are
Management Occupations ($95,800), Legal Occupations ($84,500), and Healthcare
Practitioners and Technical Occupations ($78,200).
The unemployment rate in the region ranges among the major occupational groups,
from 1.9 percent in Legal Occupations to 15.2 percent in Food Preparation and Serving–
Related Occupations.
Over the next ten years, the fastest growing occupation group in Leon County is
expected to be Healthcare Support Occupations, with a 1.7 percent annual growth rate.
The strongest forecasts by number of jobs over this period are for Healthcare Support
Occupations (+1,134) and Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations (+901).
Over the same period, the highest separation demand (occupation demand due to
retirements and workers moving to another occupation) is expected in Office and
Administrative Support Occupations (24,537) and Food Preparation and Serving–Related
Occupations (23,155).
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FIGURE 14: UNEMPLOYMENT RATE 2019–2021
MONTH

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE

MONTH

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE

January 2019

3.4%

May 2020

8.2%

February 2019

3.3%

June 2020

8.4%

March 2019

3.2%

July 2020

7.8%

April 2019

3.2%

August 2020

6.7%

May 2019

3.2%

September 2020

5.6%

June 2019

3.2%

October 2020

4.7%

July 2019

3.3%

November 2020

4.2%

August 2019

3.3%

December 2020

4.0%

September 2019

3.3%

January 2021

4.1%

October 2019

3.1%

February 2021

4.4%

November 2019

3.0%

March 2021

4.6%

December 2019

3.1%

April 2021

4.8%

January 2020

3.7%

May 2021

4.8%

February 2020

4.7%

June 2021

4.8%

March 2020

6.1%

July 2021

4.7%

April 2020

7.4%

August 2021

4.6%

Before the pandemic began, Leon County had low unemployment, high labor force
participation rates, and a steady, stable economy led by Public Administration and
Education. The Service and Retail sectors, much like the rest of the nation, took a major
downturn at the start of the pandemic. Unemployment jumped to 6.1 percent in March
2020, and in June 2020 reached its highest level at 8.4 percent. While it has slightly
increased from December 2020’s 4.0 percent low, Leon County’s unemployment rate is
currently 4.6 percent, which is lower than both that of the state (5.0 percent) and the nation
(5.2 percent).
FIGURE 15: JOB OPENINGS SNAPSHOT
TOTAL
JOB
POSTS

OCCUPATIONS

EMPLOYERS

CERTIFICATIONS

10,893

523

2,632

275

HARD SOFT
SKILLS SKILLS

JOB
TITLES

EDUCATION
LEVELS

PROGRAMS

1,187

8,235

5

256

106

Source: Jobs EQ®.

Comparing job openings to unemployment rates tells an important story in the
occupational gaps in the market. According to the latest data, the unemployment rate in
Leon County is 4.6 percent, which represents more than 7,300 people looking for work. As
shown in Figure 17, though, there are almost 11,000 job openings in the county (more than
5,075 of which are full-time).
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FIGURE 16: TOP TEN OCCUPATIONS BY JOB OPENINGS
SOC

Occupation

Total Ads

41‑2031.00

Retail Salespersons

512

29‑1141.00

Registered Nurses

359

13‑2011.00

Accountants and Auditors

347

41‑1011.00

First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers

346

43‑4051.00

Customer Service Representatives

251

15‑1252.00

Software Developers

236

43‑6014.00

Secretaries, Administrative Assistants, Except Legal,
Medical & Executive

234

15‑1232.00

Computer User Support Specialists

230

21‑1093.00

Social and Human Service Assistants

229

35‑3023.00

Fast Food and Counter Workers

229

FIGURE 17: HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Leon County

Florida

U.S.

Less than $10,000

9.2%

6.5%

6.0%

$10,000 to $14,999

4.6%

4.3%

4.3%

$15,000 to $24,999

9.6%

9.9%

8.9%

$25,000 to $34,999

10.3%

10.3%

8.9%

$35,000 to $49,999

13.5%

13.9%

12.3%

$50,000 to $74,999

17.2%

18.3%

17.2%

$75,000 to $99,999

12.2%

12.4%

12.7%

$100,000 to $149,999

12.6%

13.1%

15.1%

$150,000 to $199,999

5.2%

5.3%

6.8%

$200,000 or more

5.7%

6.0%

7.7%

Median Income

$53,106

$55,660

$62,843

Mean Income

$75,693

$80,286

$88,607

Source: Jobs EQ® – American Community Survey 2015–2019
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WORKFORCE & INDUSTRY ALIGNMENT »
The site selection review process often includes a review of the region’s workforce.
Comparing the Tallahassee MSA labor force’s educational attainment to the current
industry education and training requirements shows that 39 percent of jobs in the MSA
require a two-year certificate/degree or higher, and 52 percent of the population holds a
two-year certificate/degree or higher. This indicates a distinct advantage in existing talent
for organizations trying to expand and attract high-skilled jobs.
FIGURE 18: MSA WORKFORCE & INDUSTRY ALIGNMENT

Comparing the Tallahassee-Leon County labor force’s educational attainment to the
current industry education and training requirements shows that 40.8 percent of jobs in
the county require a two-year certificate/degree or higher, and 57.9 percent of the
population has a two-year certificate/degree or higher.
FIGURE 19: LEON COUNTY WORKFORCE & INDUSTRY ALIGNMENT
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Occupational growth rates across the county are expected to increase overall. There are
several reasons the occupation mix for a specific industry might decline or increase,
including:
•

Technology and production methods – The introduction of new tools, automation,
and technology can reduce the need for or replace workers. Advanced technology can
bring new and often higher-paying jobs for individuals with more technical skills.

•

Outsourcing and organization – As companies grow or restructure, contract workers
often fill specific occupations, limiting employment growth within a company.

•

Replacing services or products – Consumer preferences for products and services
change over time, impacting employment for the associated occupations.

Demand also changes when workers exit the labor force or transfer to another industry
sector. Figure 23 compares forecasted total demand growth with projected supply,
revealing either a need or a surplus of workers in occupations over the next ten years (the
“annual supply gap”).
•

For example, when a region has an occupation that is expected to grow quickly but the
educational requirements for the occupation do not match the educational attainment
of residents, there is a high potential for an occupation shortfall (negative red number).

•

Slow-growing or declining occupations due to factors such as automation or
technology, as well as increasing supply, result in potential saturation (positive green
number) in the market.

With automation and technology saturating many industries, the county needs to prepare
for this wave of change and upskill residents to meet future needs. The biggest barriers to
workers upskilling are lack of awareness around training opportunities, low financial aid
availability, or an inability to afford to take time off. When conducted on-site and in
partnership with the employer, reskilling is more attainable and provides more long-term
benefits.
FIGURE 20: MSA POTENTIAL AVERAGE ANNUAL OCCUPATION GAP AND DEMANDS OVER TEN
YEARS
Projected
Annual
Supply
Gap

Actual
2021
Employment

29-1000

Healthcare
Diagnosing or
Treating
Practitioners

−65

6,770

13-1000

Business
Operations
Specialists

−44

SOC

Occupation

7,548

Total
Annual
Demand

Projected
2031
Employment

Accumulated
2031 Demand

Average
Wages

404

7,377

2,914

$97,200

802

8,025

5,166

$59,300

Forecast
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15-1200

Computer
Occupations

−37

3,682

317

4,073

2,079

$75,100

11-9000

Other
Management
Occupations

−24

3,257

279

3,455

1,921

$91,400

25-1000

Postsecondary
Teachers

−16

3,284

290

3,413

1,945

$76,700

11-3000

Operations
Specialties
Managers

−15

1,708

154

1,841

1,047

$98,300

29-2000

Health
Technologists &
Technicians

−13

1,249

94

1,360

662

$52,500

21-1000

Counselors,
Social Workers,
and Other
Community and
Social Service
Specialists

−13

3,740

399

3,952

2,773

$43,400

13-2000

Financial
Specialists

−13

3,274

293

3,329

2,007

$59,700

11-1000

Top Executives

−13

2,807

241

2,848

1,666

$107,100

25-9000

Other Education
Instruction,
Library
Occupations

−9

1,906

166

1,931

1,140

$39,400

17-2000

Engineers

−6

1,308

97

1,325

689

$91,000

11-2000

Advertising,
Marketing,
Promotions,
Public Relations,
& Sales Managers

−4

638

60

669

410

$114,800

25-2000

Preschool,
Elementary,
Middle,
Secondary, &
Special Education
Teachers

−4

3,385

281

3,499

1,973

$48,300

15-2000

Mathematical
Science
Occupations

−4

244

25

303

159

$61,500

27-3000

Media &
Communication
Workers

−2

935

100

942

635

$61,800
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19-3000

Social Scientists
& Related
Workers

−2

494

44

508

284

$65,600

17-3000

Drafters,
Engineering
Technicians, &
Mapping
Technicians

−2

602

59

600

378

$51,000

27-2000

Entertainers &
Performers,
Sports & Related
Workers

−1

429

59

458

346

$67,800

19-5000

Occupational
Health & Safety
Specialists &
Technicians

−1

102

6

103

42

$54,200

25-4000

Librarians,
Curators, &
Archivists

−1

207

22

214

144

$50,500

33-3000

Law Enforcement
Workers

−1

211

15

209

137

$24,900

17-1000

Architects,
Surveyors, &
Cartographers

−1

190

14

190

102

$66,700

21-2000

Religious
Workers

−1

558

70

591

458

$44,200

41-4000

Sales
Representatives,
Wholesale &
Manufacturing

−1

156

18

166

116

$79,800

23-1000

Lawyers, Judges,
& Related
Workers

−1

2,058

98

2,072

721

$103,200

19-4000

Life, Physical, &
Social Science
Technicians

−1

493

59

512

382

$42,100

41-3000

Sales
Representatives,
Services

−1

280

28

290

192

$89,300

19-1000

Life Scientists

−1

476

45

482

301

$60,000

19-2000

Physical
Scientists

−1

459

49

465

301

$57,100

31-2000

Occupational
Therapy &
Physical
Therapist

−1

135

21

170

126

$62,700
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Assistants &
Aides
43-4000

Information &
Record Clerks

0

123

13

115

89

$33,400

29-9000

Other Healthcare
Practitioners &
Technical
Occupations

0

38

3

44

19

$47,400

45-2000

Agricultural
Workers

0

57

8

57

50

$37,600

43-9000

Other Office &
Administrative
Support Workers

0

15

2

14

12

$45,500

39-4000

Funeral Service
Workers

0

23

3

22

19

$52,000

27-1000

Art & Design
Workers

0

468

45

447

288

$60,700

53-2000

Air
Transportation
Workers

0

33

3

33

22

$155,500

49-2000

Electrical,
Electronic
Equipment
Mechanics,
Installers, &
Repairers

0

24

2

25

17

$55,100

41-9000

Other Sales &
Related Workers

0

29

4

32

22

$108,600

49-9000

Other
Installation,
Maintenance, &
Repair
Occupations

0

50

6

53

33

$48,800

27-4000

Media &
Communication
Equipment
Workers

0

92

10

99

65

$49,200

25-3000

Other Teachers &
Instructors

+1

1,063

127

1,105

822

$44,700

23-2000

Legal Support
Workers

+4

942

105

998

690

$47,900

Note: Only occupations that require a two-year degree or higher are included.
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Educational Awards »
While there are projected occupation gaps, Tallahassee-Leon County has a host of
educational institutions supplying the talent pipeline, especially in high-demand fields.
FIGURE 21: EDUCATIONAL AWARDS BY SCHOOL
Certificates
and TwoYear Awards

FourYear
Awards

PostGraduate
Awards

Total
Awards

Total
School
Enrollment

Average
Net
Price

Florida State University

159

9,821

3,121

13,101

42,450

$12,568

Tallahassee Community
College

3,617

19

0

3,636

11,683

$3,686

Florida A&M University

30

1,520

616

2,166

9,626

$14,610

Lively Technical College

437

0

0

437

1,279

$11,392

4,243

11,360

3,737

19,340

Institution Name

Total

Data as of the 2019-2020 academic year unless noted otherwise; related occupation data as of 2021Q1. Average Net
Price data as of the 2017-2018 academic year. Figures may not sum due to rounding.

The challenge, as is generally the case in college towns, is retaining that talent after
certificate or degree completion. Talent retention begins with workforce and education
providers demonstrating to residents and nontraditional students opportunities for further
education and training.
While there are a host of organizations and nonprofits in Tallahassee that focus on offering
basic training to lower-income residents, the conversation must also include upskilling
opportunities that provide a pathway forward—not only as a means of retaining new
graduates, but also to recruit alumni back and to market low-cost career training
opportunities to current residents.
Regardless of the community, it is often noted that while many technical colleges,
community colleges, and workforce entities offer programs to those that are unemployed
or underemployed, participation rates are low. This is often a result of opportunity costs,
class times, and lack of marketing to target audiences. While OEV does not own this issue,
to support employer demands it must play a role in advocating for and facilitating change.
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Optimizing Product
A critical component of economic development success is offering competitive products—
specifically in the form of developed sites and buildings that can house new, relocating, or
expanding businesses. Regardless of how much time OEV devotes to building a strong
talent pipeline or a proactive approach and process, if that is not paired with aggressive
product development, the chance of transformative growth will be limited.
A sound product development strategy first takes stock of what is currently available,
understanding its strengths and limitations so that specific tactics can be adopted that will
address the varying needs. The evaluation of a site varies from one industry segment to
another. But there is one attribute that translates across all segments: limited risk. From
site control to infrastructure demands, for a prospect, everything is defined in terms of risk.
Limiting that risk and providing as much certainty as possible should be the driving force
behind a product development strategy.
VisionFirst Advisors assessed the community’s inventory of industrial sites as would
be done in a site-selection process, with a keen eye to both perceived and actual risk.
In conducting the product assessment, VisionFirst combined in-person visits with
significant desktop research.
Doing so revealed several common property themes, which were then assessed to gain an
understanding as to what impacts Tallahassee-Leon County’s competitiveness. Figure 25
highlights where the community has a competitive advantage as well as where
opportunities exist to improve the community’s ability to compete.
FIGURE 22: SITES & BUILDING COMPETITIVENESS RANKING
RANKING

DETAIL

Competitive
Advantage

Airport Gateway project and the ability to connect downtown and
Innovation Park to the airport.

Competitive
Advantage

Interstate 10 logistical advantage.

Competitive
Disadvantage

Lack of available parcels surrounding airport; airport properties are for
lease only due to FAA regulations inside the fence.

Competitive
Disadvantage

Limited number of sites for Advanced Manufacturing targets.

Needs Improvement

Lack of sites under control of local government.

Needs Improvement

Limited available buildings.

Needs Improvement

No developed sites to take advantage of Class 1 rail and
interstate access.
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VisionFirst conducted a desktop review of available sites and buildings included in the
current OEV database – as a site selector would do on an initial search. From there, more
than a dozen sites including available properties within Innovation Park and the airport,
were identified that offer the most opportunity for an industrial project within the
community’s targeted industries.
Each review identified attributes and opportunities should be utilized to further market and
enhance the sites to increase the project pipeline and overall competitiveness. OEV should
work with the landowners to improve the site competitiveness and highlight those
properties on the website for ease of viewing and search engine optimization.
The review of Tallahassee’s sites and buildings uncovered several key takeaways:
•

•
•
•

There is a limited number of sites for several of the community’s target sectors, such as
Manufacturing and Transportation/Logistics, despite interstate access. This would be
seen as a serious challenge by site selectors and corporate real estate professionals.
Product development opportunities will arise because of the Airport Gateway project
and increasing connectivity to the universities.
Connecting resources and assets (e.g., innovation, commercialization, research) to the
airport should be a priority.
Positioning the available sites and buildings on OEV’s website is critical to making them
accessible for prospects conducting desktop research.

OEV should implement several short-term recommendations:
•

•

•

Ensure any relevant search presents OEV as the lead organization. Refine search
engine optimization to ensure OEV is the top result for queries such as “Tallahassee
economic development” or “Leon County economic development”.
Establish easy site search navigation. Viewing a sites and buildings database and
comparing data should be intuitive. Consider enabling the Find Properties link to open
in a new tab to eliminate the need for the second-most-used navigation feature: the
back button.
Highlight the best product. A general search of the existing database displays 744
properties. Do not rely on prospects to create filters that will eliminate commercial and
retail to show only industrial property. Develop a landing page with top sites that match
targeted industry sectors.
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SWOT Analysis & Leverage Points
Based on conversations with stakeholders and in-depth labor and industry research,
VisionFirst has identified Tallahassee-Leon County’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats regarding the community’s economic development efforts as well as the area’s
overall competitiveness. This analysis is an evaluation of the overall economic development
climate, not solely the efforts of OEV, and was based heavily on qualitative input and
industry knowledge.

STRENGTHS
•

WEAKNESSES

OEV has a strong funding source and a
dedicated staff.

•
•

•

There are challenges with working in a

There are benefits of being associated
with the state capitol.

•

highly-regulated environment.
There is some disconnect with business

Multiple higher education partners and
providers, including the FAMU-FSU

•

leadership.
Leon County has a lack of available sites

College of Engineering, are important
community assets.

•

and developable land.

•

The region has good interstate access

The economy is heavily reliant on the
Public Administration, Education, and

•

and logistics infrastructure.
There are abundant recreational and

Service sectors.
The manufacturing industry has

•

natural amenities as well as strong
placemaking efforts.

experienced utility and permitting
struggles.

OPPORTUNITIES
•

There are research capacity
opportunities with the universities.

•
•

The Amazon project raises the local profile.
Public-private partnerships can be formed

•

at the airport.
Opportunities exist with Innovation Park

THREATS
•

Perceived lack of value for existing
Manufacturing industry could inhibit

•

future growth.
There is confusion around the use and

and the wet lab space (EDA grant).

•

purpose of Blueprint funds.
Time utilization and committee

•

Continued expansion with OEV’s MWSBE
programs is crucial.

•

operations challenges inhibit progress.
Lack of a unified vision to optimize

•

The many economy-building initiatives
taking place could be highlighted.

•

strategic assets can hinder success.
Lack of collaboration to achieve
common goals can hold the community
back from potential growth.
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Leverage Points »
SWOT analyses are often conducted for discovery purpose only. VisionFirst goes beyond
the initial analysis and develops strategies to leverage or capitalize on each strength or
opportunity and to minimize or mitigate weaknesses and threats. These strategies, or
“leverage points”, help illustrate the timeliest, most important actions for the county to
execute to strengthen its position, achieve its mission, and move the community to a
greater competitive stance for jobs and investment.
Strength

Leverage Point
Utilize programs at both FSU and FAMU to

Multiple higher education partners
and providers, including the FAMUFSU College of Engineering, are
important community assets.

attract and retain talent and highlight research
assets as part of recruitment efforts to
demonstrate the available talent pipeline,
especially for target industries. Connect airport
to FSU/FAMU Engineering and the MagLab
through Innovation Park.

Weakness

Leverage Point

Leon County has a lack of available
sites and developable land.

Continue to leverage and promote the
available sites, but also partner with
surrounding counties to promote their sites, as
Tallahassee-Leon County will see benefits in
regional wins.

Opportunity

Leverage Point

The many economy-building
initiatives taking place could be
highlighted.

Tallahassee-Leon County has a host of entities
with a focus on economy building. While OEV
may not be the lead on those initiatives, it
must highlight them and demonstrate the
collaborative nature of the community.

Threat

Leverage Point

Time utilization and working within
a government-only structure present
challenge.

Streamline processes and procedures to
enable staff to focus on business recruitment,
retention, and expansion efforts.
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I N T R ODUCTION
F IVE YE AR REPORT

GOA LS A ND
CO R N E R STO N E S
A coordinated course of action across all local assets and resources to facilitate the development, attraction and cultivation of innovative businesses and associated job creation to
position the economy for sustained, directed growth raising
the quality of living for the citizens of Tallahassee-Leon
County. The recommended direction for the Office of Economic Vitality is centered on facilitated and competitive
strategies across six strategic initiatives.

The Office of Economic Vitality implements a collaborative and
inclusive approach to economic vitality. Whether a company is
seeking to grow, relocate or start your company in Florida’s
Capital Community, OEV is the front door for site location,
talent solutions, and technical assistance. The Office serves as
the connector between local and state economic, workforce,
and business partners to ensure Tallahassee-Leon County
remains competitive for new businesses and opportunities.

VISI ON

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Elevate Tallahassee-Leon County’s profile to promote and
support our diverse and vibrant economy.

MIS SION
To guide Tallahassee-Leon County’s economic development
efforts in coordination with the private sector and community
stakeholders by fostering fair and open competition, conducting extensive outreach to assist businesses in navigating
and competing in today’s marketplace, and leveraging existing resources to maximize the infusion of financial capital to
the local economy.

1

Business Formation
Technology Transfer & Commercialization
Business Retention & Expansion
Business Recruitment
The Creative Economy
Talent Pipeline

Implemented over
87% of all activities
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I M PACT
FACTS

Generated over 75 project
leads with 18 active projects

318 certifications for Minority,
Women, & Small Business
Enterprise (MWSBE)
365 certifications
for Office of Supplier
Diversity (OSD)

3
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B U SI N E SS REC RUITMEN T
A ND EXPANSION
DANFOSS EXPANSION

“We are highly dependent on magnetic science to
enhance and further develop our technology,” said
Ricardo Schneider, president of Danfoss Turbocor,
“and since we’ve been here, OEV established the
Magnetics Task Force to promote Tallahassee as a
critical location globally in the world of magnetics.
There is no other place where you can fi nd such a
concentration of knowledge, talent, research laboratories and companies all doing magnetic science.”

OEV facilitated one of the largest business expansion projects in the State of Florida announced
recently during a pandemic. The company announced the construction of a new manufacturing
facility at Innovation Park that will entail tens of millions in capital investment, over $141 million in economic impact, and create 240 new jobs within the
manufacturing targeted industry. This in addition
to a previous expansion in 2017, Project Campus, in
which the company added 120 employees and
generated $129.8 million in economic impact.

RICARDO SCHNEIDER
DANFOSS

"We chose to do business in Tallahassee because of
the people in this community and the relationships
we have built. It has a small town feel but it is also the
capital of one of the largest states. Thank you to OEV
for the support they have provided over the years."

PROJECT SUNRISE

The expansion of locally based company to include
the retention of 49 jobs, the creation of ten (10) new
jobs and a $5.1 Million capital expenditure. Economic
Impact: 73 direct jobs, $4.9 Million in wages, $12.4
million in economic output.

AARON MILNER
JOHNSON+MILNER INC.

“It is a rewarding experience to be a part of the OEV’s
newly formed Big Bend Manufacturing Association
(BBMA). The opportunity to meet with other area
manufacturers to discuss ideas, solutions, and opportunities in these challenging times is invaluable.”

PROOF BREWING
Expansion of local brewing company into a new
facility, including the creation of 50 direct jobs, total
capital investment of approximately, nearly $4.8
million in total income or wages, and over $23.0
million in total economic output.

MELODE SMELKO
ALTRUA

AMAZON

5

The largest recruitment project in Tallahassee’s history thus far and the largest facility of its type in the
Tallahassee MSA, this new 650,000 SF fulfillment
center represents a $200 million capital expenditure
and will add over 1,000 direct jobs starting at $15/hr.
Economic Impact: 3,602 direct/indirect jobs. $167.6
million in wages. Approximately: $451 Million in
economic output.
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I N FR A ST RUCTURE
PROJECTS
FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY
Funded $10 million to repair
existing stadium, which includes structural elements,
sound, lighting, and press box,
and restrooms. Conducted two
economic impact analyses:
impact of construction and
tourism impact of FAMU football. Creates 132 jobs, and
generates $37.5 million in
economic impact.
TALLAHASEE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Funded $1 Million to make
athletic facility enhancements
to Basketball locker and
weight rooms, Baseball and
softball field house batting
cages, stadium seating and
scoreboards and Baseball
Locker rooms and press box.
Creates 25 jobs, and generates
$2.3 million in economic
impact.
NORTH FLORIDA
INNOVATION LABS
Funded $2.5 million for the
construction of a new 40,000
SF high-tech incubator facility.
Creates 600 jobs, and generates $20 million in economic
impact.
7

COVI D -1 9
RESPONSE
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Approved a funding request
regarding the current structural
infrastructure of Doak S. Campbell stadium, and submitted a
new funding request to the Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Board regarding the need for
repairs at the stadium in an amount not to exceed $20 million.
Supports 1,200 jobs, and generates $147.1 million in economic
impact.

The implementation of three small business assistance
grant programs from March 2020 to December 2020. These
three programs were designed to assist businesses and retain
employees during the pandemic. As a result of these grants,
OEV supported 1,493 businesses and 241 non-profits who
employed 13,560 people at the time of application.
COVID-19 ECONOMIC DISASTER RELIEF GRANT (CEDR)
$1.15 million grant, implemented in early April 2020. This
grant assisted 561 businesses who at the time of application employed over 4,900 people. This grant was:

TALLAHASSEE-INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT PASSENGER
PROCESSING FACILITY
Funded $14.1 Million of 2020 Surtax proceeds to be used for the
International Airport Growth &
Development project to upgrade
existing hangar facilities, provide
infrastructure and develop 1,000
acres of Airport property for lease.
Funding will help to establish the
International Passenger Processing Facility. Creates 158 jobs, and
generates $53.4 million in economic impact.

Awarded an IEDC BRONZE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING RESILIENCY,
RECOVERY, AND MITIGATION program.
Awarded the COMMUNITY OF EXCELLENCE FOR THE COVID-19
ECONOMIC DISASTER RELIEF (CEDR) GRANT from the Northwest
Florida League of Cities

LOCAL ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE GRANT (LEAN)
$602,500 grant, implemented during May and June 2020,
assisted 241 non-profits, who in turn support 2,460 employees
at the time of application.
LEON CARES SMALL BUSINESS ASSISTANCE GRANT
Supported Leon County to create, manage, and implement
an $18.1 million grant program for local businesses in Leon
County. The program assisted 932 businesses, which collectively employ over 6,200 people at the time of application.
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R ESE A RC H AND MARKE TI N G
OUT RE ACH AN D EN GAG EMENT

O EV
AWA R D S

Designed and launched the
‘Love Your Local’ campaign, to
support shopping locally
during the holidays and all year
long. Love Your Local is a
nationally and internationally
recognized program with
strong local participation and a
recognized brand.

In collaboration with DEEP
Brewing, Tallahassee Beer Society, DivvyUp, and Target Print
and Mail, launched the awardwinning ElectroMagneticBitter
beer campaign to support STEM
education and highlight the
unique research assets in our
community.

Launched a new, interactive
data center, which provides
detailed yet comprehensive
information on dozens of
critical economic metrics, in an
easy to use, digestible format.

Nationally recognized MWSBE
office for exceptional programs
and services by the National
Association of Counties for the
consolidation of the former City
of Tallahassee and Leon County
government under the auspices
of OEV coupled with a consolidated disparity study.

Launched a brand new comprehensive site selection
database that allows for virtual
tours by prospective companies and builds an interactive
platform to showcase the
assets of Tallahassee-Leon
County for business recruitment and expansion activities.

OEV received Eleven National
and International Awards

2018 International Economic
Development Council Excellence
in Economic Development Silver

2021 International Economic

Award for Economic Development

Development Council Excellence

Week: Florida’s Capital for Busi-

in Economic Development Silver

ness/Developing Champions

Award Recipient for the Office of
Economic Vitality Website

2019 International Economic
Development Council Excellence

2021 International Economic

in Economic Development Silver

Development Council Excellence

Award for Hurricane Michael:

in Economic Development Bronze

Resiliency, Recovery and Mitigation

Award Recipient for the Love Your
Local campaign

2020 International Economic
Development Council Excellence

2021 Florida Economic Develop-

in Economic Development Bronze

ment Council Innovation in

Award for COVID-19 Economic

Marketing Public/Private Partner-

Disaster Relief (CEDR) Resiliency,

ship Award for ElectroMagnetic

Recovery and Mitigation

Bitter
2020 International Economic
2021 National Association of

Development Council Excellence

Counties Award in the category of

in Economic Development Bronze

Community and Economic Devel-

Award for Data Talks Multime-

opment for the COVID-19 Economic

dia/Video Promotion.

Disaster Relief (CEDR) Grant
Program

2021 International Economic
Development Council Excellence

2021 National Association of

in Economic Development Silver

Counties Award in the category of

Award Recipient for the Data Driver

Human Resources for the Local
Emergency Assistance for Nonprof-

2021 International Economic

its (LEAN) Grant Program

Development Council Excellence
in Economic Development Silver
Award Recipient for the MWSBE
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B LU EPR I NT IA
BOA RD O F DIRECTORS

EVLC
MEMBERS

City of Tallahassee Commission

KATHLEEN DALY

KATRINA ROLLE

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
OF NORTH FLORIDA

Assoc. Vice President for
University Relations

JOHN E. DAILEY
Mayor

JEREMY MATLOW DIANNE
WILLIAMS-COX

JACQUELINE
“JACK” PORTER

CURTIS
RICHARDSON

RICK MINOR
Chairman

CAROLYN
CUMMINGS
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JIMBO JACKSON

KRISTIN DOZIER

BRIAN WELCH

Staff

VINCENT S. LONG REESE GOAD

BEN PINGREE

Leon County
Administrator

Tallahassee City
Manager

BILL PROCTOR

PLACE
Director

SUSAN DAWSON
Blueprint
Attorney

MARK O’BRYANT

WILLIAMS, GAUTIER, GWYNN,
DELOACH, KIKER, PA

TALLAHASSEE MEMORIAL
HEALTHCARE
President & CEO

KIM MOORE

KEITH BOWERS

TALLAHASSEE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

FAMU SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Vice President for
Workforce Innovation

Regional Director

DR. TEMPLE ROBINSON

BILL SMITH

BOND COMMUNITY
HEALTH SYSTEM

CAPITAL CITY BANK
Chairman, President, & CEO

CEO

NICK MADDOX

Intergovernmental
Management Committee

JAKE KIKER
Shareholder

Leon County Board of County Commissioners

President & CEO

CRISTINA PAREDES
Office of Economic
Vitality
Director
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CISSY PROCTOR

GARRY SIMMONS

LSN PARTNERS

DATA, SET, READY, INC.

Managing Partner

Owner

RICARDO SCHNEIDER

MINDY PERKINS

DANFOSS TURBOCOR

VR SYSTEMS

President & CEO

President & CEO

MITCH NELSON

STEVE EVANS

DIVVYUP SOCKS

IBM

Founder & CEO

Vice-President, retired
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WHAT WE
OFFE R

D E FI NI T I O N O F
ECO N O M I C D EVE LO PM E N T

At OEV, we maintain a particular focus on helping our local
businesses, and will customize programs and assistance to
meet your specific needs.

A coordinated course of action across all
local assets and resources to facilitate
the development, attraction and cultivation of innovative businesses and associated job creation to position the economy for sustained, directed growth raising
the quality of living for the citizens of
Tallahassee-Leon County.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE in identifying resources and capital you need to grow your business.
MINORITY & WOMEN BUSINESS SUPPORT by engaging,
empowering, educating, and enhancing business opportunities for certified minority, women, and small business
enterprises.

2016 STRATEGIC PLAN
by Vision First Advisors

SITE SELECTION GUIDANCE to ensure you find a location
tailor-made for your business.
TAILORED WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE so
your business can find and grow the workforce of tomorrow.
RESILIENCY EFFORT SUPPORT for all businesses including
development robust resiliency plans to help them recover
from any future natural disaster.
INFORMATION GATHERING on consumer spending patterns, real estate trends, and labor market statistics to help
guide your decisions.
CALL ON US. WE’RE HERE FOR YOU.
315 South Calhoun Street, Suite 110, Tallahassee, FL 32301
(850) 219-1080 | info@oevforbusiness.org
www.OEVforBusiness.org
13
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Project

Proof/Project Fox ($4.4M expansion of manufacturing and distribution)
Amazon/Project Mango (~$200M logistics / fulfillment center)
Danfoss Expansion II/Project Juggernaut (~$38M expansion of an Advanced
Manufacturer)
Danfoss Expansion I/Project Campus ($14M advanced manufacturing project)
Project Sunrise ($5.1M manufacturing project)
North Florida Innovation Labs (~$20M research incubator)
1309 Alabama St. (~$660K purchase and rehab of retail parcel)
Tallahassee Community College Sports Complex ($2.5M sports facility rehab
improvement)
Florida State University Stadium ($20M sports facility rehab improvement)
TLH International Passenger Processing Facility (~$28M facility improvement)
FAMU Stadium ($10M sports facility rehab improvement)

Estimated Permanent Estimated Temporary
Economic Impact
Economic Impact

Estimated Total
Economic Impact

Estimated Permanent Estimated Temporary
Project's Economic Impact
Employment
Employment
ROI from OEV's
(Direct/Indirect/Induc (Direct/Indirect/Induc
Contribution ($ to $)
ed)
ed)

OEV Contribution ($)

Leveraged
Investment ($)

Total Capital
Investment ($)

OEV - Leveraged Dollar
ROI ($ to $)

$72,083
$2,565,000

$405,000
$200,000,000

$477,083
$202,565,000

$5.62 to $1.00
$77.97 to $1.00

$23.0 M
$113.7 M

$337.4 M

$23.0 M
$451 M

$319.08 to $1
$175.82 to $1

102
1,346

2,256

$1,465,410

$38,000,000

$39,465,410

$25.93 to $1.00

$88.6 M

$52 M

$140.6 M

$95.94 to $1

586

367

$712,400
$373,900
$2,500,000
$170,000

$13,540,000
$5,100,000
$17,500,000
$440,000

$14,252,400
$5,473,900
$20,000,000
$610,000

$19.00 to $1.00
$13.64 to $1.00
$7.00 to $1.00
$3.50 to $1.00

$27.6 M
$6.8 M
$34.8 M
$0.7 M

$6.1 M
$5.6 M
$31.4 M
$1.1 M

$33.7 M
$12.4 M
$66.2 M
$1.8 M

$47.30 to $1
$33.16 to $1
$26.48 to $1
$10.50 to $1

489
23
204
9

136
50
232
9

$1,000,000

$1,500,000

$2,500,000

$1.50 to $1.00

$2.4 M

$3.9 M

$6.3 M

$6.30 to $1

25

21

$26,000,000
$14,100,000
$13,000,000

100,000,000
$14,100,000
NA

$126,000,000
$28,200,000
$13,000,000

$3.84 to $1.00
$1.00 to $1.00
-

$100 M**
$27.2 M
$11.5 M*

$47.1 M
$26.2 M
$26 M

$147.1 M
$53.4 M
$37.5 M

$5.65 to $1
$3.78 to $1
$2.88 to $1

138
158
132

110
198
166

* FAMU notes that $7.3M in direct spending from fans visiting from areas outside of Leon County resulting in an economic impact of over $11.5M. This spending supports 132 jobs and $3.6M in wages. Once FAMU moves to the SWAC conference and if it completes the proposed stadium upgrades an estimated $1.8M will be added to the annual economic impact of a FAMU football season.
** FSU notes that in 2018, FSU Home games resulted in $100 million of economic impact on Leon County, and that Visitors booked 74,427 nights and spent $10.125 million on lodging. On average, out-of-town attendees spent $465 per day and $1,209 per trip.
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

1.A.6.b

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Business Formation

Program of Work

In-

Start Date

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

Conduct Disparity Study analysis

Q3 FY 17

Complete

Spring 2018: Realigned an existing OEV position to staff the Applied
Science and Manufacturing targeted industries. June 27, 2019: The IA
Board accepted the 2019 Disparity Study. Completion in February 2020

Q3 FY 17

Complete

Spring 2017: Staff implemented a series of Industry Academies designed
to engage, educate and empower MWSBE. Fall 2019: Staff implemented
the B2B Connections.

Complete

Spring 2018: Completed MOU with Sheriff's Office.Spring 2018: Hosted
a resiliency workshop in coordination with Leon County Emergency
Management. Summer 2019: Participated in Tourism Industry Days to
promote the Open 4 Business Map.

1.C.2

Business Retention &
Expansion

Implement MWSBE's "4 Es" for certified businesses

1.C.4.b

Business Retention &
Expansion

Work with local constitutional officers to expand procurement
opportunities for certified MWSBEs

Q2 FY 18

1.D.1.a

Business Recruitment

Asset inventory

Q2 FY 17

Complete

March 2018: IA Board adopted the Target Industry Study. 2018: Staff
worked with a consultant to conduct an initial site inventory analysis.
December 2018: Attended first site selection conference. April 2019:
Attend meetings with site selection consultants in Greenville/Atlanta.
December 2019: Attended site selection conference.

1.D.2.e

Business Recruitment

Brand Applied Sciences & Innovation cluster to communicate
goals and generate excitement and support

Q4 FY 18

Complete

February 2019: Launched the Magnetic Capital of the World Marketing
Campaign. March 2020 - EMB Campaign piloted in conjunction with
MagLab and Tallahassee Beer Society. March 2020 - EMB Campaign
piloted in conjunction with MagLab and Tallahassee Beer Society.

1.D.4.b.

Business Recruitment

Establish and implement local Future Opportunity Leveraging
Fund

Q3 FY 19

Complete

September 2019: IA Board approved the FY 2020 budget which includes
the establishment of the local Future Opportunity Leveraging Fund.

1.A.1.d

Business Formation

Include incubator/accelerator organization and program
analysis with Targeted Industry RFP

Q2 FY 17

Complete

2017-2018: Conducted analysis on the incubator and accelerator in
conjunction with Target Industry Study.

1.A.2.a

Business Formation

Partner with local financial institutions to create a Community
Investment Corporation

Q1 FY 20

Complete
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

In-

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

1.A.6.a

Business Formation

Release, negotiate and award Disparity Study RFP

Q1 FY 17

Complete

1.B.1.a

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Form the Magnetic Technologies Task Force

Q4 FY 17

Complete

Fall 2017: Established the Magnetic Technologies Taskforce

1.C.1

Business Retention &
Expansion

Implement CapitalLOOP, BRE initiative

Q3 FY 17

Complete

Throughout 2019 and early 2020 (Prior to COVID pandemic) BRE
activities continued as a core function of the Business Vitality Office.

1.C.1

Business Retention &
Expansion

Implement Business to Business Connections, BRE initiative

Q4 FY 19

Complete

Fall 2019: Implemented a fall workshop series design to facilitate
networking opportunities for certified MWSBEs and prime contractors.

1.D.1.b

Business Recruitment

Commission Target Industry Analysis (including Economic
Retrospective)

Q2 FY 17

Complete

March 2018: The Target Industry Study was accepted by the IA Board.

1.D.1.c

Business Recruitment

Implement lead generation/business attraction activities

Q3 FY 18

Complete

May-September 2018: Developed and evaluated an RFP for lead
generation activities. The Magnetic Taskforce participated in this
process.

1.D.4.d

Business Recruitment

Create and implement Elevate FL's Capital for Business:
Workforce Development Opportunities Fund

Q1 FY 18

Complete

June 2018: IA Board approved the workforce development fund to
support the talent pipeline cornerstone of the economic development
strategic plan and targeted industry study.

1.D.4.e

Business Recruitment

Create and implement Elevate FL's Capital for Business:
Sponsorship Fund

Q3 FY 18

Complete

June 2018: IA Board approved the sponsorship fund for local events
that support the goals and actions of the economic development
strategic plan and targeted industry study.

Develop Marketing and Communications Plan

Q2 FY 18

Complete

2.A

Six Cornerstones
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

2.A.2

Six Cornerstones

Create partner toolkit

Q1 FY 20

Complete

3.A.1

Six Cornerstones

Develop list of stakeholder organizations

Q1 FY 17

Complete

3.B.1

Six Cornerstones

Engage the EVLC

Q2 FY 17

Complete

3.B.3

Six Cornerstones

Engage the CPC

Q2 FY 17

Complete

3.C.1

Business Formation

Submit ACE Host Committee Application

Q2 FY 17

193

Complete

In-

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

July 2015 - February 2017: Lead a coalition of Central/North Florida
communities to develop an application to host ACE in December 2017.
The application was submitted in February 2017 and subsequently
approved.
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

3.C.2

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Business Formation

Program of Work

Prepare and host ACE 8

Host ACE 8 and Follow-Up

In-

Start Date

Status

Q3 FY 17

Complete

February 2017- December 2017: worked with the EDA, OAS, and
North/Central Florida communities on the ACE 8 agenda.

Complete

December 2017 - October 2018: Hosted ACE 8 in Tallahassee and
conducted follow-up outreach. March 2018: Attached NACO and met
with EDA on the results of ACE 8. May 2018 and October 2018:
Participated in ACE 10 and 11 and staff was subsequentially named an
ACE Ambassador.May 2019: Attended the Florida Makes Annual
Conference

Q1 FY 18

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

3.C.3

Business Formation

4.B.4

Business Retention &
Expansion

Evaluate regional broadband cost and accessibility; include it
in regular infrastructure planning efforts

Q2 FY 20

Complete

Summer 2019: OEV staff provided information about
telecommunications coverage to City and County Commissions. OEV
hosts regional broadband conversations in partnership with DEO to help
support continued support and expansion of this critical infrastructure.

1.A.1.b

Business Formation

Develop cornerstone spin-off segments with other partners
for niche opportunities

Q4 FY 20

External Lead

OEV works with partner agencies to support niche opportunities as they
arise.

1.A.9.a

Business Formation

Work with partners to build business management skills
among entrepreneurs that are starting a business.

Q2 FY 20

External Lead

OEV refers clients to partner agencies such as FAMU SBDC, Innovation
Park, and Domi Station. OEV Elevate Fund provides $25k to Third Act
program at DOMI and Innovation Park.

1.F.1.c

Talent Pipeline

Identify career ladder opportunities within each target
industry cluster

Q4 FY 18

External Lead

The Career Pathways Council explores opportunities and cluster
development on a quarterly basis, and is led by CareerSource, and
includes workforce partners from around the region.
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Definitions

Work Plan Section
1.F.2.b

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone
Talent Pipeline

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

Promote the Tally Job Hop to employers in target industries;
FSU, and FAMU

Q1 FY 19

External Lead

Support partners at the chamber for this event.

In-

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

1.A.7

Business Formation

Create business plan for business incubator to address specific
needs of local entrepreneurs and ecosystem

Q2 FY 20

External Lead

Support partners such as North Florida Innovation Labs, and provide
$2.5 million for the new the high-tech incubator concept first
envisioned in 2018 EDA disaster supplemental application.

1.A.9.b

Business Formation

Attract management talent from outside community to join
founding teams or established companies.

Q1 FY 21

External Lead

2019-2020: Domi Station and SCORE both offer mentoring services
locally; Choose TLH currently working to attract people to relocate to
Tallahassee, start a business, and/or mentor.

1.B.2.e

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Utilize business engagement and outreach to increase funding
and commercialization opportunities between universities and
private sector

Q1 FY 20

External Lead

MagCorp works to increase company access to esearch assets at
Innovation Park toward commercialization of new technology.

1.F.2.e

Talent Pipeline

Collaborate with the Chamber to expand Tally Prof Hop to
include FSU College of Medicine and FAMU College of
Pharmacy

Q2 FY 20

External Lead

Currently led by Tallahassee Chamber of Commerce and Private Sector
Partners.

1.F.3.a

Talent Pipeline

Engage K-12 system to develop STEM programs for students
and faculty linked to cluster development

Q1 FY 20

External Lead

Currently led by Leon County Schools

1.A.5.a

Business Formation

Minimize differences in MWSBE certification programs

Q1 FY 19

In-progress

January 30, 2020: The IA Board approved consolidated MWSBE policies,
which includes minimizing the differences in certification between the
County, City, and the State. Implemented in April 2020.

1.A.6.b

Business Formation

Develop uniform policies and procedures for Blueprint, City,
County regarding MWSBE Policies

Q3 FY 19

Complete

January 30, 2020: The IA Board approved consolidated MWSBE policies
implemented in April 2020.
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

1.A.6.b

1.C.3

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Business Formation

Business Retention &
Expansion

1.D.2.a

Business Recruitment

1.E.4.e

Program of Work

Start Date

Engage Industry Stakeholders to review the policies above

Consolidate B2GNow to identify organizational needs, expand
system

Q3 FY 19

Q3 FY 17

Status

Complete

In-

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

Staff conducted several meetings to engage stakeholders in the
development of the consolidated MWSBE policies based on the
Disparity Study recommendations. MIT selected OEV-MWSBE to
provide recommendations for ongoing business engagement.

In-progress

Staff is working with the County and the City consolidate and activate
B2GNow software. Staff is internally working on phase 2 of the site
inventory analysis. Spring 2020: Host an export workshop for
businesses interested in learning to expand their market area
internationally.

New Marketing RFP & Communications Staff dedicated to developing
marketing materials. Developed Targeted Industries video series.
Launched redesigned Targeted Industties webpage with a list of major
employers. OEV staff collaborates with TLH Beer Society, Deep
Brewing, and MagLab to create a marketing campaign to promote
innovation and applied science. OEV seeks new avenues and creative
methods to promote the community and its unique assets.

Develop concise and sector specific marketing materials

Q3 FY 18

In-progress

Creative Economy

Collaborate with Leon County Division of Tourism to ensure
alignment with marketing efforts, when applicable.

Q3 FY 18

On-going

OEV collaborates with Tourism on promoting and marketing the
community to external audiences.

1.F.5

Talent Pipeline

Work with workforce development partners to help
disadvantaged jobseekers enter and remain in the workforce

Q2 FY 19

Complete

Urban Jobs program sunsetted by IA Board in 2019.

2.A.1

Six Cornerstones

Redevelop OEV website

Q4 FY 19

Complete

Redesigned and launched new OEV website to enhance functionality.
Awarded IEDC award for new site.

Work with local higher education institutions to expand
procurement opportunities for certified MWSBEs

Q2 FY 18

In-progress

1.C.4.a

Business Retention &
Expansion
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OEV actively works with local higher-ed to foster opportunities for
MWSBEs
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

1.A.1.c

1.A.10.a

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Business Formation

Business Formation

Program of Work

Start Date

Continue to evaluate opportunities with Junior Achievement's
high-school entrepreneur program

Encourage stronger connections between angel groups across
Florida and local startups.

12/03/18

Q3 FY 18

In-

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

On-going

December 2018: JA received a $21,000 grant from the Elevate Fund to
support its entrepreneurial programs in high school. This grant served
350 students. Fall 2020: OEV processed an amendment to the JABB
contract extending student outreach metrics and deliverables into
2021. This accommodates JA Be Entrepreneurial and JA Launch Lesson,
two programs that the organization has pivoted toward more online
learning opportunities. OEV supports JAABB's efforts and looks for
future opportunities to collaborate.

On-going

Fall 2019: Vitality Staff implemented startup finance design think
workshop as part of Tallahassee Startup Week activities. Fall 2020: OEV
participated in Global Entrepreneurship Week, Synapse Converge
conference. In a "Tallahassee Presence" event, a panel discussed
Tallahassee assets, including talent and R&D. Synapse is seen as a
connective link to startup funding throughout the state.OEV maintains
close connections with local, regional, and state interest for start-up
funding.

1.A.10.b

Business Formation

Encourage stronger connections between venture capital
groups across Florida and local startups.

Q3 FY 19

On-going

Fall 2019: Vitality Staff implemented startup finance design think
workshop as part of Tallahassee Startup Week activities. Staff to
organize follow-up meetings in 2020 to advance ideas. Fall 2020: OEV
participated in Global Entrepreneurship Week, Synapse Converge
conference. In a "Tallahassee Presence" event, a panel discussed
Tallahassee assets, including talent and R&D. Synapse is seen as a
connective link to startup funding throughout the state. Additionally,
OEV staff continue to participate in SBA and other promotion of local
Opportunity Zone investment.

1.A.3.a

Business Formation

Develop MWSBE microsite

Q4 FY 19

Complete

Redevelopment of the OEV website and will include an MWSBE
microsite.
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

In-

Evaluate Elevate Fund Workforce Development Grants for
transparent and responsible allocation of resources

Q1 FY 19

Complete

Staff developing improved contracts for grantees with general counsel
for measuring performance and impact.Staff evaluated Elevate Fund
grants to date, finding that the main impact area was entrepreneurship.
Elevate sponsorships received improved monitoring and evaluation
measures, including full application and smartsheet tracking.
Nonetheless, Elevate grants and sponsorships were found to be more
effective if absorbed into larger FY21 capital budget lines, and an
"Elevate Grant" line item no longer exists. In its place, Local Business
and Workforce Development, Industry Academies and B2B Outreach,
Strategic Marketing and Communication, and Economic Vitality
Sponsorships will address workforce funding during the 5-year horizon.

Business Formation

Implement Disparity Study findings

Q2 FY 20

In-progress

The IA Board considered consolidated MWSBE policies. Once approved
and adopted by the City and the County, staff will begin the
implementation process. IA Board directed an update to the disparity
study. Anticipated to be complete in May 2022.

1.B.1.f

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Work toward developing a grant award specific to magnetic
technologies with community partners

Q1 FY 20

In-progress

OEV staff working with LCRDA to identify gaps in commercialization
opportunities and potential for new funding streams to support
innovation businesses.

1.B.2.b

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Collaborate with LCRDA, FSU, and FAMU to develop specific
sub-niches within STEM Innovation cluster

Q1 FY 20

In-progress

OEV staff supporting NFIL through funding and board participation to
pilot STEM incubator at LCRDA

1.C.1.a

Business Retention &
Expansion

Develop understanding of Industry 4.0 trends and needs of
existing manufacturers

Q1 FY 20

In-progress

OEV is working with local industry leaders such as Mag Task Force to
identify and act on AI and Smart trends in industry.

1.D.4.f

Business Recruitment

1.A.6.d

1.C.10

Business Retention &
Expansion

Establish a Manufacturing task force to champion local efforts
to grow and sustain the industry.
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Q2 FY 20

Complete

Winter 2019: Begin to discuss establishing a regional manufacturing
association in Tallahassee. Fall 2020: Big Bend Manufactureres
Association established working in collaboration with FloridaMakes.
Membership and board recruitment begun. BBMA is actively operating
and growing membership throughout a now 9-county region
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

1.C.7

1.D.3.a

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone
Business Retention &
Expansion

Business Recruitment

Program of Work

Start Date

Solicit input on the types of commercial space needed for
manufacturing business expansion and identify gaps and
costs.

Develop comprehensive sales process for community
members and staff interacting with clients

Q1 FY 20

Q1 FY 19

In-

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

In-progress

OEV assisting Florida Gulf Atlantic Railroad to explore trans-load sites to
assist with shipping costs to local manufacturer, works with BBMA and
Florida Makes to obtain input on needs of the manufactyring and
logistics sectors.

In-progress

OEV has developed script and comprehensive outreach plan for
business engagement, which will enter into Salesforce database in
development. OEV incorpoated additional self-help features into its
website which enable site selectors to locate strategic/incentive
properties, obtain an overview of the project permitting process and
connect directly with local brokers for property inquiries.

Develop and offer extensive consultative sales training for
business recruitment

Q1 FY 20

On-going

OEV staff began Salesforce customer relationship management
software to enhance business recruitment leads management. Three
Vitality staff currently work directly off this platform. Platform is
continually refined to reflect focus and direction of OEV as it moves
through the 5-year work plan.

Creative Economy

Work with COCA to determine the art community's impact on
the creative economy

Q1 FY 21

Complete

COCA-led study conducted in 2017.

1.E.1.e

Creative Economy

Design strategies to align and leverage all creative assets and
talent to grow the creative economy sector

Q4 FY 20

External Lead

1.E.2.d

Creative Economy

Work with creative economy partners to broaden the scope of
creative programming

Q1 FY 21

In-progress

OEV works with local creative economy partners to support growth of
the sector. OEV participating in "Sound Diplomacy" planning workshops
to potentially enlarge music support in Tallahassee.

1.E.4.b

Creative Economy

Research creative industry opportunities for visitor attraction
strategies

Q3 FY 20

In-progress

In 2020, OEV Participated in "Sound Diplomacy" music planning
activities for visitor attraction. April 2020: Partnered with COCA for
Poems To-Go initiative for COVID relief. Continue to support efforts by
COCA to create opportunities with Tourism.

1.A.12.a

Business Formation

Renew focus on the FAMU College of Pharmacy as a source of
research and innovation

Q2 FY 20

Not Yet Started

1.C.1.c

Business Retention &
Expansion

Identify physical supply chain needs of Prof. Services & Info
Tech firms for overlap with Manufacturing industry

Q1 FY 20

In-Progress

1.D.3.b

Business Recruitment

1.E.1.d
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

1.C.1.d

Business Retention &
Expansion

Identify industry crossover, or "ICT across verticals"

Q1 FY 20

In-Progress

1.D.5

Business Recruitment

Encourage local manufacturing of Health Care products that
are currently sourced outside the local economy

Q1 FY 21

In-Progress

1.E.1.f

Creative Economy

Understand creative economy's impact on business location
decisions

Q1 FY 20

In-Progress

1.E.3.g

Creative Economy

Create temporary creative space with criteria for use; utilize
incentives to renovate old buildings/structures

Q3 FY 21

In-Progress

1.E.4.a

Creative Economy

Coordinate creative and tourism events to market the region

Q1 FY 20

In-Progress

Develop creative approach to address trailing spouses

Q3 FY 20

On-going

Partnership with Choose Tallahassee, FSU, and Local Chambers

1.F.4

Talent Pipeline

In-

1.C.8.a

Business Retention &
Expansion

Expand existing partner collaborations focusing on supporting
coding and hacking events

Q2 FY 18

On-going

Support local partner efforts to host events and seminars for coding and
hacking.

1.C.9.a

Business Retention &
Expansion

Continuously evaluate how growth among health care
providers affects economic development factors

Q4 FY 18

On-going

OEV collaborates with local health providers to understand the impact
of their industry and support their efforts to innovate and grow.

1.A.12.b

Business Formation

Pursue U.S. E.D.A.'s Office of Entrepreneurship i6 Challenge
Grants

Q3 FY 20

Complete

Winter 2019: FAMU designated as University Center and currently
implementing its "REACH" program.

1.B.2.g

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Conduct feasibility analysis for the creation of an "industryfocused" makerspace

Q1 FY 21

Not Yet Started

1.A.2.b

Business Formation

Establish competitive grant program to support entrepreneur
mentoring and subject matter expert access

Q1 FY 20

Not Yet Started

1.A.3.b

Business Formation

Encourage local business to post MWSBE opportunities on
microsite

Q3 FY 20

Not Yet Started
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

In-

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

1.B.4.c

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Promote "living lab" and collaboration among patient care
providers and innovators in Prof. Services & Info. Tech.

Q1 FY 21

Not Yet Started

1.E.1.a

Creative Economy

Commission study on the creative economy

Q1 FY 20

Complete

1.E.1.b

Creative Economy

Create awareness of all the businesses classified in the
creative economy

Q1 FY 21

Not Yet Started

1.E.1.c

Creative Economy

Formal rollout of the creative economy initiative

Q1 FY 21

Not Yet Started

1.E.2.a

Creative Economy

Collaborate with the creative sector to articulate the impact of
the creative class

Q2 FY 21

Not Yet Started

1.E.2.c

Creative Economy

Promote sector benefits to targeted audiences; differentiate
sector for business and tourism

Q3 FY 20

Complete

Partnership with Choose Tallahassee to highlight quality of life of
Tallahassee-Leon County.

1.E.2.e

Creative Economy

Develop creative economy microsite

Q4 FY 20

Complete

Launched Creative Economy microsite along with redisgned website to
highlight its mission

1.E.2.f

Creative Economy

Host events to promote creative economy sector

Q1 FY 21

On-going

Work in partnership with Tourism to plan and host events.

1.E.2.g

Creative Economy

Q4 FY 21

Not Yet Started

1.E.3.a

Creative Economy

Q1 FY 21

Not Yet Started

1.E.3.b

Creative Economy

Consider how entrepreneurial support programs can support
creative-focused entrepreneurs

Q3 FY 21

Not Yet Started

1.E.3.c

Creative Economy

Increase capacity-building through programs teaching
business skills to entrepreneurs/creative businesses

Q3 FY 21

Not Yet Started

Host events and provide online resources to inform K-12
leaders about creative economy job opportunities for
students
Collaborate with community partners to inventory and
communicate creative economy resources and support
programs
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COCA completed study in 2017.
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

1.E.3.d

Creative Economy

Integrate entrepreneur programs to leverage creative talent
into job-creating enterprises (solopreneurs)

Q3 FY 20

Not Yet Started

1.E.3.e

Creative Economy

Foster online creative economy community via social media

Q1 FY 21

On-going

1.E.3.f

Creative Economy

Consider development of a designers' network

Q3 FY 21

Not Yet Started

1.E.5

Creative Economy

Expand current list of creative enterprises and occupations to
better understand the composition of "creative economy"

Q2 FY 20

Not Yet Started

In-

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

OEV social media platforms help prmote, host, and connect the creative
economy community.

1.F.1.d

Talent Pipeline

Identify "hidden" target industry career opportunities within
non-target industries

Q3 FY 20

OEV has leveled up participation with Career Source Capital Region with
regular participation in its job sector roundtables and regularly offer
resources to sponsor job seeking / employee recruitment operations.
Not Yet Started
Further, OEV participated in planning of the 2020 Leon Works career
EXPO which was postponed due to COVID-19. Leon Works held virtual
forum in 2021, and will host an in-person event in 2022.

1.F.2.a

Talent Pipeline

Conduct representative survey of attending TCC, FAMU, and
FSU students about perceptions of local community

Q2 FY 20

Not Yet Started

3.D.1&2

Business Recruitment

Host tour for FAM in recognition of International Economic
Development Week

Q3 FY 20

On-going

3.G

Business Recruitment

Engage community in "Future-Making" for emerging fields and
what they mean for target industries.

Q2 FY 20

Not Yet Started

4.C

Six Cornerstones

Seek Accredited Economic Development Organization status

Q1 FY 21

Not Yet Started
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COVID impacted in person visits, however OEV developed interactive
video for Innovation Park featuring key assets.
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

In-

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

On-going

Winter 2019: OEV Vitality staff meet regularly with TCC Center for
Innovation and Domi staff to discern entrepreneur assistance partner
needs. TCC is working to finalize a sustainable model for an anchor
tenant and Domi is looking to expandOEV staff continues to collaborate
with AERO, TCC Center for Innovation, Domi, Jim Moran Institute, Jim
Moran College of Entrepreneurship, and other ecosystem partners to
enhance communication and fund missing "foundation blocks".

Business Formation

Collaborate with community and national leaders to develop
entrepreneurial foundation blocks

1.A.11

Business Formation

Integrate Applied Science & Innovation R&D and
commercialization with entrepreneurial needs and resources

Q2 FY 19

On-going

Winter 2019: OEV Elevate Fund awarded to LCRDA North Florida
Innovation Labs to build SBIR/STTR grant application capacity.OEV
supports LCRDA and NFIL efforts to grow entrepreurial presence at
Innovation Park, including providing funding for new incubator.

1.A.13

Business Formation

Connect local innovators with entrepreneurial resources in
Professional Services & Tech cluster

Q1 FY 18

On-going

Fall 2019: OEV Vitality staff implemented a startup financing design
think event during Tallahassee Startup Week to address Prof. Services
and Tech & other entrepreneur resource discrepancies.

1.A.14

Business Formation

Market emerging Professional Services & Tech opportunities
in entrepreneurship to new and existing firms

Q2 FY 20

On-going

OEV staff hosted first GovTech roundtable, participated in Tallahassee
Welcomes U event. OEV actively participates in local marketing and
promotion events, and helps highlight this sector to external audiences.
Working with local chambers and hosted the AWS Roundtable.

1.A.4.a

Business Formation

Develop and implement MWSBE workshop and trainings

Q2 FY 17

On-going

Held first Industry Academies. These academies are continually
supported by OEV.

1.A.4.b

Business Formation

Develop online MWSBE workshops and trainings

Q3 FY 19

On-going

Record Industry Academies as webinars and posted online.

1.A.8.a

Business Formation

Work with FSU and FAMU to create opportunities for facility
access for entrepreneurs

Q2 FY 19

On-going

OEV supports efforts by all entrepreneurs with partner agencies such as
DOMI, TCC, FAMU SBDC, NFIL, and AERO.

1.A.1.a

203

Q4 FY 17
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

1.B.1.b

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Program of Work

Start Date

Identify potential customers for MagLab technologies

Q2 FY 17

In-

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

On-going

Fall 2017: Established the Magnetic Technologies Taskforce.Fall 2018:
Hired Research On Investment (ROI) to conduct business intelligence
and outreach for company recruitment and expansion efforts.. ROI
continues to provide leads and opportunities for research collaboration,
and has led to over 3 MOUs and multiple NDAs with magnetic focused
companies November 2020: Working with FAMU/FSU Engineering oin 2
projects identified and nutured through ROI to begin in 2021.
MagTaskforce continutes to provide leadership and focus on the
growing the magnetic research and investment to the ecosystem
locally.

1.B.1.d

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Market the MagLab in coordination with FSU

Q1 FY 18

On-going

February 2019: Launched the Magnetic Capital of the World Marketing
Campaign. March 2020 - EMB Campaign. March 2020: EMB Campaign.
OEV features the MagLab as a central theme to showcase the unique
assets of Tallahassee-Leon County in all outreach efforts. MagTaskforce
also created a marketing sub-committee to support these efforts.

1.B.2.c

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Support master plan for Innovation Park to encourage
business attraction and continuous investment

Q4 FY 17

On-going

Staff works with LCRDA and the Centers of Excellence at Innovation
Park to support business attraction and expansion efforts.

1.B.2.d

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Use OEV website and in-house GIS capabilities to highlight
concentration of university research organizations

Q3 FY 18

On-going

OEV Annual Competitiveness Report includes "Innovation Index" which
tracks patents and SBIR grants compared to 10 comparison metros.
Also, asset map of LCRDA included within Community Profile.

1.B.3

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Partner with both FAMU and FSU Research Foundations to
support commercialization of university research

Q1 FY 20

On-going

October 2018: Applied Science Business Development Manager hired
and begin engagement with the commercialization offices. OEV works
closely with both universiities to identify research sectors and align
these to emerging employment sectors for synergistic opportunities.

1.B.4.a

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Connect Health Care assets, leverage R&D and
commercialization strengths at FSU and FAMU

Q2 FY 20

On-going

OEV staff coordinates site visits between FSU/FAMU and external
private sector firms
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

1.B.5

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Program of Work

Start Date

Work with Innovation Park to promote workshops, courses,
and networking events to research community

Q1 FY 18

Status

In-

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

On-going

Staff works with LCRDA and the other partners located at Innovation
Park to promote workshops and events. Fall 2020: Partnered with
Innovation to integrate "Innovation Park News" in monthly Economic
Insider newsletter. OEV meets regularly with LCRDA, and actively
colllaboratives on initiatives.

1.C.1.b

Business Retention &
Expansion

Identify businesses who create opportunities stemming from
public sector

Q3 FY 17

On-going

Winter 2019: GovTech Roundtable piloted. OEV began a series of
regular Business Stakeholder meetings which include representatives
from all key segments of our local economy. 2021: OEV hosted a Real
Estate Roundtable with local brokers and land owners. OEV continues
to facilitate opporuntiies for local businesses to collaborate and share
ideas to foster community-wide intitiatives.

1.C.2

Business Retention &
Expansion

Implement Industry Academies for MWSBE

Q2 FY 18

On-going

Staff hosts a series of Industry Academies designed to engage, educate
and empower MWSBE.

1.C.4.c

Business Retention &
Expansion

Work with local hospitals to expand procurement
opportunities for certified MWSBEs

Q2 FY 18

On-going

OEV continues to work collaboratively with local hospitals on MWSBE
efforts.

On-going

Established a relationship with the International Trade Administration
to host office hours every other month in Tallahassee to promote
international trade. OEV continues to work with Federal partners at
Dept. of Commerce, and state-wide with EFI, and locally with FGAR, TLH
Airport, FDOT to provide assistance for exportation.

On-going

Established manufacturing as a targeted industry. OEV actively focuses
on this sector in all BRRE efforts, and augments these efforts via the
BBMA. BBMA, in concert with OEV, conducts outreach and education to
local and regional manufacturers. BBMA membership drive launched in
2022.

1.C.5.a

1.C.5.b

Business Retention &
Expansion

Business Retention &
Expansion

Identify and work with partners with export/trade expertise
who can provide technical assistance to businesses

Educate manufacturers about Transportation/Logistics assets
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

1.C.5.c

1.C.6

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Business Retention &
Expansion

Business Retention &
Expansion

Program of Work

Start Date

Filter information about export activities and opportunities
into the business community.

Work with community partners to expand disaster
preparedness, recovery, and resiliency activities

Q3 FY 18

Q2 FY 18

In-

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

On-going

Established a relationship with the International Trade Administration
to host office hours every other month in Tallahassee to promote
international trade. Work with Federal partners at Dept. of Commerce,
and state-wide with EFI, and locally with FGAR, TLH Airport, FDOT to
gather, analyze and disseminate export information.

On-going

Worked with local co-working spaces to host small businesses
experiencing power outages in the event of natural disasters. Begin
social media and e-newsletters to inform businesses on storm
preparedness and recovery efforts. Launched Open 4 Business map to
inform citizens of essential businesses that are open immediately after
the storm. This won an IEDC award. Continue to work closely with the
Emergency Mgmt and TLC GIS teams to prepare for and provide assist
during, natural distasters.

1.C.8

Business Retention &
Expansion

Catalyze formation of computing and software cluster that
communicates uniqueness of local tech cluster

Q3 FY 19

On-going

Held the first Gov-tech roundtable discussion. Continue to highlight and
feature Tallahassee's growing GovTech industry in marketing campaigns
such as in Florida Trend, OEV Social Media, Newsletters and Videos,
local Tech initiatives, collaboration with Tallahasse Chamber, TalTech,
to highlight local companies in this sector. Rowland published produced
Innovation and Technology feature for 850 magazine on this sector.

1.D.2.b

Business Recruitment

Attend professional association conferences targeting site
selection consultants

Q1 FY 19

On-going

Staff regularly interacts with site selection consultants at trade shows
and economic development conferences and maintains regular dialogue
with national and state decision makers.

On-going

Mag Task Force meeting held to plan targeted business development
alongside local Applied Science employers. Fall 2020: Big Bend
Manufactureres Association established working in collaboration with
FloridaMakes. Membership and board recruitment begun. Several
ongoing projects have been activated as a result.

1.D.2.c

Business Recruitment

Work with existing industries to target cluster development

206
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

In-

1.D.2.d

Business Recruitment

Market local community as an attractive place to grow
Manufacturing

Q2 FY 19

On-going

OEV staff updated Community Profile for business attraction; external
private sector lead generation continues to feed prospects and site
visits. Developed Manufacturing Targeted Industries video;: Developed
Innovation Park site selection video. Updated Community Profile for
business attraction. OEV has incorporated Community Profile data onto
the website and updates local community data on a regular basis.

1.D.3.c

Business Recruitment

Cultivate "Delta Team" for business attraction purposes

Q2 FY 17

On-going

Staff tailors each "delta team" for business recruitment/expansion
based on the needs of the company.

1.D.3.d

Business Recruitment

Benchmark targeted industry cluster progress against other
communities

Q1 FY 18

On-going

OEV Competitiveness Report, Talent Index, measures STEM Innovation
Occupations compared to 10 comparison MSAs. Entrepreneurial &
Business Environment Index measures Creative Economy Jobs
compared to 10 comparison MSAs. Innovative Capacity Index measures
Advanced Industries compared to 10 comparison MSAs.

1.D.4.c

Business Recruitment

Evaluate TBP reimbursement applications for transparent and
responsible allocation of resources

Q3 FY 17

On-going

OEV reviews TBP applications for new and existing projects for which
TBP incentives have been approved.

1.F.1.a

Talent Pipeline

Work with CareerSource to assess workforce and talent
profile

Q2 FY 17

On-going

Attends Career Pathways Council, on which OEV is a member; provide
support and input for ongoing workforce development efforts.

1.F.1.b

Talent Pipeline

Develop strategies to implement findings of workforce
assessment

Q2 FY 18

On-going

OEV data center measures workforce indicators, which inform
programmatic recommendations for current and future programs.

Complete

Winter 2019: OEV staff chosen as KCCI Community Catalyst fellow;
participant will engage in 2020 placemaking project. Winter 2020: OEV
staff participated as a Community Catlyst in KCCI 2020, culminating in
the funding and assembly of a bicycle skills park at Sabal Palm
Elementary school. Placemaking efforts to enhance the Blueprint
Market District re-development are also underway. OEV will continue to
work with Blueprint and Tourism on placemaking initiatives.

1.F.2.d

Talent Pipeline

Support and promote physical and placemaking assets to
retain portable workers
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

1.F.3.b

Talent Pipeline

Support initiatives that bring career pathways opportunities
into disadvantaged communities

1.F.3.d

Talent Pipeline

Engage with Leon County to plan and execute Leon Works
Expo

1.F.3.e

1.F.3.e

2.B.1

2.B.2

Talent Pipeline

Talent Pipeline

Work with community partners to launch apprenticeship
program in skilled trades

Facilitate periodic discussions around workforce needs at all
levels

Six Cornerstones

Use Business Intelligence research outputs to create targeted
marketing that highlights and elevate the profile of Florida's
Capital

Business Recruitment

Work with Tallahassee Int'l airport to develop strategic
messages, materials, and audiences for increased promotion

208

Status

In-

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

Q1 FY 19

On-going

Winter 2019: OEV Elevate Grant provided $25k funding to Junior
Achievement Big Bend to engage underserved Tallahassee youth in
career exploration and entrepreneurship capacity building activities.
OEV supports efforts by local organizations to identify and enhance
career pathway opportunities.

Q1 FY 17

On-going

January 2020: First Leon Works 2020 planning meeting held January 7.
Virtual Leon Works Expo held in September 2021. In-person event
postponed from 2020 to April 2022.

On-going

January 2020: OEV staff proposing new funding alignments in 2020 to
support apprenticeship programs for employers and partners. This has
been included in the MWSBE policy for 2020-2025. OEV staff
collaborates local businesses, chambers, and workforce providers to
highlight apprenticeship opportunities.

On-going

January 2020: Applied Science Manager to coordinate workforce
development activities during FY2020. Winter 2020: OEV continues to
work with JABB to oversee implementation of the Elevate Grant. Due to
COVID-19, the final grant deliverable was delayed, and a contract
amendment processed, to extend the entrepreneurship programs
offered by JABB into 2021. This was accompanied by increased digital
infrastructure onlined by JABB.

On-going

Winter 2020: OEV Communications and Business Intelligence have
collaborated on updated Community Profile outputs for inclusion in
RFPs. Second, the OEV data center was re-designed to increase ease of
use and to highlight strengths for site selection researchers and local
businesses. OEV data research informs current and future marketing
plans to highlight existing assets and induce new interest/investment.

On-going

Winter 2019: Quarterly meetings launched with TLH to provide in-kind
services and promote airport economic development. OEV conducts
regular meetings with TLH Airport, and actively collaborates on
messaging, marketing, and promotion.

Q4 FY 17

Q1 FY 17

Q2 FY 17

Q3 FY 18
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

In-

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

3.A.2

Six Cornerstones

Regularly attend meetings with stakeholders

Q1 FY 17

On-going

OEV has weekly meetings with stakeholders across the community,
regularly attends partner and community events, and participates in
local initiatives.

3.A.3

Six Cornerstones

Establish and maintain communications program with
stakeholders

Q1 FY 17

On-going

OEV maintains a comprehensive social media and public
communications program to share ongoing efforts to support Economic
Vitality.

3.F

Business Retention &
Expansion

Support development of a Foreign Trade Zone at Tallahassee
International Airport

Q1 FY 17

On-going

OEV works closely to support the efforts of TLH-Airport to develop and
launch a Foreign Trade Zone at TLH.

4.A.1

Business Retention &
Expansion

Develop investment fund supporting local opportunities

Q4 FY 18

On-going

OEV created the Competitive Project Fund to help support new project
opportunties for local expansion.

4.B.2

Business Retention &
Expansion

Establish and Implement the modified Urban Vitality Job
Creation Pilot Program

Q1 FY 18

Complete

UVJCPP was modified and eventually sunsetted.

On-going

Winter 2020: Staff exploring steps to create a Regional Manufacturing
Association with Florida Makes. Winter 2020: Staff exploring steps to
create a Regional Manufacturing Association with Florida Makes. Fall
2020: Big Bend Manufactureres Association established working in
collaboration with FloridaMakes. Membership and board recruitment
begun.

Complete

Fall 2019: UVJCPP re-designed to remove geographic limitation and
instead position to encourage hire of workforce training program
completers at United Way ALICE wage or higher. The UVJCPP program
was sunsetted.

4.B.3

4.B.1

Business Retention &
Expansion

Develop Local Manufacturing Ordinance Program

Q2 FY 18

Develop Urban Vitality Job Creation Pilot Program

Q1 FY 18
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Evaluate Economic Development Programs in accordance with
the Interlocal Agreement

4.A.2

Q3 FY 18

In-

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

On-going

January 2020: EVLC strategic retreat considers how to best serve IA
Proposals and Strategic Plan Initiatives through flexible FY2020 funding.
OEV continually evaluates and tracks the performance of existing
programs, through such methods as the Mid-Year and Annual Reports,
and the 5-Year OEV Work Plan.

On-going

February 2019: Launched the Magnetic Capital of the World Marketing
Campaign. OEV continues to promote and enhance the Campaign,
identifying new audiences and mediums to grow awareness of magnetic
technologies.

1.B.1.e

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Dedicate staff to support Applied Science/Manufacturing
cluster, including Mag Taskforce Initiative

1.B.1.c

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Work with LCRDA to develop a menu of incentives for private
sector investment at Innovation Park

Q1 FY 20

On-going

Fall 2019: OEV "Toolkit" developed and published to indicate incentives
and other resources available to businesses, including LCRDA
companies and professors.OEV meets monthly with LCRDA to identify
opportunities for collaboration.

1.B.2.a

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Collaborate with LCRDA, FSU, and FAMU to grow advanced
manufacturing out of university research

Q1 FY 20

On-going

Winter 2019: OEV staff hosted several site visits and are currently
working with major private employer to expand locally. OEV meets
regularly with thestaff at the centers of excellence and research centers
located in Innovation Park.

1.B.4.d

Tech Transfer &
Commercializaiton

Support and publicize recent expansion of FSU's GAP to
include health-related innovation

Q1 FY 20

On-going

Summer 2019: OEV shared GAP grant and FSU research external news
publications via Facebook.

1.E.2.b

Creative Economy

Outline marketing and communications strategy to holistically
promote creative economy

Q2 FY 21

On-going

OEV integrates creative economy information into their website and
other digital media platforms and continues to promote their
importance to the overall vitality of Tallahassee-Leon County.

1.F.2.c

Talent Pipeline

Expand internship opportunities with Chamber, FSU, FAMU,
and TCC

Q3 FY 19

On-going

Winter 2019: OEV staff participated in FAMU Career Day and are
promoting increased participation of local employers at FSU / FAMU /
TCC Career Day events. OEV continues to support internship
opportunities at partner organizations.

1.F.3.c

Talent Pipeline

Work with CareerSource to benchmark initiatives that
promote low-skilled workers into middle-skill jobs

Q2 FY 20

On-going

OEV partners with CareerSource and other local workforce partners to
identify pathways to upskilling/reskilling workers. Regular meetings
with CareerPathways Council.
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Definitions

Work Plan Section

Complete: strategy or tactic has accomplished its intended purpose;
On-going: strategy or tactic is part of the day-to-day operations of OEV and sustains active projects or programs;
Progress: strategy or tactic has been started, but additional actions remain within the scope of work;
External Lead: strategy or tactic has been co-opted by a partner organization to execute the actions outlined by the plan;
Not Yet Started: strategy or tactic has not had action taken by OEV to date.
Cornerstone

Program of Work

Start Date

Status

Actions Taken to Date (2016-2021)

In-

2.B.3

Business Retention &
Expansion

Communicate and promote regional logistics assets to
encourage Manuf. and Trans/Logistics industry development

Q1 FY 20

On-going

Winter 2019: OEV staff met with TLH Airport staff to discuss airport
logistics planning and how it can assist with Airport property activation.
October 2020: Developed Manufacturing Targeted Industries video;
December 2020: Developed Innovation Park site selection video. Winter
2020: Updated Community Profile for business attraction. 2021: BBMA
support and participation in growing manufacturing and logistics, and
working with other entities such as Florida Gulf Atlantic Railroad to
foster improved logistical and transportation access.

3.E

Business Retention &
Expansion

Support development of regional Freight Logistics Zone

Q1 FY 19

On-going

OEV continues to work closely with regional partner organizations such
as the BBMA to support logisitic capacity.

On-going

Fall 2019: OEV staff continues to work with AERO partners to develop
concierge online resources; Tallahassee Startup Week 2019 included
pilot of "startup space" app to facilitate entrepreneur-to-resource
access. OEV meets with AERO regularly and partners are current and
future initiatives such as StartUp week and community-wide grant
applications to support entrepreneurship.

1.A.8.b

Business Formation

Create concierge to facilitate access, establish culture of
collaboration for entrepreneurs at FAMU and FSU
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC VITALITY WORK PLAN
Core Strategy #1: Maximize OEV's Impact

RATIONALE: With the inception of the OEV, it's mission has been "… to facilitate the development, attraction, and cultivation of innovative businesses and associated job creation …" . With this broad definition and understanding that "economic development" means different things to different people, the OEV has not had the
opportunity to be fully functional working on mission critical activities.

1.2 - Position OEV staff as the economic development leaders
within the community and region.

Status

Responsibility

Deliverable

Align OEV programs and projects to core and enabling strategies.

Short-Term

OEV

% of work plan complete or on-going;

Drive core-mission of OEV towards growing the job market by 10,000
Ongoing
jobs over the next 5 years**; and reduce unemployment*

Long-term

OEV

Job growth # for Tallahassee-Leon County on an
annualized basis.

Drive core-mission of OEV towards increasing the gross-domestic
product of the MSA*

Mid-Term

OEV

GDP growth # for Tallahassee MSA on an annualized
basis

Develop succession management plan for critical roles

Mid-Term

OEV

Review PIQs of the Director, Deputy Directors and direct reports and
align functions with core and enabling strategies

Short-Term

OEV

# of PIQs updated

Integrate staff into community focused leadership roles

Short-Term

OEV

# of presentations made to business and civic groups;
# of sponsorships to business and civic groups

Short-Term

OEV

# of appearances at business and civic groups;

Short-Term

OEV

Develop core practices for OEV staff to facilitate a
customer focused experience for clients across local
government and community

Increase capacity for staff to build relationships with business and
civic groups

Ongoing

R

Adopt a client first philosophy

Benchmark best practices with high performing EDOs to cultivate a
customer centric experience

Short-Term

OEV

Track best practices implemented

Identify key partners to showcase community assets for buinsess
recruitment, retention, and expansion and align with target
industries

Short-Term

OEV

Create and maintain evergreen list per target industry

Serve on the Talent Development Council to advocate for clear
workforce alignment

Short-Term

OEV, CareerSource Capital
Region, Tallahassee
Community College, Lively
Technical College,
Tallahassee Chamber

Serve as co-host with Leon County Government for the Leon Works
Expo and Virtual Expo to reach 7,000 students within five years.**

Short-Term

OEV & Leon County

Collaborate with regional workforce and talent partners to connect
companies and education institutions with training programs to
inform, support, and recruit entry-level technology talent.**

Short-Term

OEV, Leon County, and
Regional Partners

D

1.3 - Faciliate a culture of creating a seamless customer
experience for economic development clients.

Timeline

T

1.1 - Ensure OEV's activities are singularly aligned with the
core mission and strategic plan.

Implementation

AF

Tactics

1.4 - Serve as an advocate for workforce alignment.
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC VITALITY WORK PLAN
Core Strategy #2: Drive Business Recruitment, Reetention and Expansion

RATIONALE: Today, business recruitment, retention and expansion cannot be viewed as discrete initiatives. None will thrive without the others. Strong existing outreach and advocacy strengthens the message of a positive business climate to prospective new industries. The recruitment of new business diversifies the existing
talent pipeline and expands employment opportunities.

2.2 - Recognize existing industry.

2.5 - Expand and strengthen regional economic development
relationships to leverage recruitment and expansion efforts.

Responsibility

Deliverable

OEV

Target Industry Asset Map

Mid-term

OEV

Target Industry Opportunity Portfolio

Mid-term

OEV; Comm. Orgs

Target Industry Outreach Plan

Mid-term

OEV

% increase in targeted sector employment

Identify local business expansion activities within Tallahassee-Leon
County over the last decade to provide baseline data for creating
new programs and initiatives to support new expansions and growth
within existing industry.

Short-term

OEV, Chambers

Existing Industry Toolbox

Commission Economic Impact Analysis of Danfoss Turbocor location
and expansion as a driver of the magnetic ecosystem

Short-term

Enact comprehensive economic impact study on key local expansion
projects; Determine the impact to the local economy (employment
numbers, population gain, residual business impact, etc.) from each
expansion.

Mid-term

OEV, Danfoss, CEFA

Economic Impact Study for Danfoss Turbocor

OEV, CEFA

Economic Impact Studies

Short-term

OEV, GT sector, Chambers Gov-Tech Sector Growth - jobs, wages, investment

Mid-term

OEV, Chambers

See Marketing Outreach tactics for metrics

Mid-term

OEV; Stakeholders

Develop a specific marketing plan including virtual,
print, and in-person actions to showcase the benefits
of Tallahassee-Leon County to internal and external
audiences

Quarterly engagement with FAMU and FSU Offices of Research to
discuss OEV's targeted industries and ideas to expand existing
andrecruit new companies aligned with local research.

Mid-term

OEV; FSU/FAMU

Identify Alumni incorporations with new or expanding businesses
that may consider Tallahassee-Leon County

Mid-term

OEV; FSU/FAMU

# of identified prospects

Develop and implement a marketing plan to connect with alumni for
whom opportunities may exist to relocate to Tallahassee-Leon
County

Mid-term

OEV; FSU/FAMU;
Stakeholders

Outreach campaign to alumni

Quarterly meeting with MSA partners; Bi-annual meeting with
regional partners

Mid-term

OEV; NW-FEDC; BBMA;
CSCR

Work in conjunction with the Big Bend Manufacturers Association to
develop a BRE plan to focus on growth of regional membership

Mid-term

OEV; BBMA

Promote dynamic local sectors through a targeted marketing
campaign to educate the populous on the importance of the these
firms.

R

Articulate a synergistic message for the Tallahassee-Leon County
business community that highlights local successes, dynamic sectors,
and local assets

D

2.4 - Leverage university partnerships and assets.

Timeline
Mid-term

Emphasize and illuminate local sector strengths - i.e. 'Gov-Tech' and
leverage resources to support the growth of existing, and
recruitment of new - targeted sector firms.

2.3 - Expand the impact of the Tallahassee-Leon County
business narrative

Status

T

2.1 - Develop value propositions for target industries.

Implementation
Create comprehensive inventory of Tallahassee-Leon County assets
that correspond with critical-decision factors used by target
industries.
Customized value proposition for each targeted industry including
relevant sites, infrastructure, workforce, incentives, and due
diligence for in-market and out-market business expansion
opportunities.
Develop strategy in partnership with other community organizations
to utilize local attributes to allow for more precision in the targeting
out of market clients.
Increase employment ratio for Targeted Sector Industries*

AF

Tactics
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC VITALITY WORK PLAN
Core Strategy #3: Enhance the Incentive Toolbox

RATIONALE: The funding as provided by the Blueprint 2020 sales tax initiative was established to provide funding economic growth activities with the outcome of an increase in employment and wages. Systems can be implemented to help insure the funding results in significant return on investment.
Tactics

3.1 - Adopt and implement a tiered incentive structure for
traditional location or expanding industries.

Implementation

Status

Timeline

Responsibility

Deliverable

Review and analyze tiered incentive program and bring back the IA
Board for approval.
Mid-term

OEV

Tiered Incentive Matrix

Mid-term

OEV

Existing Industry Incentive Program

Should the IA Board adopt the policy, implement new program to
reflect criteria and standards adopted by staff and board, and update
marketing materials to reflect tiered approach.

T

Design an incentive plan to address any site development and
infrastructure needs for greenfield projects, utilizing industry best
standards.

Short-term

OEV

AF

3.4 - Foster an entrepreneur grant program.

Work with local land owners to review sites, and develop a needsassessment to accelerate the activation of greenfield sites.

Strategic Sites Inventory, Site Assessment Tool

Mid-term

OEV

Utilize results of the entrepreneurial survey to assess financial needs
of local entrepreneurs.

Long-term

OEV, Alliance for
Enterpreneurial Resources Entrepreneurial Gap Analysis
Organizations (AERO)

In collaboration with local education, business, and community
partners - evaluate existing grant programs, and assess the need to
implement a new entrepreneurial grant program.

Long-term

OEV, Alliance for
Enterpreneurial Resources
Organizations (AERO)

Review and analyze grant program that focuses on local innovation,
entrepreneurs, and incubators and bring back the IA Board for
approval.

Long-term

R

3.3 - Assist land owners in the development of new and
existing sites and infrastructure.

Should the IA Board adopt the policy, implement new program to
reflect criteria and standards adopted by staff and board, and update
marketing materials to reflect existing industry approach.

D

3.2 - Adopt and implement an existing industry incentives
strategy

Review and analyze exisiting industry incentive program and bring
back the IA Board for approval.
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC VITALITY WORK PLAN
Core Strategy #4: Support the development and retention of our Minority, Women, and Small Business Enterprises.

RATIONALE: There is an opportunity for OEV to increase efforts not only by creating new programs but also by facilitating and creating partnerships that support minority- and women-owned businesses and entrepreneurs throughout the community.

4.2 - Develop a business diversity fellowship initiative in
conjunction with by tthe local chambers of commerce.

Status

Deliverable

Mid-term

MWSBE

Facilitate the creation of at least three supplier
diversity programs for anchor institutions

Create collaborative partnerships with anchor institutions to use
certified firms for procurments**

Mid-term

MWSBE

30% increase in certified firms over five years

Meet with local chambers to discuss how Tallahassee-Leon County
can improve the MWSBE outreach.

Mid-term

MWSBE, Association of
Facilitate the creation of 10 mentor-protégé
Building Contractors, three
relationships with primes and subcontractors.
chambers of commerce

Develop outreach plan with local community and FAMU partners.

Mid-term

MWSBE, FAMU

Co-host semi-annual outreach actvities at Florida
A&M University for MWBEs

MWSBE, FAMU

Creation of MOU with FAMU on MWBE utilization

Meet with FSU, FAMU and TCC to discuss implementation of MWSBE
content objectives within university contract negotionations.

Mid-term

MWSBE, FSU, FAMU, TCC

Creation of MOU with FAMU, FSU and TCC on MWBE
utilization

Proactive outreach on the MWSBE Certified Database to expanding
businesses and developers.

Mid-term

OEV

Incorporate into BRE activities.

Mid-term

OEV

Conduct BRE engagements will all loan recipients, and
actively market existing programs to any prospective
business that may be eligible for the same loan
programs.

Meet with the FAMU Credit Union and Apalachee Regional Planning
Council to discuss increased marketing campaign objectives for loan
program.

Ongoing

OEV, FAMU Credit Union,
ARPC

Compare the numbers of loans given to support
supplier diversity actvity to business retension and
expansion

Discuss other marketing oppportunities to increase the quantity of
loan applications for MWSBE clients.

Ongoing

OEV, Commercial lenders

Faciliate cooperative agreements with commercial
lenders to increase loan options for MWBEs

R

Mid-term

D

Business Retention Efforts for Businesses receiving loans from OEV
partners such as ARPC and FAMU FCU

4.4 - Support an increase in financing and lending to minority
and women owned businesses

Responsibility

Convene meetings/workshop with local influencers to support the
value of economic inclusion

Meet with FAMU to determine interest in participating in the
MWSBE initiative.

4.3 - Develop an initiative that connects anchor institutions
with minority- and women-owned providers for purchasing.

Timeline

T

4.1 - Provide sustainable professional development and
instruction on supplier-diversity and inclusion for local
stakeholders in our business system.

Implementation

AF

Tactics
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC VITALITY WORK PLAN
Core Strategy #5: Foster Entrepreneurship and Business Formation

RATIONALE: Entrepreneurship and business formation are celebrated and cultivated. The critical conversation is how to sustain and grow these businesses in a manner that diversifies the economy and adds private sector jobs. OEV can convene and accelerate entrepreneurial support using its expertise and community outreach
efforts.

5.2 - Advocate and promote the investments in Innovation
Park and the North Florida Innovation Labs to foster
entrepreneurial growth

Status

Responsibility

Deliverable

Meet with the FSU and FAMU Research Offices and determine, in
addition to the magnetics technology, what industries OEV should
target for future initiatives.

Mid-Term

OEV, FAMU/FSU

Industry Research Target List

Develop a plan, similar to the Magnetic Capital of the World (possibly
to include community involvement in a task force), to pursue growth
in those identified industries.

Mid-Term

OEV, FAMU/FSU

Magnetic Recruitment Plan via MagTaskforce

Work with LCRDA and North Florida Innovation Labs to develop a
targeted marketing plan.

Mid-Term

OEV, LCRDA

Targeted Marketing Plan for Innovation Park

Support LCRDA and North Florida Innovation Labs for the
construction of the new incubator at Innovation Park to foster
entrepreneurial growth.**

Mid-Term

OEV, LCRDA

Implement specific marketing plan in conjunction with LCRDA and
North Florida Innovation Labs to help grow the entrepreneurial
community at Innovation Park.**

Mid-Term

OEV, LCRDA

Mid-Term

OEV, AERO

Mid-Term

OEV, AERO

Discuss local entrepreneurship industry with AERO and other local
organizations to determine needs and priorities.**

Based on partner feedback, design a survey concerning the
perception of the entrepreneurship business environment and
resources as well as individual interest in entrepreneurship.

R

5.3 - Survey entrepreneurs and stakeholders to better
understand local needs.

Timeline

T

5.1 - Accelerate and advance collaboration with FSU and
FAMU Research Institutions

Implementation

AF

Tactics

Deploy survey regionally.

D

Review results of survey with AERO and other local organizations to
develop an initiative to further promote local / regional
entrepreneurship.**

Review the OEV website with local entrepreneurial organizations to
5.4 - Include entrepreneurship programs and resources on the develop ideas on improving the website with respect to the
promotion of local entrepreneurs.**
OEV website.

Design and implement suggestions.

Regional Entrepreneur Survey

Mid-Term

OEV, AERO

Mid-Term

OEV, AERO

Survey Results Report

Short-term

OEV, Innovation Sector

Co-create 500 entrepreneur ventures assisted by our
incubator partners (DOMI, JMI, & Innovation Park,
and other support partners)

Short-term

OEV, Innovation Sector

Updated Website
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC VITALITY WORK PLAN
Enabling Strategy #1: Enhance Utilization of Assets

RATIONALE: Broadening the approach in which the OEV uses to attract organizations to the Tallahassee-Leon County area by partnering with all local groups to the full extent will allow OEV to reach additional potential clients.
Implementation

Status

Continue the work of the MagTaskforce**
6.1 - Continue to promote the MagLab as a unique asset for
competitive economic development projects

6.2 - Promote the assets of FAMU, a premier HBCU

Timeline

On-going

Responsibility

Deliverable

OEV, MagTaskforce
Track # of leads, meetings, projects, and agreements
associated with Research On Invesment (ROI).

Increase business development activity to identify new industries
and technologies.

On-going

OEV, MagTaskforce

Refine and expand marketing strategy to target emerging industries
and technologies in a similar method in which OEV is focusing on the
magnetics industry.

On-going

OEV, MagTaskforce

Meet with FAMU leadership to discuss what resources and research
they would like to promote.

Short-term

OEV, FAMU

Promote FAMU-FSU College of Engineering, FAMU College of
Pharmacy and FAMU College of Science and Technology

Short-term

OEV, FAMU

Support the Airport's efforts to explore and maximize business
development opportunities.*
6.4 - Support increasing the Tallahassee International Airport's
Support the airport’s efforts to market sites and support business
economic impact on the region
and industry development, inside and outside of the fence.

Short-term

OEV, Blueprint

Short-term

OEV, TLH

Short-term

OEV, TLH

Short-term

OEV, TLH

D

R

Market and promote the airport on the OEV website and linked to
the airport’s website.

AF

6.3 - Expedite the connector road from TLH to Innovation Park
Work with Blueprint to develop and economic impact analysis for the
to the universities and the city center
Airport Gateway Project.

MagLab-OEV Marketing Strategy

T

Tactics
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FAMU-OEV Collaborative Marketing Strategy

Economic Impact Analysis for Airport Gateway

OEV Marketing Plan
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC VITALITY WORK PLAN
Enabling Strategy #2: Increase Marketing and Communication Efforts

RATIONALE: Increasing outreach by deploying tactical marketing and communications strategies in accordance with the most-effective strategies and techniques in economic development marketing can benefit OEV’s overall efforts in successfully attracting the deployment of capital to Tallahassee-Leon County.
Tactics

Implementation

Status

Timeline

Responsibility

Deliverable

The OEV team to review listed Outreach Tactics for feasibility and
usefulness.

Ongoing

OEV

OEV and partnering organizations review the remaining list and
develop a plan to incorporate these tactics into the marketing
methodology.

On-going

OEV; Stakeholders

Implement outreach tactics into marketing plan to
better refine and expand current programs.

Review recommended website improvements and incorporate
changes

On-going

OEV

Updated website, social media platforms, and digital
media.

Review existing assets with local stakeholders to highlight key
attributes.

Mid-Term

OEV; Stakeholders

Asset Map for Tallahassee-Leon County

Mid-Term

OEV

Update and implement available Technology-led
Solutions

On-going

OEV

Target List

Strategic Messaging Plan

7.3 - Enhance technology to highlight assets
Utilize existing technology, and where feasible, identify new
technology-led solutions to further promote area assets.

The OEV team to develop a list of targeted individuals / positions

On-going

OEV

Broadcast plans throughout the OEV partner network when
information is requested.

On-going

OEV

R

Strategic messaging plans to be created for each segment on the list
based on those positions interest and knowledge base.

D

7.4 - Improve strategic messaging across platforms to expand
messaging of Tallahassee-Leon County business brand.

AF

7.2 - Improve website and online presence

T

7.1 - Deploy a suite of outreach tactics that support business
development goals.
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Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Board of Directors
Agenda Item #5
February 24, 2022
Title:

Approval of Resolutions for the Planned Fiscal Year 2022 Bond
Issue and the State Infrastructure Bank Loan

Category:

General Business

Intergovernmental
Management
Committee:

Vincent S. Long, Leon County Administrator
Reese Goad, City of Tallahassee Manager

Lead Staff /
Project Team:

Benjamin H. Pingree, Director, Department of PLACE
Autumn Calder, Director, Blueprint
Cristina Paredes, Director, Office of Economic Vitality
Tres Long, Senior Accountant, Blueprint

STATEMENT OF ISSUE:
This agenda item seeks Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Board of Directors (IA
Board) approval of resolutions for the planned Fiscal Year 2022 Bond Issue and the State
Infrastructure Bank Loan. These resolutions authorize the Agency to enter into contracts
and to issue official statements in the course of obtaining financing.


Resolution 2022-01 (Attachment #1) authorizes the issuance by the Agency of up
to $90,300,000 in aggregate principal amount of sales tax revenue bonds. An
additional amount of bond premium will be received by the Agency based on
market interest rates on the sale date of the bonds. Per the Fiscal Year 2022
Operating Budget and Capital Improvement Program $90,300,000 will be
required to finance the Agency’s capital project funding needs. The costs of issuing
the bonds, including the services of Bond Counsel, Bond Disclosure Counsel,
Financial Advisor, and other costs, will be financed by the proceeds of the bond
issue as well. The Preliminary Official Notice of Sale and the Summary Notice of
Sale are included as Attachment #7 and Attachment #8, respectively.



Resolution 2022-02 (Attachment #2) authorizes a State Infrastructure Bank (SIB)
Loan agreement (Attachment #9) from the State of Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) in the principal amount of $25,500,000. This loan has
been planned since the adoption of the Approved 2018 Implementation Plan
(Attachment #5) and will finance a portion of the design, right of way and
construction costs of the Northeast Gateway: Welaunee Boulevard project.
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FISCAL IMPACT
This item has fiscal impact as it approves resolutions authorizing the Agency to enter into
a loan agreement and execute other documents necessary in the course of obtaining the
Agency’s planned Fiscal Year 2022 debt financing, totaling $115.8 million.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Option 1:

Approve Resolution 2022-01 authorizing the issuance by the Agency of up
to $90,300,000 in aggregate principal amount of sales tax revenue bonds,
Series 2022 to construct certain capital improvements and pay the costs of
issuance.

Option 2:

Approve Resolution 2022-02 authorizing a loan from the State of Florida
Department of Transportation in the amount of $25,500,000 to fund
certain capital improvement projects.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:
The two resolutions presented for consideration in this item build upon the prioritization
and implementation processes approved previously by the IA Board, including the Project
Prioritization Plan, Blueprint Infrastructure Implementation Plan, 2021 Long Term
Implementation Plan, the Long-Term Economic Development Strategic Plan, and prior
IA Board direction going back as far as 2014. These resolutions reflect the first installment
of debt financing for Agency projects that have been underway for the last four years
including Airport Gateway, Northeast Connector Corridor: Bannerman Road, Market
District Placemaking, Midtown Placemaking, Animal Services Center, and Northeast
Gateway: Welaunee Boulevard. In summary, this debt financing enables progress on
Agency projects to continue and delivers the benefits to the community more quickly than
relying on sales tax revenue alone.
The Agency’s Approved 2018 Implementation Plan (Attachment #5) was adopted at the
June 21, 2018 IA Board workshop at which the IA Board chose to implement the
prioritized Blueprint projects with an initial $100 million in bond funding in FY 2022. In
order to comply with IRS arbitrage rules, discussed on page 4, the bond was split into two
separate issues. The new funding estimate for bonding infrastructure projects is $148.8
million. Three projects scheduled for later funding rounds, the Fairgrounds Beautification
and Improvements, the Northeast Park, and the Animal Service Center were added to the
financing plan by the IA Board in subsequent meetings, in addition to projected cost
increases on other projects. Additional project funding for the FSU Doak Campbell
Stadium and the Leon County Research and Development Authority Incubator was also
approved for Office of Economic Vitality capital projects at subsequent IA Board meetings
on September 27, 2021 and September 20, 2018, respectively.
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The Fiscal Year (FY) 2022 Operating Budget and Fiscal Year 2022 – 2026 Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) adopted by the IA Board at the September 27, 2021 public
hearing identified project financing totaling $86.5 million, with $65 million required by
Blueprint Infrastructure projects and $21.5 million required by Office of Economic
Vitality projects. On the same date, the IA Board approved advancing funding to the
Tallahassee-Leon County Animal Service Center in the amount of $3.8 million, bringing
the FY 2022 debt issue to $90.3 million. The Agency also budgeted to obtain a State
Infrastructure Bank (SIB) Loan in the amount of $25.5 million with draws planned for FY
2023 and 2024. Together, this brings the total financing for initial projects up to $115.8
million during FY 2022. A final bond issue of $80 million for Infrastructure projects is
also planned for FY 2024 to complete the Implementation Plan approved in 2018 and the
Implementation Plan approved in 2021 (Attachment #6). The OEV 20-year CIP estimate
was requested at the December 9, 2021 IA Board meeting and is included as Attachment
#11, and this will be updated with the May Budget Workshop Item.
MASTER DEBT RESOLUTION AND PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL RESOLUTIONS
At the December 10, 2020 IA Board meeting, the IA Board approved the Agency’s Master
Debt Resolution, Resolution 2020-06 (Attachment #3), under which all debt of the
Agency will be governed. The same item also presented the first Supplemental Resolution
to the Master Resolution, Resolution 2020-07 (Attachment #4), which authorized
funding the FAMU Bragg Stadium Repairs project through a loan from Regions Bank
secured through a request for proposals (RFP) process.
The Master Resolution (Attachment #3) defines all of the terms that pertain to the debt
of the Agency, provides the authority for the Agency to issue sales tax revenue bonds that
are secured through the pledge of sales tax revenue collections, and lists the general terms
and conditions of all of the Agency’s debt. All debt issued under the Master Resolution is
considered equal, or in parity, with all other debt issued under the Master Resolution. The
Master Resolution specifies the accounts required for the use of debt funding. It also
specifies for the repayment and events of default and remedies thereof.
Debt financing has been a component of the financing plan for completing the approved
list of 27 Infrastructure projects and Economic Development projects described within
the Interlocal Agreement. The two resolutions presented for consideration in this item
continue the process to obtain project financing that commenced in 2018 and through
subsequent IA Board approvals, such as the approval of the Master Resolution in 2020.
Resolution 2022-01 (Attachment #1) authorizes the issuance by the Agency of up to
$90,300,000 in aggregate principal amount of sales tax revenue bonds. Additional funds
in the form of bond premiums based on market interest rates on the sale date are also
expected to be received by the Agency, as a result the total amount of bond premium to
be received is unknown at this time. Per the Fiscal Year 2022 Operating Budget and
Capital Improvement Program, as amended, $90,300,000 will be required to finance the
Agency’s capital project funding needs. The costs of issuing the bonds, not more than
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$450,000, including the services of Bond Counsel, Financial Advisor, and other costs, will
be financed by the proceeds of the bond issue as well. The Preliminary Official Notice of
Sale and Summary Notice of Sale are included as Attachments #7 and #8, respectively.
Resolution 2022-02 (Attachment #2) authorizes a State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) Loan
from the State of Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) in the principal amount
of $25,500,000. This loan has been planned since the Approved 2018 Implementation
Plan (Attachment #5) and will finance a portion of the design, right of way, and
construction costs of the Northeast Gateway: Welaunee Boulevard project. The SIB Loan
agreement is included as Attachment #9.
Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency utilizes the financial ledger system of the City of
Tallahassee in order to minimize administrative costs of Agency operations. As such, the
Agency maintains consistency with City policies related to the financial system, including
for the issuance of debt and the management of invested funds prior to their use in
Blueprint and OEV projects. The steps taken to issue the Agency’s Series 2022 bond have
followed a similar process to the City’s recent Series 2018 bond issue.
Resolution 2022-01 (Attachment #1) seeks IA Board approval to authorize the
Chairperson to approve the final official statement and sign any required documents. The
cash received from the sale of the bonds will be deposited into the City’s accounts and
credited to Blueprint’s and OEV’s project funds within the City’s ledger. The TreasurerClerk will record the bond amortization schedule and ensure that annual payments are
made to bondholders.
SUMMARY OF FINANCING NEEDS BASED ON PRIOR IA BOARD ACTIONS
Incorporating all of the previous IA Board direction presented in Attachment #10,
Timeline of IA Board Actions, and specifically including the direction provided by the
previous four adopted annual budgets and five-year Capital Improvement Programs, as
amended, the total amount required for the Series 2022 bond is $90.3 million. This
funding is anticipated to be divided among the following projects in Table 1, on the
following page.
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Table 1, Allocations to Capital Projects
Project
Infrastructure Financing
Airport Gateway
Northeast Corridor: Bannerman Road
Northeast Gateway: Welaunee Boulevard
Market District Placemaking
Midtown Placemaking
Northeast Park
Animal Service Center
Fairgrounds Improvements
Total, Infrastructure Debt Financing
OEV Financing
Doak Campbell Stadium Repairs
LCRDA Incubator Project
Total, OEV Debt Financing
Total, Agency Financing Needs

Series 2022 Bond

SIB Loan

Series 2024 Bond

20,000,000
14,200,000
11,800,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
10,000,000
3,800,000
68,800,000

25,500,000
25,500,000

25,000,000
21,750,000
21,250,000
12,000,000
80,000,000

20,000,000
1,500,000
21,500,000
90,300,000

25,500,000

80,000,000

It is important to note that the Series 2022 bond will be a tax exempt municipal bond,
therefore due care must be taken by the Agency to ensure that the tax exempt status of
the debt is not jeopardized. All funds received from the sale of the bonds must be
expended or encumbered within three years of the date the bonds are issued. The IA
Board approved Capital Improvement Program plans for the expenditure or
encumbrance of all bond funding within three years of receipt. There are also prohibitions
on the amount of interest that may be earned on the funds deposited prior to their use to
construct projects. The bond construction fund that bond proceeds will be deposited into
is structured to support compliance with Internal Revenue Service arbitrage rules
concerning interest payments.
The IA Board has approved Bond Reimbursement Resolutions in anticipation of the
issuance of bonds during FY 2022, which stated the IA Board’s official intent that the
Agency may reimburse itself for capital project expenditures made prior to the issuance
of bonds pursuant to requirements under the Internal Revenue Code, section 1.150-2. The
issuer must declare its official intent to reimburse itself from bond proceeds for
expenditures paid prior to the date of the actual bond issue in order to be reimbursed
from the proceeds of a future bond issue. Agency staff will calculate all expenditures that
have been made on the above projects that are eligible for reimbursement and will present
this information during the May 19, 2022 IA Board budget workshop.
STATE INFRASTRUCTURE BANK LOAN FUNDING
Beginning in 2015, Agency staff researched the benefits of funding the Northeast Gateway
project partially with a SIB Loan because these loans are typically issued at a lower cost
than traditional loans or bonds. Projects may only cover up to 50% of the total costs with
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the proceeds of a SIB Loan. These loans operate on a reimbursement basis, therefore
other funding sources are required to be programmed and then later reimbursed with SIB
Loan proceeds.
Staff recently completed negotiations with FDOT over the terms of the SIB Loan
agreement (Attachment #9), which are now more favorable to the Agency with an interest
rate of 1.85%, saving $635,879 versus the original interest rate proposed by FDOT. This
will reduce the amount of the Series 2022 Bond issue by $25.5 million, which is the
amount of the SIB Loan principal. The estimated interest savings of funding the project
with a SIB Loan versus through bond funding is $2.3 million over sixteen years, which is
the repayment period for the bond. Total interest expense for the loan is over $1.5 million
less than budgeted.
The SIB Loan will be financed with a 15-year term, and will be fully repaid on October 1,
2036. The SIB Loan Agreement (Attachment #9) provides that the loan will fall under the
Agency’s Master Debt Resolution (Attachment #3), and the loan will be on parity with all
other debt issued by the Agency under this resolution. For detailed history regarding prior
IA Board actions on the SIB Loan and other project financing, please refer to Attachment
#10, Timeline of IA Board Actions. Resolution 2022-02 (Attachment #2) authorizes a
State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) Loan from the State of Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) in the principal amount of $25,500,000. This loan has been
planned since the adoption of the Approved 2018 Implementation Plan (Attachment #5)
and will finance a portion of the design, right of way, and construction costs of the
Northeast Gateway: Welaunee Boulevard project.
SERIES 2022 BOND ISSUE: CURRENT MARKET RATES AND TOTAL DEBT
SERVICE OVER THE LIFE OF THE BOND
In January 2022, the Federal Reserve (Fed) signaled that it is likely to increase interest
rates during its March 2022 meeting and also plans to end its program of purchasing
bonds during the same timeframe. The reason for these Fed actions is because inflation
has been increasing at a rapid pace since spring of 2021 due to pandemic-induced supply
constraints, rising energy costs, labor shortages, and increased demand due to recent
government stimulus and rising wages. The Fed normally attempts to target the inflation
rate at an annualized 2% growth rate, however the rate of inflation during December 2021
was 7%, the highest rate of inflation in four decades.
When the Fed increases the target interest rate set by the Federal Open Market
Committee, all other interest rates increase simultaneously, including the interest rate
required by investors to purchase municipal bonds like the Series 2022 bond issue
discussed herein. After the Fed signaled that interest rates were going to rise during 2022,
the bond markets began to price in higher interest rates for new debt issues and lower
bond prices for existing debt issues.
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Credit ratings were received by the Agency from Fitch Ratings and Moody’s Investors
Service on February 15, 2022. The Series 2022 bond received a rating of Aa2 from
Moody’s and a rating of AA from Fitch. Both ratings are considered high-quality,
investment-grade ratings reflective of the considerable financial strength of the Agency
and the positive past performance when repaying outstanding debt. The AA rating is
considered to be an exceptional rating for a community of our size.
Agency staff have worked with the financial advisor, PFM, to select the most favorable
structure for the Series 2022 bond. PFM will be present in the IA Board meeting to answer
any questions the IA Board Directors may have. Table 2, below and provided by PFM,
presents the yield curve for AAA-rated, extremely high-quality, municipal market debt.
When interest rate information for municipal debt is presented, AAA rates are typically
used as the benchmark. The green line in Table 2, below, represents current, as of
February 1, 2022, interest rates over terms of maturity from one year to 30 years. The
planned Series 2022 Bond has a term of 16 years. The dark blue line, below all of the other
lines, shows the interest rates for the terms as of one year ago. As shown in the table,
interest rates have increased over the last year, and it is expected that interest rates will
continue to climb for the remainder of 2022 and beyond.
Table 2, Interest Rate Changes Over Previous Year

As noted in the Preliminary Official Notice of Sale (Attachment #7) and the Summary
Notice of Sale (Attachment #8), the term of the Series 2022 Bond is 16 years and includes
a $5,000 face value for each bond. The coupon rate, or the stated interest rate to be paid
on $5,000 is 4.0%. This is not the actual interest rate paid by the Agency, however, as
bond buyers are expected to pay an estimated aggregate premium amount of $11.31
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million to purchase the bonds. The all-in true interest cost of the bonds is expected to be
2.44% and the maximum annual debt service is expected to be $6.85 million. The amount
to be received includes $90.3 million for projects plus the cost of issuance ($91.08 total),
with the amount of principal financed to be $79.77 million and an additional amount of
bond premium based on market interest rates on the date of sale. Total debt service over
the life of the bond is expected to be $111.14 million and the net interest paid by the Agency
over 15 years is expected to be $31.38 million. The anticipated debt service for the Series
2022 Bond is $3.28 million less than the programmed debt service presented in the Fiscal
Year 2022 Budget, as approved in September 2021.
As noted above, interest rates are expected to rise during the immediate future due to the
Fed’s requirement to control the rate of inflation. While rates have been historically low
since August of 2020, it is reasonable to expect interest rates to climb an additional 1% 2% over today’s market rates within the next two years. Table 3, below, provides AAA
rated municipal market interest rates over the last two years, with the red line indicating
the historic low point in August 2020. While rates have risen in the last two months, they
are still somewhat lower than rates paid by Blueprint in earlier bond issues during the
Blueprint 2000 program, which ranged from 3.00% to 5.25%.
Table 3, Historical Interest Rates Over Two Years

The Agency will also have the opportunity to refund (refinance) the Series 2022 bonds
beginning in October 2031. This could offer substantial savings to the Agency if interest
rates in 2031 or thereafter are below current market rates. Agency staff will continue to
work with the Agency’s financial advisor to optimize the Agency’s financing costs.
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CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
This item presents two resolutions to authorize debt financing of Infrastructure and
Economic Development projects. Resolution 2022-01 (Attachment #1) authorizes the
issuance by the Agency of up to $90,300,000 in aggregate principal amount of sales tax
revenue bonds, Series 2022, to construct a list of identified capital improvements. It is
expected that the amount to be obtained from the sale of bonds will be $90,300,000 to
construct projects and up to $450,000 to recoup the costs of issuing the bonds. These
costs include the services of Bond Counsel, Bond Disclosure Counsel, Financial Advisor,
Ratings Agencies, and other service providers.
Resolution 2022-02 (Attachment #2) authorizes the Agency to enter into a Loan
Agreement (Attachment #9) with the Florida Department of Transportation State
Infrastructure Bank in the amount of $25,500,000 to fund a portion of the design, right
of way, and construction of the Northeast Gateway: Welaunee Boulevard project. The
terms of the loan have been negotiated by Agency staff and FDOT staff, and this loan is
expected to be the least expensive option in terms of interest expense and closing costs
over the life of the loan.
The following timeline presented in Table 4, below, provides information on activities
recently undertaken and anticipated to occur to secure bond funding. If both
recommended options are approved by the IA Board, the Chairperson will be authorized
to sign official documents related to the sale of the bonds, including the Preliminary
Official Statement and the Notice of Sale. It is expected that closing will take place on
March 29, 2022 and the Agency should receive the cash from the sale within two business
days. The funds will be deposited into the Agency’s accounts with the City of Tallahassee.
Table 4, Bond Closing Timeline
Date
February 8, 2022
February 10, 2022
February 21, 2022
February 23, 2022
February 24, 2022
February 25, 2022
February 28, 2022
March 8, 2022
March 14, 2022
March 15, 2022
March 22, 2022
March 24, 2022
March 29, 2022
March 31, 2022

Event
Rating Agency Calls
Distribute Final Draft Resolution
Receive Credit Ratings
Distribute Final Draft Preliminary Official Statement
IA Board Meeting to Adopt Resolutions
Publish Summary Notice of Sale
Post Preliminary Official Statement / Notice of Sale
Sale of Bonds
Post Final Official Statement
Distribute Draft Closing Documents
Comments Due on Closing Documents
Pre-Closing (Signatures)
Closing
Anticipated Receipt of Bond Proceeds
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If the recommended options are approved, the Chairperson will be authorized to sign the
State Infrastructure Bank Loan Agreement and forward the Agreement to the Assistant
Secretary of the Florida Department of Transportation for his signature. Once signed, the
Agreement will be forwarded back to the Agency to be recorded in the official records. It
is expected that the first draw of the SIB Loan will take place on October 1, 2022. A report
detailing the bonding process and accounting for funds received will take place during the
May 19, 2022 IA Board Budget Workshop. The estimated interest savings of funding the
project with a SIB Loan versus through bond funding is $2.3 million over sixteen years,
which is the repayment period for the bond.

OPTIONS:
Option 1:

Approve Resolution 2022-01 authorizing the issuance by the Agency of up
to $90,300,000 in aggregate principal amount of sales tax revenue bonds,
Series 2022 to construct certain capital improvements and pay the costs of
issuance.

Option 2:

Approve Resolution 2022-02 authorizing a loan from the State of Florida
Department of Transportation in the amount of $25,500,000 to fund
certain capital improvement projects.

Option 3:

IA Board Direction.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Option 1:

Approve Resolution 2022-01 authorizing the issuance by the Agency of up
to $90,300,000 in aggregate principal amount of sales tax revenue bonds,
Series 2022 to construct certain capital improvements and pay the costs of
issuance.

Option 2:

Approve Resolution 2022-02 authorizing a loan from the State of Florida
Department of Transportation in the amount of $25,500,000 to fund
certain capital improvement projects.

Attachments:
Attachment #1:
Attachment #2:
Attachment #3:
Attachment #4:
Attachment #5:
Attachment #6:
Attachment #7:
Attachment #8:
Attachment #9:
Attachment #10:
Attachment #11:

Resolution 2022-01, Series 2022 Bond
Resolution 2022-02, State Infrastructure Bank Loan
Resolution 2020-06, Master Debt Resolution
Resolution 2020-07, First Supplemental Debt Resolution
Approved 2018 Implementation Plan
Approved 2021 Implementation Plan
Preliminary Official Notice of Sale
Summary Notice of Sale
State Infrastructure Bank Loan Agreement
Timeline of IA Board Actions
OEV 20-Year Preliminary Estimate
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-01
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A RESOLUTION OF LEON COUNTY-CITY OF TALLAHASSEE BLUEPRINT
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY SUPPLEMENTING RESOLUTION NO.
2020-06 ADOPTED ON DECEMBER 10, 2020; AUTHORIZING THE
ISSUANCE BY THE ISSUER OF NOT EXCEEDING $90,300,000 IN
AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF SALES TAX REVENUE BONDS,
SERIES 2022 TO CONSTRUCT CERTAIN CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND
PAY THE COSTS OF ISSUANCE; PLEDGING TO SECURE THE SERIES 2022
BONDS CERTAIN PLEDGED REVENUES INCLUDING THE SALES TAX
REVENUES; DELEGATING THE APPROVAL OF CERTAIN INSURANCE
COMMITMENTS RELATING TO THE SERIES 2022 BONDS; APPOINTING
A REGISTRAR AND PAYING AGENT; DELEGATING TO THE
CHAIRPERSON THE AUTHORITY TO DETERMINE THE PRINCIPAL
AMOUNT OF SUCH BONDS TO BE ISSUED AND THE BID DATE WITH
RESPECT TO SUCH BONDS, TO AWARD THE SALE THEREOF TO THE
LOWEST CONFORMING BIDDER BASED ON BIDS SUBMITTED AT
PUBLIC SALE AND TO DETERMINE THE TERMS OF SUCH SERIES 2022
BONDS; DELEGATING TO THE CHAIRPERSON THE AUTHORITY TO
DEEM FINAL FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES AND APPROVE THE USE OF A
PRELIMINARY OFFICIAL STATEMENT AND THE EXECUTION AND
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FINAL OFFICIAL STATEMENT WITH RESPECT
TO THE SERIES 2022 BONDS; APPROVING THE EXECUTION AND
DELIVERY OF A CONTINUING DISCLOSURE CERTIFICATE; MAKING
CERTAIN OTHER COVENANTS AND AGREEMENTS IN CONNECTION
THEREWITH; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
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NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
LEON COUNTY-CITY OF TALLAHASSEE BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL
AGENCY:
ARTICLE I
GENERAL
Section 1.01. Definitions. When used in this Resolution capitalized terms shall be as
defined in the Original Resolution (herein defined) and the following terms shall have the
following meanings, unless the context clearly otherwise requires:
“Bid Form” means the form upon which potential bidders will use to deliver their bid.
“Blueprint Clerk” means the Secretary of the Governing Body of the Issuer.

AF

T

“Chairperson” means the Chairperson of the Issuer, or in his or her absence, the Vice
Chairperson of the Issuer, or such other person as may be duly authorized by the Chairperson
to act on his or her behalf.
“Clerk” means the City Treasurer-Clerk of the City of Tallahassee, Florida.
“Issuer” means the Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental
Agency.

R

“Official Notice of Sale” means such notice to potential bidders containing certain
provisions regarding the sale of the Series 2022 Bonds in the proposed form attached hereto as
Exhibit “A”.

D

“Original Resolution” means Resolution No. 2020-06 adopted by the Issuer on December
10, 2020, as amended and supplemented from time to time, which contains the master terms for
the debt secured by the Pledged Revenues.
“Parity Bonds” means the $10,055,000 Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint
Intergovernmental Agency Sales Tax Revenue Note, Series 2020 and any other debt issued
hereafter under the Original Resolution.
“Paying Agent” and “Registrar” means The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company,
N.A., Jacksonville, Florida and its successors and assigns.
“Project” means the construction, improvement and repairs to certain capital projects,
including but not limited to, the Airport Gateway, Bannerman Road, Northeast Gateway,
Market District Placemaking, Midtown Placemaking, Northeast Park, Animal Service Center,
Florida State University Doak Campbell Stadium, and any other capital project designated in
the Interlocal Agreement and approved by the governing body of the Issuer.
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“Related Document” means this Resolution, the Original Resolution or any other
transaction document including any underlying security agreement (each a “Related
Document”).
“Series 2022 Bonds” means the Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint
Intergovernmental Agency Sales Tax Revenue Bonds, Series 2022, authorized to be issued
pursuant to the Original Resolution and this Resolution.
“Summary Notice of Sale” means a summary of the Official Notice of Sale in the
proposed form attached hereto as Exhibit “A”.
Section 1.02. Authority for this Resolution. This Resolution is adopted pursuant to the
provisions of the Act and is deemed to constitute a Supplemental Resolution pursuant to the
Original Resolution.

Section 1.04.
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Section 1.03. Resolution to Constitute Contract. In consideration of the purchase and
acceptance of any or all of the Series 2022 Bonds by those who shall hold the same from time to
time, the provisions of this Resolution shall be deemed to be and shall constitute a contract
between the Issuer and the Holders from time to time of the Series 2022 Bonds. The pledge
made in this Resolution and the provisions, covenants and agreements herein set forth to be
performed by or on behalf of the Issuer shall be for the equal benefit, protection and security of
the Holders of any and all of the Series 2022 Bonds. All of the Series 2022 Bonds, regardless of
the time or times of their issuance or maturity, shall be of equal rank without preference,
priority or distinction of any of the Series 2022 Bonds over any other thereof except as expressly
provided in or pursuant to this Resolution.
Findings. It is hereby ascertained, determined and declared as follows:

D

(A)
For the benefit of the inhabitants of the Leon County, Florida, the Issuer finds
that the construction of the Project is necessary and desirable, serves a public purpose, and will
benefit the health and welfare of the inhabitants of Leon County, Florida.
(B)
The Issuer deems it necessary, desirable and in the best interest of the Issuer that
the Pledged Revenues be pledged to the payment of the principal of and interest on the Series
2022 Bonds. No part of the Pledged Revenues has been pledged or encumbered in any manner
except to the Parity Bonds.
(C)
The estimated Pledged Revenues are sufficient to pay the principal of and
interest on the Series 2022 Bonds and the Parity Bonds as the same become due, and all other
payments provided for in this Resolution and the Original Resolution.
(D)
The principal of and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds and all other payments
provided for in this Resolution and the Original Resolution will be paid solely from the sources
herein provided in accordance with the terms hereof; and no ad valorem taxing power of the
Issuer will ever be exercised nor will the Bondholders have the right to compel the exercise of
such ad valorem taxing power to pay the principal of or interest on the Series 2022 Bonds or to
2
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make any other payments provided for in this Resolution or the Original Resolution, and the
Series 2022 Bonds shall not constitute a lien upon any property of the Issuer or situated within
its territorial limits, except the Pledged Revenues.
(E)
Upon issuance in accordance with the terms hereof, the Series 2022 Bonds will
constitute a Series of Bonds under the Original Resolution, entitled to all the security and
benefits thereof.

T

Section 1.05. Authorization of the Project. There is hereby authorized the Project. The
findings contained in Section 1.04 are determined to be true and correct findings by the Issuer.
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[End of Article I]
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ARTICLE II
AUTHORIZATION AND DESCRIPTION OF SERIES 2022 BONDS;
APPLICATION OF SERIES 2022 BOND PROCEEDS
Section 2.01. Authorization and Description of Series 2022 Bonds. A Series of Bonds
entitled to the benefit and security of this Resolution and the Original Resolution is hereby
authorized to be issued in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed $90,300,000 for the
principal purpose of constructing the Project, and paying certain costs of issuance incurred with
respect to such Series 2022 Bonds. Such Series shall be designated as and shall be distinguished
from the Bonds of all other Series by the title “Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint
Intergovernmental Agency Sales Tax Revenue Bonds, Series 2022”. The Series 2022 Bonds may
bear a series designation of their year of issuance and shall be called the “Series __ Bonds”,
thereupon all references to the Series 2022 Bonds herein shall mean “Series ___ Bonds”.

AF
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The Series 2022 Bonds shall be dated the date of delivery; shall be issued as fully
registered Bonds; and shall be numbered consecutively from one upward in order of maturity
preceded by the letter “R”; shall be in denominations of $5,000 and integral multiples thereof,
and shall bear interest at a rate or rates not exceeding the maximum rate permitted by law,
payable in such manner and on such dates; shall consist of such amounts of Serial Bonds or
Term Bonds, maturing in such amounts and in such years not exceeding thirty years (30) from
their date; and shall contain such redemption provisions as set forth in or referenced by the Bid
Documents attached hereto as Exhibit “A” and in the Bid Form of the lowest qualified bidder as
designated by the Issuer in accordance with Section 3.01 hereof.

R

The principal of or Redemption Price, if applicable, and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds
are payable by the Paying Agent as further described in the Original Resolution.

D

The form of the Series 2022 Bonds shall be as set forth in Section 2.10 of the Original
Resolution with such omissions, insertions and variations as are necessary to comport with the
terms hereof and the winning bid of the successful bidder, and as may otherwise be required or
desirable, to be approved by the Chairperson prior to the issuance thereof (which necessity
and/or desirability and approval shall be evidenced conclusively by the Issuer’s delivery of the
Series 2022 Bonds to the purchaser thereof).
The ownership of each Series 2022 Bond shall be registered in the registration books kept
by the Registrar in the name of Cede & Co., as nominee of The Depository Trust Company
(“DTC”). A blanket letter of representation has been entered into by the Issuer with respect to
DTC (the “Letter of Representation”). It is intended that the Series 2022 Bonds be registered so
as to participate in a global book-entry system with DTC as set forth herein and in such Letter of
Representation.
Section 2.02. Application of Series 2022 Bonds Proceeds. The proceeds derived from
the sale of the Series 2022 Bonds, including accrued interest and premium, if any, shall,
simultaneously with the delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds to the successful bidder thereof, be
applied by the Issuer as follows:
4
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(A)
The Issuer hereby establishes a separate account to be known as the “Leon
County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Sales Tax Revenue Bonds,
Series 2022, Costs of Issuance Account” (the “Costs of Issuance Account”), which shall be used
only for the payment of costs and expenses described in this subsection. An amount of money
sufficient to pay all costs and expenses in connection with the preparation, issuance and sale of
the Series 2022 Bonds, including fees of financial advisors, legal fees, and other similar costs
may be deposited to the credit of the Costs of Issuance Account, and used to pay such costs and
expenses to the persons respectively entitled to receive the same. When all moneys on deposit
to the credit of the Costs of Issuance Account for the Series 2022 Bonds shall have been
disbursed by the Issuer for the payment of such costs and expenses, the Costs of Issuance
Account shall be closed and excess proceeds applied to the Debt Service Fund.

AF
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(B)
The Issuer hereby covenants that it will establish a subaccount in the
Construction Fund to be known as the “Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint
Intergovernmental Agency Sales Tax Revenue Note, Series 2022 Construction Account,”
hereinafter referred to as the “2022 Construction Account.” A portion of the Series 2022 Bonds
proceeds shall be deposited in the 2022 Construction Account and used for the payment of the
Cost of the Project. Moneys in the 2022 Construction Account until applied in payment of any
item of the cost of the Project, shall be held in trust by the Issuer and shall be subject to the lien
and charge in favor of the Holders of the Series 2022 Bonds, and for the further security of such
Holders. Interest on such monies shall accrue to the benefit of the Issuer and may be used for
costs of the Project or interest payments on the Series 2022 Bonds.

R

Section 2.03. Execution of Series 2022 Bonds. The Series 2022 Bonds shall be signed by,
or bear the facsimile signature of, the Chairperson of the Governing Body and shall be signed
by, or bear the facsimile signature of, the Clerk and a facsimile of the official seal of the Issuer
shall be imprinted on the Series 2022 Bonds.

D

In case any officer whose signature or a facsimile of whose signature shall appear on any
Series 2022 Bonds shall cease to be such officer before the delivery of such Series 2022 Bonds,
such signature or such facsimile shall nevertheless be valid and sufficient for all purposes the
same as if he has remained in office until such delivery. Any Series 2022 Bond may bear the
facsimile signature of or may be signed by such persons who, at the actual time of the execution
of such Series 2022 Bond, shall be the proper officers to sign such Series 2022 Bonds although at
the date of such Series 2022 Bond such persons may not have been such officers.
Section 2.04. Authentication of Series 2022 Bonds. Only such of the Series 2022 Bonds
as shall have been endorsed thereon a certificate of authentication substantially in the form set
forth on the form of the Bond, duly executed by the Registrar, as authenticating agent, shall be
entitled to any benefit or security under this Resolution. No Series 2022 Bond shall be valid or
obligatory for any purpose unless and until such certificate of authentication shall have been
duly executed by the Registrar, and such certificate of the Registrar upon any such Series 2022
Bond shall be conclusive evidence that such Series 2022 Bond has been duly authenticated and
delivered under this Resolution. The Registrar’s certificate of authentication on any Series 2022
Bond shall be deemed to have been duly executed if signed by an authorized officer of the
5
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Registrar, but it shall not be necessary that the same officer sign the certificate of authentication
of all of the Series 2022 Bonds that may be issued hereunder at any one time.
Section 2.05. Appointment of Paying Agent and Registrar. The Bank of New York
Mellon Trust Company, N.A. is hereby appointed as Paying Agent and Registrar for the Series
2022 Bonds. The Chairperson and the Clerk are hereby authorized to enter into any agreements
with such Paying Agent and Registrar, which may be necessary to reflect the obligation of such
Paying Agent and Registrar to accept and perform the respective duties imposed upon each and
to effectuate the transactions contemplated by this Resolution and the Original Resolution.

T

Section 2.06. Reserve Fund. A Reserve Fund for the Series 2022 Bonds is not required.
Therefore, there shall be no separate subaccount established within the Reserve Fund for the
benefit of the Series 2022 Bonds.

D

R

AF

[End of Article II]
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ARTICLE III
SALE OF SERIES 2022 BONDS
Section 3.01. Delegated Award and Payment for the Series 2022 Bonds. Subject to full
satisfaction of the conditions set forth in this Section 3.01, the Issuer hereby authorizes a
delegated award of the Series 2022 Bonds to the successful bidder in accordance with the terms
of the Bid Form to be dated the date of sale with such changes, amendments, modifications,
omissions and additions thereto as shall be approved by the Chairperson in accordance with the
provisions of this Section 3.01 and upon recommendation of the Financial Advisor, his
execution thereof being deemed conclusive evidence of the approval of such changes and full
satisfaction of the conditions set forth in this Section 3.01. The Bid Form of the successful bidder
shall not be accepted by the Chairperson until such time as all of the following conditions have
been satisfied:

AF

T

Receipt by the Chairperson of a properly delivered Bid Form to purchase the Series 2022
Bonds by the successful bidder, said offer to provide for, among other things, (i) the
issuance of not exceeding $90,300,000 aggregate principal amount of Series 2022 Bonds,
(ii) an underwriting discount (including management fee and all expenses) and a net
original issue discount not in excess of 1.0%, in the aggregate, of the par amount of the
Series 2022 Bonds, (iii) a true interest cost of not more than 3.50% for the Series 2022
Bonds, and (iv) the maturities of the Series 2022 Bonds, with the final maturity of the
Series 2022 Bonds being not later than October 1, 2039.

D

R

The Issuer hereby delegates to the Chairperson, upon consideration of the factors
hereinafter listed, the authority to accept bids for the Series 2022 Bonds and retain the services
of PARITY or similar firm, as an electronic provider of bidding services. After considering the
cost of such method of sale, the potential to reduce the true interest cost of the Series 2022
Bonds, and the potential to increase the number of bidders for the Series 2022 Bonds, the
Governing Body determines such method of sale is in the best interest of the Issuer, therefore
the Chairperson shall undertake the bidding via such electronic means. The Chairperson is
authorized to execute and deliver an engagement letter and any necessary services agreement
with such provider which contain such terms and provisions acceptable to the Chairperson.
The Official Notice of Sale attached hereto may be modified and amended to accommodate the
sale of the Series 2022 Bonds and the award of the sale of the Series 2022 Bonds to the best
bidder in the all-or-none bidding transaction, based on the method which produces the lowest
overall true interest cost for the Issuer. The Issuer has the right to reject any and all bids.
Section 3.02. Publication of Notice of Sale. The Chairperson is hereby authorized and
directed to cause the Summary Notice of Sale of the Series 2022 Bonds attached as Exhibit “A”
hereto with such changes or insertions thereto as may be authorized by the Chairperson, such
abbreviated form to be consistent with the terms of this Resolution and the Original Resolution,
to be published, in the official newspaper and such newspapers or financial journals published
within or without the State and shall be published at such times as the Chairperson may
determine but one such publication shall be at least ten (10) days prior to the bid. The
Chairperson shall obtain proof, in affidavit form, of such publication. The Chairperson shall
7
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compare the notice as printed with that directed to be printed to ascertain that no material
mistake has been made therein.
Section 3.03. Information with Respect to the Offering and Preliminary Official
Statement. The Chairperson, Bond Counsel to the Issuer and the Issuer’s Financial Advisor are

AF

T

hereby authorized to prepare and to disseminate (or cause to be prepared and disseminated)
copies of the Official Notice of Sale and of the Bid Form to any banks, underwriters, investment
houses or the like deemed to be advisable, and to include therewith copies of a “Preliminary
Official Statement” substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit “B”. At closing, the
Chairperson is authorized and directed to furnish a certificate to the effect that the Preliminary
Official Statement did not as of its date and does not contain any untrue statement or omission of
a material fact. The Chairperson is authorized to deem final the Preliminary Official Statement
prepared pursuant to this section for purposes of Rule 15c2-12 (the “Rule”) of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, subject to omissions allowed by the Rule. The Chairperson is authorized
to deliver a certificate to the winning bidder indicating compliance with such Rule. The Issuer
shall provide the successful bidder with a reasonable number of copies (not more than 200) of
the Official Statement upon delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds and such bidder shall be
responsible for distributing the Official Statement in accordance with the law. The Chairperson
and the Financial Advisor are hereby further authorized and directed to cooperate with requests
for information received from potential bidders or from the winning bidder. Upon the award of
the Series 2022 Bonds to the successful bidder, the Issuer shall also make available a reasonable
number of copies of the Preliminary Official Statement to such bidder, who may mail such
Preliminary Official Statements to prospective purchasers at the bidder’s expense .

D

R

The form, terms and provisions of the final Official Statement relating to the Series 2022
Bonds shall be substantially as set forth in the Preliminary Official Statement. The Chairperson
is hereby authorized and directed to execute and deliver said final Official Statement in the
name and on behalf of the Issuer, and thereupon to cause such final Official Statement to be
delivered to the successful bidder with such changes, amendments, modifications, omissions
and additions as shall be necessary to reflect the terms and provisions of the Series 2022 Bonds
as set forth in the winning bid as adjusted in accordance with the provisions of the Official
Notice of Sale. Said final Official Statement, including any such changes, amendments,
modifications, omissions and additions as approved by the Chairperson, and the information
contained therein, are hereby authorized to be used in connection with the sale of the Series
2022 Bonds to the public. Execution by the Chairperson of the Final Official Statement shall be
deemed to be conclusive evidence of approval of such changes, amendments, modifications,
omissions and additions.

[End of Article III]
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ARTICLE IV
PARTICULAR COVENANTS AND PROVISIONS
Section 4.01.

Covenant of Payment and Pledge of Revenues.

A.
The Issuer covenants that it will promptly pay the principal of and redemption
premium, if any, and the interest on the Series 2022 Bonds issued under the provisions of this
Resolution at the places, on the dates and in the manner provided herein and in the Series 2022
Bonds, and any premium required for the retirement of the Series 2022 Bonds by purchase or
redemption, according to the true intent and meaning thereof.
B.
The Issuer does hereby irrevocably and unconditionally agree to deposit its Sales
Tax Revenues into its Revenue Fund created pursuant to Section 4.04 of the Original Resolution.

T

C.
The Issuer does hereby irrevocably and unconditionally pledge the Pledged
Revenues for the payment of the principal of and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds and for all
other payments provided herein and in the Original Resolution.

AF

D.
The Issuer covenants that it will duly enforce and collect the Sales Tax Revenues
in accordance with the Act, this Resolution, the Original Resolution and the Interlocal
Agreement.

D

R

Section 4.02. Covenant of Faithful Performance of Resolution. The Issuer covenants
that it will faithfully perform at all times any and all covenants, undertakings, stipulations and
provisions contained in this Resolution, the Original Resolution, the Interlocal Agreement, in
any and every Series 2022 Bond executed and delivered hereunder and under the Original
Resolution and in all proceedings of the Issuer pertaining hereto. The Issuer covenants that it is
duly authorized under the Constitution and laws of the State of Florida, including particularly
the Act, to issue the Series 2022 Bonds authorized hereby and to adopt this Resolution, to
pledge the Pledged Revenues in the manner and to the extent herein set forth; that all action on
its part for the issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds issued hereunder and the adoption of this
Resolution and the Original Resolution have been duly and effectively taken; and that the Series
2022 Bonds in the hands of the Owners thereof are and will be valid and enforceable obligations
of the Issuer according to the tenor thereof.
Section 4.03. Covenant of Nonarbitrage. The Issuer covenants for the benefit of the
Owner(s) of the Series 2022 Bonds that the proceeds, the earnings thereon and any other
moneys on deposit in any fund or account maintained with respect to the Series 2022 Bonds
(whether such moneys were derived from the proceeds of the Series 2022 Bonds or from other
sources) will not be used in any manner which would cause the Series 2022 Bonds to be
“arbitrage bonds” within the meaning of Section 148 of the Code. Without limiting the
generality of other provisions of this Resolution, the officers of the Issuer are hereby authorized
and directed to execute and deliver on behalf of the Issuer such agreements and instruments as
they deem necessary or desirable in order to effectuate the foregoing, including an agreement
requiring the Issuer to pay arbitrage profits to the United States of America. The Rebate Fund
9
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created pursuant to Section 4.06 of the Original Resolution shall be utilized for any such
required rebate.
Section 4.04. Tax-Exempt Status of the Series 2022 Bonds. The Issuer covenants and
agrees for the benefit of the Owner(s) of the Series 2022 Bonds that it will not take or authorize
or permit any action to be taken or omit to take any action and it has not taken nor authorized
or permitted any action to be taken or omitted to take any action which results in the interest
paid on the Series 2022 Bonds being included in the gross income of a Bondholder for purposes
of federal income taxation.

T

Section 4.05. Continuing Disclosure Certificate. In order to enable the purchasers of the
Series 2022 Bonds to comply with the provisions of the Rule, relating to secondary market
disclosure, the Chairperson is hereby authorized and directed to execute and deliver the
Continuing Disclosure Certificate, and the Clerk to attest, in the name and on behalf of the
Issuer substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit “C” with such changes, amendments,
omissions and additions as shall be approved by the Chairperson, his execution and delivery
thereof being conclusive evidence of such approval.

AF

Section 4.06. Truth in Bonding. The successful bidder shall deliver at or before the
issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds a statement in the form as follows with the proper information
inserted as appropriate:

D

R

“The Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint
Intergovernmental Agency is
proposing to issue $____________ original aggregate principal amount of Sales Tax Revenue
Bonds, Series 2022 for the purpose of (i) paying costs of the Project, and (ii) paying the costs of
issuing the Series 2022 Bonds, all as further described in the Original Resolution and Resolution
No. 2022-___. The final maturity date of the Series 2022 Bonds is _______________, ____, and
the Series 2022 Bonds are expected to be repaid over a period of ____________ (___) years. At a
forecasted average interest rate of ______% per annum, total interest paid over the life of the
Series 2022 Bonds will be $____________. The source of repayment or security for this proposal
is the Issuer’s Pledged Revenues held in the funds created under the said Resolution.
Authorizing the Series 2022 Bonds will result in $___________ not being available to finance the
other capital improvements of the Issuer. This truth-in-bonding statement prepared pursuant
to Section 218.385(2) and (3) of the Florida Statutes, as amended, is for informational purposes
only and shall not affect or control the actual terms and conditions of the Series 2022 Bonds.”
[End of Article IV]
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ARTICLE V

[Reserved]

D

R
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[End of Article V]
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ARTICLE VI
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 6.01. Authorization of Execution and Other Certificates and Other Instruments.
The Chairperson, the Issuer’s Attorney and any attorney designated in that capacity (the
“Issuer’s Attorney”), the Clerk and the Blueprint Clerk are hereby authorized and directed,
either alone or jointly, under the official seal of the Issuer, to execute and deliver certificates of
the Issuer certifying such facts as the Issuer’s Attorney, Bond Counsel or counsel appointed as
disclosure counsel (“Disclosure Counsel”) shall require in connection with the issuance, sale
and delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds, and to execute and deliver such other instruments
(including tax documents) as shall be necessary or desirable to perform the Issuer’s obligations
under this Resolution and the Original Resolution and to consummate the transactions
contemplated hereby and thereby.

AF
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Section 6.02. General Authority. The members of the Governing Body and the Issuer’s
officers, attorneys and other agents and employees are hereby authorized to do all acts and
things required of them by this Resolution or desirable of all of the terms, covenants and
agreements contained in the Bonds and this Resolution, and they are hereby authorized to
execute and deliver all documents which shall be required by Bond Counsel, Disclosure
Counsel or the successful bidder of the Series 2022 Bonds to effectuate the sale of the Series 2022
Bonds to said bidder.

D

R

Section 6.03. No Personal Liability. No representation, statement, covenant, warranty,
stipulation, obligation or agreement herein contained, or contained in the Series 2022 Bonds, or
in any certificate or other instrument to be executed on behalf of the Issuer in connection with
the issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds, shall be deemed to be a representation, statement,
covenant, warranty, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any member of the Governing Body,
officer, employee or agent of the Issuer in his or her individual capacity, and none of the
foregoing persons nor any officer of the Issuer executing the Series 2022 Bonds, or any
certificate or other instrument.
Section 6.04. No Third Party Beneficiaries. Except such other Persons as may be
expressly described herein or in the Series 2022 Bonds, nothing in this Resolution, or in the
Series 2022 Bonds, expressed or implied, is intended or shall be construed to confer upon any
Person other than the Issuer and the Holders any right, remedy or claim, legal or equitable,
under and by reason of this Resolution or any provision hereof, or of the Series 2022 Bonds, all
provisions hereof and thereof being intended to be and being for the sole and exclusive benefit
of the Issuer and the Persons who shall from time to time be the Holders.
Section 6.05. Severability of Invalid Provisions. If any one or more of the covenants,
agreements or provisions of this Resolution shall be held contrary to any express provision of
law or contrary to the policy of express law, though not expressly prohibited, or against public
policy, or shall for any reason whatsoever be held invalid, then such covenants, agreements or
provisions shall be null and void and shall be deemed separable from the remaining covenants,
agreements and provisions of this Resolution and shall in no way affect the validity of any of
12
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the other covenants, agreements or provisions hereof or of the Series 2022 Bonds issued
hereunder.
Section 6.06. Repeal of Inconsistent Resolutions. All resolutions or parts thereof in
conflict herewith are hereby superseded and repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Section 6.07. Table of Contents and Headings Not Part Hereof. The Table of Contents
preceding the body of this Resolution and the headings preceding the several articles and
sections hereof shall be solely for convenience of reference and shall not constitute a part of this
Resolution or affect its meaning, construction or effect.
Effective Date. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its

T

Section 6.08.
adoption.

D

R

AF

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank]
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APPROVED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the Leon County-City of
Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency at a regular meeting assembled this ____ day
of February, 2022.

[SEAL]

LEON COUNTY-CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL
AGENCY

By:_____________________________________
Chairperson

T

ATTEST:

D

R
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By: ___________________________
Clerk
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EXHIBIT “A”
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BID DOCUMENTS
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EXHIBIT “B’
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PRELIMINARY OFFICIAL STATEMENT
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EXHIBIT “C”
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FORM OF CONTINUING DISCLOSURE CERTIFICATE
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RESOLUTION NO. 2022-02

T

A RESOLUTION OF THE LEON COUNTY-CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY SUPPLEMENTING
RESOLUTION NO. 2020-06 ADOPTED ON DECEMBER 10, 2020;
AUTHORIZING A LOAN FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION IN THE AMOUNT OF NOT TO EXCEED
$25,500,000 TO FUND CERTAIN CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
AND PAY THE COSTS OF ISSUANCE; PLEDGING TO SECURE THE SIB
LOAN CERTAIN PLEDGED REVENUES INCLUDING THE SALES TAX
REVENUES; DELEGATING TO THE CHAIRPERSON THE AUTHORITY TO
DETERMINE THE TERMS OF SUCH SIB LOAN; MAKING CERTAIN
OTHER COVENANTS AND AGREEMENTS IN
CONNECTION
THEREWITH; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

AF

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
LEON COUNTY-CITY OF TALLAHASSEE BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL
AGENCY:

R

Section 1.
Authority for this Resolution. This Resolution is adopted pursuant to
the provisions of the Act and is deemed to constitute a Supplemental Resolution pursuant to the
Original Resolution.
Section 2.
Definitions. When used in this Resolution capitalized terms shall be as
defined in the Original Resolution (herein defined) and the following terms shall have the
following meanings, unless the context clearly otherwise requires:

D

“Blueprint Director” means the Blueprint Director of the Issuer.
“Chairperson” means the Chairperson or Vice Chairperson of the Issuer or such other
person as may be duly authorized by the Chairperson to act on his or her behalf.
“Clerk” means the City Treasurer-Clerk of the City of Tallahassee, Florida.
“Issuer” means the Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental
Agency.
“Lender” means State of Florida Department of Transportation.
“Loan Agreement” means the State-Funded State Infrastructure Bank Loan Agreement
between the Issuer and the Lender setting forth the terms and details of the SIB Loan.
“Original Resolution” means Resolution No. 2020-06 adopted by the Issuer on December
10, 2020, which contains the master terms for the debt secured by the Pledged Revenues.
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“Parity Debt” means the Series 2020 Note and any other debt issued hereafter under the
Original Resolution and secured by a lien on the Pledged Revenues on parity with the lien of
the Lender under the Loan Agreement.
“Project” means the transportation facility project financed by the SIB Loan, consisting
of construction of the Welaunee Boulevard extension in Leon County, Florida, as further
described in summary specifications included in Exhibit A-1 of the Loan Agreement.
“Series 2020 Note” means the $10,055,000 Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint
Intergovernmental Agency Sales Tax Revenue Note, Series 2020.
“SIB Loan” means the loan made to the Issuer pursuant to the Loan Agreement and
Section 339.55, Florida Statutes, in the maximum initial principal amount of Twenty Five
Million Five Hundred Thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($25,500,000.00).
Findings. It is hereby ascertained, determined and declared as follows:

T

Section 3.

AF

(A)
For the benefit of the inhabitants of the Leon County, Florida, the Issuer finds
that the Project is necessary and desirable, and will benefit the health and welfare of the
inhabitants of Leon County, Florida.
(B)
The Issuer deems it necessary, desirable and in the best interest of the Issuer that
the Pledged Revenues be pledged to the payment of the principal of and interest on the SIB
Loan. No part of the Pledged Revenues has been pledged or encumbered in any manner,
except to the Parity Debt.

R

(C)
The estimated Pledged Revenues are sufficient to pay the principal of and
interest on the SIB Loan and the Parity Debt, as the same become due, and all other payments
provided for in this Resolution and the Original Resolution.

D

(D)
The principal of and interest on the SIB Loan and all other payments provided
for in this Resolution and the Original Resolution will be paid solely from the sources herein
provided in accordance with the terms hereof; and no ad valorem taxing power of the Issuer
will ever be exercised nor will the Holder have the right to compel the exercise of such ad
valorem taxing power to pay the principal of or interest on the SIB Loan or to make any other
payments provided for in this Resolution or the Original Resolution, and the SIB Loan shall not
constitute a lien upon any property of the Issuer or situated within its territorial limits, except
the Pledged Revenues.
(E)

The Issuer has received an offer from the Lender to fund the SIB Loan.

(F)
Because of the characteristics of the SIB Loan, prevailing market conditions, and
additional savings to be realized from an expeditious closing of the SIB Loan, it is hereby
ascertained, determined and declared, based on recommendations from PFM Financial
Advisors LLC, the Issuer’s Financial Advisor, that it is in the best interest of the Issuer to accept
the offer of the Lender to make the SIB Loan.
2
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(G)
Upon execution of the Loan Agreement in accordance with the terms hereof, the
SIB Loan will constitute a Series of Bonds under the Original Resolution, entitled to all the
security and benefits thereof.
Section 4.
Authorization of the Project. There is hereby authorized the Project. The
findings contained in Section 3 are determined to be true and correct findings by the Issuer. The
Project is authorized to be undertaken pursuant to the Interlocal Agreement.

T

Section 5.
Authorization of the Loan Agreement. To provide for the security of the
SIB Loan and to express the contract between the Issuer and the Lender, the Issuer does hereby
authorize the execution and delivery, on behalf of the Issuer, by the Chairperson, under the seal
of the Issuer, attested by the Clerk, of the Loan Agreement by and between the Issuer and the
Lender. The Loan Agreement shall be in substantially the form attached hereto and marked
Exhibit A and is hereby approved, with such changes therein as shall be approved by any of the
authorized officers executing the same, with such execution constituting conclusive evidence of
such officer’s approval and the Issuer’s approval of any changes therein to the form of the Loan
Agreement attached hereto.

AF

Unless otherwise exempt, prior to the execution of the Loan Agreement, the Issuer shall
receive from the Lender a Lender’s Certificate, substantially in the form attached hereto as
Exhibit B containing the information required by Section 218.385, Florida Statutes.

R

Section 6.
Payment of Principal and Interest. The Issuer promises that it will
promptly pay the principal of and interest on the SIB Loan and all other amounts due under the
Loan Agreement at the place, on the dates and in the manner provided in the Loan Agreement
according to the true intent and meaning hereof and thereof.

D

Section 7.
Reserve Fund. A Reserve Fund for the SIB Loan is not required.
Therefore, there shall be no separate subaccount established within the Reserve Fund for the
benefit of the SIB Loan.
Section 8.
Authorization of Execution and Other Certificates and Other
Instruments. The Chairperson, the Blueprint Director, the Issuer’s Attorney and any attorney
designated in that capacity (the “Issuer’s Attorney”), the Clerk and the Blueprint Clerk are
hereby authorized and directed, either alone or jointly, under the official seal of the Issuer, to
execute and deliver certificates of the Issuer certifying such facts as the Issuer’s Attorney or
Bond Counsel shall require in connection with the execution and delivery of the Loan
Agreement, and to execute and deliver such other instruments as shall be necessary or desirable
to perform the Issuer’s obligations under this Resolution and the Original Resolution and to
consummate the transactions contemplated hereby and thereby.
Section 9.
General Authority. The members of the Governing Body and the
Issuer’s officers, attorneys and other agents and employees are hereby authorized to do all acts
and things required of them by this Resolution or desirable of all of the terms, covenants and
agreements contained in the Loan Agreement and this Resolution, and they are hereby
3
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authorized to execute and deliver all documents which shall be required by Bond Counsel or
the Lender.
Section 10.
No Personal Liability.
No representation, statement, covenant,
warranty, stipulation, obligation or agreement herein contained, or contained in the Loan
Agreement, or in any certificate or other instrument to be executed on behalf of the Issuer in
connection with the SIB Loan, shall be deemed to be a representation, statement, covenant,
warranty, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any member of the Governing Body, officer,
employee or agent of the Issuer in his or her individual capacity, and none of the foregoing
persons nor any officer of the Issuer executing the Loan Agreement, or any certificate or other
instrument.

AF

T

Section 11.
No Third Party Beneficiaries. Except such other Persons as may be
expressly described herein or in the Loan Agreement, nothing in this Resolution, expressed or
implied, is intended or shall be construed to confer upon any Person other than the Issuer and
the Lender any right, remedy or claim, legal or equitable, under and by reason of this
Resolution or any provision hereof, or the Loan Agreement, all provisions hereof and thereof
being intended to be and being for the sole and exclusive benefit of the Issuer and the Lender.

R

Section 12.
Severability of Invalid Provisions. If any one or more of the covenants,
agreements or provisions of this Resolution shall be held contrary to any express provision of
law or contrary to the policy of express law, though not expressly prohibited, or against public
policy, or shall for any reason whatsoever be held invalid, then such covenants, agreements or
provisions shall be null and void and shall be deemed separable from the remaining covenants,
agreements and provisions of this Resolution and shall in no way affect the validity of any of
the other covenants, agreements or provisions hereof or of the Loan Agreement.

D

Section 13.
Repeal of Inconsistent Resolutions. All resolutions or parts thereof in
conflict herewith are hereby superseded and repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Section 14.
adoption.

Effective Date. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon its

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank]
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APPROVED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the Leon County-City of
Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency at a regular meeting assembled this ____ day
of February, 2022.

[SEAL]

LEON COUNTY-CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL
AGENCY

By:____________________________
Chairperson

AF

T

ATTEST:

D

R

By: ___________________________
Clerk

5
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EXHIBIT “A”

D

R

AF

T

FORM OF LOAN AGREEMENT
(see Attachment #9)

A-1
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EXHIBIT “B”
FORM OF LENDER’S CERTIFICATE

T

This is to certify that the State of Florida Department of Transportation (the “Lender”) is
making a loan (the “Loan”) to the Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental
Agency (the “Issuer”). The Loan is evidenced by the State-Funded State Infrastructure Bank
Loan Agreement between the Issuer and the Lender setting forth the terms and details of the
SIB Loan dated ____, 2022 (the “Loan Agreement”). The Lender acknowledges that the Loan is
being made as a direct loan and not through the purchase of a municipal security and that the
Issuer will not make a filing with the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board’s Electronic
Municipal Market Access repository. Any capitalized undefined terms used herein not
otherwise defined shall have the meaning set forth in Resolution No. 2020-06 adopted by the
Issuer on December 10, 2020, as supplemented by Resolution No. 2022-02 adopted on February
___, 2022 (collectively, the “Resolution”).

AF

The Lender has not required the Issuer to deliver any offering document and has
conducted its own investigation, to the extent it deems satisfactory or sufficient, into matters
relating to business affairs or conditions (either financial or otherwise) of the Issuer in
connection with the Loan and no inference should be drawn that the Lender, in the issuance of
the Loan, is relying on Bryant Miller Olive P.A. ("Bond Counsel") or Susan Dawson, Esq.
("Issuer Attorney") as to any such matters other than the legal opinion rendered by the Issuer
Attorney.

D

R

We acknowledge and understand that the Resolution and the Loan Agreement are not
being qualified under the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, as amended (the “1939 Act”), and is not
being registered in reliance upon the exemption from registration under Section 3(a)(2) of the
Securities Act of 1933, Section 517.051(1), Florida Statutes, and/or Section 517.061(7), Florida
Statutes, and that neither the Issuer, Bond Counsel, the Issuer Attorney nor the Issuer’s financial
advisor shall have any obligation to effect any such registration or qualification.
We further acknowledge that we are making the Loan for our own account, we do not
currently intend to syndicate the Loan, and we will take no action to cause the Loan to be
characterized as a security.
Neither the Lender nor any of its affiliates has or will act as a fiduciary for the Issuer or
in the capacity of broker, dealer, municipal securities underwriter or municipal advisor with
respect to the Loan. Neither the Lender nor any of its affiliates has provided, or will provide,
financial, legal, tax, accounting or other advice to or on behalf of the Issuer with respect to the
Loan. The Issuer has represented to the Lender that it has sought and obtained financial, legal,
tax, accounting and other advice (including as it relates to structure, timing, terms and similar
matters) with respect to the Loan from its financial, legal and other advisors (and not the Lender
or any of its affiliates) to the extent that the Issuer desired to obtain such advice.
This Certificate is furnished by us as lender based solely on our knowledge on the day
hereof and is solely for the benefit of the Issuer and may not be relied upon by any other person.

B-1
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The Lender disclaims any obligation to supplement this certificate to reflect any facts or
circumstances that may hereafter come to our attention.
Set forth is an itemized list of the nature and estimated amounts of expenses to be
incurred for services rendered to us (the Lender) in connection with the Loan:
$0
No fee, bonus or other compensation is estimated to be paid by the Lender in connection
with the Loan to any person not regularly employed or retained by the Lender (including any
"finder" as defined in Section 218.386(1)(a), Florida Statutes), except the Lender's legal counsel.
The amount of the underwriting spread expected to be realized by the Lender is $0

T

The management fee to be charged by the Lender is $0.
Truth-in-Bonding Statement:

AF

The Loan is being funded primarily to finance the cost of certain capital improvements.
Unless earlier paid, the Loan is expected to be repaid by October 1, 2036. At an interest
rate of 1.85%, total interest paid over the life of the Loan is estimated to equal approximately
$3,283,810.52.

R

The Loan will be payable solely from the Pledged Revenues, as defined in the Loan
Agreement. Issuance of the Loan is estimated to result in a maximum of approximately
$2,141,810.00 of revenues of the Issuer not being available to finance the services of the Issuer in
each year during the life of the Loan.
The name and address of the Lender is as follows:

D

State of Florida Department of Transportation
Office of Comptroller – Project Finance
605 Suwannee Street, MS #10
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0450

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank]
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Dated this ______ day of _____, 2022.
STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTION

D

R

AF

T

By:
Name: Kevin J. Thibault, P.E.
Title: Secretary

B-3
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Blueprint FY 2019 ‐2024 Funding Schedule and Implementation Plan
Option C: SIB Loan ($28.7 M) FY2022 Bond ($100 M) | Total Debt Service (18 years): $53.8 M
1

1

Blueprint Infrastructure Program ‐ Income
Description

2
3 Sales Tax Revenues

FY20203

FY2019

2

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

FY2024

FY19‐24 Total

$ 34,808,000 $ 30,885,900 $ 30,244,000 $ 31,151,200 $ 32,085,500 $ 33,047,900 $

192,222,500

4 Additional Funding
5 Bond Proceeds

$ 100,000,000

$
$
486,000 $
$ 14,325,000 $
$

100,000,000
2,516,000
28,650,000
3,000,000

Subtotal ‐ Available Funding $ 35,558,000 $ 32,165,900 $ 30,244,000 $ 148,476,200 $ 32,085,500 $ 47,858,900 $

326,388,500

6 Significant Benefit District Funds

$

750,000 $

1,280,000

7 State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) Loan 4

$ 14,325,000
$ 3,000,000

8 Other Funding Sources 5
9
10

Blueprint Infrastructure Program ‐ Expenses

11

Description
Debt Service ‐ BP2000 Bond & FY2022 Bond
SIB Loan Payment
Infrastructure Program ‐ Operating Expenses
Contingency Funds for Infrastructure Projects
Annual Allocations 6,7 ‐ City of Tallahassee
Annual Allocations 6 ‐ Leon County

12
13
14
15
16
17

$

3,300,000 $
$
$

FY 2021

3,600,000 $
$
3,365,625 $
2,906,250 $

FY 2022

3,700,000 $
2,000,000
4,487,500 $
3,875,000 $

FY 2023
FY2024
FY19‐24 Total
$ 3,902,000 $ 7,809,750 $
23,852,821
$ 2,367,612 $ 2,367,612 $
4,735,224
3,800,000 $ 3,900,000 $ 4,000,000 $
22,300,000
$
2,000,000
4,487,500 $ 4,487,500 $ 4,487,500 $
21,315,625
3,875,000 $ 3,875,000 $ 3,875,000 $
18,406,250

Subtotal ‐ Expenses $ 13,257,094 $ 12,055,852 $ 14,062,500 $ 12,162,500 $ 18,532,112 $ 22,539,862 $

18
19

FY2019
FY20203
$ 9,957,094 $ 2,183,977

92,609,920

Blueprint Infrastructure Program ‐ Capital Improvements
Description

20

FY2019

21 Projected Funding ‐ Blueprint Capital Projects

FY20203

FY 2022

FY 2021

FY 2023

FY2024

FY19‐24 Total

$ 22,300,906 $ 20,110,048 $ 16,181,500 $ 136,313,700 $ 13,553,388 $ 25,319,038 $

233,778,580

$
$
$
$
$
$

2,593,195
3,600,134
‐
4,437,178
16,941,254
2,476,700

22 Blueprint 2000 ‐Infrastructure Projects 8
23 Water Quality Project/City
24 Headwaters of St. Marks

$
$

2,207,360 $
2,617,303 $

385,835
982,831

$
$
$

4,437,178
4,787,365 $
2,476,700

3,891,763

25 Capital Cascades Trail ‐ Segment 2
26 Capital Cascades Trail ‐ Segments 3 & 4
27 Capital Cascades Trail ‐ Segment 4
28 Magnolia Drive Trail
29

$

8,262,126

29 Blueprint 2020 ‐ Infrastructure Projects

FY19‐24 Total

Annual Allocations 6 ‐ Blueprint 2020
30 ‐ Bike Route Network ($750k annually)
$
300,000 $ 1,155,000 $ 1,540,000 $
‐ Greenways Plan ($790k annually)
31 Regional Mobility & Gateway Projects (listed in order per the CRTPA's Proposed Project Priority List)

1,540,000 $

32 (State) Southside Gateway: Woodville Highway9,10
9

$

33 (State) Capital Circle Southwest (W1)
34 (State) Orange Avenue: Adams to Springhill 89
39 (State) Westside Student Gateway: Pensacola Street 9,10
35 Airport Gateway

$

1,000,000 $

3,500,000 $

2,200,000 $ 61,532,194

$
$

750,000 $
1,725,000 $

3,300,000 $
2,394,619 $

2,500,000 $ 33,246,583
2,731,889 $ 24,185,152 $

$
$

1,000,000 $
1,000,000 $
$
$

1,500,000 $
1,500,000 $
500,000
1,000,000 $

2,209,611
3,500,000 $
$
1,000,000 $

36 Northwest Connector: Tharpe Street10
37 Northeast Connector: Bannerman Road 10
38 Northeast Gateway: Welaunee Boulevard8
40 North Monroe Gateway 8

1,540,000 $

1,540,000 $

Adjusted
Project Cost12

7,615,000 $ 30,800,000

$
2,500,000 $ 2,500,000 $
$
$
$
$
486,000 $
$
7,263,388 $ 17,119,441 $
$

‐
5,000,000
‐
‐
68,232,194
486,000
39,796,583
55,419,489
‐

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

36,204,134
5,000,000
40,348,715
36,492,792
68,232,194
64,850,503
39,796,583
55,419,489
11,458,548

$
$
$
3,201,616 $
471,981 $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,709,611
10,797,645
1,750,000
8,201,616
1,221,981
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
500,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

4,709,611
10,797,645
19,260,112
8,201,616
26,817,877
14,627,933
12,189,944
8,532,961
1,828,492
2,838,842
8,532,961
500,000

41 CCQ Projects (in rank order)
42 Orange Avenue/Meridian Placemaking
43 Market District9
44 Lake Lafayette and St. Marks Regional Park
45 Monroe‐Adams Corridor Placemaking
46 Midtown Placemaking

4,797,645
750,000 $
2,000,000 $
$

500,000
1,000,000 $
750,000 $

47 Fairgrounds Beautification & Improvement
48 Northeast Park
49 College Avenue Placemaking
50 Florida A&M Entry Points
51 Alternative Sewer Solutions
52 Tallahassee‐Leon County Animal Service Center
53 DeSoto Winter Encampment11
54 Total Allocated
55 Remaining Funds to Be Allocated
56 Total Active Blueprint‐Managed Projects by Year

$

500,000

$ 22,300,906 $ 20,110,048 $ 16,181,500 $ 136,313,700 $ 13,553,388 $ 25,319,038 $
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$
11 Projects

12 Projects

12 Projects

10 Projects

12 Projects

57 Notes

1/ Income includes sales tax revenues (80% for Blueprint 2000 and 66% for Blueprint 2020)
2/ Projections based on 3% increases for FY20‐22; FY23 and 24 assume 2% increase in revenues
3/ FY20 reflects BP2000 revenue collection (Oct. 1 ‐ Dec. 31, 2019) & BP2020 revenue collection (Jan. 1 ‐ Sept. 30, 2020)
4/ SIB (State Infrastrucutre Bank) Loan will be applied for in FY2020 for 50% of project costs for Welaunee Boulevard
5/ Other Funding Sources: FY2022 ‐ $3 million FSU contribution to Airport Gateway project
6/ Annual allocations for FY2020 prorated to reflect only 9 months of revenue collection
7/ StarMetro only difference in annual allocations between City & County; County manages LIFE (2% revenues)
8/ Total FY 19‐24 expenditures & project cost does not include all expenditures on this project prior to FY2019
9/ Portions of these projects in progress and funded by the City, County, CRTPA, or FDOT
10/ Significant Benefit Project; City & County funds included in first year of project ‐ as of May 2018
11/ Project Complete ‐ Repayment to the City of Tallahassee
12/ Project estimates increase 2% annually through the first year of construction for each project or FY 2024
13/ Assume state funding for capacity projects on state roads; any remaining local improvements will be funded thru Bluperint

343

203,730,119 $ 507,440,950
‐

12 Projects
Project Phases ‐ Legend
Planning /PD&E
Design
Right‐of‐Way Acquistion
Construction
Note: Project phases are approximate and reflect
projected general timeframes for these project
phases. Project phases will likely overlap in
adjacent years. Funding is not necessarily
corresponded to the project phase identified in
that year.
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Blueprint Infrastructure Approved 2021 Long Term Implementation Plan and Preliminary Project Funding Schedule through FY 2040
Proposed FY 2022 Blueprint Infrastructure
Capital Improvement Program

FY 2022

7 Uses of Funds

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

Projects
Blueprint 2000 Program
Water Quality Project: City
Water Quality Project: County
Blueprint 2000 LIDAR
Northwest Florida Water Management District Partnership
Blueprint 2000 Building Rennovations
Headwaters of the St. Marks
Ford's Arm Watershed
Fred George Basin
Sensitive Lands Project Management
Lafayette Heritage Bridge
Lake Lafayette Floodplain
Blueprint 2000 Land Bank
Booth Property Purchase
Mahan Drive
Capital Circle Northwest (N‐1)
Capital Circle Northwest/Southwest (N‐2)
Capital Circle East (E‐1)
Capital Circle Southeast and Subprojects (E‐2)
Capital Circle Southeast Woodville/Crawfordville (E‐3)
Capital Circle Southwest (W‐1)
Capital Circle Southwest (W‐1) ROW Acquisition
Capital Circle Southwest (W‐1) Stormwater
Capital Cascades Trail Segment 1 (Franklin Boulevard)
Capital Cascades Trail Segment 2 (Cascades Park & Subprojects)
Capital Cascades Crossing (Connector Bridge & Subprojects)
Capital Cascades Trail Segment 3 (FAMU Way & Subprojects)
Capital Cascades Trail Segment 4
LPA Group Engineering Services
Magnolia Drive Trail and Subprojects
Advance Funding for Blueprint 2020 Projects
Advance: Airport Gateway
Advance: Orange Avenue Corridor Study
Advance: Orange Avenue/Meridian Placemaking
Advance: Market District Placemaking
Advance: Northeast Gateway: Welaunee Boulevard
Advance: Northeast Corridor Connector: Bannerman Road
Advance: Comprehensive Wastewater Treatment Plan
Advance: 2020 Sales Tax Extension: Bike Route and Greenways
Blueprint 2020 Program
Annual Allocations
Blueprint: Greenways Master Plan
Blueprint: Bike Route System
City of Tallahassee: StarMetro Enhancements
City of Tallahassee: Water Quality and Stormwater Improvements
City of Tallahassee: Sidewalks Improvements
City of Tallahassee: Operating Costs of Blueprint Funded Parks
Leon County: Water Quality and Stormwater Improvements
Leon County: Sidewalks Improvements
Leon County: Operating Costs of Blueprint Funded Parks
Regional Mobility and Gateway Projects
Southside Gateway: Woodville Highway
Capital Circle Southwest Orange to Crawfordville
Orange Avenue: Adams to Springhill
Westside Student Gateway: Pensacola Street
Airport Gateway
Northwest Connector: Tharpe Street
Northeast Corridor Connector: Bannerman Road
Northeast Gateway: Welaunee Boulevard
North Monroe Gateway
CCQ Projects
Orange Avenue/Meridian Placemaking
Market District Placemaking
Lake Lafayette and St. Marks Regional Park
Monroe‐Adams Corridor Placemaking
Midtown Placemaking
Fairgrounds Beautification and Improvement
Northeast Park
College Avenue Placemaking
Florida A&M Entry Points
Alternative Sewer Solutions
Tallahassee‐Leon County Animal Service Center
DeSoto Winter Encampment
Total Uses of Funds, Capital Infrastructure Projects
Reserve Fund, Blueprint Infrastructure
Total Uses of Funds, Capital Projects and Addition to Reserve Fund

85 Sources of Funds less Uses of Funds

FY 2023

FY 2024

FY 2025

FY 2026

26,481,292
‐
65,000,000
‐
91,481,292
A

Estimated Cost
to Complete
Project (2)

B

C

D

E

Amounts
Allocated in
Prior Years

Amounts
Proposed to be
Allocated in FY
2021

Project
Expenses
Through
April 30, 2021

Project Balance
as of
April 30, 2021

25,655,945
4,500,000
‐
12,750,000
42,905,945

22,159,079
486,000
80,000,000
12,750,000
115,395,079

19,877,267
‐
‐
‐
19,877,267

FY 2027

Total,
FY 2022‐2026

Blueprint 2020 Program Funding

1 Sources of Funds
2
Estimated Net Sales Tax Revenues
3
City, County, State, Federal, and Other Funding (1)
4
Bond Proceeds
5
State Infrastructure Bank Loan
6 Total Sources of Funds for Capital Infrastructure Projects

14,298,486
‐
‐
‐
14,298,486

108,472,069
4,986,000
145,000,000
25,500,000
283,958,069

FY 2028

14,740,374
‐
‐
‐
14,740,374

FY 2029

15,190,265
‐
‐
‐
15,190,265

FY 2030

15,646,078
‐
‐
‐
15,646,078

FY 2031

16,108,759
‐
‐
‐
16,108,759

FY 2032

16,579,341
‐
‐
‐
16,579,341

FY 2033

17,057,886
‐
‐
‐
17,057,886

FY 2034

17,543,477
‐
‐
‐
17,543,477

Attachment #6

FY 2035

18,036,279
‐
‐
‐
18,036,279

FY 2036

18,537,499
‐
‐
‐
18,537,499

FY 2037

19,046,407
‐
‐
‐
19,046,407

FY 2038

19,563,350
‐
‐
‐
19,563,350

FY 2039

20,088,702
‐
‐
‐
20,088,702

FY 2040

26,210,616
‐
‐
‐
26,210,616

1,015,675
‐
‐
‐
1,015,675

Blueprint 2020 Program Funding (3)

A ‐ (B + C)
Estimated
Allocations
Required to
Complete
Project

FY 2022 Projected
Allocations

25,000,000
25,000,000
349,817
697,420
48,180
8,920,221
272,429
2,770,000
394,699
500,000
2,800,000
1,320,263
584,754
4,825,731
69,230,163
127,003,286
38,628,775
37,040,455
11,587,229
4,554,895
8,539,400
2,800,000
19,035,973
50,933,290
8,506,584
67,776,617
20,000,000
8,527,288
23,556,734

25,000,000
25,000,000
349,817
697,420
48,180
8,920,221
272,429
2,770,000
394,699
500,000
2,800,000
1,320,263
584,754
4,825,731
69,230,163
127,003,286
38,628,775
37,040,455
11,587,229
4,554,895
8,539,400
2,800,000
19,035,973
50,933,290
8,506,584
67,776,617
10,243,721
8,915,148
12,990,163

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,066,571

14,335,596
23,681,606
349,817
697,420
48,180
8,920,221
272,429
2,770,000
394,699
500,000
1,498,948
1,320,263
584,754
4,825,731
69,230,163
124,538,919
38,628,775
37,040,455
11,587,229
4,291,716
3,726,072
211,930
19,035,973
50,426,711
8,506,584
62,493,845
17,601
8,527,288
6,765,974

10,664,404
1,318,394
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,301,052
‐
‐
‐
‐
2,464,367
‐
‐
‐
263,179
4,813,328
2,588,070
‐
506,579
‐
5,282,772
10,226,120
387,860
7,290,760

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
9,756,279
(387,860)
9,500,000

5,531,253
350,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
5,182,242
807,573
500,000
900,000

5,531,253
350,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
5,182,242
807,573
500,000
900,000

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

1,266,642
350,000
451,424
720,714
4,401,145
765,667
‐
255,990

4,264,611
‐
548,576
279,286
781,097
41,906
500,000
644,010

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

15,800,000
15,000,000
12,250,000
42,500,000
25,000,000
10,000,000
42,500,000
25,000,000
10,000,000

1,412,500
1,282,500
1,071,875
3,718,750
2,187,500
875,000
3,718,750
2,187,500
875,000

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

477,613
22,500
466,175
3,718,750
2,187,500
875,000
3,718,750
2,187,500
875,000

934,887
1,260,000
605,700
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

37,666,783
5,000,000
41,978,805
37,967,101
62,700,940
67,470,465
61,611,808
75,595,758
11,921,472

‐
‐
‐
‐
4,435,484
‐
5,800,000
6,631,889
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
11,555,564
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,303,408
21,389
‐

3,709,611
10,013,598
20,038,220
8,532,961
27,901,321
12,100,000
12,433,743
8,877,692
1,902,363
2,916,956
8,877,692
500,000
1,304,242,560
2,000,000
1,306,242,560

2,959,611
3,535,263
500,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
100,000
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
500,000
611,331,903
‐
611,331,903

‐
‐
400,000
400,000
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
13,422,135
‐
13,422,135

750,775
1,746
‐
325,292
‐
99,916
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
530,471,795
‐
530,471,795

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
(387,860)
9,500,000

FY 2023 Projected
Allocations

FY 2024 Projected
Allocations

FY 2025 Projected
Allocations

FY 2026 Projected
Allocations

Total Projected FY
2022‐2026
Allocations
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
7,557,183
(387,860)
9,500,000

Total Allocations
Since
Inception

Amount Remaining
to Complete Project
Based on Estimated
Cost to Complete

FY 2027 Projected
Allocations

FY 2028 Projected
Allocations

FY 2029 Projected
Allocations

FY 2030 Projected
Allocations

FY 2031 Projected
Allocations

FY 2032 Projected
Allocations

FY 2033 Projected
Allocations

FY 2034 Projected
Allocations

FY 2035 Projected
Allocations

FY 2036 Projected
Allocations

FY 2037 Projected
Allocations

FY 2038 Projected
Allocations

FY 2039 Projected
Allocations

FY 2040 Projected
Allocations

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

25,000,000
25,000,000
349,817
697,420
48,180
8,920,221
272,429
2,770,000
394,699
500,000
2,800,000
1,320,263
584,754
4,825,731
69,230,163
127,003,286
38,628,775
37,040,455
11,587,229
4,554,895
8,539,400
2,800,000
19,035,973
50,933,290
8,506,584
67,776,617
17,800,904
8,527,288
22,490,163

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
2,199,096
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
6,030,730
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,526,453
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

5,531,253
350,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
5,182,242
807,573
500,000
900,000

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

14,387,500
13,717,500
11,178,125
38,781,250
22,812,500
9,125,000
38,781,250
22,812,500
9,125,000

760,000
780,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

3,920,000
3,780,000
3,062,500
10,625,000
6,250,000
2,500,000
10,625,000
6,250,000
2,500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

790,000
750,000
612,500
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000
2,125,000
1,250,000
500,000

197,500
187,500
153,125
531,250
312,500
125,000
531,250
312,500
125,000

15,800,000
15,000,000
12,250,000
42,500,000
25,000,000
10,000,000
42,500,000
25,000,000
10,000,000

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
4,435,484
‐
16,052,156
6,610,500
‐

37,666,783
5,000,000
41,978,805
37,967,101
58,265,456
67,470,465
44,256,244
68,963,869
11,921,472

‐
‐
‐
‐
20,000,000
‐
16,545,000
11,800,000
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
3,034,512
‐
1,744,914
23,163,869
‐

‐
2,500,000
‐
‐
25,000,000
486,000
21,060,743
34,000,000
‐

‐
2,500,000
‐
‐
5,199,521
514,000
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
3,956,847
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
1,074,576
2,000,000
290,074
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
2,804,778
‐
2,025,559

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,810,735
‐
2,724,813

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
2,560,746

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
3,821,057

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
789,297

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
407,809
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
6,860,530
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
16,308,116
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
540,050
‐
‐

‐
5,000,000
‐
‐
62,700,940
27,116,505
50,056,244
75,595,758
11,921,472

37,666,783
‐
41,978,805
37,967,101
‐
40,353,960
‐
‐
‐

2,208,836
3,533,517
900,000
2,074,708
1,000,000
84
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
500,000
94,282,243
‐
94,282,243

750,000
6,478,335
19,138,220
6,132,961
26,901,321
12,000,000
12,433,743
8,877,692
1,902,363
2,916,956
8,877,692
‐
679,488,522
2,000,000
681,488,522

750,000
5,000,000
2,500,000
871,652
4,000,000
‐
10,000,000
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
90,481,292
1,000,000
91,481,292

‐
1,478,335
1,356,782
1,403,483
321,550
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
42,405,945
500,000
42,905,945

‐
‐
‐
1,253,242
228,121
12,000,000
2,433,743
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
114,895,079
500,000
115,395,079

‐
‐
‐
234,793
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
19,877,267
‐
19,877,267

‐
‐
‐
439,139
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
14,298,486
‐
14,298,486

‐
5,000,000
‐
‐
57,190,880
1,000,000
39,350,657
68,963,869
‐
‐
750,000
6,478,335
3,856,782
4,202,309
4,549,671
12,000,000
12,433,743
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
281,958,069
2,000,000
283,958,069

‐
‐
‐
1,473,224
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
14,740,374
‐
14,740,374

‐
‐
‐
457,428
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
15,190,265
‐
15,190,265

‐
‐
1,208,030
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
15,646,078
‐
15,646,078

‐
‐
3,645,513
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
16,108,759
‐
16,108,759

‐
‐
2,855,784
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
16,579,341
‐
16,579,341

‐
‐
5,397,301
‐
968,788
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
17,057,886
‐
17,057,886

‐
‐
2,174,810
‐
5,466,167
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
17,543,477
‐
17,543,477

‐
‐
‐
‐
6,000,000
‐
‐
2,133,779
‐
‐
‐
‐
18,036,279
‐
18,036,279

‐
‐
‐
‐
6,000,000
‐
‐
2,634,999
‐
‐
‐
‐
18,537,499
‐
18,537,499

‐
‐
‐
‐
3,916,695
‐
‐
4,108,914
669,447
156,017
292,834
‐
19,046,407
‐
19,046,407

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,232,916
2,760,939
5,259,186
‐
19,563,350
‐
19,563,350

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
3,325,672
‐
20,088,702
‐
20,088,702

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
26,210,616
‐
26,210,616

3,709,611
10,013,598
19,638,220
8,132,961
27,901,321
12,100,000
12,433,743
8,877,692
1,902,363
2,916,956
8,877,692
500,000
1,130,654,680
‐
1,130,654,680

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
160,165,745
2,000,000
162,165,745

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

345
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‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
3,015,675
(2,000,000)
1,015,675
‐
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PRELIMINARY OFFICIAL STATEMENT DATED FEBRUARY ___, 2022
NEW ISSUE -BOOK ENTRY ONLY

RATINGS: See "Ratings" herein.

In the opinion of Bond Counsel, assuming compliance by the Agency with certain
covenants, under existing statutes, regulations and judicial decisions, the interest on the
Series 2022 Bonds will not be included in the gross income for federal income tax purposes of
the holders thereof and will not be an item of tax preference for purposes of the federal
alternative minimum tax. See "TAX MATTERS" herein for a description of certain other tax
consequences to holders of the Series 2022 Bonds.

Dated: Date of Delivery

AF
T

$90,300,000*
LEON COUNTY - CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY
SALES TAX REVENUE BONDS,
SERIES 2022

Due: October 1, as shown on inside cover

R

Leon County – City of Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency (the
"Agency"), an interlocal agency headquartered in Tallahassee, Florida, is issuing
$90,300,000* in aggregate principal amount of its Leon County – City of Tallahassee
Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency Sales Tax Revenue Bonds, Series 2022 (the "Series 2022
Bonds"). The Series 2022 Bonds are being issued for the purpose of providing funds to (1)
finance certain capital improvements within Leon County, as more particularly described
herein, and (2) pay the costs of issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds.

D

The Series 2022 Bonds are being issued by the Agency in the form of fully registered
bonds in denominations of $5,000 or integral multiples thereof. Interest on the Series 2022
Bonds will be payable semi-annually on April 1 and October 1 of each year, commencing
October 1, 2022, until maturity. The principal of and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds will
be paid by The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., Jacksonville, Florida, as
Registrar and Paying Agent (the "Registrar" and "Paying Agent," respectively). Upon initial
issuance, the Series 2022 Bonds will be registered in the name of and held by Cede & Co., as
nominee for The Depository Trust Company ("DTC"), an automated depository for securities
and clearinghouse for securities transactions. So long as DTC, or its nominee, is the
registered owner of the Series 2022 Bonds, payment of the principal of and interest on the
Series 2022 Bonds will be provided directly to DTC or its nominee, which is to remit such
payments to the DTC Participants (as defined herein) which in turn are to remit such payments
to Beneficial Owners (as defined herein) of the Series 2022 Bonds. See "DESCRIPTION OF
THE SERIES 2022 BONDS – Book-Entry Only System" herein.
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Certain of the Series 2022 Bonds are subject to redemption prior to their stated
maturities as set forth herein.
THIS COVER PAGE CONTAINS CERTAIN INFORMATION FOR QUICK
REFERENCE ONLY. IT IS NOT A SUMMARY OF THIS ISSUE. INVESTORS
MUST READ THE ENTIRE OFFICIAL STATEMENT TO OBTAIN INFORMATION
ESSENTIAL TO THE MAKING OF AN INFORMED INVESTMENT DECISION.

AF
T

The Series 2022 Bonds are being issued pursuant to Resolution No. 2020-06 of the
Agency, adopted on December 10, 2020, as supplemented, and particularly as supplemented
by Resolution No. 2022-01, adopted on February 24, 2022 (collectively, the "Bond
Resolution"), and will be payable from and secured by a lien upon and pledge of the Sales Tax
Revenues (as defined herein) and moneys on deposit in certain funds and accounts established
under the Bond Resolution (but excluding moneys on deposit in the Rebate Fund and the
Costs of Issuance Account) and investment earnings thereon (the "Pledged Revenues") on a
parity with the Agency's Outstanding Sales Tax Revenue Note, Series 2020 and, any
Additional Bonds hereafter issued (including the proposed "SIB Loan", as described herein)
pursuant to the Bond Resolution.

D

R

THE SERIES 2022 BONDS ARE SPECIAL LIMITED OBLIGATIONS OF THE
AGENCY PAYABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM THE PLEDGED REVENUES. THE
SERIES 2022 BONDS SHALL NOT BE OR CONSTITUTE A GENERAL
INDEBTEDNESS OR OBLIGATION OF THE AGENCY, THE CITY OF
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA (THE "CITY") OR LEON COUNTY, FLORIDA (THE
"COUNTY") WITHIN THE MEANING OF ANY CONSTITUTIONAL, STATUTORY
OR CHARTER PROVISION OR LIMITATION, BUT SHALL BE PAYABLE
SOLELY FROM AND SECURED BY A LIEN UPON AND PLEDGE OF THE
PLEDGED REVENUES AS DESCRIBED HEREIN OR ON A PARITY WITH THE
OTHER BONDS OUTSTANDING DESCRIBED HEREIN. NO OTHER REVENUES
OF THE AGENCY ARE PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE SERIES 2022
BONDS. THE FULL FAITH AND CREDIT OF THE AGENCY, THE CITY OR THE
COUNTY IS NOT PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF, OR
INTEREST ON THE SERIES 2022 BONDS. NO OWNER OF ANY OF THE SERIES
2022 BONDS SHALL EVER HAVE THE RIGHT TO REQUIRE OR COMPEL THE
EXERCISE OF THE AD VALOREM TAXING POWER OF THE CITY OR THE
COUNTY FOR THE PAYMENT THEREOF, AND THE SERIES 2022 BONDS
SHALL NOT CONSTITUTE A LIEN UPON PROPERTY OWNED OR SITUATED
WITHIN THE CORPORATE TERRITORY OF THE AGENCY, THE CITY OR THE
COUNTY. THE AGENCY HAS NO TAXING POWER. NO REVENUES OF THE
CITY OR THE COUNTY, OTHER THAN THE SALES TAX REVENUES
DEPOSITED WITH THE AGENCY TO THE EXTENT DESCRIBED HEREIN, ARE
AVAILABLE TO PAY THE SERIES 2022 BONDS.
The Series 2022 Bonds are being offered when, as and if issued and received by the
Underwriter, subject to the unqualified approval of legality by Bryant Miller Olive P.A.,
Tallahassee, Florida, Bond Counsel. Certain legal matters will be passed on for the Agency
by Susan Dawson, Esq., Agency Legal Counsel, and by Nabors, Giblin & Nickerson, P.A.,
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Tampa, Florida, Disclosure Counsel to the Agency. PFM Financial Advisors LLC, Orlando,
Florida served as financial advisor to the Agency in connection with the issuance of the Series
2022 Bonds. It is expected that the Series 2022 Bonds in definitive form will be available for
delivery in New York, New York, at the facilities of DTC on or about March ___, 2022.
Electronic bids for the Series 2022 Bonds will be received through the Parity
Electronic Bid Submission System as described in the Official Notice of Sale.

D

R

AF
T

Dated: March ___, 2022

____________
*Preliminary, subject to change.
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MATURITIES, PRINCIPAL AMOUNTS, INTEREST RATES,
YIELDS AND INITIAL CUSIP NUMBERS

$90,300,000*
LEON COUNTY – CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY
SALES TAX REVENUE BONDS,
SERIES 2022

Principal
Amount

Interest
Rate

Yield

Initial
CUSIP No.**

D

R

AF
T

Maturity
(October 1)

*Preliminary, subject to change.
**The Agency is not responsible for the use of CUSIP numbers, nor is any representation made
as to their correctness. They are included solely for the convenience of the readers of this
Official Statement.
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No dealer, broker, salesman or other person has been authorized by the Agency to give
any information or to make any representations in connection with the Series 2022 Bonds other
than as contained in this Official Statement, and, if given or made, such information or
representations must not be relied upon as having been authorized by the Agency. This Official
Statement does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor shall there
be any sale of the Series 2022 Bonds by any person in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful for
such person to make such offer, solicitation or sale. Any statements in this Official Statement
involving estimates, assumptions and matters of opinion, whether or not so expressly stated, are
intended as such and not as representations of fact, and the Agency expressly makes no
representation that such estimates, assumptions and opinions will be realized or fulfilled. Any
information, estimates, assumptions and matters of opinion contained in this Official Statement
are subject to change without notice, and neither the delivery of this Official Statement, nor any
sale made hereunder, shall under any circumstances create any implication that there has been no
change in the affairs of the Agency since the date hereof.

AF
T

IN CONNECTION WITH THIS OFFERING, THE UNDERWRITER MAY
OVERALLOT OR EFFECT TRANSACTIONS THAT STABILIZE OR MAINTAIN THE
MARKET PRICE OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS AT LEVELS ABOVE THAT WHICH
MIGHT OTHERWISE PREVAIL IN THE OPEN MARKET. SUCH STABILIZING, IF
COMMENCED, MAY BE DISCONTINUED AT ANY TIME. THE UNDERWRITER MAY
OFFER AND SELL THE SERIES 2022 BONDS TO CERTAIN DEALERS AND OTHERS AT
PRICES LOWER THAN THE PUBLIC OFFERING PRICES STATED ON THE INSIDE
COVER PAGE OF THIS OFFICIAL STATEMENT, AND SUCH PUBLIC OFFERING
PRICES MAY BE CHANGED FROM TIME TO TIME BY THE UNDERWRITER.

R

The information set forth herein has been obtained from the Agency, The Depository
Trust Company, and other sources which are believed to be reliable. All summaries herein of
documents and agreements are qualified in their entirety by reference to such documents and
agreements, and all summaries herein of the Series 2022 Bonds are qualified in their entirety by
reference to the form thereof included in the aforesaid documents and agreements.

D

THE SERIES 2022 BONDS HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF
1933, AS AMENDED, NOR HAS THE BOND RESOLUTION BEEN QUALIFIED
UNDER THE TRUST INDENTURE ACT OF 1939, AS AMENDED, IN RELIANCE
UPON EXEMPTIONS CONTAINED IN SUCH ACTS. THE REGISTRATION OR
QUALIFICATION OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
APPLICABLE PROVISIONS OF THE SECURITIES LAWS OF THE STATES, IF ANY,
IN WHICH THE SERIES 2022 BONDS HAVE BEEN REGISTERED OR QUALIFIED
AND THE EXEMPTION FROM REGISTRATION OR QUALIFICATION IN CERTAIN
OTHER STATES CANNOT BE REGARDED AS A RECOMMENDATION THEREOF.
NEITHER THESE STATES NOR ANY OF THEIR AGENCIES HAVE PASSED UPON
THE MERITS OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS OR THE ACCURACY OR
COMPLETENESS OF THIS OFFICIAL STATEMENT. ANY REPRESENTATION TO
THE CONTRARY MAY BE A CRIMINAL OFFENSE.
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CERTAIN STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS OFFICIAL STATEMENT
REFLECT NOT HISTORICAL FACTS BUT FORECASTS AND "FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS." IN THIS RESPECT, THE WORDS "ESTIMATE," "PROJECT,"
"ANTICIPATE," "EXPECT," "INTEND," "BELIEVE" AND SIMILAR EXPRESSIONS ARE
INTENDED TO IDENTIFY FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. ALL PROJECTIONS,
FORECASTS, ASSUMPTIONS, EXPRESSIONS OF OPINIONS, ESTIMATES AND OTHER
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS ARE EXPRESSLY QUALIFIED IN THEIR
ENTIRETY BY THE CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS SET FORTH IN THIS OFFICIAL
STATEMENT.
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OFFICIAL STATEMENT
$90,300,000*
LEON COUNTY -- CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY
SALES TAX REVENUE BONDS,
SERIES 2022

INTRODUCTION
General

AF
T

The purpose of this Official Statement of the Leon County – City of Tallahassee
Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency (the "Agency"), including the cover page and appendices, is
to provide information with respect to the Agency's $90,300,000* Sales Tax Revenue Bonds,
Series 2022 (the "Series 2022 Bonds").
The Series 2022 Bonds are being issued pursuant to the provisions of the Constitution of
the State of Florida, Chapter 125, Florida Statutes, Chapter 166, Florida Statutes, Chapter 163,
Part I, Florida Statutes, Section 212.055(2), Florida Statutes, and other applicable provisions of
law (collectively, the "Act") and Resolution No. 2020-06 of the Agency, adopted on December
10, 2020, as supplemented, and particularly as supplemented by Resolution No. 2022-01,
adopted February 24, 2022 (collectively, the "Bond Resolution"). A copy of the Bond
Resolution is attached hereto as APPENDIX C.

D

R

For a complete description of the terms and conditions of the Series 2022 Bonds,
reference is made to the Bond Resolution. The description of the Series 2022 Bonds and the
documents authorizing and securing the same contained herein do not purport to be
comprehensive or definitive. All references herein to such documents are qualified in their
entirety by reference to such documents.
During the offering period, any documents of the Agency referred to herein may be
obtained from PFM Financial Advisors LLC, the Agency's Financial Advisor, 200 South Orange
Avenue, Suite 760, Orlando, Florida 32801, telephone number (407) 648-2208.
All terms used in this Official Statement in capitalized form and not otherwise defined
herein shall have the meanings ascribed to such terms in the Bond Resolution.
The Agency
The Agency was created on October 27, 2000 pursuant to an Interlocal Agreement
between Leon County, Florida (the "County") and the City of Tallahassee, Florida, the only
incorporated municipality in the County (the "City"), as amended and restated by the Amended
and Restated Interlocal Agreement, dated as of February 1, 2003 and a Second Amended and
Restated Interlocal Agreement, dated as of December 9, 2015 and Addendums thereto dated July
13, 2016 and May 9, 2017 (the "Interlocal Agreement"). The Agency is a joint venture between
*Preliminary, subject to change.
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the City and the County to implement the Blueprint 2020 Projects (as described herein) in a
timely and cost-effective manner, utilizing sound and innovative business practices, while
keeping the citizenry informed and involved. The Agency's mission is to preserve, protect and
enhance the community's quality of life through the implementation of holistic and coordinated
planning, transportation, water quality, environmental and green space projects. See "THE
AGENCY" herein. For information concerning the City and the County, see "APPENDIX A -GENERAL INFORMATION - LEON COUNTY AND CITY OF TALLAHASSEE" herein.
The Series 2022 Bonds

AF
T

The Series 2022 Bonds are being issued in fully registered form in the name of Cede &
Co., as nominee for The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York ("DTC"), which will
act as securities depository for the Series 2022 Bonds. The Series 2022 Bonds will be available
to purchasers in denominations of $5,000 and integral multiples thereof. Interest on the Series
2022 Bonds is payable on October 1, 2022 and on each April 1 and October 1 thereafter until
maturity or redemption. Amounts due on the Series 2022 Bonds will be paid to Cede & Co., as
nominee for DTC, as registered owner of the Series 2022 Bonds, to be subsequently disbursed to
DTC Participants and thereafter to the Beneficial Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds. See
"DESCRIPTION OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS - Book-Entry Only System" herein. The
Series 2022 Bonds are redeemable prior to their stated maturities as described herein.
Purpose of Issue

R

The Series 2022 Bonds are being issued by the Agency to provide funds, which will be
used to (1) finance certain capital projects, including but not limited to the Airport Gateway,
Bannerman Road, Northeast Gateway, Market District Placemaking, Midtown Placemaking,
Northeast Park, Animal Service Center, Leon County Research and Development Authority
Business Incubator, and Florida State University Doak Campbell Stadium (the "Project"), and (2)
pay the costs of issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds. See "THE PROJECT", herein.

D

Security for and Source of Repayment of the Series 2022 Bonds
The principal of and the interest on the Series 2022 Bonds will be payable from and will
be secured by a first lien upon and pledge of (i) the Sales Tax Revenues, as that term is defined
herein and (ii) moneys on deposit in the funds and accounts established under the Bond
Resolution and investment earnings thereon, but excluding moneys on deposit in the Rebate
Fund and the Costs of Issuance Account (collectively, the "Pledged Revenues"). See
"SECURITY AND SOURCE OF PAYMENT FOR THE SERIES 2022 BONDS" herein. The
pledge of and lien on the Pledged Revenues in favor of the Series 2022 Bonds is on a parity with
the lien on and pledge of the Pledged Revenues in favor of the Agency's Sales Tax Revenue
Note, Series 2020 (the "Series 2020 Note"), and any Additional Bonds issued pursuant to the
Bond Resolution. The Series 2022 Bonds, together with the Series 2020 Note and any
Additional Bonds issued pursuant to the terms of the Resolution, are referred to herein as the
"Bonds." The Agency also expects to enter into a State Infrastructure Bank Loan with the
Florida Department of Transportation (the "SIB Loan") in the principal amount of approximately
$25,500,000, in early 2022 to fund an extension of Welaunee Boulevard in Leon County, the
security for which shall be a pledge of the Pledged Revenues on a parity basis with the Bonds.
2
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See "SECURITY AND SOURCE OF PAYMENT OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS – Source of
Payment," herein.

AF
T

THE SERIES 2022 BONDS ARE SPECIAL LIMITED OBLIGATIONS OF THE
AGENCY PAYABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM THE PLEDGED REVENUES, AS HEREIN
DESCRIBED. THE SERIES 2022 BONDS SHALL NOT BE OR CONSTITUTE A GENERAL
OBLIGATION OR INDEBTEDNESS OF THE AGENCY, THE CITY OR THE COUNTY
WITHIN THE MEANING OF ANY CONSTITUTIONAL, STATUTORY OR CHARTER
PROVISION OR LIMITATION, BUT SHALL BE PAYABLE SOLELY FROM AND
SECURED BY A LIEN UPON AND PLEDGE OF THE PLEDGED REVENUES AS
DESCRIBED HEREIN, ON A PARITY WITH THE OTHER OUTSTANDING BONDS
DESCRIBED HEREIN. NO OTHER REVENUES OF THE AGENCY ARE PLEDGED TO
THE PAYMENT OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS. THE FULL FAITH AND CREDIT OF THE
AGENCY, THE CITY OR THE COUNTY IS NOT PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE
PRINCIPAL OF OR INTEREST ON THE SERIES 2022 BONDS. NO OWNER OF ANY OF
THE SERIES 2022 BONDS SHALL EVER HAVE THE RIGHT TO REQUIRE OR COMPEL
THE EXERCISE OF THE AD VALOREM TAXING POWER OF THE CITY OR THE
COUNTY FOR THE PAYMENT THEREOF, AND THE SERIES 2022 BONDS SHALL NOT
CONSTITUTE A LIEN UPON PROPERTY OWNED OR SITUATED WITHIN THE
CORPORATE TERRITORY OF THE AGENCY, THE CITY OR THE COUNTY. THE
AGENCY HAS NO TAXING POWER. NO REVENUES OF THE CITY OR THE COUNTY,
OTHER THAN THE SALES TAX REVENUES DEPOSITED WITH THE AGENCY TO THE
EXTENT DESCRIBED HEREIN, ARE AVAILABLE TO PAY THE SERIES 2022 BONDS.

General

R

THE AGENCY

D

The purpose of the Agency is to provide the project management structure for the
planning, financing, design, land acquisition and construction of the Blueprint 2020 Projects,
described below, as a joint effort of the City and the County. Pursuant to the Interlocal
Agreement, the City and the County established the Agency as a joint powers agency pursuant to
Part I of Chapter 163, Florida Statutes, to receive 78% of the proceeds of the Infrastructure Sales
Tax (defined herein) received by the City and the County (as more particularly defined in the
Bond Resolution, the "Sales Tax Revenues") to finance, plan and construct the Blueprint 2020
Projects.
The Blueprint 2020 Projects
The Interlocal Agreement provides that the Sales Tax Revenues must be used to finance
or pay the costs of certain specified capital projects, except as modified pursuant to the terms of
the Interlocal Agreement (collectively, the "Blueprint 2020 Projects"), and establishes priorities
with respect thereto. See "APPENDIX E -- COPY OF INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT – Exhibit
II."

3
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Operation and Management
Board of Directors. The respective members of the Board of County Commissioners of
the County (the "County Commissioners") and the Mayor and the City Commission of the City
(the "City Commissioners") constitute the Board of Directors of the Agency (the "Board").
Pursuant to the By-Laws of the Agency, the seven County Commissioners have a weighted vote
of five votes each and the five City Commissioners have a weighted vote of seven votes each.
The By-Laws provide that the membership of elected officials as voting members of the Agency
must coincide with their respective elected terms.
Pursuant to the Interlocal Agreement, the responsibilities of the Agency's Board include
the following:
Establish policies and adopt Bylaws necessary to accomplish the purposes of the
Interlocal Agreement;

•

Meet at least annually to consider an annual work plan and past year's
performance report;

•

Approve the annual operating budget and capital improvement program of the
Agency and plans for financing such capital improvement program from the Sales
Tax Revenues;

•

Convene as needed to consider major program changes, contracts, change orders
and purchase orders which exceed the authority of the Intergovernmental
Management Committee (referred to below);

•

Adopt bond resolutions for purposes of financing the Blueprint 2020 Projects.

R
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•

D

The officers of the Agency include a Chairperson, Vice Chairperson and Clerk. Currently,
Nick Maddox is serving as Chairperson, Bill Proctor is serving as Vice Chairperson, and James
O. Cooke, IV, is serving as Clerk to the Agency.
Intergovernmental Management Committee. The Interlocal Agreement establishes an
Intergovernmental Management Committee consisting of the County Administrator and the City
Manager.
Vince Long is the County Administrator for Leon County, Florida, and he has worked for
the County since 1995. As the County Administrator, he is appointed by, and serves at the
pleasure of, the Leon County Board of County Commissioners. Mr. Long has a Master's Degree
in Public Administration from the Askew School of Public Administration and Policy at Florida
State University where he has served on the adjunct faculty teaching graduate courses in local
government for over a decade. He has also served for many years on the faculty of the Florida
Association of Counties' County Commissioner Certification Program. Mr. Long is also a
graduate of the Harvard University, JFK School of Government Institute for Senior Executives in
State and Local Government and has earned the recognition of "Credentialed Manager" by the
International City/County Managers Association.
4
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Reese Goad is the City Manager of the City of Tallahassee, Florida, appointed in
September 2018. Previously he served as the Deputy City Manager of Citizens Services, and he
has worked in municipal government and the utility industry for more than 20 years on issues
involving electric, gas, water, and other municipal services. He holds a Bachelor of Science in
Finance from Florida State University. As City Manager, he reports directly to the City
Commission. He is responsible for maintaining the management functions of city government
and administering its day-to-day operations, and provides oversight of the City Commission
meeting agenda process, working closely with the City Commission to establish long term
strategic plans and short term targets to guide the operation of city government. He is
responsible for a total staff of approximately 2,800 employees and an annual budget of $900
million, which includes both the operating and capital budgets. Before becoming Deputy City
Manager in 2016, he served as the City's Director of Utility Business and Customer Service,
where he was the functional owner for the Customer Information System, which is used to bill
for approximately $450 million in annual revenue, and helped implement a low-income customer
assistance program. Under his leadership, City of Tallahassee Utilities was recognized as the
No.1 Public Utility in America by the American Public Power Association in 2012, and the
City's Underground Utilities Department won the prestigious Governor's Sterling Award in 2015.
Prior to coming to work for the City of Tallahassee in 2000, Mr. Goad worked for the Florida
Public Service Commission as an analyst for both the Bureau of Conservation and System
Planning and the Bureau of Electric Regulation.
The responsibilities of the Intergovernmental Management Committee include:
Managing the operations of the program;

•

Implementing an annual financial audit and an annual performance audit;

•

Recommending an operating budget;

•

Recommending long and short term work plans;

•

Recommending issuance of RFP's;

•

Approving all purchasing, contracts and change orders in accordance with the
Agency's procurement policy.

D

R

•

Agency Staff. The City and the County entered into an Interlocal Agreement on August
11, 2011 to create the position of Director of Planning, Land Management and Community
Enhancement (the "Director of PLACE"). The Director of PLACE is a joint position of the
Agency and the Tallahassee - Leon County Planning Department, who is responsible for
overseeing the operations of both agencies as Staff Director and Planning Director, respectively.
The Tallahassee-Leon County Planning Department is a separate joint interlocal agency created
by the County and the City to supervise all planning functions within the City and the County.
The Director of PLACE reports to the County Administrator and the City Manager and may be
terminated by either. The costs of the Director of PLACE are equally shared by the Agency and
Tallahassee-Leon County Planning Department. The Director of PLACE directs and supervises
the Agency.
5
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The management of the Agency includes the Blueprint Director, and the Agency Planning
Manager, Design and Construction Manager, Office of Economic Vitality Director, Attorney and
Assistant Attorney, Right-of-Way Manager, Administrative Supervisor and Public Information
Officer.

Term of Interlocal Agreement

AF
T

Blueprint 2000 Technical Coordinating Committee, Citizen's Advisory Committee and
Finance Committee. Pursuant to the Interlocal Agreement, there was created a Blueprint 2000
Technical Coordinating Committee made up of City and County staff who are responsible for
coordinating Blueprint 2020 Projects with other governments, including the City and the County,
and to review the Blueprint 2000 Project scope and implementation plans. A Citizen's Advisory
Committee was also established to review work plans, financial audits and performance audits
and to make recommendations to the Agency. A Finance Committee, consisting of the City
Treasurer-Clerk and the Director of the Department of Management and Administration from the
City, and the Clerk of the Circuit Court and the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget from the County, was also established to provide guidance and expertise on funding
issues related to the implementation of Blueprint 2020 Projects.

The term of the Interlocal Agreement must continue, and must not expire until prior to
such time as all of the Bonds are fully paid or provisions must be made for the payment of all of
the Bonds as provided in the Bond Resolution and subsequent supplemental resolutions
pertaining to the sale of the Bonds and all other contractual obligations of the Agency shall be
satisfied, released or adequately provided for.

R

For additional information concerning the Agency, see "APPENDIX E -- COPY OF
INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT."
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

D

The Agency developed a long-term capital improvement plan, primarily using proceeds
from the Sales Tax Revenues, to fund the planning, land acquisition and construction of the
Blueprint 2020 Projects (the "Capital Plan"). The Agency has projects currently under
construction that are expected to cost $12.6 million and expects an additional $91.3 million of
projects in Fiscal Year 2022. Funding for the Capital Plan anticipates other supplemental
revenues such as grants, interest income and low interest loans. No other funds received by the
Agency, except for Pledged Revenues, are pledged to the payment of the Bonds.
THE PROJECT
The Project consists of the following, together with such other or replacement projects as
may be established by the Agency Board.
Airport Gateway
The purpose of the project is to create a unique, safety-enhanced, multimodal gateway
entrance into Tallahassee's downtown, FSU, and FAMU from the Tallahassee International
6
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Airport. The project includes planned improvements for over 7 miles of southwest area
roadways, a new road within FSU’s southwest campus, and includes approximately 12 miles of
new sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and multiuse trails.
Bannerman Road
The project includes the widening of Bannerman Road from Thomasville Road to Tekesta
Drive, as well as multimodal and stormwater improvements from Tekesta Drive to North Meridian
Road. The Northeast Connector project also includes construction of three sidewalk projects in the
neighborhood surrounding Bannerman Road, and expansion of the Greenways System by
constructing the Meridian Road Trail from Bannerman Road south to Lake Overstreet.
Northeast Gateway

Market District Placemaking

AF
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The purpose of the project is to improve regional mobility and enhance connectivity for
motorized and non-motorized users. In addition, the Northeast Gateway will reduce traffic
congestion on surrounding roadways resulting from existing, ongoing, and proposed development
on adjacent properties. The project is anticipated to provide relief to US 319 (Thomasville Road)
and US 90 (Mahan Drive) – the first new regional gateway into Tallahassee.

R

Phase 1 is the implementation of the Market District Park, and Phase 2 is the
implementation of pedestrian safety and connectivity improvements throughout the Market
District. Potential improvements include roundabouts at key intersections, multiuse trails,
sidewalks, and streetscaping and landscaping improvements.
Midtown Placemaking

D

Potential improvements include streetscaping on Thomasville Road from 7th Ave to
North Monroe Street and from Grape Street to Post Street, streetscaping on North Monroe Street
from 1st Ave to Tharpe Street, and intersection improvements at 5-points. The Capital Region
Transportation Planning Agency (CRTPA) has developed a Midtown Area Transportation Plan,
which provides recommended concepts for streetscaping, safety, and resiliency improvements for
Midtown.
Animal Service Center
This project focuses on needed improvements to the Animal Service Center including (1)
renovations to dog kennels to fix critical operational and sanitation problems, (2) renovations to
the shelter medicine area to improve functionality of the veterinary space, and (3) addition of
quarantine dog yards.
Leon County Research and Development Authority Business Incubator
This project helps to fund the Leon County Research and Development Authority
Business Incubator project.
7
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Florida State University Doak Campbell Stadium
This project is an economic development project that will create jobs within the local
economy by improving accessibility and funding needed structural improvements to FSU’s Doak
Campbell Stadium.
Northeast Park
The project provides for the construction of a park in northeast Tallahassee, located on
Centerville Road adjacent to the Montford Middle and Roberts Elementary Schools. A mixture
of active and passive uses have been envisioned for this 50-acre park.

D
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(REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK)
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ESTIMATED SOURCES AND USES OF FUNDS
SOURCES:
Principal Amount of the Series 2022 Bonds
[Plus][Less]: Original Issue [Premium] [Discount]
TOTAL SOURCES
USES:
Deposit to Construction Fund
Deposit to Costs of Issuance Fund(1)

Includes rating agencies' fees, Underwriter's Discount, legal fees and other costs of issuance.

R

(REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK)
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(1)
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TOTAL USES
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COMBINED DEBT SERVICE SCHEDULE
Series 2022 Bonds
Principal

Interest

Total
Debt Service

Series 2020
Note
$780,524
779,666
778,630
777,416
781,024
779,365
777,528
780,513
778,231
780,771
778,044
780,139
776,967
778,617
$10,907,435

SIB Loan
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Fiscal Year
Ending
October 1,
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
TOTAL

Total Debt
Service

DESCRIPTION OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS
General

D

R

The Series 2022 Bonds shall be issued in such principal amounts as provided on the
inside cover page hereof, will be dated their date of delivery, and are issuable in fully registered
form, in denominations of $5,000 and integral multiples thereof. The Series 2022 Bonds will bear
interest at the rates per annum set forth on the inside cover page of this Official Statement,
payable semi-annually on April 1 and October 1 of each year (each an "Interest Payment Date"),
commencing October 1, 2022, and mature on October 1 in the years and principal amounts set
forth on the inside cover page of this Official Statement. Payment of interest on the Series 2022
Bonds shall be made by check or draft mailed to the persons in whose names such Series 2022
Bonds are registered at such persons' addresses on the registration books maintained by The
Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., Jacksonville, Florida, as Registrar and Paying
Agent (the "Registrar" and the "Paying Agent," respectively), on behalf of the Agency at the
close of business on the fifteenth day of the calendar month (whether or not a business day) next
preceding each Interest Payment Date (the "Record Date"), irrespective of any transfer or
exchange of such Series 2022 Bonds subsequent to the Record Date and prior to such Interest
Payment Date, unless the Agency shall default in payment of interest due on such Interest
Payment Date. In the event interest payable on the Series 2022 Bonds is not punctually paid or
duly provided for by the Agency on such Interest Payment Date, payment of each installment of
such defaulted interest shall be made to the person in whose name the Series 2022 Bonds shall be
registered at the close of business on a special record date for the payment of such defaulted
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interest as established by notice to such Holder, not less than ten (10) days preceding such special
record date.
Payment of the principal of and interest due at maturity on the Series 2022 Bonds shall be
made as the same shall become due and payable upon the presentation and surrender of such
Series 2022 Bonds at the offices of the Registrar and Paying Agent.
If the date for payment of the principal of or interest on the Series 2022 Bonds shall be a
day other than a Business Day, then the date for such payment shall be the next succeeding
Business Day, and payment on such date shall have the same force and effect as if made on the
nominal date of payment.

Book-Entry Only System

AF
T

The Series 2022 Bonds shall have all of the qualities and incidents of negotiable
instruments under the Uniform Commercial Code and Investment Securities Law of the State of
Florida. Each Holder, in accepting any of the Series 2022 Bonds, shall be conclusively deemed
to have agreed that the Series 2022 Bonds shall be and shall have all of the qualities and
incidents of negotiable instruments.

The information provided immediately below concerning DTC and the Book-Entry Only
System has been obtained from DTC and is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness by,
and is not to be construed as a representation by, the Underwriters, the Agency or the Paying
Agent.

D
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Unless the book-entry system described herein is terminated, DTC will act as securities
depository for the Series 2022 Bonds. The Series 2022 Bonds will be issued as fully-registered
securities registered in the name of Cede & Co. (DTC’s partnership nominee) or such other name
as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC. One or more fully-registered bond
certificates will be issued for the Series 2022 Bonds, and will be deposited with the Paying Agent
on behalf of DTC. Individual purchases of beneficial interests in the Series 2022 Bonds will be
made in increments of $5,000 or integral multiples thereof.
DTC and its Participants. DTC, the world’s largest securities depository, is a limitedpurpose trust company organized under the New York Banking Law, a “banking organization”
within the meaning of the New York Banking Law, a member of the Federal Reserve System, a
“clearing corporation” within the meaning of the New York Uniform Commercial Code, and a
“clearing agency” registered pursuant to the provisions of Section 17A of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. DTC holds and provides asset servicing for over 3.5 million
issues of U.S. and non-U.S. equity issues, corporate and municipal debt issues, and money
market instruments (from over 100 countries) that DTC’s participants (“Direct Participants”)
deposit with DTC. DTC also facilitates the post-trade settlement among Direct Participants of
sales and other securities transactions in deposited securities, through electronic computerized
book-entry transfers and pledges between Direct Participants’ accounts. This eliminates the need
for physical movement of securities certificates. Direct Participants include both U.S. and nonU.S. securities brokers and dealers, banks, trust companies, clearing corporations, and certain
other organizations. DTC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Depository Trust & Clearing
11
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Corporation (“DTCC”). DTCC is the holding company for DTC, National Securities Clearing
Corporation and Fixed Income Clearing Corporation, all of which are registered clearing
agencies. DTCC is owned by the users of its regulated subsidiaries. Access to the DTC system
is also available to others such as both U.S. and non-U.S. securities brokers and dealers, banks,
trust companies, and clearing corporations that clear through or maintain a custodial relationship
with a Direct Participant, either directly or indirectly (“Indirect Participants”). DTC has an S&P
Global Inc. rating of AA+. The DTC Rules applicable to its Direct and Indirect Participants are
on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission. More information about DTC can be
found at www.dtcc.com. The contents of such website do not constitute a part of this Official
Statement.

AF
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Purchases. Purchases of the Series 2022 Bonds under the DTC system must be made by
or through Direct Participants, which will receive a credit for the Series 2022 Bonds on DTC’s
records. The ownership interest of each actual purchaser of each Series 2022 Bond (“Beneficial
Owner”) is in turn to be recorded on the Direct and Indirect Participants’ records. Beneficial
Owners will not receive written confirmation from DTC of their purchases. Beneficial Owners
are, however, expected to receive written confirmations providing details of the transactions, as
well as periodic statements of their holdings, from the Direct or Indirect Participants through
which the Beneficial Owner entered into the transaction. Transfers of ownership interests in the
Series 2022 Bonds are to be accomplished by entries made on the books of Direct and Indirect
Participants acting on behalf of Beneficial Owners. Beneficial Owners will not receive
certificates representing their ownership interests in the Bonds, except in the event that use of the
book-entry system for the Series 2022 Bonds is discontinued.

D
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Transfers. To facilitate subsequent transfers, all Series 2022 Bonds deposited by Direct
Participants with DTC are registered in the name of DTC’s partnership nominee, Cede & Co., or
such other name as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC. The deposit of the
Series 2022 Bonds with DTC and their registration in the name of Cede & Co. or such other DTC
nominee do not effect any change in beneficial ownership. DTC has no knowledge of the actual
Beneficial Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds; DTC’s records reflect only the identity of the
Direct Participants to whose accounts such Series 2022 Bonds are credited, which may or may
not be the Beneficial Owners. The Direct and Indirect Participants will remain responsible for
keeping account of their holdings on behalf of their customers.
Notices. Conveyance of notices and other communications by DTC to Direct
Participants, by Direct Participants to Indirect Participants, and by Direct Participants and
Indirect Participants to Beneficial Owners will be governed by arrangements among them,
subject to any statutory or regulatory requirements as may be in effect from time to time.
Beneficial Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds may wish to take certain steps to augment the
transmission to them of notices of significant events with respect to the Series 2022 Bonds, such
as redemptions, tenders, defaults, and proposed amendments to the Resolution. For example,
Beneficial Owners of Series 2022 Bonds may wish to ascertain that the nominee holding the
Series 2022 Bonds for their benefit has agreed to obtain and transmit notices to Beneficial
Owners. In the alternative, Beneficial Owners may wish to provide their names and addresses to
the Paying Agent and request that copies of notices be provided directly to them.
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Redemption notices shall be sent to DTC. If less than all of the Series 2022 Bonds within
an issue are being redeemed, DTC’s practice is to determine by lot the amount of the interest of
each Direct Participant in such issue to be redeemed.
Neither DTC nor Cede & Co. (nor any other DTC nominee) will consent or vote with
respect to the Series 2022 Bonds unless authorized by a Direct Participant in accordance with
DTC’s procedures. Under its usual procedures, DTC mails an Omnibus Proxy to the issuer as
soon as possible after the record date. The Omnibus Proxy assigns Cede & Co.’s consenting or
voting rights to those Direct Participants to whose accounts the Series 2022 Bonds are credited
on the record date (identified in a listing attached to the Omnibus Proxy).

AF
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NEITHER THE AGENCY NOR THE PAYING AGENT WILL HAVE ANY
RESPONSIBILITY OR OBLIGATION TO SUCH PARTICIPANTS OR THE PERSONS FOR
WHOM THEY ACT AS NOMINEES WITH RESPECT TO THE PAYMENTS TO OR THE
PROVIDING OF NOTICE FOR THE DTC PARTICIPANTS, THE INDIRECT
PARTICIPANTS OR THE BENEFICIAL OWNERS OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS. THE
AGENCY CANNOT PROVIDE ANY ASSURANCE THAT DTC, DIRECT PARTICIPANTS
OR OTHERS WILL DISTRIBUTE PAYMENTS OF PRINCIPAL OF, PREMIUM, IF ANY,
OR INTEREST ON THE SERIES 2022 BONDS PAID TO DTC OR ITS NOMINEE, AS THE
REGISTERED OWNER, OR ANY NOTICES TO THE BENEFICIAL OWNERS, OR THAT
THEY WILL DO SO ON A TIMELY BASIS, OR THAT DTC WILL ACT IN THE MANNER
DESCRIBED IN THIS OFFICIAL STATEMENT.
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Payments. Payments on the Series 2022 Bonds will be made to Cede & Co., or such
other nominee as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC. DTC’s practice is to
credit Direct Participants’ accounts upon DTC’s receipt of funds and corresponding detail
information from the Paying Agent on the relevant payable date in accordance with their
respective holdings shown on DTC’s records. Payments by Participants to Beneficial Owners
will be governed by standing instructions and customary practices, as is the case with securities
held for the accounts of customers in bearer form or registered in “street name,” and will be the
responsibility of such Participant and not of DTC, the Paying Agent or the Agency, subject to
any statutory or regulatory requirements as may be in effect from time to time. Payment to Cede
& Co. (or such other nominee as may be requested by an authorized representative of DTC) is
the responsibility of the Paying Agent, disbursement of such payments to Direct Participants will
be the responsibility of DTC, and disbursement of such payments to the Beneficial Owners will
be the responsibility of Direct and Indirect Participants.
Discontinuance of Book-Entry-Only System. DTC may discontinue providing its
services as depository with respect to the Series 2022 Bonds at any time by giving reasonable
notice to the Agency or the Paying Agent. Under such circumstances, in the event that a
successor depository is not obtained, certificated Series 2022 Bonds are required to be printed
and delivered to the holders of record.
The Agency may decide to discontinue use of the system of book-entry-only transfers
through DTC (or a successor securities depository) with respect to the Series 2022 Bonds. Under
current industry practices, however, DTC would notify its Direct or Indirect Participants of the
Agency's decision but will only withdraw beneficial interests from a Series 2022 Bond at the
13
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request of any Direct or Indirect Participant. In that event, certificates for the Series 2022 Bonds
will be printed and delivered.
No Assurance Regarding DTC Practices
The foregoing information in this section concerning DTC and DTC’s book-entry system
has been obtained from sources that the Agency believes to be reliable, but the Agency, the
Underwriters and the Paying Agent take no responsibility for the accuracy thereof.
So long as Cede & Co. is the registered owner of the Series 2022 Bonds as nominee of
DTC, references herein to the holders or registered owners of the Series 2022 Bonds will mean
Cede & Co. and will not mean the Beneficial Owners of the Series 2022 Bonds.
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None of the Agency, the Paying Agent or the Underwriters will have any responsibility or
obligation to the Participants, DTC or the persons for whom they act with respect to (i) the
accuracy of any records maintained by DTC or by any Direct or Indirect Participant of DTC, (ii)
payments or the providing of notice to the Direct Participants, the Indirect Participants or the
Beneficial Owners, (iii) the selection by DTC or by any Direct or Indirect Participant of any
Beneficial Owner to receive payment in the event of a partial redemption of the Series 2022
Bonds or (iv) any other action taken by DTC or its partnership nominee as owner of the Series
2022 Bonds.
Registration, Transfer and Exchange
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The Series 2022 Bonds will be and have all the qualities and incidents of negotiable
instruments under the Uniform Commercial Code - Investment Securities Laws of the State of
Florida, subject to the DTC Book-Entry Only System and to the provisions for registration,
exchange and transfer contained in the Resolution and in the Series 2022 Bonds. The Series
2022 Bonds will be transferable only upon the registration books maintained for such purpose at
the corporate trust office of the Registrar. So long as any of the Series 2022 Bonds remain
outstanding, the Registrar must maintain and keep books for the registration of the Series 2022
Bonds.
All Series 2022 Bonds presented for transfer, exchange, or payment (if so required by the
Agency or the Registrar) must be accompanied by a written instrument or instruments of transfer
or authorization for exchange, in form and with guaranty of signature satisfactory to the Agency
or the Registrar, duly executed by the Holder or by his or her duly authorized attorney.
The Registrar or the Agency may require payment from the Holder or transferee of a sum
sufficient to cover any tax, fee or other governmental charge that may be imposed in connection
with any exchange or transfer of the Series 2022 Bonds. Such charges and expenses shall be
paid before any new Series 2022 Bonds shall be delivered.
The Registrar is not required to issue, transfer or exchange any Series 2022 Bonds
between the Record Date and the related Interest Payment Date on such Series 2022 Bonds or, in
the case of any proposed redemption of Bonds, after any such Series 2022 Bonds or any portion
thereof has been selected for redemption.
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New Series 2022 Bonds delivered upon any transfer or exchange will be valid obligations
of the Agency, evidencing the same debt as the Series 2022 Bonds surrendered, will be secured
by the Resolution, and will be entitled to all of the security and benefits of the Resolution to the
same extent as the Series 2022 Bonds surrendered.
The Agency and the Registrar may treat the Holder of any Series 2022 Bond as the
absolute owner thereof for all purposes, whether or not such Series 2022 Bond is overdue, and
will not be bound by any notice to the contrary.
Redemption

AF
T

Optional Redemption. The Series 2022 Bonds maturing on or prior to October 1, 2031
are not subject to redemption prior to maturity. The Series 2022 Bonds maturing on and after
October 1, 2032 are subject to redemption prior to maturity on October 1, 2031, or on any date
thereafter, at the option of the Agency, as a whole or in part at any time (by lot if less than all of a
maturity) at the redemption price of 100% of the principal amount thereof, without premium,
(plus accrued interest to the redemption date on the principal amount, if any).
Mandatory Sinking Fund Redemption. The Series 2022 Bonds maturing on October 1,
_____ are subject to mandatory sinking fund redemption in part prior to maturity, by lot, through
the application of Amortization Installments, at a redemption price equal to one hundred percent
(100%) of the principal amount thereof, plus accrued interest to the redemption date, on October
1 of each year in the following amounts and in the years specified.
Amortization
Installment

R

Due
(October 1)

D

*

*Final Maturity

Moneys in the Bond Amortization Account shall be used solely for the purchase,
redemption or payment at maturity of the Term Bonds payable therefrom. However, amounts
accumulated in the Bond Amortization Account with respect to any Amortization Installment
may be applied by the Agency, on or prior to the sixtieth (60th) day preceding the due date of
such Amortization Installment (i) to the purchase of Term Bonds of the Series and maturity for
which such Amortization Installment was established, at a price not greater than the Redemption
Price at which such Term Bonds may be redeemed on the first date thereafter on which such
Term Bonds shall be subject to redemption, or (ii) to the redemption at the applicable
Redemption Price of such Term Bonds. The applicable Redemption Price (or principal amount
of maturing Term Bonds) of any Term Bonds so purchased or redeemed shall be deemed to
constitute part of the Bond Amortization Account until such Amortization Installment date, for
the purposes of calculating the amount of such Account. The Agency shall pay out of the Bond
Amortization Account and the Interest Account to the respective Paying Agents, on or before the
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day preceding such redemption date (or maturity date), the amount required for the redemption
(or for the payment of such Term Bonds then maturing), and such amount shall be applied by
such Paying Agents to such redemption (or payment).
Notice of Redemption. Unless waived by any Holder of Bonds to be redeemed, notice of
any redemption made pursuant to this section shall be given by the Registrar on behalf of the
Agency by mailing a copy of an official redemption notice by first class mail, postage prepaid, at
least thirty (30) days and not more than sixty (60) days prior to the date fixed for redemption to
each Holder of Bonds to be redeemed at the address of such Holder shown on the registration
books maintained by the Registrar or at such other address as shall be furnished in writing by
such Holder to the Registrar; provided, however, that no defect in any notice given pursuant to
this section to any Holder of Bonds to be redeemed nor failure to give such notice shall in any
manner defeat the effectiveness of a call for redemption as to all other Holders of Bonds to be
redeemed.
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Every official notice of redemption shall be dated and shall state:
(1)

the redemption date,

(2)

the Redemption Price,

(3)
if less than all outstanding Bonds are to be redeemed, the number (and, in
the case of a partial redemption of any Bond, the principal amount) of each Bond to be
redeemed,

R

(4)
that on the redemption date the Redemption Price will become due and
payable upon each such Bond or portion thereof called for redemption, and that interest
thereon shall cease to accrue from and after said date, and

D

(5)
that such Bonds to be redeemed, whether as a whole or in part, are to be
surrendered for payment of the Redemption Price plus accrued interest at the office of the
Paying Agent.
Prior to any redemption date, the Agency shall deposit with the Paying Agent an amount
of money sufficient to pay the Redemption Price of and accrued interest on all Bonds or portions
of Bonds which are to be redeemed on that date. However, such moneys do not have to be on
deposit prior to the mailing of the notice of redemption and any notice of redemption may
contain a statement that the redemption of the Bonds on the date set for redemption is
conditioned upon the occurrence of certain events to occur after the mailing of the notice but on
or prior to the date set for redemption including, without limitation, the issuance of refunding
obligations.
Defeasance
If the Agency shall pay or cause to be paid or there shall otherwise be paid to the Holders
of all Bonds the principal or Redemption Price, if applicable, and interest due or to become due
thereon, at the times and in the manner stipulated therein and in the Bond Resolution, then the
16
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pledge of the Pledged Revenues and any additional security pledged hereunder, and all
covenants, agreements and other obligations of the Agency to the Bondholders, shall thereupon
cease, terminate and become void and be discharged and satisfied. In such event, the Paying
Agent shall pay over or deliver to the Agency all money or securities held by them pursuant to
the Bond Resolution which are not required for the payment or redemption of Bonds not
theretofore surrendered for such payment or redemption.

R
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Any Bonds or interest installments appertaining thereto, whether at or prior to the
maturity or redemption date of such Bonds, shall be deemed to have been paid within the
meaning of this provision if (a) in case any such Bonds are to be redeemed prior to the maturity
thereof, there shall have been taken all action necessary to call such Bonds for redemption and
notice of such redemption shall have been duly given or provision shall have been made for the
giving of such notice, (b) there shall have been deposited in irrevocable trust with a banking
institution or trust company by or on behalf of the Agency either moneys in an amount which
shall be sufficient, or Securities the principal of and the interest on which when due will provide
moneys which, together with the moneys, if any, deposited with such bank or trust company at
the same time shall be sufficient, to pay the principal of or Redemption Price, if applicable, and
interest due and to become due on said Bonds on and prior to the redemption date or maturity
date thereof, as the case may be and (c) there shall be available a copy of the Accountant's report
verifying the sufficiency of moneys or Securities and investment earnings thereon, to make such
payment when due. Neither the Securities nor any moneys so deposited with such bank or trust
company nor any moneys received by such bank or trust company on account of principal of or
Redemption Price, if applicable, or interest on said Securities shall be withdrawn or used for any
purpose other than, and all such moneys shall be held in trust for and be applied to, the payment,
when due, of the principal of or Redemption Price, if applicable, of the Bonds for the payment or
redemption of which they were deposited and the interest accruing thereon to the date of maturity
or redemption thereof; provided, however, the Agency may substitute new Securities and moneys
for the deposited Securities and moneys if the new Securities and moneys are sufficient to pay
the principal of or Redemption Price, if applicable, and interest on such Bonds.

D

SECURITY AND SOURCE OF PAYMENT FOR THE SERIES 2022 BONDS
Authority

The Series 2022 Bonds are being issued under the authority of and in full compliance
with the Constitution of the State of Florida and laws of the State of Florida, particularly
Chapters 125 and 166, Florida Statutes, Chapter 163, Part I, Florida Statutes, Section 212.055(2),
Florida Statutes, other applicable provisions of law, and the Bond Resolution.
Source of Payment
The payment of principal and interest on the Series 2022 Bonds will be secured equally
and ratably with the Series 2020 Note and any other Bonds hereafter issued by the Agency by a
first lien upon and pledge of the Pledged Revenues. The Agency also expects to enter into in
early 2022 the SIB Loan with the Florida Department of Transportation in the principal amount
of approximately $25,500,000, the security for which will be a lien on the Sales Tax Revenues on
a parity with the Series 2022 Bonds, Series 2020 Note and any other Bonds issued under the
17
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Bond Resolution. See, also, "THE INFRASTRUCTURE SALES TAX" herein. The Series 2020
Note represents the only "Bond" currently outstanding under the Bond Resolution other than the
Series 2022 Bonds.
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"Pledged Revenues" is defined in the Bond Resolution to mean (i) Sales Tax Revenues,
and (ii) moneys on deposit in the funds and accounts established under the Bond Resolution and
investment earnings thereon, but excluding moneys on deposit in the Rebate Fund and the Costs
of Issuance Account. "Sales Tax Revenues" is defined in the Bond Resolution to mean those
78% of the one percent (1%) local government infrastructure surtax revenues authorized pursuant
to Section 212.055(2), Florida Statutes, levied and extended pursuant to Ordinance No. 2014-07
of the County and distributed to the Agency pursuant to the Interlocal Agreement. Such term
shall include for all purposes of the Bond Resolution proceeds of the portion of the
communication services tax levied in the County pursuant to Section 202.19(5), Florida Statutes,
as a replacement of, and to be used for the same purposes as, the portion of the infrastructure
sales surtax previously levied on communications services.

D
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THE SERIES 2022 BONDS ARE SPECIAL LIMITED OBLIGATIONS OF THE
AGENCY PAYABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM THE PLEDGED REVENUES, AS HEREIN
DESCRIBED. THE SERIES 2022 BONDS SHALL NOT BE OR CONSTITUTE A GENERAL
INDEBTEDNESS OR OBLIGATION OF THE AGENCY, THE CITY OR THE COUNTY
WITHIN THE MEANING OF ANY CONSTITUTIONAL, STATUTORY OR CHARTER
PROVISION OR LIMITATION, BUT SHALL BE PAYABLE SOLELY FROM AND
SECURED BY A LIEN UPON AND PLEDGE OF THE PLEDGED REVENUES AS
DESCRIBED HEREIN ON A PARITY WITH THE OTHER OUTSTANDING BONDS
ISSUED AS DESCRIBED HEREIN. NO OTHER REVENUES OF THE AGENCY ARE
PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS. THE FULL FAITH AND
CREDIT OF THE AGENCY, THE CITY OR THE COUNTY IS NOT PLEDGED TO THE
PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF, OR INTEREST ON THE SERIES 2022 BONDS. NO
OWNER OF ANY OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS SHALL EVER HAVE THE RIGHT TO
REQUIRE OR COMPEL THE EXERCISE OF THE AD VALOREM TAXING POWER OF
THE CITY OR THE COUNTY FOR THE PAYMENT THEREOF, AND THE SERIES 2022
BONDS SHALL NOT CONSTITUTE A LIEN UPON PROPERTY OWNED OR SITUATED
WITHIN THE CORPORATE TERRITORY OF THE AGENCY, THE CITY OR THE
COUNTY. THE AGENCY HAS NO TAXING POWER. NO REVENUES OF THE CITY OR
THE COUNTY, OTHER THAN THE SALES TAX REVENUES DEPOSITED WITH THE
AGENCY TO THE EXTENT DESCRIBED HEREIN, ARE AVAILABLE TO PAY THE
SERIES 2022 BONDS.
Establishment of Funds and Accounts
There are created under the Bond Resolution the following funds and accounts:
•

the Construction Fund

•

the Revenue Fund
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•

the Debt Service Fund, and the Interest Account, the Principal Account and the
Bond Amortization Account therein

•

the Reserve Fund

•

the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund

•

the Costs of Issuance Account

•

the Rebate Fund.

AF
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The Bond Resolution provides that moneys on deposit in the Construction Fund shall
only be used for the payment of costs of the Blueprint 2020 Projects. Separate accounts in the
Construction Fund may be established by the Agency for each Series of Bonds the proceeds of
which are to be deposited in whole or in part in such subaccount in the Construction Fund.
Moneys in each account in the Construction Fund shall be held in trust and subject to a lien and
charge in favor of the Bondholders of such Series of Bonds for which such account was
established for the security of such Bondholders. Proceeds of insurance against physical loss of
or damage to a project shall, and moneys received for or in connection with a project may at the
option of the Agency, be deposited in the appropriate account in the Construction Fund.
Proceeds of the Series 2022 Bonds to be applied to pay the costs of issuance of the Series
2022 Bonds are to be deposited in the Costs of Issuance Account and so applied by the Agency.
Flow of Funds

R

The Agency shall deposit all Sales Tax Revenues into the Revenue Fund, promptly upon
the receipt thereof. On or before the 27th day of each month, the moneys in the Revenue Fund
shall be deposited or credited in the following manner and in the following order of priority:

D

FIRST - Debt Service Fund. The Agency shall deposit into or credit to the Debt Service
Fund from moneys in the Revenue Fund amounts sufficient to make all of the following deposits.
The moneys on deposit in the Debt Service Fund shall be applied in the manner provided in the
Bond Resolution solely for the payment of the principal of or Redemption Price, if applicable,
and interest on the Bonds and shall not be available for any other purpose. The moneys
transferred from the Revenue Fund to the Debt Service Fund shall be deposited or credited in the
following manner and in the following order of priority:
(1)
Interest Account. The Agency shall deposit into or credit to the Interest
Account the sum which, together with the balance in said account, shall equal the interest
on all Outstanding Bonds accrued and unpaid and to accrue to the end of the then current
calendar month (assuming that a year consists of 12 equal calendar months of 30 days
each). Moneys in the Interest Account shall be applied by the Agency to pay interest on
the Bonds as and when the same shall become due, whether by redemption or otherwise,
and for no other purpose. The Agency shall adjust the amount of the deposit into the
Interest Account not later than the month immediately preceding any Interest Date so as
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to provide sufficient moneys in the Interest Account to pay the interest coming due on the
Bonds on such Interest Date.

AF
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(2)
Principal Account. Next, the Agency shall deposit into or credit to the
Principal Account the sum which, together with the balance in said account, shall equal
(a) the principal amount of all Outstanding Bonds other than Term Bonds due and unpaid,
(b) that portion of the principal amount of the Bonds other than Term Bonds next due
which would have accrued on such Bonds next due during the then current calendar
month if such principal amount thereof were deemed to accrue monthly (assuming that a
year consists of 12 equal calendar months of 30 days each) in equal installments from a
date one year preceding the due date of such Bonds next due and (c) the portion of the
principal amount of the Bonds other than Term Bonds next due which shall have accrued
on such basis in prior months. Not later than the month immediately preceding any
principal payment date, the Agency shall adjust the amount of the deposit into the
Principal Account so as to provide sufficient moneys in the Principal Account to pay the
principal on the Bonds other than Term Bonds becoming due on such principal payment
date. Moneys in the Principal Account shall be applied by the Agency to pay the
principal of the Bonds other than Term Bonds as and when the same shall become due,
whether at maturity or otherwise, and for no other purpose.

D
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(3)
Bond Amortization Account. Payments to the Bond Amortization
Account shall be on a parity with payments to the Principal Account. Commencing in the
month which is one year prior to the due date of each Amortization Installment, the
Agency shall deposit into or credit to the Bond Amortization Account the sum which,
together with the balance in said account held for the credit of such Amortization
Installment and all Outstanding Term Bonds due and unpaid, shall equal (a) the principal
amount of all such Outstanding Term Bonds due and unpaid, (b) that portion of such
Amortization Installment which would have accrued during the then current calendar
month if such Amortization Installment were deemed to accrue monthly (assuming that a
year consists of 12 equal calendar months of 30 days each) in equal amounts from a date
one year preceding such due date and (c) the portion of such Amortization Installment
which shall have accrued on such basis in prior months. The Agency shall adjust the
amount of the deposit into the Bond Amortization Account not later than the month
immediately preceding any date for payment of an Amortization Installment so as to
provide sufficient moneys in the Bond Amortization Account to pay such Amortization
Installment on such date. Moneys in the Bond Amortization Account shall be applied by
the Agency to purchase or redeem Term Bonds in the manner herein provided, and for no
other purpose.
Amounts accumulated in the Bond Amortization Account with respect to any
Amortization Installment may be applied by the Agency, on or prior to the 60th day
preceding the due date of such Amortization Installment (i) to the purchase of Term
Bonds of the Series and maturity for which such Amortization Installment was
established, at a price not greater than the Redemption Price at which such Term Bonds
may be redeemed on the first date thereafter on which such Term Bonds shall be subject
to redemption, or (ii) to the redemption at the applicable Redemption Price of such Term
Bonds. The applicable Redemption Price (or principal amount of maturing Term Bonds)
20
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of any Term Bonds so purchased or redeemed shall be deemed to constitute part of the
Bond Amortization Account until such Amortization Installment date, for the purposes of
calculating the amount of such account. As soon as practicable after the 60th day
preceding the due date of any such Amortization Installment, the Agency shall proceed to
call for redemption on such due date, by causing notice to be given as provided in the
Bond Resolution, Term Bonds of the Series and maturity for which such Amortization
Installment was established (except in the case of Term Bonds maturing on an
Amortization Installment date) in such amount as shall be necessary to complete the
retirement of the unsatisfied balance of such Amortization Installment. The Agency shall
pay out of the Bond Amortization Account and the Interest Account to the respective
Paying Agents, on or before the day preceding such redemption date (or maturity date),
the amount required for the redemption (or for the payment of such Term Bonds then
maturing), and such amount shall be applied by such Paying Agents to such redemption
(or payment).

D
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SECOND - Reserve Fund. The Agency shall deposit into or credit to each subaccount of
the Reserve Fund such sum, if any, as will be necessary to immediately restore the funds on
deposit therein to an amount equal to the Reserve Fund Requirement therefor including the
reinstatement of any Reserve Fund Insurance Policy or Reserve Fund Letter of Credit on deposit
therein or the cash replacement thereof. In the event the amounts available for such purpose shall
be insufficient to make all payments required by the preceding sentence, the available amount
shall be prorated among the various subaccounts in the Reserve Fund in the same proportion that
the Reserve Fund Requirement for each subaccount bears to the total Reserve Fund Requirement
for all such subaccounts. On or prior to each principal and interest payment date for the Bonds,
moneys in each subaccount of the Reserve Fund shall be applied by the Agency to the payment
of the principal of or Redemption Price, if applicable, and interest on the Bonds, which such
subaccount relates to, to the extent moneys in the Interest Account, the Principal Account and the
Bond Amortization Account shall be insufficient for such purpose. Whenever there shall be
surplus moneys in the Reserve Fund by reason of a decrease in the Reserve Fund Requirement
or as a result of a deposit therein of a Reserve Fund Insurance Policy and/or a Reserve Fund
Letter of Credit, such surplus moneys shall be deposited by the Agency into the Principal
Account, or such other appropriate fund or account of the Agency or used to pay or provide for
necessary rebate through the Rebate Fund or to pay the premium on the Reserve Fund Insurance
Policy, provided such deposit to such other fund or account shall not adversely affect the
exclusion from gross income of interest on the Bonds for federal income tax purposes.
Whenever moneys on deposit in a subaccount of the Reserve Fund, together with the
other available amounts in the Debt Service Fund, are sufficient to fully pay all Outstanding
Bonds (including principal and interest thereon) of the Series secured by such subaccount in
accordance with their terms, the funds on deposit in such subaccount of the Reserve Fund shall
be applied to the payment of such Bonds.
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, in lieu of the required deposits into a
subaccount of the Reserve Fund, the Agency may, at its sole option and discretion, cause to be
deposited a Reserve Fund Insurance Policy and/or Reserve Fund Letter of Credit in an amount
equal to the difference between the Reserve Fund Requirement applicable thereto and the sums,
if any, remaining on deposit in such subaccount of the Reserve Fund after the deposit of such
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Reserve Fund Insurance Policy and/or Reserve Fund Letter of Credit. Such Reserve Fund
Insurance Policy and/or Reserve Fund Letter of Credit shall be payable to the Paying Agent for
such Series (upon the giving of notice as required thereunder) on any interest payment or
redemption date on which a deficiency exists which cannot be cured by funds in any other fund
or account held pursuant to the Bond Resolution and available for such purpose.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Bond Resolution permits the Agency to issue Bonds
that are not secured by the Reserve Fund. The Series 2022 Bonds are not secured by any
amounts on deposit in the Reserve Fund.
THIRD - Subordinated Indebtedness Fund. Next, the Agency shall deposit into or credit
to the Subordinated Indebtedness Fund such sums as are necessary to pay principal of, premium,
if any, and interest on any Subordinated Debt as the same become due, and such amounts shall be
so applied by the Agency. See "SUBORDINATED INDEBTEDNESS" herein.
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FOURTH - Surplus Moneys. The balance of any moneys remaining in the Revenue Fund
after the payments and deposits required above may be used by the Agency for any lawful
purpose.
For a more detailed discussion of the flow of funds, see "APPENDIX C -- COPY OF
BOND RESOLUTION."
Investments

Additional Bonds

R

Moneys held in the funds, accounts and subaccounts established under the Bond
Resolution may be invested and reinvested in Authorized Investments maturing not later than the
date on which the moneys therein will be needed. All investments shall be valued at fair market
value.

D

In addition to the Series 2022 Bonds and the Series 2020 Note, the Bond Resolution
provides for the issuance of Additional Bonds to finance the Cost of Projects or the completion
thereof or the refunding of any Outstanding Bonds or any Subordinated Indebtedness of the
Agency or for any other purpose permitted by law. Prior to the issuance of such Additional
Bonds, the following conditions must be complied with:
(A)
The Agency must certify that it is current in all deposits into the various funds and
accounts established by the Bond Resolution and all payments theretofore required to have been
deposited or made by it under the provisions of the Bond Resolution and that it has complied
with the covenants and agreements of the Bond Resolution.
(B)
There must have been obtained and filed with the Agency a certificate of the
Director of PLACE: (i) stating that the books and records of the Agency relating to the collection
and receipt of Sales Tax Revenues have been reviewed by him or her; (ii) setting forth the
amount of Sales Tax Revenues which have been received by the Agency during any 12
consecutive months selected by the Agency of the 24 months immediately preceding the issuance
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of such Additional Bonds; and (iii) stating that such Sales Tax Revenues equal at least 1.25 times
the Maximum Debt Service Requirement for all Outstanding Bonds and such Additional Bonds
then proposed to be issued.
(C)
In computing Maximum Debt Service Requirement for purposes of this
calculation, the interest rate on outstanding Variable Rate Bonds, and on additional parity
Variable Rate Bonds then proposed to be issued, must be calculated as provided in the definition
of "Debt Service Requirement" in the Bond Resolution.
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(D)
In the event any Additional Bonds are issued for the purpose of refunding any
Bonds then Outstanding, the conditions of clauses (A) and (B) above will not apply, provided
that the issuance of such Additional Bonds will not result in an increase in the aggregate amount
of principal of and interest on the Outstanding Bonds becoming due in the current Fiscal Year or
any subsequent Fiscal Years. The conditions of clause (B) above will apply to Additional Bonds
issued to refund Subordinated Indebtedness and to Additional Bonds issued for refunding
purposes which cannot meet the conditions of this clause (D).
(E)
In addition to all of the other requirements, the Agency must comply with any
applicable provisions of any financing documents relating to outstanding Subordinated
Indebtedness to the extent such provisions impact on the ability of the Agency to issue
Additional Bonds.
(F)
Additional Bonds issued pursuant to these provisions will mature at least three
months prior to expiration of the Sales Tax Revenues or six months prior to the final collection of
the Sales Tax Revenues.

R

The Agency may issue notes in anticipation of the issuance of Bonds which must have
such terms and details and be secured in such manner, not inconsistent with the Bond Resolution,
as must be provided by resolution of the Agency.

D

SUBORDINATED INDEBTEDNESS

The Agency may issue indebtedness that are not Additional Bonds and that are payable in
whole or in part out of the Pledged Revenues and which may be secured by a pledge of the
Pledged Revenues; provided, however, that such pledge must be, and must be expressed to be,
subordinated in all respects to the pledge of the Pledged Revenues created by the Bond
Resolution. The Agency will have the right to covenant with the holders from time to time of
any Subordinated Indebtedness to add to the conditions, limitations and restrictions under which
any Additional Bonds may be issued pursuant to the Bond Resolution. The Agency has agreed to
pay promptly any Subordinated Indebtedness as the same shall become due.
THE INFRASTRUCTURE SALES TAX
Chapter 212, Part I, Florida Statutes, imposes a 6% sales tax (the "Sales Tax") on the
sales price of retail sales of tangible personal property sold in the State of Florida (the "State")
subject to certain exceptions and exemptions and certain dealer allowances. A similar tax is
imposed on the price of tangible personal property when the property is not sold, but is used, or
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stocked for use, in the State and on the price of certain services, rentals and admissions in the
State. The largest single source of tax receipts in the State is the sales and use tax.
Section 212.055(2), Florida Statutes, authorizes counties to impose a discretionary sales
surtax of an additional 0.5% or 1% on the sales, uses, services and admissions in such counties
subject to the State tax imposed thereon (the "Infrastructure Sales Tax"). However, counties may
not impose the surtax on the portion of any sales amount which exceeds $5,000 on any item of
tangible personal property. The Infrastructure Sales Tax is levied on "communications services"
pursuant to the rate set in the CST Law (as defined below). The levy of the Infrastructure Sales
Tax must be pursuant to an ordinance of the county's governing board and must be approved by a
referendum of the electors of the county.
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Pursuant to Section 212.055(2)(d)1, Florida Statutes, the proceeds of any discretionary
sales surtax and any interest accrued thereon may be expended, among other things, to finance,
plan and construct infrastructure and to acquire land for public recreation or conservation or
protection of natural resources. Neither the proceeds nor any interest accrued thereto may be
used for operational expenses of any infrastructure. "Infrastructure" is defined by Section
212.055(2)(d)1, Florida Statutes, to include, among other things, any fixed capital expenditure or
fixed capital outlay associated with the construction, reconstruction or improvement of public
facilities which have a life expectancy of 5 or more years and any land acquisition, land
improvement, design and engineering costs related thereto.

D
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The Florida Department of Revenue ("FDOR") has the responsibility to administer,
collect and enforce all surtaxes, including the Infrastructure Sales Tax. The proceeds of each
local government's discretionary sales surtax collections are transferred to the Discretionary Sales
Surtax Clearing Trust Fund. A separate account in the trust fund is established for each local
government imposing such a surtax. FDOR is authorized to deduct 3% of the total revenue
generated for all counties levying a surtax for administrative costs. FDOR does not currently
deduct any administrative expenses. Pursuant to Section 212.15, Florida Statutes, vendors
generally are required to remit sales tax receipts by the twentieth day of the month immediately
following the month of collection. (Vendors who collect taxes aggregating less than $1,000 for
four calendar quarters are permitted to remit tax receipts less frequently.) No statute prescribes a
deadline for remitting surtax proceeds to the local governing bodies. However, FDOR has
consistently remitted surtax proceeds to local governing bodies by the end of the month
immediately following receipt by FDOR.
The Infrastructure Sales Tax is to be distributed among a county and the municipalities
representing a majority of the county's municipal population, and school districts with the
consent of the governing body of such county, pursuant to a statutory formula based upon
population, unless the county and such municipalities enter into an interlocal agreement
providing for a different distribution. Pursuant to Section 212.055(2)(e), Florida Statutes, school
districts, counties and municipalities receiving discretionary sales surtax proceeds may pledge
such proceeds for the purpose of servicing new bond indebtedness incurred pursuant to law.
Counties and municipalities may join together for the issuance of bonds authorized pursuant to
Section 212.055(2)(e), Florida Statutes.
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Pursuant to County Ordinance 89-14, on September 19, 1989, the voters of the County
approved the levying and imposition, throughout the County, of an additional tax of 1% on all
transactions occurring in the County for a period of 15 years. Pursuant to County Ordinance No.
0035, on November 7, 2000, the extension of the Infrastructure Sales Tax through December 31,
2019 was approved by a majority of the voters of the County. Pursuant to County Ordinance No.
2014-07, on November 4, 2014, the extension of the Infrastructure Sales Tax through December
31, 2039 was approved by a majority of the voters of the County. Pursuant to the Interlocal
Agreement, the Agency began receiving Sales Tax Revenues effective December 1, 2004. The
County and the City, pursuant to the Interlocal Agreement, have irrevocably pledged and
assigned 78% of the proceeds of the Infrastructure Sales Tax received by the County and the City
(the "Sales Tax Revenues") to the Agency to secure the Bonds and pay the costs of the Blueprint
2020 Projects.
Communications Services Tax

R
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Effective October 1, 2001, the structure for the imposition of taxes on
telecommunications and other communications services was completely revamped by Chapter
202, Florida Statute (the "CST Law"). The CST Law rescinded or modified various taxes
imposed upon certain telephone and other telecommunications and communications services
(including the Infrastructure Sales Tax on certain long distance services) and replaced the
revenues from such taxes with revenues with a new state tax and a local option tax imposed on
communications services (the "Communications Services Tax"). "Communications services"
under the CST Law includes the transmission of voice, data, audio, video or any other
information or signals, including cable services, by or through any medium or method currently
in existence or in the future devised regardless of the protocol used for such transmission or
conveyance.

D

The term includes such transmission, conveyance, or routing in which computer
processing applications are used to act on the form, code, or protocol of the content for purposes
of transmission, conveyance, or routing without regard to whether such service is referred to as
voice-over-Internet-protocol services or is classified by the Federal Communications
Commission as enhanced or value-added.
Communication services does not include "information services" (as defined in the CST
Law to include electronic publishing, webhosting services and end-user 900 number services,
among other things), the installation or maintenance of wiring or equipment on a customer's
premises, the sale or rental of tangible personal property, the sale of advertising, bad check and
late payment charges, billing and collection services and internet access service, electronic mail
service and related on-line services. Exempted from the Communications Services Tax are
certain sales of communications services to the federal government, or any instrumentality or
agency thereof, the state or any county, municipality or political subdivision of the state, and
religious institutions, educational organizations and certain other charitable organizations.
The Communications Services Tax imposed by the CST Law as a replacement for the
Infrastructure Sales Tax on certain communication services is levied at a rate of 0.6% on the sale
price of communications services and is included in the Sales Tax Revenues pledged to the
Bonds. The Communications Services Taxes collected under the CST Law are deposited along
25
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with the Infrastructure Sales Tax into the Discretionary Sales Surtax Clearing Trust Fund and are
then distributed by FDOR to the County and the City as part of the Infrastructure Sales Tax, with
no distinction made as to the portion of the distribution constituting Communications Services
Tax. Except for the Communications Services Tax deposited into the Discretionary Sales
Surtax Clearing Trust Fund received by the County and the City (and distributed to the
Agency with the Sales Tax Revenues) pursuant to Section 212.055(2), no other revenues
received by the County or the City pursuant to the CST Law and distributed to the Agency
are pledged to secure the Bonds.
Historical Collection of Infrastructure Sales Tax
The following table sets forth the collections of Infrastructure Sales Tax for the City and
the County for the past five fiscal years and includes a calculation of 78% of each such amount,
which comprises the Sales Tax Revenues pledged to the Bonds.
Sales Tax Revenues
(78% of Total)*
$27,526
28,835
30,268
31,679
32,731
33,371
34,752
36,508
34,019(1)
39,813
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County/City
Total*
$35,290
36,968
38,805
40,614
41,963
42,784
44,554
46,805
43,614(1)
51,042

R

Fiscal Year
Ending 9/30
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021(2)

D

* In thousands
(1)
See "COVID-19", herein.
(2)
Unaudited

The amount of Sales Tax Revenues distributed to the Agency is subject to increases or
decreases due to (i) more or less favorable economic conditions, (ii) increases or decreases in the
dollar volume of taxable sales within the County, (iii) legislative changes relating to the sales tax,
which may include changes in the scope of taxable sales, and (iv) other factors which may be
beyond the control of the Agency, the City or the County, including but not limited to the
potential for increased use of electronic commerce and other internet-related sales activity that
could have a material adverse impact upon the amount of sales tax collected by the State of
Florida and then distributed to the Agency in accordance with the Interlocal Agreement.

(REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK)
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ESTIMATED DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE

Sales Tax Revenues (78% of existing Infrastructure Sales Tax)
Maximum Annual Debt Service on the Series 2022 Bonds, the
Series 2020 Note and the SIB Loan(1)(2)
Estimated Coverage on the Series 2022 Bonds, the Series
2020 Note and the SIB Loan
(1)

$10,000,000

$10,000,000

3.98x

3.40x

Based on an assumed issuance of Series 2022 Bonds at a principal amount of $111,140,626
and true interest cost of 2.39%.
Based on the assumed issuance of the SIB Loan at a principal amount of $25,500,000 and
interest rate of 1.85%.
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(2)

Fiscal Year Ending
2021
2020
$39,813,000
$34,019,000

PENSION AND OTHER POST EMPLOYMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS

D

R

Retirement Plans. Employees of the Agency have the option of participating in either the
City of Tallahassee or the Leon County benefits program. Employees electing to participate in
the Leon County benefits program are eligible for the Florida Retirement System (FRS), which
includes the Retiree Health Insurance Subsidy Program (HIS). Employees electing to participate
in the City of Tallahassee program are eligible for the City's General Employees Pension Plan
(City Plan). The aggregate amount of net pension liabilities, related deferred inflows and
outflows of resources, and pension expense for the Agency’s defined benefit pension plans are
summarized below: Leon County City of Tallahassee Total Plan Obligations and Expenses (in
thousands):

Plan Obligations and Expenses
Net Pension Liability
Pension Related Deferred Outflows
Pension Related Deferred Inflows
Pension Expense

Leon County
FRS
HIS
$523
$102
164
23
13
10
69
3

City of
Tallahassee
City Plan
$1,638
1,782
391
938

$2,263
1,969
414
206

1

-

1

-

1

1

4

22

27

Member Statistics – 2020:
Retirees and beneficiaries, if deceased
Retirees currently receiving benefits
Terminated employees entitled to
Benefits, not yet receiving benefits
Active Employees

Total

Florida State Retirement System. The FRS is a cost-sharing, multiple-employer, defined
benefit plan administered by the State of Florida, Department of Administration, Division of
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Retirement. The FRS provides retirement, in-line-of-duty or regular disability and survivors
benefits. Chapter 121, Florida Statutes, establishes the authority for benefit provisions and
contribution requirements. Changes to the law can only occur through an act of the Florida
Legislature.
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Currently, there are five (5) employees for the Agency participating in the FRS defined
benefit plan out of a total of 644,338 active FRS participants in the defined benefit plan. Active
employees are required to contribute 3% of their gross compensation to the retirement plan. The
Agency is required to contribute at an actuarially determined rate. Agency participants who were
members as of June 30, 2011 in the FRS are members of the Regular Class with a normal
retirement benefit at age 62 or at least 30 years of service; the benefit accumulates at 1.60%
times average compensation (5 highest years) times years of creditable service; vesting occurs
after 6 years of creditable service. Agency participants who joined the System after June 30,
2011 are members of the Regular Class with a normal retirement benefit at age 65 or at least 33
years of service; the benefit accumulates at 1.60% times average compensation (8 highest years)
times years of creditable service; vesting occurs after 8 years of creditable service. Employer
contribution rates effective July 1, 2019 was 9.2%, and July 1, 2020 was 10.0%.

R

The Agency also participates in the Retiree Health Insurance Subsidy (HIS) Program, a
cost-sharing, multiemployer defined benefit pension plan established under Section 112.363,
Florida Statutes. The benefit is a monthly cash payment to assist retirees of state-administered
retirement systems in paying their health insurance costs. The HIS Program is funded by required
contributions from FRS participating employers as set by the State Legislature. Employer
contributions are a percentage of gross compensation for all active FRS employees. Employees
are not required to contribute. For the fiscal year ended September 30, 2020, the contribution rate
was 1.66% of payroll pursuant to Section 112.363, Florida Statutes.

D

In addition to the above benefits, the FRS administers a Deferred Retirement Option
Program (“DROP”). This program allows eligible employees to defer receipt of monthly
retirement benefit payments while continuing employment with a Florida Retirement System
employer for a period not to exceed 60 months after electing to participate. DROP benefits are
held in the FRS Trust Fund and accrue interest.
Net Pension Liability. At September 30, 2020, the Agency reported for its share of the
FRS and HIS plans the amount of the net pension liability as shown below (in thousands):
FRS
$523

June 30, 2019 – measurement date

HIS
$102

Total
$625

The net pension liability for each plan was determined by the plans’ actuary and reported
in the plans’ valuations dated July 1, 2020 for the net pension liability as of June 30, 2020. The
Agency represents 0.306% of Leon County’s proportionate share of the FRS net pension liability.
At September 30, 2020, the Agency’s and Leon County’s proportionate share of the employer
portion of the FRS and HIS net pension liability are shown below:
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Agency

Leon County

FRS
HIS
FRS
HIS
June 30, 2020
0.0012063198% 0.0008382277%
0.3947681660%
0.2743100165%
June 30, 2020
0.0012394870% 0.0008605206%
0.4056221045%
0.2816053654%
Increase/Decrease 0.0000331672% (0.0000222929%) (0.0108539385%) (0.0072953489%)
The Agency’s and Leon County proportionate share of the net pension liability was based
on the County’s 2019-20 fiscal year contributions relative to the 2018-2019 fiscal year
contributions of all participating members of FRS.
Other (Than Pension) Post Employment Benefits
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Staff of the Agency have the option of participating in either the City's or the County's
benefit programs. The Agency, through the City's Retiree Medical Insurance Plan (OPEB Plan),
provides health insurance and prescription drug coverage to its active and retired employees.
The Agency is required under Florida law to permit participation in the health insurance program
by retirees and their eligible dependents at a cost to the retiree that is no greater than the coast at
which coverage is available for active employees. In addition, the Agency, via its participation
in the City's program, has elected to provide a partial subsidy to its retirees to offset the cost of
such health insurance. As of September 30, 2020, there were two retired employees of the
Agency receiving benefits under the OPEB Plan.

R

The Agency's proportionate share of the City's OPEB Plant is 0.75% and was determined
based on the amount of covered payroll as an estimate for determining each employer's
proportionate share. The aggregate amounts reported by the Agency as of September 30, 2020,
of net OPEB liabilities, related deferred inflows and outflows of resources, and OPEB expenses
using a valuation date and measurement date of September 30, 2019 are summarized as follows
(in thousands):

D

OPEB Plan
Obligations and Expenses
Net OPEB Liability
OPEB Related Deferred Outflows
OPEB Related Deferred Inflows
OPEB Expense

Agency Share of
City Plan Amounts
$707
339
40
51

RATINGS
Moody's Investors Service ("Moody's") and Fitch Ratings, Inc. ("Fitch") have assigned
ratings of "____" and "AA," (stable outlook) respectively, to the Series 2022 Bonds. Such
ratings reflect the view of such organizations and an explanation of the significance of such
respective ratings may only be obtained from the rating agencies furnishing the same. Generally,
rating agencies base their ratings on the information and materials furnished to them and, in
addition, on investigations, studies and assumptions made by the rating agencies themselves.
There is no assurance that the ratings mentioned above will continue for any given period of time
or that they may not be lowered or withdrawn entirely by the rating agencies or either of them, if
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in their or its judgment, circumstances so warrant. Any such downward revision in or
withdrawal of any of such ratings may have an adverse effect on the market price of the Series
2022 Bonds. For any additional description of the ratings and their meanings Moody's and Fitch
should be contacted.
TAX MATTERS
General
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The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code") establishes certain
requirements which must be met subsequent to the issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds in order
that interest on the Series 2022 Bonds be and remain excluded from gross income for purposes of
federal income taxation. Non-compliance may cause interest on the Series 2022 Bonds to be
included in federal gross income retroactive to the date of issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds,
regardless of the date on which such non-compliance occurs or is ascertained. These
requirements include, but are not limited to, provisions which prescribe yield and other limits
within which the proceeds of the Series 2022 Bonds and the other amounts are to be invested and
require that certain investment earnings on the foregoing must be rebated on a periodic basis to
the Treasury Department of the United States. The Agency has covenanted in the Bond
Resolution to comply with such requirements in order to maintain the exclusion from federal
gross income of the interest on the Series 2022 Bonds.

R

In the opinion of Bond Counsel, assuming compliance with certain covenants, under
existing laws, regulations, judicial decisions and rulings, interest on the Series 2022 Bonds is
excluded from gross income for purposes of federal income taxation. Interest on the Series 2022
Bonds is not an item of tax preference for purposes of the federal alternative minimum tax.

D

Except as described above, Bond Counsel will express no opinion regarding other federal
income tax consequences resulting from the ownership of, receipt or accrual of interest on, or
disposition of Series 2022 Bonds. Prospective purchasers of Series 2022 Bonds should be aware
that the ownership of Series 2022 Bonds may result in collateral federal income tax
consequences, including (i) the denial of a deduction for interest on indebtedness incurred or
continued to purchase or carry Series 2022 Bonds; (ii) the reduction of the loss reserve deduction
for property and casualty insurance companies by fifteen percent (15%) of certain items,
including interest on Series 2022 Bonds; (iii) the inclusion of interest on Series 2022 Bonds in
earnings of certain foreign corporations doing business in the United States for purposes of
branch profits tax; (iv) the inclusion of interest on Series 2022 Bonds in passive income subject
to federal income taxation of certain Subchapter S corporations with Subchapter C earnings and
profits at the close of the taxable year; and (v) the inclusion of interest on Series 2022 Bonds in
"modified adjusted gross income" by recipients of certain Social Security and Railroad
Retirement benefits for the purposes of determining whether such benefits are included in gross
income for federal income tax purposes.
As to questions of fact material to the opinion of Bond Counsel, Bond Counsel will rely
upon representations and covenants made on behalf of the Agency, certificates of appropriate
officers and certificates of public officials (including certifications as to the use of proceeds of
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the Series 2022 Bonds and of the property financed thereby), without undertaking to verify the
same by independent investigation.
PURCHASE, OWNERSHIP, SALE OR DISPOSITION OF THE SERIES 2022 BONDS
AND THE RECEIPT OF ACCRUAL OF THE INTEREST THEREON MAY HAVE
ADVERSE FEDERAL TAX CONSEQUENCES FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUAL AND
CORPORATE BONDHOLDERS, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
CONSEQUENCES DESCRIBED ABOVE. PROSPECTIVE BONDHOLDERS SHOULD
CONSULT WITH THEIR TAX SPECIALISTS FOR INFORMATION IN THAT REGARD.
Other Tax Matters
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Purchasers of the Series 2022 Bonds should consult their tax advisors as to the tax
consequences to them of owning the Series 2022 Bonds in their particular state or local
jurisdiction.

D
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During recent years, legislative proposals have been introduced in Congress, and in some
cases enacted, that altered certain federal tax consequences resulting from the ownership of
obligations that are similar to the Series 2022 Bonds. In some cases, these proposals have
contained provisions that altered these consequences on a retroactive basis. Such alteration of
federal tax consequences may have affected the market value of obligations similar to the Series
2022 Bonds. From time to time, legislative proposals are pending which could have an effect on
both the federal tax consequences resulting from ownership of the Series 2022 Bonds and their
market value. No assurance can be given that legislative proposals will not be enacted that
would apply to, or have an adverse effect upon, the Series 2022 Bonds. For example, in
connection with federal deficit reduction, job creation and tax law reform efforts, proposals have
been made and others are likely to be made that could significantly reduce the benefit of, or
otherwise affect, the exclusion from gross income of interest on obligations like the Series 2022
Bonds. There can be no assurance that any such legislation or proposal will be enacted, and if
enacted, what form it may take. The introduction or enactment of any such legislative proposals
may affect, perhaps significantly, the market price for, or marketability of the Series 2022 Bonds.
Tax Treatment of Original Issue Discount
Under the Code, the difference between the maturity amount of the Bonds maturing on
December 1 of the year _____ (the "Discount Bonds"), and the initial offering price to the public,
excluding bond houses, brokers or similar persons or organizations acting in the capacity of
underwriters or wholesalers, at which price a substantial amount of the Discount Bonds of the
same maturity and, if applicable, interest rate, was sold is "original issue discount." Original
issue discount will accrue over the term of the Discount Bonds at a constant interest rate
compounded periodically. A purchaser who acquires the Discount Bonds in the initial offering at
a price equal to the initial offering price thereof to the public will be treated as receiving an
amount of interest excludable from gross income for federal income tax purposes equal to the
original issue discount accruing during the period he or she holds the Discount Bonds, and will
increase his or her adjusted basis in the Discount Bonds by the amount of such accruing discount
for purposes of determining taxable gain or loss on the sale or disposition of the Discount Bonds.
The federal income tax consequences of the purchase, ownership and redemption, sale or other
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disposition of the Discount Bonds which are not purchased in the initial offering at the initial
offering price may be determined according to rules which differ from those above. Bondholders
of the Discount Bonds should consult their own tax advisors with respect to the precise
determination for federal income tax purposes of interest accrued upon sale, redemption or other
disposition of the Discount Bonds and with respect to the state and local tax consequences of
owning and disposing of the Discount Bonds.
Tax Treatment of Bond Premium

R
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The difference between the principal amount of the Series 2022 Bonds (collectively, the
"Premium Bonds"), and the initial offering price to the public (excluding bond houses, brokers or
similar persons or organizations acting in the capacity of underwriters or wholesalers) at which
price a substantial amount of such Premium Bonds of the same maturity was sold constitutes to
an initial purchaser amortizable bond premium which is not deductible from gross income for
federal income tax purposes. The amount of amortizable bond premium for a taxable year is
determined actuarially on a constant interest rate basis over the term of each of the Premium
Bonds, which ends on the earlier of the maturity or call date for each of the Premium Bonds
which minimizes the yield on such Premium Bonds to the purchaser. For purposes of
determining gain or loss on the sale or other disposition of a Premium Bond, an initial purchaser
who acquires such obligation in the initial offering at the initial offering price is required to
decrease such purchaser's adjusted basis in such Premium Bond annually by the amount of
amortizable bond premium for the taxable year. The amortization of bond premium may be
taken into account as a reduction in the amount of tax-exempt income for purposes of
determining various other tax consequences of owning such Premium Bonds. Bondholders of
the Premium Bonds are advised that they should consult with their own advisors with respect to
the state and local tax consequences of owning such Premium Bonds.
LEGAL MATTERS

D

Certain legal matters incident to the authorization, issuance and sale by the Agency of the
Series 2022 Bonds and with regard to the exclusion from gross income of the interest thereon
under existing laws are subject to the unqualified approving legal opinion of Bryant Miller Olive
P.A., Bond Counsel. Copies of such opinion will be available at the time of the delivery of the
Series 2022 Bonds and the proposed form of such opinion is set forth in APPENDIX D hereto
and reference is made thereto for the terms thereof.
Certain legal matters will be passed on for the Agency by Susan Dawson, Esq., Legal
Counsel to the Agency. Certain legal matters will be passed on for the Agency by Nabors, Giblin
& Nickerson, P.A., as Disclosure Counsel to the Agency.
The opinions delivered by counsel are based on existing law, which is subject to change.
Such opinions are further based on factual representations made to counsel as of the date thereof.
Counsel does not assume a duty to update or supplement its opinions to reflect any facts or
circumstances, including changes in law, that may thereafter occur or become effective.
The legal opinions to be delivered concurrently with the delivery of the Series 2022
Bonds express the professional judgment of the attorneys rendering the opinions regarding the
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legal issues expressly addressed therein. By rendering a legal opinion, the opinion giver does not
become an insurer or guarantor of the result indicated by that expression of professional
judgment, of the transaction on which the opinion is rendered, or of the future performance of
parties to the transaction, and the rendering of an opinion does not guarantee the outcome of any
legal dispute that may arise out of the transaction.
FINANCIAL ADVISOR

AF
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PFM Financial Advisors LLC, Orlando, Florida, is acting as Financial Advisor to the
Agency in connection with the issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds. The Financial Advisor assisted
in the preparation of this Official Statement and in other matters relating to the planning,
structuring and issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds and provided other advice. The Financial
Advisor is not obligated to undertake and has not undertaken to make, an independent
verification or to assume responsibility for, the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the
information contained in the Official Statement and is not obligated to review or ensure
compliance with continuing disclosure undertakings. The Financial Advisor will not engage in
any underwriting activities with regard to the issuance and sale of the Series 2022 Bonds.
UNDERWRITING

R

___________________________ (the "Underwriter") has agreed, subject to certain
conditions, to purchase the Series 2022 Bonds from the Agency at a price equal to $_________
($_________ par amount, taking into account original issue premium/discount of $_________,
less Underwriter's discount in the amount of $_________). The Underwriter's obligations are
subject to certain conditions precedent described in the Official Notice of Sale, and it will be
obligated to purchase all of the Series 2022 Bonds if any Series 2022 Bonds are purchased.

D

The Series 2022 Bonds are being offered for sale to the public at the prices shown on the
inside cover hereof. The Underwriter may offer and sell the Series 2022 Bonds to certain dealers
and others at prices lower than the public offering prices and following the initial public offering
such public offering prices may be changed, from time to time, by the Underwriter.
INVESTMENT POLICY

Pursuant to a resolution adopted by the Board, the moneys of the Agency are held and
invested pursuant to the terms of the investment policy of the City (the "Investment Policy").
The Investment Policy does not apply to proceeds from the sale of the Bond which are held and
invested pursuant to the provisions of the Bond Resolution. See "SECURITY AND SOURCE
OF PAYMENT FOR THE SERIES 2022 BONDS – Investments" for a discussion of the
investment of proceeds from the Bonds. The City Treasurer-Clerk administers the City's
investment program and is responsible for ensuring the proper management, internal controls,
safekeeping, and recording of all investment assets held or controlled by the City. The City has
promulgated a non-pension investment policy to govern the investment of all non-pension
financial assets held or controlled by the City, not otherwise classified as restricted assets
requiring separate investing (the "Investment Policy"). The Investment Policy sets forth
standards for investing, safekeeping and custody requirements, and reporting requirements.
Individual criteria consisting of, at a minimum, objectives, authorized investments and
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performance evaluation criteria are established on an individual basis for specialized portfolios
governed under specific legal constraints. Criteria for the City's core portfolio are also set forth in
the Investment Policy. A copy of the Investment Policy may be obtained from the City
Treasurer-Clerk's Office or the City's website.
At the end of Fiscal Year 2019, the portfolio had an effective duration of 1.91 years and
an asset mix as follows:
14.0%
3.9%
14.8%
8.4%
3.0%
5.5%
3.9%
45.8%
0.7%
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US Treasuries/Government Guaranteed
Government Agencies/Instrumentalities
Corporate Notes
Municipals
FNMA/FHLMC MBS
Commercial Paper
Investment Pools
Externally Managed Fixed Income Accounts
Cash

The policy allows for limited investment in derivative products. Derivative products
must have a stated final maturity date at purchase of no longer than 5 years; must mature at par
value; and the securities of the issuer must otherwise be authorized investments of the City under
the Investment Policy. The Investment Policy specifically prohibits reverse repurchase
agreements and inverse floating rate notes.

R

See "Note III - Detail Notes - All Funds" in "APPENDIX B – COMPREHENSIVE
ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE AGENCY FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING
SEPTEMBER 30, 2020" for more information on the securities lending and other investment
information.
LITIGATION

D

In the opinion of Susan Dawson, Agency Legal Counsel, after due inquiry of the Clerk of
the Circuit Court of the Second Judicial Circuit and the Federal District Court for the Northern
District of Florida, there is no pending or to her knowledge, threatened, litigation against the
Agency which would have any material adverse effect upon the Pledged Revenues or the
financial condition of the Agency or contesting the validity of the Series 2022 Bonds or of the
Interlocal Agreement or the right of the Agency to issue the Series 2022 Bonds.
CONTINGENT FEES
The Agency has retained Bond Counsel, Disclosure Counsel and the Financial Advisor
with respect to the authorization, sale, execution and delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds.
Payment of all or a portion of the fees of such professionals relating to the issuance of the Series
2022 Bonds and a discount to the Underwriter (which includes the fees of Underwriter's Counsel,
if any) are each contingent upon the issuance of the Series 2022 Bonds.
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ENFORCEABILITY OF REMEDIES
The remedies available to the owners of the Series 2022 Bonds upon an event of default
under the Bond Resolution are in many respects dependent upon judicial actions which are often
subject to discretion and delay. Under existing constitutional and statutory law and judicial
decisions, including specifically the federal bankruptcy code, the remedies specified by the Bond
Resolution and the Series 2022 Bonds may not be readily available or may be limited. The
various legal opinions to be delivered concurrently with the delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds
(including Bond Counsel's approving opinion) will be qualified, as to the enforceability of the
remedies provided in the various legal instruments, by limitations imposed by bankruptcy,
reorganization, insolvency or other similar laws affecting the rights of creditors enacted before of
after such delivery. See "APPENDIX C -- COPY OF BOND RESOLUTION" attached hereto
for a description of events of default and remedies.
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CLIMATE CHANGE ISSUES

D

R

Numerous scientific studies on climate change show that, among other effects on the
global ecosystem, sea levels will rise, extreme temperatures will become more common, and
extreme weather events will become more frequent as a result of increasing global
temperatures attributable to atmospheric pollution. Sea levels will continue to rise in the future
due to the increasing temperature of the oceans causing thermal expansion and growing ocean
volume from glaciers and ice caps melting into the ocean. Areas like the City and County are at
risk of substantial flood damage over time, affecting private development and public
infrastructure, including roads, utilities, emergency services, schools, and parks. As a result,
the County could lose considerable tax revenues and many residents, businesses, and
governmental operations could be displaced. However, the City and County are unable to
predict whether sea level rise or other impacts of climate change or flooding from another
major storm will occur, when they may occur, and if any such events occur, whether they will
have a material adverse effect on the business operations or financial condition of the City,
County or the Sales Tax Revenues.
CYBERSECURITY

Computer networks and systems used for data transmission and collection are vital to the
efficient operations of the Agency. Agency systems (which are managed by the City) provide
support to departmental operations and constituent services by collecting and storing sensitive
data, including intellectual property, security information, proprietary business process
information, information applying to suppliers and business partners, and personally identifiable
information of customers, constituents and employees. The secure processing, maintenance and
transmission of this information is critical to department operations and the provision of citizen
services. Increasingly, governmental entities are being targeted by cyberattacks (including, but
not limited to, hacking, viruses, malware and other attacks on computers and other sensitive
digital networks and systems) seeking to obtain confidential data or disrupt critical services. A
rapidly changing cyber risk landscape may introduce new vulnerabilities and avenues that
attackers/hackers can exploit in attempts to cause breaches or service disruptions. Employee error
and/or malfeasance may also contribute to data loss or other system disruptions. Additionally, the
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Agency's computer networks and systems routinely interface and rely on third party systems that
are also subject to the risks previously described. Any such breach could compromise networks
and the confidentiality, integrity and availability of systems and the information stored there.
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The City from a holistic view focuses on 5-specific areas surrounding cyber-defense.
These areas include infrastructural resilience and reliability through current platforms and
consistent security patching, encryption of data while in transit and while at rest, replicated
reliable backups through network segmentation and validation, promotion of a security-centered
culture, and the use of network segmentation and micro-segmentation through which the use of
multiple robust firewall solutions enhance endpoint notification and protection of the City’s
assets. The City has also enhanced its email protection through software that is capable of
alerting and mitigation of threats that resemble malware and phishing attempts while deploying
enhanced endpoint protection. Finally, the City has partnered with DHS-Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency for an annual evaluation of infrastructure security, industry best
practices, penetration testing, and user vulnerability and education training. However, no
assurances can be given that any cyberattacks, if successful, will not have a material adverse
effect on the operations of the City.
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In April 2019, the City suffered a security breach of its People Soft payroll environment,
whereby several City employees did not receive their payroll direct deposits. To address the
issue, the City took the precautionary measures to build a more secure cybersecurity-based
program surrounding its cloud-based applications. In a collaborative effort with CenturyLink, an
additional robust NetScaler was put in place to provide greater security access filtering, with
advanced logging. The standard password length and complexity were changed to ITIL
standards of 15 characters with numerical, special character, upper/lower case requirements, with
a standard 45-day refresh, with a standard lockout after a set number of failed attempts. The City
no longer will utilize a vendor-based VPN solution; all vendors must utilize a City-approved
monitored VPN solution for greater accountability of user access. Currently, the City has
contracted with a 3rd party vendor for penetration testing to identify potential vulnerability
within the People Soft environment. The City also activated an alert within People Soft that will
email or text alert all active users of changes surrounding any banking information relative to
their accounts. Finally, the City is completing all current patching and formalizing encryption at
rest and in transit. After application of insurance and recovery efforts, the City’s net loss as a
result of the breach was approximately $70,000. The Agency and its staff were not negatively
affected by such breach.
However, no assurances can be given that any cyberattacks, if successful, will not have
a material adverse effect on the operations of the Agency.
COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic, along with various governmental measures taken to protect
public health in light of the pandemic, has had an adverse impact on global financial markets and
economies, including financial markets and economic conditions in the United States. The
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the U.S. economy is expected to be broad based and to
negatively impact national, state and local economies.
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In response to such expectations, President Trump on March 13, 2020, declared a
"national emergency," which, among other effects, allows the executive branch to disburse
disaster relief funds to address the COVID-19 pandemic and related economic dislocation. On
March 25, 2020, President Trump declared the State of Florida a disaster area because of the
spread of COVID-19. In addition, Governor DeSantis signed various executive orders that,
among other effects, (i) closed all public and private schools serving pre-kindergarten through
12th grade students through the remainder of the spring semester, (ii) closed all bars and
restaurants to dine-in customers through May 2020, and (iii) instructed residents to stay at home
except for essential travel. The restrictions in (ii) and (iii) above were lifted in June 2020,
although the limitation on bars selling alcohol for indoor consumption was reinstated effective
June 25, 2020. The finances of County residents have been and are likely to be adversely affected
by the continued spread of COVID-19, the various governmental actions in response thereto and
changes in the behavior of businesses and people, which all could affect the ability to pay their
taxes and utility bills.
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The City and County and other governmental entities have taken a number of steps
locally with respect to COVID-19. Similar to all local governments, the Agency’s finances are
being impacted by the pandemic. Due to COVID-19’s impacts beginning in mid-March of 2020
and the unknown length of the public health crisis, as well as the duration of measures to mitigate
the pandemic, the Agency is unable to accurately project the total economic impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic upon the Agency's operations. The Agency attributes the reduction in Sales
Tax Revenues in Fiscal Year 2020 from Fiscal Year 2019 to be almost entirely related to the
impact of COVID-19. Absent a significant additional surge of the virus and associated
lockdowns, or other general economic fallout, the Sales Tax Revenues are not expected to be
further impacted beyond the reduction seen in Fiscal Year 2020.

R

CONTINUING DISCLOSURE

D

The Agency will agree, pursuant to a Continuing Disclosure Certificate (the "Continuing
Disclosure Certificate") in accordance with the provisions of Rule 15c2-12 (the "Rule") in effect
from time to time and applicable to the Series 2022 Bonds, promulgated by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the "Commission") pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, to
provide or cause to be provided, to the Electronic Municipal Market Access ("EMMA") system
operated by the Municipal Securities Rule Making Board (a) on or before May 31 of each year,
for each fiscal year ending on or after September 30, 2020, the following information with
respect to the prior fiscal year, an update of the annual financial information and operating data
of the Agency, consistent with the type of financial information and data included in this Official
Statement in the table entitled "ESTIMATED DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE" and information
regarding collections of Sales Tax Revenues consistent with the information provided in the table
entitled "Historical Collection of Infrastructure Sales Tax" under the section entitled "THE
INFRASTRUCTURE SALES TAX" but showing only the amount of Sales Tax Revenues
distributed to the Agency, and (b) on or before May 31 for each fiscal year ending on or after
September 30, 2020, annual audited financial statements of the Agency, the City and the County,
with respect to the prior fiscal year prepared pursuant to generally accepted accounting
principles.
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The Agency will also agree to provide or cause to be provided notices of the occurrence
of the following events, within the meaning of the Rule, with respect to the Series 2022 Bonds,
not in excess of ten (10) business days after its occurrence:
principal and interest payment delinquencies on the Series 2022 Bonds;

(2)

non-payment related defaults, if material;

(3)

unscheduled draws on debt service reserves reflecting financial difficulties;

(4)

unscheduled draws on credit enhancements reflecting financial difficulties;

(5)

substitution of credit or liquidity providers, or their failure to perform;

(6)

adverse tax opinions, the issuance by the Internal Revenue Service of proposed or
final determinations of taxability, Notices of Proposed Issue (IRS Form 5701
TEB) or other material notices or determinations with respect to the tax status of
the Series 2022 Bonds, or other material events affecting the tax status of the
Series 2022 Bonds;

(7)

modifications to rights of the holders of the Series 2022 Bonds, if material;

(8)

Series 2022 Bond calls, if material, and tender offers;

(9)

Series 2022 Bond defeasances;

(10)

release, substitution, or sale of property securing repayment of the Series 2022
Bonds, if material;

(11)

rating changes;

(12)

an event of bankruptcy or similar event of an obligated person;

(13)

the consummation of a merger, consolidation, or acquisition involving an
obligated person or the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the obligated
person, other than in the ordinary course of business, the entry into a definitive
agreement to undertake such an action or the termination of a definitive agreement
relating to any such actions, other than pursuant to its terms, if material;

(14)

appointment of a successor or additional paying agent or the change of name of a
paying agent, if material;

(15)

incurrence of a financial obligation of an obligated person, if material, or
agreement to covenants, events of default, remedies, priority rights, or other
similar terms of a financial obligation of the obligated person, any of which affect
holders of the Series 2022 Bonds, if material (for purposes of the foregoing and
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(1)
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paragraph (xvi) below, “financial obligation” means a (a) debt obligation; (b)
derivative instrument entered into in connection with, or pledged as security or a
source of payment for, an existing or planned debt obligation; or (c) a guarantee of
(a) or (b));
(16)

default, event of acceleration, termination event, modification of terms, or other
similar events under the terms of a financial obligation of the obligated person,
any of which reflect financial difficulties; and

(17)

notice of any failure on the part of the Agency to meet the requirements of Section
3 hereof.
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In addition, the Agency will agree to provide or cause to be provided to EMMA, in a
timely manner, not in excess of ten (10) days after its occurrence, notice of its failure to provide
the annual financial information with respect to it described above on or prior to the dates
specified.
Pursuant to separate Continuing Disclosure Certificates, the City and the County will
each agree to provide their respective audited annual financial statements to the Agency, prior to
May 31 of each year in order to allow the Agency to make a single consolidated continuing
disclosure filing.
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The Agency, the City and the County will each reserve the right to terminate its
obligation to provide annual financial information and notices of material events, as set forth
above, if and when the Agency, the City or the County no longer remains an obligated person
with respect to the Series 2022 Bonds within the meaning of the applicable rule or rules. The
undertakings described above may be amended or modified from time to time in accordance with
the Continuing Disclosure Certificates of the Agency, the County and the City.

D

The Agency, the City and the County each agrees that its undertaking pursuant to the
Rule described in this section is intended to be for the benefit of the holders and beneficial
owners of the Series 2022 Bonds and shall be enforceable by such holders and beneficial owners;
provided that the right to enforce the provisions of this undertaking shall be limited to a right to
seek mandamus or specific performance to cause the Agency, the City or the County to comply
with its obligations. Any failure by the Agency, the City or the County to comply with the
provisions of the undertaking shall not be an event of default with respect to the Series 2022
Bonds under the Bond Resolution.
With respect to the Series 2022 Bonds, no party other than the Agency is obligated to
provide, nor is expected to provide, any continuing disclosure information with respect to the
Rule. The Agency fully anticipates satisfying all obligations in connection therewith. The
Agency anticipates using Digital Assurance Certification LLC as its initial dissemination agent in
connection with the foregoing.
In the past five years, the Agency has not failed to comply with any prior agreements to
provide continuing disclosure pursuant to the Rule.
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COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTS
The Comprehensive Annual Financial Report of the Agency for the Fiscal Year ended
September 30, 2020, included in APPENDIX B has been prepared by the Agency, and included
therein are the Agency's financial statements as audited by MSL CPAs & Advisors (the
"Auditor"), certified public accountants, as set forth in their report dated May 13, 2021. The
Auditor has not participated in the preparation or review of this Official Statement. Such
financial statements have been included as a matter of public record.
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Copies of the City's and the County's respective Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
are available from the Agency upon request. The City's report may also be obtained at the City's
website located at http://www.talgov.com. The County's report may also be obtained at the
County's Clerk of Court website located at http://www.clerk.leon.fl.us. The information
contained in the respective Comprehensive Annual Financial Report of the Agency, the City and
the County speaks only as of their respective dates, and neither the Agency, the City nor the
County assumes any duty to update any information contained therein. The physical appearance
of the printed versions of the respective Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports of the City
and the County may differ from the electronic version of each such document. In order to ensure
accuracy, users should obtain a copy of and refer to the printed version of such reports. The
Agency makes no representation as to the accuracy or adequacy of information contained in the
County's or City's Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports or that there has not been any
material adverse change in such information subsequent to the date of such information.
ACCURACY AND COMPLETENESS OF OFFICIAL STATEMENT
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The references, excerpts, and summaries of all documents, statutes, and information
concerning the Agency and certain reports and statistical data referred to herein do not purport to
be complete, comprehensive and definitive and each such summary and reference is qualified in
its entirety by reference to each such document for full and complete statements of all matters of
fact relating to the Series 2022 Bonds, the security for the payment of the Series 2022 Bonds and
the rights and obligations of the owners thereof and to each such statute, report or instrument.
The Agency, the City and the County have furnished all information in this Official Statement
pertaining to the Agency, the City and the County, respectively.
Any statements made in this Official Statement involving matters of opinion or of
estimates, whether or not so expressly stated are set forth as such and not as representations of
fact, and no representation is made that any of the estimates will be realized. Neither this Official
Statement nor any statement that may have been made verbally or in writing is to be construed as
a contract with the owners of the Series 2022 Bonds.
The appendices attached hereto are integral parts of this Official Statement and must be
read in their entirety together with all foregoing statements.
DISCLOSURE REQUIRED BY FLORIDA BLUE SKY REGULATIONS
Pursuant to Section 517.051, Florida Statutes, the Agency is required to provide full and
fair disclosure by the Agency as to bonds or other debt obligations that it has issued or
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guaranteed and that are or have been in default as to principal or interest at any time since
December 31, 1975, as provided by rule of the Department of Financial Services (the
"Department"). Pursuant to Rule 69W-400.003, Florida Administrative Code, the Department
has required that such disclosure include information concerning the dates, amounts and types of
defaults, any legal proceedings resulting from such, whether a trustee or receiver has been
appointed over the assets of the Agency and certain additional defaults and financial information,
unless the Agency believes in good faith that such information would not be considered material
by a reasonable investor. The Agency is not and has not since December 31, 1975 been in
default as to principal or interest on their respective bonds or other debt obligations.
AUTHORIZATION OF AND CERTIFICATION
CONCERNING OFFICIAL STATEMENT

D
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This Official Statement has been authorized by the Agency. Concurrent with the delivery
of the Series 2022 Bonds, the undersigned will furnish their certificate to the effect that, to the
best of their knowledge, this Official Statement did not as of its date, and does not as of the date
of delivery of the Series 2022 Bonds, contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to
state a material fact which should be included herein for the purposes for which this Official
Statement is to be used, or which is necessary in order to make the statements contained herein,
in the light of the circumstances in which they were made, not misleading.
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MISCELLANEOUS
The information contained above is neither guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness
nor to be construed as a representation by the Underwriter. The information and expressions of
opinion herein are subject to change without notice and neither the delivery of this Official
Statement nor any sale made hereunder is to create, under any circumstances, any implication
that there has been no change in the affairs of the Agency from the date hereof.
This Official Statement is submitted in connection with the sale of the securities referred
to herein and may not be reproduced or used, as a whole or in part, for any other purpose. Any
statements in this Official Statement involving matters of opinion, whether or not expressly so
stated, are intended as such and not as representations of fact. This Official Statement is not to
be construed as a contract or agreement between the Agency and the purchasers or the holders of
any of the Series 2022 Bonds.
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The execution and delivery of this Official Statement has been duly authorized and
approved by the Agency.
LEON COUNTY – CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL
AGENCY

By:

D
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Chairperson
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APPENDIX A
GENERAL INFORMATION
LEON COUNTY AND CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
History of Tallahassee and Leon County
Leon County, originally part of Escambia County and later a part of Gadsden County,
was created by the Territorial Legislature in 1824. Named for Ponce De Leon, Leon County was
one of the most populous and prosperous counties in ante bellum Florida.
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Tallahassee, named for the "old fields" that it once encompassed, earned the title early in
the 16th century from the Apalachee Indians who inhabited the area. Legend says that the final
spelling was chosen by Octavia Walton, daughter of the territorial governor of Florida. Today,
Tallahassee exemplifies not only the influence of the Indian, but also that of the Spanish, French
and English who occupied the area in succession.
The City of Tallahassee, the county seat and the only incorporated city in Leon County,
was established in 1825, following a decision by the legislature to locate the capital of the new
Florida Territory midway between the population centers of St. Augustine and Pensacola.
Location

Physiography

R

Leon County, nestled among the rolling hills of northwest Florida, is located in the center
of the eight-county "Big Bend" area. Geographically, Tallahassee is close to both the Gulf of
Mexico, a mere twenty miles to the south, and to Georgia, fourteen miles to the north.

D

Leon County's rolling landscape, typical of regions further north, is unique among the
major cities of Florida. Some areas of the county, including the downtown ridge encompassing
the Capitol complex, City Hall, and the County Courthouse, exceed elevations of 200 feet. The
highest elevation in Leon County is 288 feet, found in the northern part of the county, about 1/4
mile to the southwest of Lake McBride. To the south of the city the hills yield to the flat terrain
that is typical throughout the peninsula of Florida. The northern portion of Leon County consists
of a thick layer of sand, silt, and clay overlying limestone formations, while most of the southern
area is characterized by flat, sandy lowlands.
Natural Resources
The marketable natural resources of Leon County are not numerous, but the few that are
present are plentiful. Limestone, a necessary ingredient for the production of concrete, is found
throughout the northwestern portion of Florida. Kaolin clay exists in considerable amounts and
has proven to be a valuable resource. The abundance of trees and timber is a resource
uncommon to many other areas of the state. The beauty of the local trees is exemplified in
Maclay Gardens State Park which is the site of several of Florida's champion trees including the
flowering Dogwood, the Hawthorn tree, the Horsesugar tree, the Sweetbay Magnolia, and the
A-1
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Silverbell tree. These trees and others, including the great Live Oak, often extend their branches
over the roadway to create a canopied effect, a feature which is held in high esteem by local
residents and visitors.
Six roads within Leon County (Old Bainbridge, Meridian, Centerville, Miccosukee, Old
St. Augustine, and Sunny Hill) have been officially designated as "canopy roads" and enjoy
limits on roadside development, serving to protect the trees.
Leon County possesses excellent wildlife reserves located in the hilly terrain north of
Tallahassee and in the Apalachicola National Forest to the south. The hunter can take his pick of
quail, turkey, duck, geese, squirrel and whitetail deer. Numerous lakes are available for
freshwater fishing including Lake Jackson, Lake Talquin, Lake Iamonia, and Lake Miccosukee.
Climate

Temperature and Rainfall
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Leon County has the mild, moist climate characteristic of the Gulf States, and experiences
a subtropical summer similar to the rest of Florida. In contrast to the Florida peninsula, however,
the panhandle, of which Tallahassee is a part, experiences four seasons. Prevailing winds average
6.5 miles per hour and are from a southerly direction in the spring and summer, then shift toward
a more northerly direction later in the year. Leon County's annual average temperature and
rainfall are shown below:

68.1 Degrees
63.2 Inches

R

Annual Average Temperature
Annual Average Rainfall
Government of Tallahassee and Leon County
City of Tallahassee

D

Since 1919 the City of Tallahassee has operated under a Commission-Manager form of
government. In 1996 the citizens of Tallahassee approved the direct election of a "leadership"
Mayor, replacing the previous system of annually rotating this position among the
Commissioners. The Mayor and four Commissioners are elected at-large for staggered four-year
terms. Elections are held the first Tuesday in November. The Mayor is recognized as the official
head of government and has a voice and a vote in Commission proceedings, but has no veto
power.
The City Manager, City Treasurer-Clerk, City Auditor, City Attorney and City Inspector
General are appointed by the City Commission. Collectively, the appointed officials are
responsible for all administrative functions of the government, with most of the administrative
and operational functions falling under the purview of the City Manager. The remaining
administrative functions are the responsibility of the other appointed officials as indicated by
their titles.
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Leon County
In November 2002, the citizens of Leon County approved a Home Rule Charter providing
for local self-governance. The Charter and State Law provide that the Board of County
Commissioners consists of seven members, five of whom are elected within districts, with the
remaining two elected at-large. Each Commissioner is elected to a four-year term with the
position of Chairperson selected annually on a rotating basis.

AF
T

Elected Officials include the Board of County Commissioners, the Judiciary, the State
Attorney, Public Defender and five Constitutional Officers: the Clerk of the Court, the Property
Appraiser, the Sheriff, the Supervisor of Elections and the Tax Collector. Constitutional Officers
are elected to administer a specific function of County government and are directly accountable
to the public for its proper operation. The Board funds all or, in some cases, a portion of the
operating budgets of the other elected officials. With the exception of the Supervisor of
Elections, the Constitutional Officers maintain separate accounting systems.
Property Taxes

R

Taxing Authority
City of Tallahassee
Leon County
General Property Tax
Emergency Medical Services
Leon County School Board
Downtown Improvement Authority
NW Fla. Water Mgt. District

Millage
Rate
4.10
8.314
0.50
5.876
1.00
0.029

Where Tax Is Applied
Within City limits only
Anywhere in Leon County
Anywhere in Leon County
Anywhere in Leon County
In the Downtown area only
Anywhere in Leon County

D

Note: Millage rates are effective as of October 1, 2021
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County-Wide Taxable Property Values

Property
Value
$23,211,790,069
22,689,024,642
21,970,762,354
21,990,211,602
22,722,937,628
23,264,986,545
23,900,218,820
24,739,808,262
25,979,557,241
27,236,044,970
28,625,577,148

Centrally assessed property consists of railroad and telegraph systems which are
assessed by the State of Florida.
Leon County Property Appraiser.

(REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK)
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Source:

(1)

Property
Assessed Value
$2,134,246,771
1,965,511,330
1,965,035,020
1,963,762,549
2,016,865,850
2,025,445,304
2,055,492,004
2,083,646,742
2,118,373,900
2,179,503,080
2,192,149,417

D

Note:

Real Property
Assessed Value
$21,066,770,121
20,712,086,925
19,994,442,115
20,014,540,968
20,693,754,194
21,227,034,435
21,831,451,151
22,643,028,768
23,847,456,451
25,043,300,012
26,428,115,557
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Fiscal
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Centrally
Assessed
Property
Value(1)
$10,773,177
11,426,387
11,285,219
11,908,085
12,317,584
12,506,806
13,275,665
13,132,752
13,726,890
13,241,878
5,312,174
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Population
The presence of the State Capital and two major universities helps to shape Leon
County's population as relatively young, well educated, and affluent. A median age of 29.6 years
ranks Leon County as the youngest county in Florida (Tallahassee, with a median age of 26.1 is
Florida's second youngest city), while our education level is the highest in the state. Leon
County's median family income of $53,106 which ranks 24th highest of the 67 Florida counties
and is 14% greater than the state median. The 2019 Census shows a racially diverse community,
with minorities accounting for 38.50% of the County population.
Population Growth, Past and Future
Unincorporated
26,051
31,150
67,107
67,720
88,828
94,111
100,857
107,300
109,400
111,200
111,800

Leon County
74,225
103,047
148,655
192,493
239,452
275,847
298,274
327,500
337,800
346,200
353,700

Tallahassee-Leon County Planning Department, Population Estimates for Tallahassee
and Leon County.

Education

R

Source:

City
48,174
71,897
81,548
124,773
150,624
181,736
197,417
220,200
228,400
235,000
240,900

AF
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Year
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030 projected
2035 projected
2040 projected
2045 projected

D

Leon County residents have historically attained a very high level of education.
According to the 2009 American Community Survey, 90.1% of area residents aged 25 or older
had attained at least a high school degree, while 46.0% had completed at least four years of
college, making Leon County the most highly educated county in Florida. This high level of
education can be attributed to the employment requirements for the State of Florida as well as to
the presence of three institutions of higher learning: Florida State University, Florida A&M
University, and Tallahassee Community College.
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Enrollment Figures for Institutions of Higher Education
Students Enrolled in
Tallahassee Area Universities and the Community College

Florida A&M
University
13,277
13,207
12,051
10,738
10,233
9,920
9,614
9,901
10,031
9,626
7,402

Tallahassee
Community
College
14,770
15,090
14,237
13,509
13,049
12,445
12,200
11,782
11,914
11,683
11,245

AF
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Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Florida State
University
40,838
41,710
41,301
41,477
41,773
41,473
41,867
41,900
41,717
42,876
43,953

Total
68,885
70,007
67,589
65,724
65,055
63,838
63,681
63,583
63,662
64,185
62,600

Source: Florida Department of Education and State of Florida Student Database Reports, Office
of Institutional Research; Budget & Analysis Department, The Florida State University,
Tallahassee Community College, Office of Institutional Research and Planning. All
figures are for Fall semesters.

R

Employment

D

Government employment, particularly State employment, has historically been a source of
stability for the local economy, providing citizens with an economic environment which
historically has been insulated from national economic trends. Representing 35% of all nonagricultural employment in Leon County, government employment has helped to keep
unemployment rates substantially below the State of Florida and the United States average as
shown in the table below. Recognizing the need to diversify the area's economy, however, the
local government and the Chamber of Commerce are intensifying efforts to attract additional
employers to the area and to assist the expansion of existing local businesses.
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Leon County
Average Annual Unemployment Rate
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Leon County
8.3
7.4
6.4
6.4
5.3
4.7
4.0
3.5
3.1
5.6

Florida
10.0
8.5
7.2
6.3
5.5
4.8
4.2
3.6
3.0
7.2

Labor Market Statistics, Local Area

AF
T

Source: Florida Agency for Workforce Innovation:
Unemployment Statistics Program.

United States
8.9
8.1
7.4
6.2
5.3
4.9
4.4
3.9
3.5
7.8

The ten largest employers in Leon County are shown in the following table:
Leon County
Major Employers

R

Employer
State of Florida (non-university)
Florida State University
Tallahassee Memorial Healthcare, Inc.
Leon County School Board
City of Tallahassee
Publix
Wal-Mart
Florida A & M University
Leon County
Tallahassee Community College

D

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Approximate
Employment
25,032
15,001
5,433
4,300
2,855
2,815
2,650
1,756
1,741
1,470

Sources: Tallahassee Chamber of Commerce; Tallahassee Leon County Economic Development
Council; Florida State University, Office of Institutional Research, Fact Sheet; FL
DOE, EIAS Publications; State of Florida, Department of Management, People First
Data Warehouse.
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The table below depicts the employment distribution within Leon County.
Leon County
Employment Distribution
2020
42,900
24,000
24,600
22,900
16,900
13,600
7,600
9,000
8,200
3,100
3,500
2,200

AF
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State Government
Trade, Transportation and Utilities
Education & Health Services
Professional & Business Services
Leisure & Hospitality
Local Government
Financial Activities
Other Services & Not Classified
Construction
Information
Manufacturing
Federal Government
TOTAL
Note:
Source:

Percent
-7.9%
-2.8
-2.8
3.2
-18.0
-7.5
-2.6
0.0
-5.7
-6.1
-5.4
4.8

178,500

The above figures are for non-agricultural employment and do not include selfemployed, unpaid family or domestic personnel.
Florida Agency for Workforce Innovation, Labor Market Statistics, QCEW –
Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (ES-202).

R

Import/Export of Jobs

D

Leon County is a net importer of workers from surrounding counties. According to the
2000 Census, 55% of workers living in Wakulla County (to the south) worked in Leon County.
In Jefferson County (to the east) the figure was 47%, while 46% of workers living in Gadsden
County (to the west) worked in Leon County. Conversely, of all Leon County residents with a
job in 2000, only 5% of them worked outside of Leon County (the second lowest percentage in
Florida).
The list below shows the residence of workers that are employed in Leon County:
Leon County
Gadsden County
Wakulla County
Jefferson County
Other Florida Counties
Out-of-State
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Income Characteristics
Due to the nature of government and university employment, which call for a high
percentage of professional and white collar employees, Leon County enjoys relatively high
income levels, especially when compared to surrounding counties.
Median Family Incomes of
Surrounding Counties, Florida and the U.S.

U.S. Census Bureau. American Community Survey 2015-2019
*2019 inflation-adjusted dollars.

Cost of Living

R

Source:
Note:

2019*
$38,568
46,643
41,401
47,240
53,106
38,015
37,037
40,306
61,410
38,285
41,481
43,531
43,740
55,660
62,843

AF
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County
Calhoun
Franklin
Gadsden
Jefferson
Leon
Liberty
Madison
Taylor
Wakulla
Brooks, Ga.
Decatur, Ga.
Grady, Ga.
Thomas, Ga.
FLORIDA
UNITED STATES

D

In a year 2020 comparison of the 67 Florida counties, Leon ranked 31st least expensive in
terms of costs of goods and services in five categories (food, apparel, housing, transportation,
and health, recreation, and personal services), with a Price Level Index of 96.10. This means that
an amount of goods and services that costs $100.00 in the State of Florida would cost $96.10 in
Leon County.
Source: 2020 Florida Price Level Index, University of Florida, Bureau of Economic and
Business Research.
Economic Opportunities
In an effort to help diversify the employment base of Leon County, the Office of
Economic Vitality, formed in 2016, has worked to create a stronger economy for TallahasseeLeon County. From manufacturing and health care to information technology and applied
sciences, companies across a broad variety of industries have chosen Tallahassee as their place of
business.
A-9
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Construction
The construction industry is another important part of Tallahassee's economy. As
reflected on the tables below, Tallahassee in recent years has, like much of the Country,
experienced a decrease in residential and commercial construction projects.
Construction in the County has benefited by the fact that Tallahassee serves as the State
capital and is home to two major universities.
Highlights of larger current and proposed commercial development include:
Major Ongoing and Proposed Commercial Developments for
Tallahassee & Leon County
Square Footage
634,812
207,283
196,130
191,115
118,500
108,500
104,000
63,144
53,112
52,432
50,000
46,145

R
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Development
Amazon Fulfillment Center
Danfoss Turbocor Expansion
Capital Hill Plaza
Cascades Mixed Use Development
W. Tennessee Cube Smart Self Storage
Mahan Office Park
Par Storage Timberlane
Cawthon Commercial Development
Home 2 Suites by Hilton
Market Square Redevelopment
District 850 Addition
Crown BMW, Jaguar & Land Rover

D
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Leon County
Commercial Building Permits
(values listed in millions of dollars)
(2012-2021)

Number of Permits
54
25
39
40
55
88
67
55
58
70

Permit Value in
2021 Dollars
($ millions)
$75.2
$26.9
$69.7
$58.4
$77.3
$110.5
$274.8
$210.5
$65.3
$237.2

AF
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Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Value of Permits
($ millions)
$63.7
$23.1
$60.9
$51.1
$68.5
$100.0
$254.8
$198.7
$62.4
$237.2

Sources: Leon County Department of Growth and Environmental Management, City of
Tallahassee Growth Management Department. Prepared by Tallahassee-Leon County
Planning Department.
Residential Development

R

Single-family residential building permits were up 13% in 2020, following a 9% decrease
in 2019. Permits for multi-family residential building permits were up 48% in 2020 following a
67% decrease in 2019. Year-over-year new multi-family construction can be volatile given the
number of units included in each development.

D
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Highlights of larger current and proposed residential development include:
Major Ongoing and Proposed Residential Developments for
Tallahassee & Leon County
Dwelling Units
669
463
418
310
306
300
284
270
269
252
217
202

AF
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Development
Fallschase Residential
Enclave Apartments
Canopy Unit 4&5
Lakeside at Southwood Apartments
Ridge Road Apartments
Hathaway English Multi-Family
Arbor at Canopy II
English/Townsend Property
Cascades Mixed Use
The Capital Grand
Haven 17
Arbor at the Vineyards

Leon County
Residential Building Permits

R

Attached
Single
Family
44
64
39
64
30
104
72
101
44
25

D

Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Detached
Single
Family
283
398
443
471
526
630
530
571
637
803

MultiFamily
847
720
698
250
1,217
1,394
835
253
662
715

Constructed
Units
Permitted
1,174
1,182
1,180
785
1,773
2,128
1,437
925
1,343
1,543

Mobile
Homes
54
54
50
64
73
62
62
85
87
93

Total
Housing
Units
Permitted
1,228
1,236
1,230
849
1,846
2,190
1,499
1,010
1,430
1,636

Sources: Leon County Department of Growth and Environmental Management, City of
Tallahassee Growth Management Department. Prepared by Tallahassee-Leon County
Planning Department.
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APPENDIX B

D

R
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COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE AGENCY
FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2020
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APPENDIX C

D

R
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COPY OF BOND RESOLUTION
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APPENDIX D

D

R
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FORM OF BOND COUNSEL OPINION
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APPENDIX E

D

R
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COPY OF INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT
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SUMMARY NOTICE OF SALE
$90,300,000*
LEON COUNTY-CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY
SALES TAX REVENUE BONDS
SERIES 2022

T

Bids for the above captioned bonds will be received by the Leon County-City of
Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency, (the “Issuer”) via Parity until 11:00 A.M. (the
“Submittal Deadline”), Eastern Time, March 8, 2022 or on such other date as may be established
by the Chairperson of the Issuer or his respective designee no less than ten (10) days after the date
of publication of this notice and communicated by Thomson Municipal Market Monitor not less
than twenty (20) hours prior to the time bids are received (the “Bid Date”).

R

AF

Such bids are to be opened in public as soon as practical after the Submittal Deadline on
said day for the purchase of the Leon County-City of Tallahassee, Blueprint Intergovernmental
Agency Sales Tax Revenue Bonds Series 2022 (the “Series 2022 Bonds”). The Series 2022 Bonds
will mature as specified in the Official Notice of Bond Sale. Proceeds of the Series 2022 Bonds
shall be used for the purpose of (i) construction, improvement, and repairs to certain capital
projects, including but not limited to, the Airport Gateway, Bannerman Road, Northeast
Gateway, Market District Placemaking, Midtown Placemaking, Northeast Park, Animal Service
Center, Leon County Research and Development Authority Business Incubator, and repairs to
Florida State University Doak Campbell Stadium, and (ii) paying costs of issuance of the Series
2022 Bonds.

D

The approving opinion of Bryant Miller Olive P.A., Tallahassee, Florida, Bond Counsel,
will be furnished to the successful bidder at the expense of the Issuer.
Electronic copies of the Preliminary Official Statement and the Official Notice of Sale
relating to the Series 2022 Bonds may be obtained at the website address www.munios.com.
LEON COUNTY-CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY
Chairperson
Dated: February ___, 2022

___________________________
*Preliminary, subject to change.
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
AND

T

LEON COUNTY – CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY

AF

STATE-FUNDED

STATE INFRASTRUCTURE BANK
LOAN AGREEMENT
_______________

R

Catalog of State Financial Assistance (CSFA): 55.020
Contract Number:

D

Financial Project Number: 449663-1-54-01

State of Florida Department of Transportation
605 Suwannee Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0450
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STATE-FUNDED
STATE INFRASTRUCTURE BANK LOAN AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is dated as of _________________________, 2022, and is entered
into between the STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (the
"Department"), and the LEON COUNTY – CITY OF TALLAHASSEE BLUEPRINT
INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY, a legal entity of local government under the laws of
Florida (the “Borrower”).
RECITALS

B.

The Borrower has applied for a SIB loan for the Project (as hereinafter defined).

C.

The Department has determined that the Project meets all requirements for a SIB

AF

loan.

T

A.
Section 339.55, Florida Statutes (the "State Act"), creates within the Department a
State-funded infrastructure bank (“SIB”). Under the State Act, the Department is authorized to
make loans to governmental units and private entities to finance the construction, reconstruction,
and improvement of transportation facilities that are on the State Highway System or that provide
for increased mobility on the State's transportation system or provide intermodal connectivity with
airports, seaports, rail facilities, and other transportation terminals.

AGREEMENT

1.01.

D

R

In consideration of the Department making the Loan to the Borrower, in the principal
amount and pursuant to the covenants expressed in this Agreement, and intending to be legally
bound by this Agreement, the Department and the Borrower agree as follows:
ARTICLE I – DEFINITIONS

WORDS AND TERMS.

In addition to the words and terms elsewhere defined in this Agreement, the following
words and terms shall have the meanings set forth below:
(1)
"Agreement" or “Loan Agreement” means this loan agreement and all exhibits and
schedules attached hereto, as the same may be amended from time to time in accordance with the
provisions hereof.
(2)

"Agreement Date" means the date first written above by the Department.

1
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(3)
“Disbursement" means each disbursement of any portion of the principal amount
of the Loan by the Department to the Borrower (in the aggregate, "Disbursements").
(4)
“Effective Date” means the later of the Agreement Date or July 1 of the State Fiscal
Year in which the Loan is programmed in the Department’s Work Program.
(5)

"Event of Default" has the meaning provided in Section 5.01.

(6)
"Financing Rate" means the charges, expressed as a percent per annum, imposed
on the unpaid principal of the Loan as set forth herein.

T

(7)
“Interlocal Agreement” means the Second Amended and Restated Interlocal
Agreement between the County and the City of Tallahassee, Florida, dated as of December 9,
2015, as amended by the First Addendum dated July 13, 2016 and Second Addendum dated May
9, 2017, which provides for transfer to the Borrower of seventy eight percent (78%) of the Sales
Surtax collected by the Florida Department of Revenue.

AF

(8)
"Loan" means the loan made to the Borrower pursuant to this Agreement and the
State Act in the maximum initial principal amount of Twenty Five Million Five Hundred Thousand
and 00/100 Dollars ($25,500,000.00).
(9)
"Loan Application" means the completed forms which provide all information
required to support the Borrower obtaining the Loan from the SIB.
(10) "Loan Payment" means the periodic loan payment due from the Borrower under
the terms of this Agreement and any prepayment of the Loan (in the aggregate “Loan Payments”).

R

(11) “Master Resolution” means the Borrower’s Resolution Number 2020-06,
authorizing the issuance of its Sales Tax Revenue Bonds in one or more series, adopted December
10, 2020, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit E.

D

(12) “Parity Obligation” means a note, bond or other indebtedness of the Borrower with
a lien on the Pledged Revenues, or any part thereof, on parity with the lien of the Department under
this Agreement (in the aggregate “Parity Obligations”).
(13) "Pledged Revenues" means the specific revenues pledged as security for repayment
of the Loan. The Pledged Revenues for repayment of the Loan shall be: i) the Sales Tax Revenues
and ii) all moneys on deposit in the funds and accounts established under the Master Resolution
and investment earnings thereon, but excluding moneys on deposit in the Rebate Fund and the
Costs of Issuance Account (as those terms are defined in the Master Resolution).
(14) "Project" means the transportation facility project financed by this Loan, consisting
of construction of the Welaunee Boulevard extension in Leon County, Florida, as further described
in the summary specifications included in Exhibit A-1.
(15) “Sales Surtax” means the proceeds of the Leon County 1% discretionary sales
surtax relevied, extended and continued pursuant to s. 212.055(2), Florida Statutes, and Leon
County Ordinance 2014-07, and approved by a majority of the electors of Leon County, effective
January 1, 2020 and expiring December 31, 2039.
2
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.
(16) “Sales Tax Revenues” means all proceeds of the Sales Surtax received by the
Borrower pursuant to the Interlocal Agreement.
(17)
“Series 2020 Note” means the Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint
Intergovernmental Agency Sales Tax Revenue Note, Series 2020, issued by the Borrower in an
aggregate principal amount not to exceed $10,100,000.00, pursuant to the Master Resolution and
the Borrower’s Resolution 2020-07, adopted December 10, 2020.
(18)

"State" means the State of Florida.

(19) "State Fiscal Year" means the period commencing on July 1 of each year and ending
on June 30 of the succeeding year.

T

(20) "State Infrastructure Bank" or "SIB" means the State-funded State Infrastructure
Bank created pursuant to Section 339.55, Florida Statutes.

AF

1.02. CORRELATIVE WORDS.

R

Words of the masculine gender shall be understood to include correlative words of the
feminine and neutral genders. Unless the context shall otherwise indicate, the singular shall
include the plural and the word "person" shall include departments and associations, including
public bodies, as well as natural persons.

ARTICLE II - WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS AND COVENANTS

D

2.01. GENERAL WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS AND COVENANTS OF THE
BORROWER.
The Borrower warrants, represents and covenants that:
(1)
The Borrower is a legal entity constituting a public body corporate and politic duly
organized, validly existing, and in good standing under the laws of the State of Florida.
(2)
The Borrower has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to
comply with the provisions of this Agreement.
(3)
This Agreement has been duly authorized, executed, and delivered by the Borrower
and constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation of the Borrower, enforceable against the
Borrower in accordance with the terms hereof.

3
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(4)
The Borrower’s execution of this Agreement and compliance with the terms of this
Agreement will not result in a default by the Borrower under the terms of any contract, bond, note,
or financing arrangement to which the Borrower is a party.
(5)
All consents required to be obtained by the Borrower from, and any notice or filing
required to be given by the Borrower to, or made by the Borrower with, any person (including any
governmental authority) in connection with the execution, delivery and performance by the
Borrower of this Agreement have respectively been obtained, given, and made by the Borrower.
(6)
The Borrower currently is not the subject of bankruptcy, insolvency, or
reorganization proceedings and is not in default of, or otherwise subject to, any agreement or any
law, administrative regulation, judgment, decree, note, resolution, charter or ordinance which
would currently restrain or enjoin it from entering into, or complying with, this Agreement.

T

(7)
There is no material action, suit, proceeding, inquiry or investigation, at law or in
equity, before any court or public body, pending or, to the best of the Borrower’s knowledge,
threatened, which seeks to restrain or enjoin the Borrower from entering into or complying with
this Agreement.

AF

(8)
Any governmental approvals required as of the date of execution of this Agreement
for the Borrower to undertake the Project and Loan have been obtained, or are reasonably expected
to be obtained throughout the design, permitting, and construction process. The Borrower knows
of no reason why any future required approvals are not obtainable.

D

R

(9)
All Borrower representations to the Department, pursuant to the Loan Application
and this Agreement, were and are true and accurate as of the dates the Loan Application and this
Agreement were each executed by the Borrower. The financial information delivered by the
Borrower to the Department was current and correct as of its date. Since the date of such financial
information, there has not been any material adverse change in the financial condition or revenues
and expenditures of the Borrower. The Borrower shall comply with all applicable State and
Federal laws, rules, and regulations. To the extent that any assurance, representation, or covenant
requires a future action, the Borrower shall take such action as is necessary for compliance.
(10) While any portion of the Loan remains unpaid, the Borrower shall adhere to
generally accepted accounting principles and shall prepare annual financial statements in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. As part of its bookkeeping system, the
Borrower shall keep accounts of the Project separate from all other accounts and shall keep
accurate records of all expenditures relating to the Project, Loan Disbursement receipts and the
Pledged Revenues.
(11) Pursuant to Section 216.347, Florida Statutes, the Borrower shall not use the Loan
proceeds for the purpose of lobbying the Florida Legislature, the Judicial Branch, or a State agency.
(12) The Borrower shall undertake design, construction and/or acquisition of the Project
on its own responsibility, to the extent permitted by law.

4
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(13) The Borrower covenants that this Agreement is entered into for the purpose of
designing, constructing and/or acquiring the Project, which will in all events serve a public
purpose.
(14) The Borrower shall submit to the Department such data, reports, records, contracts
and other documents relating to the Project as the Department may reasonably request in order to
ascertain the performance by the Borrower of its obligations under this Agreement. The
Department shall have the right to conduct on-site monitoring visits and audits, and the Borrower
shall cooperate and assist the Department in the reasonable inspection and audit of books, records,
accounts, data and other information related to the Project, and in copying and removing the same
for such purposes at all reasonable times. The Borrower shall provide additional information as
deemed appropriate by the Department.

T

(15) The Borrower has the authority to pledge the Pledged Revenues as security for
repayment of the Loan and no election or referendum is required to make the pledge of the Pledged
Revenues valid and legally enforceable.

AF

(16) The Borrower has not pledged, or otherwise granted any interest in, the Pledged
Revenues in a manner that would create a lien senior to, or on parity with, the lien of the
Department against the Pledged Revenues under the terms of this Agreement, except for the lien
of the Series 2020 Note, which is on parity with the lien of the Department under this Agreement.

R

(17) The Borrower reasonably anticipates that the Pledged Revenues will be sufficient
to pay all Loan Payments when due, all payments under the Series 2020 Note when due, and all
other payments required under the Master Resolution. In the event the anticipated Pledged
Revenues are at any time projected to be insufficient to make the Loan Payments, or any payments
on outstanding Parity Obligations, when due, the Borrower shall immediately notify the
Department.

D

(18) The Master Resolution was validly adopted by the Borrower and remains in full
force and effect. The Borrower shall provide the Department with at least ninety (90) days advance
written notice of its intent to amend or supplement the Master Resolution. Upon issuance in
accordance with the terms hereof, the Loan will constitute a Series of Bonds under the Master
Resolution, entitled to all the security and benefits thereof.
(19) The Project is a capital improvement infrastructure project that qualifies for use of
the Sales Surtax, and all conditions to use of the Sales Tax Revenues for the Project, including,
but not limited to, those expressed in Leon County Ordinance 2014-07, Resolution No. R14-06 of
the Board of Leon County Commissioners and the Interlocal Agreement, have been satisfied.
2.02. LEGAL AUTHORIZATION.
Upon signing this Agreement, the Borrower’s legal counsel shall express the opinion,
subject to laws affecting the rights of creditors generally, that:
(1)
The Borrower is a legal entity constituting a public body corporate and politic duly
organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Florida.
5
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(2)
This Agreement has been duly authorized by the Borrower and constitutes a valid
and legal obligation of the Borrower enforceable in accordance with its terms upon execution by
the parties.
(3)
The Borrower’s pledge of the Sales Tax Revenues expressed in this Agreement is
valid and enforceable.
(4)
Pursuant to the Interlocal Agreement, the Borrower is authorized to use the Sales
Tax Revenues for the purposes of the Project, and no additional election or referendum is required
to make such use of the Sales Tax Revenues valid and legally enforceable.
(5)
Ordinance 2014-07 was validly enacted by the County and the Sales Surtax relevied
thereby was approved by a majority of the County’s voters pursuant to a referendum election.

AF

T

(6)
The Project is a capital improvement infrastructure project that qualifies for use of
the Sales Surtax, and all conditions to use of the Sales Tax Revenues for the Project, including,
but not limited to, those expressed in County Ordinance 2014-07, Resolution No. R14-06 of the
Board of County Commissioners and the Interlocal Agreement, have been satisfied.
2.03. AUDIT AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS.

R

The administration of resources awarded through the Department to the Borrower by this
Agreement may be subject to audits and/or monitoring by the Department. The following
requirements do not limit the authority of the Department to conduct or arrange for the conduct of
additional audits or evaluations of state financial assistance or limit the authority of any state
agency inspector general, the Auditor General, or any other state official. The Borrower shall
comply with all audit and audit reporting requirements as specified below.

D

(1)
In addition to reviews of audits conducted in accordance with Section 215.97
Florida Statutes, monitoring procedures to monitor the Borrower’s use of state financial assistance
may include but not be limited to on-site visits by Department staff and/or other procedures
including, reviewing any required performance and financial reports, following up, ensuring
corrective action, and issuing management decisions on weaknesses found through audits when
those findings pertain to state financial assistance awarded through the Department by this
Agreement. By entering into this Agreement, the Borrower agrees to comply and cooperate fully
with any monitoring procedures/processes deemed appropriate by the Department. The Borrower
further agrees to comply and cooperate with any inspections, reviews, investigations, or audits
deemed necessary by the Department, the Department of Financial Services (DFS) or the Auditor
General.
(2)
The Borrower, a nonstate entity as defined by Section 215.97(2)(n), Florida Statutes,
as a recipient of state financial assistance awarded by the Department through this Agreement is
subject to the following requirements:
(a)
In the event the Borrower meets the audit threshold requirements
established by Section 215.97, Florida Statutes, the Borrower must have a State single or projectspecific audit conducted for such fiscal year in accordance with Section 215.97, Florida Statutes;
6
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applicable rules of the Department of Financial Services; and Chapters 10.550 (local governmental
entities) or 10.650 (nonprofit and for-profit organizations), Rules of the Auditor General. Exhibit
D to this Agreement indicates state financial assistance awarded through the Department by this
Agreement needed by the Borrower to further comply with the requirements of Section 215.97,
Florida Statutes. In determining the state financial assistance expended in a fiscal year, the
Borrower shall consider all sources of state financial assistance, including state financial assistance
received from the Department by this Agreement, other state agencies and other nonstate entities.
State financial assistance does not include Federal direct or pass-through awards and resources
received by a nonstate entity for Federal program matching requirements.

T

(b)
In connection with the audit requirements, the Borrower shall ensure that
the audit complies with the requirements of Section 215.97(8), Florida Statutes. This includes
submission of a financial reporting package as defined by Section 215.97(2)(e), Florida Statutes,
and Chapters 10.550 (local governmental entities) or 10.650 (nonprofit and for-profit
organizations), Rules of the Auditor General.

R

AF

(c)
In the event the Borrower does not meet the audit threshold requirements
established by Section 215.97, Florida Statutes, the Borrower is exempt for such fiscal year from
the state single audit requirements of Section 215.97, Florida Statutes. However, the Borrower
must provide a single audit exemption statement to the Department at
FDOTSingleAudit@dot.state.fl.us no later than nine months after the end of the Borrower’s audit
period for each applicable audit year. In the event the Borrower does not meet the audit threshold
requirements established by Section 215.97, Florida Statutes, in a fiscal year and elects to have an
audit conducted in accordance with the provisions of Section 215.97, Florida Statutes, the cost of
the audit must be paid from the Borrower’s resources (i.e., the cost of such an audit must be paid
from the Borrower’s resources obtained from other than State entities).
(d)
In accordance with Chapters 10.550 (local governmental entities) or 10.650
(nonprofit and for-profit organizations), Rules of the Auditor General, copies of financial reporting
packages required by this Agreement shall be submitted to:

D

Florida Department of Transportation
Office of Comptroller, MS 24
605 Suwannee Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0405
Email: FDOTSingleAudit@dot.state.fl.us
And
State of Florida Auditor General
Local Government Audits/342
111 West Madison Street, Room 401
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1450
Email: flaudgen_localgovt@aud.state.fl.us

(e)
Any copies of financial reporting packages, reports or other information
required to be submitted to the Department shall be submitted timely in accordance with Section
7
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215.97, Florida Statutes, and Chapters 10.550 (local governmental entities) or 10.650 (nonprofit
and for-profit organizations), Rules of the Auditor General, as applicable.
(f)
The Borrower, when submitting financial reporting packages to the
Department for audits done in accordance with Chapters 10.550 (local governmental entities) or
10.650 (nonprofit and for-profit organizations), Rules of the Auditor General, should indicate the
date the reporting package was delivered to the Borrower in correspondence accompanying the
reporting package.

T

(g)
Upon receipt, and within six months, the Department will review the
Borrower’s financial reporting package, including corrective action plans and management letters,
to the extent necessary to determine whether timely and appropriate corrective action on all
deficiencies has been taken pertaining to the state financial assistance provided through the
Department by this Agreement. If the Borrower fails to have an audit conducted consistent with
Section 215.97, Florida Statutes, the Department may take appropriate corrective action to enforce
compliance.

AF

(h)
As a condition of receiving state financial assistance, the Borrower shall
permit the Department, or its designee, DFS or the Auditor General access to the Borrower’s
records including financial statements, the independent auditor’s working papers and project
records as necessary. Records related to unresolved audit findings, appeals or litigation shall be
retained until the action is complete or the dispute is resolved.

R

(3)
The Borrower shall retain sufficient records demonstrating its compliance with the
terms of this Agreement for a period of five years from the date the audit report is issued and shall
allow the Department, or its designee, DFS or the Auditor General access to such records upon
request. The Borrower shall ensure that the audit working papers are made available to the
Department, or its designee, DFS or the Auditor General upon request for a period of five years
from the date the audit report is issued unless extended in writing by the Department.

D

(4)
Progress Reports. The Borrower shall provide to the Department’s SIB Program
Manager semi-annual progress reports on "program and financial activities" that occur each year.
Such progress reports shall cover the periods (1) between January 1 and June 30 and (2) July 1 and
December 31 of each year during the term of this Agreement and shall be provided within fifteen
(15) days of the close of each such period. The report will be signed or submitted electronically in
accordance with Chapter 668, Florida Statutes, by an individual authorized by the governing board
of the Borrower.
The following program information shall be included:
program
accomplishments (specific action taken to implement approved objectives/activities) and percent
of accomplishments for each in terms of percentage completed; problems delaying implementation;
and revised Project schedules if activities are not conforming to approved Project schedules as
contained in the application. The following financial information shall be included: beginning
fund balance; amount of expenditures; ending fund balance; interest earned to date; and the amount
and percent of funds being contributed to the Project from other sources. The semi-annual progress
report is available on the SIB website at http://www.fdot.gov/comptroller/PFO/sib.shtm.
All costs charged to the Project, including any approved services contributed by the
Borrower or others, shall be supported by properly executed payrolls, time records, invoices,
contracts, or vouchers evidencing in proper detail the nature and propriety of the charges.
8
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Any check or order drawn by the Borrower with respect to any item which is or will be
supported by the Loan must be supported with a properly signed voucher on file in the office of
the Borrower stating in proper detail the purpose for which such check or order is drawn. All
checks, payrolls, invoices, contracts, vouchers, orders, or other accounting documents pertaining
in whole or in part to the Project shall be clearly identified, and readily accessible, and, to the
extent feasible, kept separate and apart from all other such documents.
(5)
Access to Project Site. The Borrower shall provide access to Project sites and
administrative offices to authorized representatives of the Department at any reasonable time. The
Borrower shall cause its engineers and contractors to cooperate during Project inspections,
including making available working copies of plans and specifications and supplementary
materials.

T

(6)
The Borrower agrees to comply with s. 20.055(5), Florida Statutes, and to
incorporate in all subcontracts the obligation to comply with s. 20.055(5), Florida Statutes.

3.01.

PROJECT CHANGES.

AF

ARTICLE III - THE PROJECT

D

R

The Borrower agrees to design, permit, acquire and construct the Project or cause the
Project to be designed, permitted, constructed and acquired materially in accordance with the
plans, specifications and time schedules set forth or referenced in Loan Application. Delays
incident to strikes, riots, acts of God, and other events beyond the reasonable control of the
Borrower are excepted. If for any reason the Project is not completed as scheduled, there shall be
no resulting diminution or delay in the Loan Payment unless consented to by the Department in
writing. The Borrower covenants and agrees that it will not change the scope of the Project or alter
the nature of the Project in any material fashion, or substitute any other project for the Project,
without the prior written approval of the Department.
3.02. INTEREST IN PROJECT.
The Borrower shall have an interest in property sufficient for the construction and location
of the Project free and clear of liens and encumbrances which would impair the usefulness of such
sites for the intended use.
3.03. PERMITS AND APPROVALS.
The Borrower shall have obtained, prior to the award of any construction contracts, all
permits and approvals required for construction of the Project or portion of the Project funded
under this Agreement.
3.04.

PROJECT SCHEDULE.
The Borrower agrees:
9
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(1)
Initiation of Project design is anticipated to occur by December 31st of calendar
year 2021. No design work on the Project prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement will be
funded through Disbursement of the Loan.
(2)
Completion of Project design is anticipated to occur by July 31st of calendar year
2023 and completion of Project construction is anticipated to occur by December 31 of calendar
year 2025. Upon completion of construction of the Project, the Borrower, shall certify to the
Department in writing that the Project was completed in accordance with applicable plans and
specifications, and that the Project has been accepted by the Borrower as suitable for its intended
purpose.
3.05. PROHIBITION AGAINST ENCUMBRANCES AND DISPOSITIONS.

T

The Borrower is prohibited from selling, leasing, pledging, encumbering, or disposing of
any part of the Project so long as this Agreement, including any amendment thereto, is in effect
without the prior written consent of the Department.
3.06. COMPLETION MONEYS.

R

AF

In addition to the proceeds of this Loan, the Borrower covenants that it has obtained, or
will obtain, sufficient moneys from other sources to complete design, acquisition and construction
of the Project on, or prior to, the completion dates for those Project phases specified in this Article
III. The SIB funding available under this Agreement is the total Department SIB funding available
for the Project and the Borrower acknowledges that the Department has not agreed to make
additional SIB funding available for the Project in the future. Failure of the Department to provide
additional Project financing shall not constitute a waiver of the Borrower’s obligations to complete
the Project.
3.07. USE AND MAINTENANCE OF PROJECT.

D

The Borrower agrees that the Project will be used to support public transportation for the
useful life of the Project as determined in accordance with general accounting principles. The
Borrower further agrees to maintain the Project in good working order for its useful life, and
maintain property records, conduct physical inventories, perform asset condition inspections, and
develop asset control systems.

ARTICLE IV – REVENUE COVENANTS
4.01. REVENUE COVENANTS.
The Borrower covenants to deposit all of the Sales Tax Revenues into the Revenue Fund
created by Section 4.04 of the Master Resolution, immediately upon receipt.

10
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4.02. COLLECTION OF PLEDGED REVENUES.
The Borrower covenants to do all things and take all actions necessary on its part to
maintain its eligibility and ability to receive the full amount of the Sales Tax Revenues. The
Borrower shall take all necessary action required to enforce and collect the Sales Tax Revenues in
accordance with the Interlocal Agreement, and shall exercise all legally available remedies to
enforce such collections.

T

The Borrower covenants that it will not amend the Interlocal Agreement to change the
allocation of Pledged Revenues to the Borrower below seventy eight percent (78%) of the Sales
Surtax collected by the Florida Department of Revenue, unless the Department has provided its
prior written consent to such amendment. For the purposes of this covenant, any amendment of
the Interlocal Agreement by the signatories thereto shall be deemed to be an act of the Borrower.
The Borrower also covenants that it will not amend the Master Resolution pursuant to Section 8.02
thereof without the Department’s prior written consent.

AF

ARTICLE V - DEFAULTS AND REMEDIES
5.01. EVENTS OF DEFAULT.

Each of the following events is hereby declared an Event of Default:

R

(1)
Failure to make any Loan Payment when it is due, if such failure continues for a
period of 5 business days.
(2)
A determination by the Department that any material warranty, representation or
other statement by, or on behalf of, the Borrower contained in this Agreement, was false or
misleading at the time it was made.

D

(3)
Entry of an order or decree, with the acquiescence of the Borrower, appointing a
receiver for any part of the Project; or if such order or decree is entered without the consent or
acquiescence of the Borrower, failure of the Borrower to obtain a dismissal of the order or decree
or a stay on appeal within 60 days after the entry thereof.
(4)
Institution of any proceeding, with the acquiescence of the Borrower, for the
purpose of effecting a composition between the Borrower and its creditors or for the purpose of
adjusting the claims of such creditors, pursuant to any federal or state statute now or hereafter
enacted.
(5)
Institution of any bankruptcy, insolvency or other similar proceeding by, or against,
the Borrower under federal or state bankruptcy or insolvency law now or hereafter in effect and,
if instituted against the Borrower, is not dismissed within 60 days after filing.
(6)
Any violation of the Borrower’s covenants regarding imposition or collection of
the Pledged Revenues expressed in sections 4.01 or 4.02.
11
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(7)
Violation of the Borrower’s covenants regarding the issuance of additional debt
obligations secured by the Pledged Revenues expressed in section 6.02.
(8)
The occurrence of any Event of Default under the terms of Section 7.01(a) or 7.01(c)
of the Master Resolution.

REMEDIES.

AF

5.02.

T

(9)
Any other failure to comply with the material provisions of this Agreement or
failure in the performance or observance of any of the covenants or actions required by this
Agreement in any material respects (a "General Non-compliance Default"), if the failure is not
cured to the reasonable satisfaction of the Department within 60 days after notice of the occurrence
of the General Non-compliance Default by the Department to the Borrower, or if the failure cannot
be cured within 60 days such other time as is mutually agreed to by the parties. If the Borrower
fails, within the time period provided in the previous sentence, to cure the General Non-compliance
Default to the reasonable satisfaction of the Department, then the Borrower shall be deemed to be
in default of this Agreement as of the date of the General Non-compliance Default. An Event of
Default defined in subsections (1) through (8) of this section shall not be considered a General
Non-compliance Default.

Upon any Event of Default, the Department may pursue any available remedy at law or in
equity, including:
(1)
By action or suit in equity, require the Borrower to account for all moneys received
pursuant to this Agreement and require the Borrower to account for the receipt, use, application,
or disposition of the Pledged Revenues.

R

(2)
By action or suit in equity, enjoin any acts or things which may be unlawful or in
violation of the rights of the Department.

D

(3)
By applying to a court of competent jurisdiction, cause the appointment of a
receiver to manage the Project, or collect the Pledged Revenues and apply the Pledged Revenues
to the reduction of the obligations under this Agreement.
(4)
By notifying financial market credit rating agencies and potential creditors of the
event of default.
(5)
By suing the Borrower for payment of amounts due, or becoming due, with interest
on overdue payments together with all costs of collection, including attorneys’ fees.
(6)
By increasing the Financing Rate on the unpaid principal of the Loan to as much as
1.667 times the Financing Rate for a default under Subsection 5.01(1).
(7)
By certifying to the Auditor General and the Chief Financial Officer delinquency
on Loan repayments, the Department may provide for the payment to the Department of the
delinquent amount plus a penalty from any unobligated funds due to the Borrower under any
revenue or tax sharing fund established by the State, except as otherwise provided by the State
Constitution. A penalty may be imposed in an amount not to exceed an interest rate of 18 percent
per annum on the amount due in addition to charging the cost to handle and process the debt.
12
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In addition to pursuing one or more of the above remedies, upon an Event of Default, the
Department may, by providing 60 days advance written notice to the Borrower, elect to terminate
this Agreement, and the Department shall have no further obligation or commitment under this
Agreement to the Borrower.
5.03. REMEDIES NOT EXCLUSIVE; DELAY AND WAIVER.

T

No remedy conferred upon or reserved to the Department by this Article is exclusive and
every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy. No delay
or omission by the Department to exercise any right or power accruing as a result of an Event of
Default shall impair any such right or power or shall be construed to be a waiver of any such
default or acquiescence therein, and every such right and power may be exercised as often as may
be deemed expedient. No waiver of any default under this Agreement shall extend to or affect any
subsequent event of default, whether of the same or different provision of this Agreement, or shall
impair consequent rights or remedies.

AF

ARTICLE VI – COLLATERAL
6.01. PLEDGE TO THE DEPARTMENT.

D

R

The Borrower pledges and assigns the Pledged Revenues to secure payment of the Loan.
The Borrower shall not take any action with respect to the Pledged Revenues that would be
inconsistent with this pledge. Additionally, in the event of an uncured default by the Borrower,
the Borrower hereby assigns to the Department the right to receive the Pledged Revenues to the
extent necessary to pay the full amount owing under this Agreement in accordance with the annual
payment schedule. The pledge of the Pledged Revenues shall be valid and binding as of the
Agreement Date. The Pledged Revenues shall be subject to the lien of this pledge without any
physical delivery thereof or further act, and the lien of this pledge shall be valid and binding as
against all parties having claims of any kind in tort, contract, or otherwise against the Borrower.
This pledge of the Pledged Revenues to the repayment of the Loan shall not be subject to repeal,
modification, or impairment by any subsequent resolution or other proceedings of the Borrower.
The lien of the Department on the Pledged Revenues shall be prior and superior to any other pledge,
lien, charge, or encumbrance on the Pledged Revenues, except that the lien of the Department shall
be on parity with the Series 2020 Note and any additional Parity Obligations authorized under the
Master Resolution and pursuant to the provisions of Section 6.02 of this Agreement.
6.02

ADDITIONAL DEBT OBLIGATIONS.

(1)
The Borrower may not issue debt obligations with a lien superior to that of the
Department on the Pledged Revenues, or any part thereof.
(2)
The Borrower may not issue additional Parity Obligations except in accordance
with the provisions of Article VI of the Master Resolution and this section 6.02(2), and may not
issue such additional Parity Obligations if there exists any uncured event of default of this
Agreement or any uncured default of any existing Parity Obligation. Notwithstanding any
13
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subsequent amendment of the Master Resolution, the Borrower may not issue additional Parity
Obligations unless the amount of Sales Tax Revenues which have been received by the Borrower
during any twelve (12) consecutive months selected by the Borrower of the twenty four (24)
months immediately preceding the issuance of such additional debt equal at least 1.25 times the
maximum annual debt service in the current Borrower fiscal year and any future Borrower fiscal
year for the Loan, the outstanding Parity Obligations and the proposed additional Parity
Obligation. At least fifteen (15) days prior to the issuance of an additional Parity Obligation, the
Borrower shall provide the Department a certificate of an independent financial consultant
acceptable to the Department demonstrating compliance with the requirements of this Section
6.02(2) (such certificate shall identify the proposed new debt and the proposed repayment schedule
and the Borrower shall provide copies of the instruments under which the proposed new debt will
be created) and a copy of the certificates required by Section 6.02 of the Master Resolution.

AF

T

If the proposed additional Parity Obligation is being issued to refund an outstanding Parity
Obligation, at least fifteen (15) days prior to the issuance, the Borrower shall provide the
Department a certificate of an independent financial consultant acceptable to the Department
demonstrating that the debt service payments on such refunding obligation shall not exceed the
debt service payments that would have been due on the refunded obligation (but for the refunding)
in the current Borrower fiscal year or any subsequent Borrower fiscal years during the term of the
Loan (such certificate shall identify the proposed new debt and the proposed repayment schedule
and the Borrower shall provide copies of the instruments under which the proposed new debt will
be created).

R

(3)
The Borrower shall comply with the terms of the Master Resolution in issuing any
debt obligations with a lien on the Pledged Revenues that is subordinate to the lien of the
Department under this Agreement.
ARTICLE VII - GENERAL PROVISIONS

D

7.01. DISCHARGE OF OBLIGATIONS.
All payments required to be made under this Agreement shall be cumulative and any
deficiencies in any Fiscal Year shall be added to the payments due in the succeeding Fiscal Year
and all Fiscal Years thereafter until fully paid. Loan Payments shall continue to be secured by this
Agreement until all of the payments required shall be fully paid to the Department. If at any time
the Borrower has paid all amounts owed under this Agreement, this Agreement shall terminate.
7.02. ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS UNDER AGREEMENT.
The Borrower hereby expressly acknowledges that the Loan and all payments of principal
and interest thereon, and all proceeds thereof, may be pledged and assigned as security for the
payment of principal of, premium, if any, and interest on bonds that may be issued pursuant to
section 215.617, Florida Statutes, to capitalize the State-funded SIB and by the execution of this
Agreement the Borrower in all respects consents to such pledge and assignment. If the Loan and
payments of principal and interest are so assigned, the Borrower shall furnish and certify to such
information and execute and deliver and cause to be executed and delivered such documents,
14
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certificates and opinions as the Department or the Division of Bond Finance of the State Board of
Administration of Florida (the "Division") may reasonably require in connection with the bonds,
including, without limitation, any continuing disclosure undertaking necessary for the Department
or the Division to satisfy the requirements of Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 15c2-12.
The Department and the Division may further pledge or assign all or any parts of this Agreement
without the prior consent of the Borrower after written notification to the Borrower. The Borrower
shall not assign its rights and obligations under this Agreement without the prior written consent
of the Department.
7.03. AMENDMENT OF AGREEMENT.

T

This Agreement may be amended in writing, except that no amendment shall be permitted
which is inconsistent with any applicable State or Federal law. If the total Disbursements are less
than the maximum amount of the Loan, this Agreement will be amended after the Project has been
completed to reflect the total Disbursements and establish the final total Loan amount after the
Department’s final inspection of the Project records.
7.04. ANNULMENT OF AGREEMENT.

AF

The Department may unilaterally annul this Agreement if the Borrower has not drawn any
of the Loan proceeds within nine months of the first scheduled disbursement date referenced in
Article IX. If the Department unilaterally annuls this Agreement, the Department will provide
written notification to the Borrower.
7.05. SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION.

D

R

If the Borrower abandons or, before completion, discontinues the Project; or if the
commencement, prosecution, or timely completion of the Project by the Borrower is rendered
improbable, infeasible, impossible, or illegal, by written notice to the Borrower, the Department
may suspend any or all of its obligations under this Agreement until such time as the event or
condition resulting in such suspension has ceased or been corrected, or at its option, the
Department may terminate any or all of its remaining obligations under this Agreement.
Upon receipt of any termination or suspension notice, the Borrower shall proceed promptly
to carry out the actions required therein which may include, but not be limited to: (1) necessary
action to terminate or suspend, as the case may be, Project activities and contracts and such other
action as may be required or desirable to keep to the minimum the costs upon the Loan; (2) furnish
a statement of the Project activities and contracts, and other undertakings the cost of which are
otherwise includable as Project costs; and (3) repay the SIB according to the provisions of this
Agreement, or as otherwise agreed upon, in writing, by the Department and the Borrower. The
termination or suspension shall be carried out in conformity with the latest schedule, plan, and
budget as approved by the Department or upon the basis of terms and conditions imposed by the
Department upon the failure of the Borrower to furnish the schedule, plan, and budget within a
reasonable time.
The Department reserves the right to unilaterally cancel this Agreement for refusal by the
Borrower to allow public access to all documents, papers, letters or other materials subject to the
provisions of Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, and made or received in conjunction with this
Agreement.
15
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7.06. SEVERABILITY CLAUSE.
If any provision of this Agreement shall be held invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of
this Agreement will remain in full force and effect. The Department and the Borrower shall
endeavor in good-faith negotiations to replace the invalid, illegal, or unenforceable provision with
valid provisions the economic effect of which comes as close as possible to that of the invalid,
illegal, or unenforceable provision.
7.07. APPROPRIATION.
The Department's performance and obligation to pay under this Agreement is contingent
upon an annual appropriation by the Legislature.

R
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The provisions of Section 339.135(6)(a), Florida Statutes, are hereby incorporated
verbatim: "(a) The Department, during any fiscal year, shall not expend money, incur any liability,
or enter into any contract which, by its terms, involves the expenditure of money in excess of the
amounts budgeted as available for expenditure during such fiscal year. Any contract, verbal or
written, made in violation of this subsection is null and void, and no money may be paid on such
contract. The Department shall require a statement from the comptroller of the Department that
funds are available prior to entering into any such contract or other binding commitment of funds.
Nothing herein contained shall prevent the making of contracts for periods exceeding 1 year, but
any contract so made shall be executory only for the value of the services to be rendered or agreed
to be paid for in succeeding fiscal years; and this paragraph shall be incorporated verbatim in all
contracts of the Department which are for an amount in excess of $25,000 and which have a term
for a period of more than 1 year."

ARTICLE VIII - INSURANCE

D

[INTENTIONALLY OMITTED]

ARTICLE IX - DETAILS OF FINANCING

9.01. PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF LOAN.
The Department agrees to lend to the Borrower, and the Borrower agrees to repay the
Department the Loan at the times, in the amounts and in the manner set forth in this Agreement.
The principal amount of the Loan as of any date shall consist of the aggregate Disbursements plus
interest, if any, that has accrued and been added to the principal amount of the Loan, less the
aggregate principal component of all Loan repayments made (including Loan Payments and any
prepayments), all as of such date.
9.02. FINANCING RATE.
Interest shall accrue on the principal amount of the Loan at the Financing Rate. The
Financing Rate is 1.85% per annum, compounded annually, using an actual-days-elapsed/365 day
16
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counting convention, as indicated by the Disbursement/Payment schedule attached as Exhibit B.
Interest will begin to accrue on the date of Disbursement.
9.03. LOAN DISBURSEMENTS.
No Disbursement will be made to fund work on the Project performed prior to the Effective
Date of this Agreement. Disbursements shall be made to the Borrower at such times and in such
amounts as are required to fund the Borrower’s required payments to its contractors, vendors and
suppliers for progress on the Project from time to time in the amounts requested by the Borrower
(not more often than every thirty days), provided that prior to each Disbursement, the Department
receives a completed Disbursement Request Form substantially in the form of Exhibit C attached
hereto from the Borrower and all supporting documentation reasonably required by the
Department to determine the eligibility of the expenses for which the Disbursement is requested.

AF

T

The Disbursement/Payment Schedule (Exhibit B) reflects the currently estimated total
Disbursements during each State Fiscal Year in which the Loan is expected to disburse. Under
no circumstances shall the total sum of the Disbursements to or on behalf of the Borrower for all
Project phases exceed Twenty Five Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($25,500,000). The
Department's obligation to fund any Disbursement is subject to funds being made available by an
appropriation made pursuant to Florida law.

D

R

Disbursements will only be made for eligible capital costs actually incurred for the Project,
as determined by the Department. No Disbursement will be made for work on the Project selfperformed by the Borrower (including work performed by affiliates of the Borrower), travel or
overhead of the Borrower. For the purpose of this paragraph “affiliate” means a predecessor,
successor, parent, or subsidiary of the Borrower; any business entity in which a member, officer,
director, or owner of the Borrower has a financial interest; and the officers, directors, executives,
members, and shareholders of the Borrower and its affiliates. Travel expenses incurred by the
Borrower’s consultants or contractors shall only be eligible for payment through a Disbursement
when incurred in accordance with Section 112.061, Florida Statutes. Requests for Disbursement
to pay consultant or contractor travel expenses shall include a completed Department Contractor
Travel Form No. 300-000-06.
The Borrower shall utilize the Disbursements solely for eligible costs of the Project. The
Department will have no obligation to make any Disbursement under this Agreement in the event
the Department has notified the Borrower that an event of default has occurred under this or any
other agreement between the Borrower and the Department, or if the Department, in its sole
discretion, determines that events have occurred which substantially diminish the likelihood that
the Borrower will timely and fully honor its obligations under this Agreement or any other
agreement between the Department and the Borrower. Any waiver of this provision by
Disbursement following an event of default by the Borrower under the terms of this Agreement,
or any other agreement between the Borrower and the Department, will not constitute a continuing
waiver of this provision and the Department may refuse to make further Disbursements without
any liability to the Borrower whatsoever.
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9.04. LOAN PAYMENTS.
Loan Payments shall be made at the time and in the amounts set forth in the Loan
Disbursement/Payment Schedule attached as Exhibit B. To the extent the actual principal amount
of the Loan calculated as provided in Section 9.01 above is less than the estimated principal amount
of the Loan reflected in Exhibit B, the amount of the scheduled Loan Payment credited to principal
shall increase and the schedule for Loan Payments shall be adjusted, so that the Loan is paid in
full over a shorter amount of time. Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, if the actual principal
amount of the Loan calculated as provided in Section 9.01 above is less than the estimated principal
amount of the Loan reflected in Exhibit B, the parties to this Agreement agree to adjust the
schedule of Loan Payments in such a way as to not adversely impact any obligations of the
Department secured by repayments under this Agreement.

AF

T

Loan Payments shall be credited first to interest accruing on the principal amount of the
Loan, if any, then to principal. Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the contrary,
the Borrower may prepay this Loan only upon the express written consent of the Department,
which consent shall not be withheld if such prepayment, in the judgment of the Department and
the Division, will not adversely impact the Department's ability to comply with covenants relating
to obligations secured by such Loan.

ARTICLE X – MISCELLANEOUS

10.01. PROJECT COSTS AND THIRD PARTY AGREEMENTS.

D

R

Prior to execution of this Agreement by the Department, the Borrower shall not incur any
liability for consultant services, construction or purchase of property or commodities to any third
party with respect to the Project that it intends to or will fund through a Disbursement. Only Project
costs incurred on or after the Effective Date and prior to any termination of this Agreement are
eligible for reimbursement from the proceeds of the Loan.
10.02. COMPLIANCE WITH CONSULTANT’S COMPETITIVE NEGOTIATION ACT.
Compliance with Consultants' Competitive Negotiation Act: It is understood and agreed
by the parties that participation by the Department in a project that involves a consultant contract
for engineering, architecture or surveying services by the Borrower, is contingent on the Borrower
complying in full with provisions of Section 287.055, Florida Statutes, Consultants Competitive
Negotiation Act. The Borrower’s attorney shall certify to the Department that selection of
consultants by the Borrower has been performed in accordance with such law.
10.03. DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE) POLICY AND OBLIGATION.
It is the policy of the Department that disadvantaged business enterprises as defined in 49
CFR Part 26, as amended, shall have the maximum opportunity to participate in the performance
of contracts financed in whole or in part with funds disbursed by the Department under this
Agreement.
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The Borrower agrees to ensure that Disadvantaged Business Enterprises as defined in 49
CFR Part 26, as amended, have the maximum opportunity to participate in the performance of
contracts funded through the Loan. In this regard, the Borrower shall, and shall require its
contractors to, take all necessary and reasonable steps in accordance with 49 CFR Part 26, as
amended, to ensure that the Disadvantaged Business Enterprises have the maximum opportunity
to compete for and perform contracts. Grantees, recipients and their contractors shall not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in the award and performance of
Department assisted contracts.
10.04. DISCRIMINATORY VENDOR.

AF

T

Pursuant to Section 287.134(3)(a), Florida Statutes, the following is included in this
Agreement. Section 287.134(2)(a), Florida Statutes: “An entity or affiliate who has been placed
on the discriminatory vendor list may not submit a bid, proposal, or reply on a contract to provide
any goods or services to a public entity; may not submit a bid, proposal, or reply on a contract with
a public entity for the construction or repair of a public building or public work; may not submit
bids, proposals, or replies on leases of real property to a public entity; may not be awarded or
perform work as a contractor, supplier, subcontractor, or consultant under a contract with any
public entity; and may not transact business with any public entity.”
10.05. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY.

In connection with the carrying out of the Project, the Borrower shall not discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, age, creed, color, sex or
national origin.

R

10.06. PROHIBITED INTERESTS.

D

The Borrower shall not enter into any contract, or arrangement in connection with the
Project or any property included or planned to be included in the Project, which violates any
provision of Chapter 112, Florida Statutes, relating to conflicts of interest and prohibited
transactions. The Borrower shall further diligently abide by all provisions of Florida law
regulating the Borrower with respect to procurement, contracting, and ethics. The Borrower shall
insert in all contracts entered into in connection with the Project subsequent to the date hereof, and
shall hereafter require its contractors and consultants to insert in each of their contracts the
following provision:
"The Borrower is governed in its contracts and transactions by provisions of Florida law
relating to conflicts of interest, prohibited transactions, and ethics in government. All parties to
contracts with the Borrower relating to this project shall familiarize themselves with Chapter 112,
Florida Statutes, and with general Florida law regulating the Borrower’s ethical requirements,
prohibitions, and limitations with respect to procurement and contracts."
The provisions of this subsection shall not be applicable to any agreement between the
Borrower and its fiscal depositories, or to any agreement for utility services the rates for which are
fixed or controlled by a governmental borrower.
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10.07. ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION.
Execution of this Agreement constitutes a certification by the Borrower that the Project
will be carried out in conformance with all applicable environmental regulations including the
securing of any applicable permits. The Borrower will be solely responsible for any liability in
the event of non-compliance with applicable environmental regulations, including the securing of
any applicable permits, and will reimburse the Department for any loss incurred in connection
therewith.
10.08. NO OBLIGATION TO THIRD PARTIES.
Except to the extent set forth herein, neither the Department nor the Borrower shall be
obligated or liable hereunder to any person or entity not a party to this Agreement.
10.09. WHEN RIGHTS AND REMEDIES NOT WAIVED.

AF

T

In no event shall the making by the Department of any Disbursement to the Borrower
constitute or be construed as a waiver by the Department of any breach of covenant or any default
which may then exist, and the making of such Disbursement by the Department while any such
breach or default shall exist shall in no way impair or prejudice any right or remedy available to
the Department with respect to such breach or default.
10.10. BONUS OR COMMISSION.

R

By execution of this Agreement the Borrower represents that it has not paid and, also,
agrees not to pay, any bonus or commission for the purpose of obtaining an approval of the
application for the Loan established hereunder.
10.11. INDEMNITY.

D

To the extent allowed by applicable law, and without waiving the provisions of Section
768.28, Florida Statutes, the Borrower shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Department
and all of its officers, agents, and employees from any claim, loss, damages, cost, charge, or
expense arising out of any act, error, omission, or negligent act by the Borrower, its agents,
employees, contractors and/or subcontractors during the performance of this Agreement, except
that neither the Borrower, its agents, employees, contractors and/or subcontractors will be liable
under this paragraph for any claim, loss, damages, cost, charge, or expense arising out of any act,
error, omission, or negligent act by the Department, or any of its officers, agents, employees,
contractors and/or subcontractors, during the performance of this Agreement.
If the Department receives notice of claim for damages that may have been caused by the
Borrower in the performance of services required under this Agreement, the Department will
immediately forward the claim to the Borrower. The Department’s failure to promptly notify the
Borrower of a claim will not act as a waiver or any right herein.
10.12. THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARY.
To the extent this Agreement confers upon or grants to the Division any right, remedy, or
claim hereunder, the Division is hereby recognized as being a third party beneficiary hereunder
20
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and may enforce any such right, remedy or claim given or granted hereunder. This Agreement
confers no rights on any third party other than the Division and shall not create any other third
party beneficiary under this Agreement, nor shall this Agreement authorize anyone not a party to
this Agreement to maintain a suit against the Department pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.
10.13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT.

T

This Agreement, the exhibits to this Agreement and the Loan Application ("the Agreement
Documents") set forth the entire agreement between the parties and incorporate and supersede all
prior negotiations, correspondence, conversations, agreements or understandings applicable to the
matters contained herein and therein, and the parties hereto agree that there are no commitments,
agreements or understandings concerning the subject matter of this Agreement that are not
contained in the Agreement Documents. Accordingly, it is agreed that no deviation from the terms
of the Agreement Documents shall be predicated upon any prior representation or agreements
whether oral or written. It is further agreed that no modification, amendment or alteration in the
terms and conditions contained in the Agreement Documents shall be effective unless contained
in a written document executed by the parties hereto.

R

10.14. NOTICES.

AF

In the event of conflict between the terms and conditions of the Agreement Documents: (i)
the terms and conditions contained in the body of this Agreement prevail over conflicting terms
and conditions contained in any exhibits, schedules and attachments attached to this Agreement;
(ii) the terms and conditions contained in the body of the Loan Application prevail over any
conflicting terms and conditions contained in any exhibits, schedules and attachments attached to
the Loan Application; and (iii) the terms and conditions of the Agreement, including all exhibits,
schedules and attachments hereto, prevail over conflicting terms and conditions contained in the
Loan Application and any exhibits, schedules and attachments thereto.

D

Any notice, demand, request or other instrument which is required to be given under this
Agreement in writing shall be delivered to the following addresses:
If to the Department: SIB Program Manager
Florida Department of Transportation
Office of Comptroller – Project Finance
605 Suwannee Street, MS #10
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0450
If to Borrower:

Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Autumn Calder, AICP
Blueprint Director
315 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 450
Tallahassee, FL 32301

with copy to:

Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency
Susan Dawson, Blueprint Attorney
315 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 450
Tallahassee, FL 32301
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10.15. E-VERIFY.
The Borrower shall utilize the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s E-Verify system,
in accordance with the terms governing use of the system, to confirm the employment eligibility
of:
All persons employed by the Borrower during the term of this Agreement to perform
employment duties within Florida; and
All persons, including subcontractors, assigned by the Borrower to perform work pursuant
to this Agreement.
10.16. EXECUTION OF AGREEMENT.

T

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, any of which shall be
regarded as an original and all of which constitute but one and the same instrument.

AF

10.17. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS.

The provisions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns permitted hereby.
10.18. GOVERNING LAW.

D

R

THIS AGREEMENT AND THE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES
HEREUNDER SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED AND INTERPRETED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH, THE LAW OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA, WITHOUT REGARD TO
CONFLICTS OF LAWS PRINCIPLES THEREOF.
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10.19. JURY TRIAL WAIVER.
THE BORROWER AND THE DEPARTMENT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AND
UNCONDITIONALLY WAIVE TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY LEGAL ACTION OR
PROCEEDING RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT AND FOR ANY COUNTERCLAIM
THEREIN.

D

R

AF

T

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS ON THE NEXT PAGE]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Department and the Borrower have each caused this
Agreement to be executed.
STATE OF FLORIDA,
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

LEON COUNTY-CITY OF TALLAHSSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL
AGENCY

By:

By:

____________________________
Autumn Calder, Blueprint Director

T

_____________________________
Kevin J. Thibault, P.E.
Secretary

Date: _____________________________

AF

Date: ______________________________

Legal Review

Approved as to Form

__________________________________
Susan Dawson, Blueprint Attorney

R

___________________________________

D

ATTEST:

City Treasurer-Clerk
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EXHIBIT A-1
Summary Project Specifications

The Project includes improvements necessary to extend Welaunee Boulevard, in Leon County,
Florida, from its current terminus northeast of Fleischmann Road to the vicinity of the intersection
of Bradfordville Road and Roberts Road, including an extension of Shamrock Street to connect to
the Welaunee Boulevard extension. The limits of the project are generally depicted on the map
attached as Exhibit A-2.

D

R

AF

T

The Project will be a two-lane roadway, expandable to four lanes, consisting of urban and rural
typical sections with 45-mph design speeds and includes sidewalks, multi-use trails, and
stormwater treatment facilities. The Project is planned to cross over I-10 via an overpass, with the
ability to accommodate four-lanes and a median. The Project facility from the eastern boundary of
the Canopy Development to the Centerville Road and Shamrock Street South intersection will
consist of two eleven-foot wide travel lanes (one in each direction) with a multi-use trail and
sidewalk. The Project facility from the Shamrock Street Extension and Welaunee Boulevard
intersection north to the Centerville Road, Bradfordville Road, and Roberts Road intersection will
consist of two eleven-foot wide travel lanes (one in each direction) with a multiuse trail terminating
at the Pimlico Drive Extension. The project includes a new Welaunee Greenway that would
connect with the Miccosukee Canopy Road Greenway and cross I-10 on a proposed
bicycle/pedestrian/equestrian bridge to the west of the roadway crossing.
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EXHIBIT A-2

D

R

AF

T

Project Limits Map
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EXHIBIT B
Projected Loan Disbursement/Payment Schedule
Blueprint IA - Northeast Gateway - $25.50M
Date

Beginning
Balance

Estimated/Actual Capitalized
Disbursement
Interest

10/1/2022
10/1/2023
10/1/2024
10/1/2025
10/1/2026
10/1/2027
10/1/2028
10/1/2029
10/1/2030
10/1/2031
10/1/2032
10/1/2033
10/1/2034
10/1/2035
10/1/2036

$0.00
$6,000,000.00
$17,920,719.48
$22,860,442.79
$21,141,550.98
$19,390,859.67
$17,607,780.58
$15,791,714.52
$13,942,051.24
$12,058,169.19
$10,139,435.32
$8,185,204.87
$6,194,821.16
$4,167,615.35
$2,102,906.23

$6,000,000.00
$12,750,000.00
$6,750,000.00

$25,500,000.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Interest
Balance Including
Accrued at
Interest
1.85%
$0.00
$6,000,000.00
$111,000.00
$18,861,000.00
$331,533.31
$25,002,252.79
$422,918.19
$23,283,360.98
$391,118.69
$21,532,669.67
$358,730.90
$19,749,590.58
$325,743.94
$17,933,524.52
$292,146.72
$16,083,861.24
$257,927.95
$14,199,979.19
$223,076.13
$12,281,245.32
$187,579.55
$10,327,014.87
$151,426.29
$8,336,631.16
$114,604.19
$6,309,425.35
$77,100.88
$4,244,716.23
$38,903.77
$2,141,810.00
$3,283,810.52

$25,500,000.00
1.85%

Loan Amount
Interest Rate

Repayment to Repayment to
Principal
Interest

Total
Repayment

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$829,280.52 $111,000.00
$940,280.52
$1,810,276.69 $331,533.31 $2,141,810.00
$1,718,891.81 $422,918.19 $2,141,810.00
$1,750,691.31 $391,118.69 $2,141,810.00
$1,783,079.10 $358,730.90 $2,141,810.00
$1,816,066.06 $325,743.94 $2,141,810.00
$1,849,663.28 $292,146.72 $2,141,810.00
$1,883,882.05 $257,927.95 $2,141,810.00
$1,918,733.87 $223,076.13 $2,141,810.00
$1,954,230.45 $187,579.55 $2,141,810.00
$1,990,383.71 $151,426.29 $2,141,810.00
$2,027,205.81 $114,604.19 $2,141,810.00
$2,064,709.12
$77,100.88 $2,141,810.00
$2,102,906.23
$38,903.77 $2,141,810.00
$25,500,000.00 $3,283,810.52 $28,783,810.52

Ending Balance
$6,000,000.00
$17,920,719.48
$22,860,442.79
$21,141,550.98
$19,390,859.67
$17,607,780.58
$15,791,714.52
$13,942,051.24
$12,058,169.19
$10,139,435.32
$8,185,204.87
$6,194,821.16
$4,167,615.35
$2,102,906.23
$0.00

T

State
Fiscal
Year
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25
2025/26
2026/27
2027/28
2028/29
2029/30
2030/31
2031/32
2032/33
2033/34
2034/35
2035/36
2036/37

Interest begins accruing with the first disbursement and will accrue and compound annually each October 1 thereafter, until loan is completely repaid.

FY 2023
FY 2024
FY2025

$6,000,000.00
$12,750,000.00
$6,750,000.00

AF

These calculations assume the following disbursement dates:

If disbursements are made on dates other than those above, the interest calculations will be modified and this schedule updated according.
Total Loan Amount
Total Interest
Total Repayments

$25,500,000.00
$3,283,810.52
$28,783,810.52

Remit Payment to:
Department of Financial Services
Revenue Processing Section
PO Box 6100
Tallahassee, FL 32314-6100

R

Mailing Address:

Note on Payment for "FDOT SIB Loan - 449663-1-54-01"

D

Note on Payment for "FDOT SIB Loan - 449663-1-54-01"

Wiring Instructions: Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Account #: 4834783896
ABA# 121000248
State of Florida Department of Financial Services
Bureau of Collateral Management
Re: DOT - Type K 11-78
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EXHIBIT C
Disbursement Request Form
VENDOR NAME:

LEON COUNTY – CITY OF TALLAHASSEE
BLUEPRINT INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCY

TOTAL SIB LOAN AMOUNT:

$25,500,000.00

DATE OF THIS DISBURSEMENT REQUEST:

____________________

DISBURSEMENT/INVOICE NUMBER:

____________________

AMOUNT REQUESTED FOR THIS DISBURSEMENT: $___________________
$___________________

T

BALANCE OF LOAN TO BE DISBURSED:
FINANCIAL PROJECT NUMBER:

__449663-1-54-01_____

CONTRACT NUMBER:

__F562329605002_____

AF

VENDOR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:

____________________

DRAW PERIOD RELATED TO THIS REQUEST:
Warrant should be disbursed to:

R

Vendor Name:
Address:

____________________

_______________________________

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Contact Title:

_______________________________

Contact Telephone Number:

_______________________________

Contact E-Mail Address:

_______________________________

D

Contact Person:

I certify, to the best of my knowledge, $______________________ in expenses is needed for the
Project and these costs are eligible for advancement/reimbursement and use of the SIB funds.

________________________________________________
Signature
_________________________________________________
Printed Name and Title
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EXHIBIT D
State Financial Assistance (Florida Single Audit Act)

THE STATE RESOURCES AWARDED PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT CONSIST
OF THE FOLLOWING:
SUBJECT TO SECTION 215.97, FLORIDA STATUTES:
Florida Department of Transportation
STATE INFRASTRUCTURE BANK
55.020
$25,500,000.00

T

Awarding
Agency:
State Project
Title:
CSFA Number:
*Award Amount:

*The state award amount may change with supplemental agreements
Number

55.020

is

provided

at:

AF

Specific project information for CSFA
https://apps.fldfs.com/fsaa/searchCatalog.aspx

COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO STATE RESOURCES AWARDED
PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT:

R

State Project Compliance Requirements for CSFA Number 55.020 are provided at:
https://apps.fldfs.com/fsaa/searchCompliance.aspx
Supplement

D

The
State
Projects
Compliance
https://apps.fldfs.com/fsaa/compliance.aspx
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EXHIBIT E

D

R

AF

T

Master Resolution
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS CULMINATING IN BLUEPRINT
PROJECT FINANCING REQUIREMENTS

INFRASTRUCTURE

The Blueprint 2000 Sales Tax was adopted by the voters of Leon County on November 7,
2000. Collection of the one-cent sales tax began on January 1, 2005 and expired on
December 31, 2019. A number of highly visible and successful projects were implemented
under the Blueprint 2000 program including drainage improvements to Franklin
Boulevard, the construction of Cascades Park with related amenities including the
Smokey Hollow commemoration and the connector bridge over South Monroe Street,
FAMU Way, the widening of Capital Circle West between I-10 and Orange Avenue, the
widening of Capital Circle Southeast between Old St. Augustine Road and Crawfordville
Highway, the widening of Mahan Drive, the purchase of thousands of acres of critical
lands to be preserved, the investment of $50 million for City and County water quality
projects to improve stormwater facilities and treat runoff before flowing to natural
waterbodies, and many more.
In preparation for the expiration of the Blueprint 2000 Sales Tax, members of the Leon
County community formed the Sales Tax Committee to evaluate projects that could be
funded by an extension of the one-cent sales tax beginning on January 1, 2020. The Sales
Tax Committee held public meetings throughout 2012, 2013, and 2014 to educate
members of the public about existing Blueprint projects, to ask local residents to submit
ideas for future projects, and to evaluate each of the projects that were submitted in a
holistic way to determine which projects would be best for all of the citizens of Leon
County. At the April 22, 2014 IA Board meeting, Agenda Item #2 presented the work of
the Leon County Sales Tax Committee and the IA Board took a series of actions that
created the proposed Blueprint 2020 projects that were submitted to the voters of Leon
County on November 4, 2014.
May 14, 2014
The City of Tallahassee Commission and the Leon County Commission entered into the
Blueprint 2020 Infrastructure Surtax Interlocal Agreement, pending approval of a
referendum extending the penny sales tax already in effect until December 31, 2019. The
Interlocal Agreement set forth, among other things, a prioritized list of projects to be
funded with the proceeds of the extended tax. This agreement stated that a new agreement
would be entered into upon approval of the sales tax referendum.
November 4, 2014
The one-cent sales tax extension was approved by just over 65% of the voters in Leon
County. The list of projects approved by the IA Board and then approved by the voters of
Leon County is provided in Table 1, on the following page.
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Table 1
Blueprint 2020 Projects Approved by the IA Board on April 22, 2014,
to be Presented to Voters on November 4, 2014 General Election
Capital Circle Southwest: Orange to Crawfordville
Westside Student Corridor Gateway
Airport Gateway
Southside Gateway Enrichment
North Monroe Gateway
Build Bike Route System
County/City Independent Sidewalk Projects
Implement Greenways Master Plan
Northwest Corridor Connector
Lake Lafayette and St. Marks Regional Park
Market District Activity Center
Midtown Placemaking
College Avenue Placemaking

Monroe-Adams Corridor Placemaking
Northeast Connector Corridor
StarMetro
Operating Costs for Parks
Desoto Winter Encampment
Northeast Park
Water Quality and Stormwater Funding
Florida A&M Entry Points
Orange/Meridian Placemaking
Beautification and Improvements to Fairgrounds
Orange Ave Widening from Adams t Springhill
Northeast Gateway

April 1, 2015
On April 1, 2015, the IA Board approved 13 strategies for moving the Blueprint 2020
program forward prior to the receipt of sales tax funds. These strategies included:
1. Identify Capital Circle Southwest: Orange to Crawfordville as the top priority
project for the Blueprint 2020 program.
2. Complete the final stormwater master plan design and work with FDOT to
negotiate funding plans for completing Capital Circle Southwest.
3. Provide annual allocations beginning in 2020 to the following projects: Bike Route
System, City and County Sidewalks, Greenways Master Plan, StarMetro
Enhancements, Operating Costs for Parks Built with Sales Tax Funds, City and
County Water Quality and Stormwater Improvements. The total annual allocation
for these projects is $9,902,000.
4. Direct staff from the City, County and Blueprint to consider funding planning,
preliminary design, final design, and permitting for the Bike Route System,
Sidewalks, Greenway Master Plan, and StarMetro projects so that construction
could commence in 2020.
5. Begin programming the Water Quality and Stormwater funds after the legislation
regarding the implementation of Amendment 1-2014 has been signed into law in
order to leverage available funding.
6. Include all State roadway projects in the CRTPA Regional Mobility Plan and
elevate all capacity projects to a top tier priority within the CRTPA Regional
Mobility Plan in order to ensure maximum leveraging opportunities.
7. Do not utilize bond funding for Blueprint 2020 projects prior to 2020 unless
funding is specifically required based on approved criteria.
8. Staff will provide an analysis of the project, funding levels required, and the cost
associated to the IA Board for their consideration as projects arise that may require
additional funding sources.
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9. Only prioritize projects with significant leveraging opportunities or projects that
are needed to address critical infrastructure needs prior to 2020.
10. Proceed with the development of a prioritization process and criteria to be utilized
prior to the commencement of the Blueprint 2020 program.
11. Coordinate through the Technical Coordinating Committee (TCC) and initiate
annual training to the necessary City and County departments to ensure high levels
of coordination so that future project costs are not increased.
12. Direct County, City, and Economic Development Council (EDC) staff to prepare an
agenda item detailing the role of EDC as part of the FY 2017 budget process.
13. Bonding should not be utilized for economic development projects prior to the
start of the Blueprint 2020 sales tax due to the high cost of bonding (at that time),
unless funding was specifically required based on approved criteria.
Eleven of the 27 projects identified by the Sales Tax Committee were prioritized at or
before this meeting, including Capital Circle Southwest, the six Annual Allocations, the
Desoto Encampment, the Northeast Gateway, Orange Avenue Widening, and the
Southside Gateway.
December 8-9, 2015
The Second Amended and Restated Interlocal Agreement is the governing document for
the Leon County – City of Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency, and it was
drafted to replace the Interlocal Agreement that was approved on May 14, 2014 prior to
the adoption of the sales tax extension by Leon County voters. This Interlocal agreement
establishes the authority under which the Agency operates, provides the ability to finance
Infrastructure and Economic Development projects, and lists the projects that are
specifically included in both the Infrastructure and Economic Development categories of
the one cent sales tax. The Second Amended and Restated Interlocal Agreement for the
Leon County-City of Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency was presented to
the Leon County Commission as Agenda Item #5 on December 8, 2015 and was approved.
The Second Amended and Restated Interlocal Agreement for the Leon County-City of
Tallahassee Blueprint Intergovernmental Agency was presented to the City of Tallahassee
Commission on December 9, 2015 and was approved.
February 29, 2016
At the February 29, 2016 IA Board meeting, the IA Board approved a funding strategy for
the Blueprint 2020 Northeast Gateway project to close the then-anticipated funding
needs gap for the Blueprint 2020 program. The IA Board directed staff to seek SIB Loan
funding for Welaunee Boulevard (Fleischmann Road to Shamrock Street).
February 21, 2017
Agenda Item #8 presented at the February 21, 2017 IA Board meeting proposed a
prioritization process for the Blueprint 2020 Infrastructure projects. As noted in the item,
the then-cost estimates for the projects identified in the Blueprint 2020 Infrastructure
Program totaled $725.8 million while the estimated Infrastructure share of tax collections
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over the life of the program was $498.96 million, leaving a funding gap of $226.84 million
that would have to be closed through federal, state, local, and private partnership funding
and leveraging opportunities. Per the language in the agenda item, “The Sales Tax
Committee recommended 27 infrastructure projects (totaling $661.8 million), which the
Committee acknowledged would exceed the projected revenues by more than $160
million dollars. This funding gap was acknowledged by the Sales Tax Committee and IA
Board and was anticipated prior to approval of the sales tax extension via referendum.”
The following options were approved by the IA Board: Direct staff to continue work on 11
projects, as previously directed, Direct prioritization of the five remaining roadway
projects in the Regional Mobility and Gateways project categories as established in the
CRTPA Regional Mobility Plan, Direct Blueprint staff to proceed with five projects to
maximize leverage and to ensure that Bike Route and Greenways projects are shovel ready
in 2020.
The IA Board also voted to bring back an agenda item related to Option #3 (Approve the
“Blueprint Promise” criteria as proposed for prioritizing the Community Enhancement,
Connectivity, and Quality of Life (CCQ) projects) for the prioritization of CCQ projects at
the June 2017 meeting. Agenda Item #11 at the June 13, 2017 IA Board meeting proposed
a prioritization process as described above to rank the CCQ projects based on the
“Blueprint Promise” criteria.
Three action items were unanimously approved by the IA Board: Action Item A: Approve
the “Blueprint Promise” criteria for prioritizing the eleven CCQ projects and present the
results at the September 19, 2017 meeting, Action Item B: Direct Blueprint staff to retain
the FSU Center for Economic Forecasting and Analysis (CEFA) to determine the
economic impact of the projects and incorporate the findings into the process, and Action
Item C: Direct staff to proceed with advance funding the Comprehensive Wastewater
Treatment Facilities Plan, not to exceed $500,000.
September 19, 2017
On September 19, 2017 Agenda Item #11 was presented to prioritize the CCQ projects as
discussed above. The criteria utilized to rate projects included Project Readiness, Water
Quality Improvements, Transportation Enhancements, Expand Parks and Recreation
Areas, and Invest in Economic Development. The IA Board voted to approve the results
of the “Blueprint Promise” prioritization process for the remaining ten CCQ projects and
direct staff to develop a five to ten-year plan implementation schedule for the highest
ranked projects beginning in 2020 and present the results at the first IA Board meeting
in 2018. As a result, Table 2 on the following page shows the rankings of the CCQ projects
as approved:
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Table 2
CCQ Projects

Total Points Project Location

Orange Avenue/Meridian Road Placemaking
Market District
Lake Lafayette and St. Marks Regional Linear Park
Monroe-Adams Corridor Placemaking
Midtown Placemaking
Beautification and Improvements to the Fairgrounds
Northeast Park
College Avenue Placemaking
Florida A&M Entry Points
Alternative Sewer Solutions Study
Tallahassee-Leon County Animal Service Center

80
80
75
55
50
45
45
40
30
25
10

Southeast
Northeast
Southeast
Southwest
Northeast
Southeast
Northeast
Downtown
Southwest
Countywide
Countywide

June 21, 2018
A Workshop Item was presented on June 21, 2018 to consider an Implementation Plan to
fund the Blueprint 2020 projects. The workshop presented an analysis of Blueprint 2020
program including: a) updated revenue forecast and corresponding estimated project cost
increases for the Blueprint 2020 Infrastructure Program, b) a review of IA Board direction
to date regarding the Blueprint 2020 Infrastructure projects, c) an update on the two
Economic Development Infrastructure projects, and d) FY 2019 – 2024 Implementation
Plan options for the IA Board’s consideration and direction, including options to
accelerate project completion through bonding, thus leveraging major infrastructure
investments by the IA to capture further economic growth.
The following options passed unanimously: Direct Office of Economic Vitality staff to
work with FSU and the City of Tallahassee bring back funding strategies, including
bonding scenarios, for the Tallahassee International Airport and Convention Center
economic development capital projects, Provide IA Board direction regarding the FY 2019
– 2024 Blueprint Infrastructure Program Implementation Plan: Option 2C: Approve
Implementation Plan Option C, and Direct staff to utilize funds from the 2020 Sales Tax
Extension project fund to evaluate leveraging opportunities as needed to support the
implementation and accelerate project readiness of Blueprint 2020 projects. Advance
funds will be paid back to the Blueprint 2000 program.
The IA Board’s selection of Option #2C created the 2018 Approved Implementation Plan
(Attachment #3) that has accompanied each five-year Capital Improvement Program
budget presentation since the September 20, 2018 budget Public Hearing.
September 20, 2018
The Workshop Item presented on September 20, 2018 including information regarding a
grant request from Leon County Research and Development Authority (LCRDA) to assist
with funding a 40,000 square foot business incubator in the amount of $2.5 million. The
IA Board authorized the issuance of a letter of support for the incubator as presented in
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the proposal and pledged $2.5 million in grant funding to support the $17 million
necessary to build the facility.
June 27, 2019
Agenda Item #9 presented at the June 27, 2019 IA Board meeting sought authorization
from the IA Board to enter into an agreement with FDOT to accept Transportation
Regional Incentive Program (TRIP) funding project expenditure. This funding included a
grant of $1.5 million, leveraging State funding for the Northeast Gateway. The grant
funding has since been received by the Agency.
The agenda item under consideration today completes the last step of the process initiated
in 2015 to secure a SIB Loan from FDOT. Option #2 of this item seeks approval of
Resolution 2022-02 (Attachment #2), authorizing the SIB Loan in the amount of $25.5
million to fund design and construction of the Northeast Gateway.
September 5, 2019
On June 27, 2019 the IA Board directed staff to bring back an agenda item presenting
considerations for advancing the Fairgrounds Improvements and the Northeast Park
projects. Agenda Item #14 presented on September 5, 2019 provided a status report and
cost considerations to advance the two projects, however this item was continued to the
December 12, 2019 IA Board meeting, when the information was presented as Item #11.
The IA Board voted to accept the status report and take no further action at that time.
July 9, 2020
At the July 9, 2020 Budget Workshop, the IA Board approved the following options as
well as to include $12 million for the Fairgrounds Improvements Project in the FY 2021
– 2025 Capital Improvement Program, to be included in the planned bond issuance:
Accept the workshop item on the FY 2021-2025 Proposed CIP, Approve the proposed
budget amendment to ensure sources and uses of funds are balanced for FY 2020, and
Direct an allocation of $65,000 for the Fairgrounds project in FY 2021 by reducing the
Market District project by same. This motion added the Fairgrounds project to the
proposed bond to be issued in FY 2024. The workshop actions were ratified on consent
during the regular meeting held on July 9, 2020.
September 17, 2020
The FY 2021 Capital Improvement Program, adopted on September 17, 2020, provided
the initial $1 million of the required $2.5 million commitment for the LCRDA Incubator
project. The FY 2022 Capital Improvement Program, adopted on September 27, 2021,
provided for the remaining $1.5 million to be funded with bond financing through the
Series 2022 issue.
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December 10, 2020
At the December 10, 2020 IA Board meeting, staff were directed to present new
information pertaining to the Northeast Park project as well as funding options for
advancing the project’s implementation. Following this direction, Agenda Item #8 was
presented at the February 18, 2021 IA Board meeting. The following options were
unanimously approved: Initiate the process to significantly amend the Northeast Park
project consistent with the new location planned for purchase by Leon County. Direct staff
to schedule the first public hearing for the Blueprint Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)
meeting on March 31, 2021 and the second and final public hearing for the Blueprint IA
Board meeting on April 8, 2021, at which time a supermajority vote is needed to modify
the project, Advance Northeast Park with bond funding: Direct Blueprint to bring back
through the annual budget workshop the full funding of the Northeast Park through
planned bond issuance(s) at $10 million within the FY 2022 – 2026 Capital Improvement
Plan.
April 8, 2021
The second and final Public Hearing to consider a Substantial Amendment to the
Northeast Park project was held as Item #9 at the April 8, 2021 IA Board meeting. The
substantial amendment received unanimous IA Board approval.
May 27, 2021
At the May 27, 2021 Budget Workshop, two alternative scenarios were presented for
future funding and prioritization of the Blueprint 2020 projects. Scenario A funded all
CCQ projects during the life of the Blueprint 2020 Sales Tax, while not programming
funding for the State road projects or for completely funding the Northwest Connector:
Tharpe Street. Scenario B funded the Northwest Connector completely but did not fully
fund Midtown Placemaking, College Avenue Placemaking, FAMU Way Entry Points,
Alternative Sewer Solutions, or the Animal Service Center. Scenario B also did not fund
the State road projects. All of the workshop recommendations, including the
recommendation to incorporate Scenario A as the long-term Blueprint 2020
Implementation plan, were adopted. Attachment #3 is the 2021 Approved
Implementation Plan, which will be included in all budget materials going forward and
will include modifications that have been subsequently made.
September 27, 2021
The first subsequent modification to the 2021 Approved Implementation Plan came
during the September 27, 2021 IA Board meeting as Agenda Item #13, Advancement of
the Tallahassee-Leon County Animal Service Center project. The IA Board voted
unanimously to direct staff to present a budget amendment at the December 9, 2021
meeting to advance funding for the Animal Service Center through a $3.8 million increase
in bond funding.
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While the scope of the FSU project changed a number of times according to IA Board
direction, the final decision of the IA Board was made on September 27, 2021 at the IA
Board meeting. Agenda Item #9 of that meeting provided information regarding the
funding request and economic impact analysis for infrastructure repairs and maintenance
at the Florida State University Doak Campbell Stadium and sought IA Board guidance.
The IA Board direction included Accept the Report on the Funding and Economic
Analysis for Florida State University’s Doak Campbell Stadium Infrastructure Repairs
and Maintenance, Direct the Agency to proceed with obtaining bond or bank financing
and disbursing of funds of up to $20 million, and Authorize the Director of PLACE to
execute the necessary agreements with FSU to effectuate project commencement from
the economic development portion of the sales tax proceeds from the Blueprint Sales Tax
to meet the bonding deadline requirements for disbursement and expenditure by
December 9, 2021.
December 9, 2021
Item #8 presented at the December 9, 2021 IA Board meeting included Option #3:
Approve budget amendment to fund Animal Service Center improvements totaling $3.8
million through debt financing.
Agenda Item #8 presented at the December 9, 2021 IA Board meeting outlined several
considerations regarding the SIB Loan that is under consideration at the present meeting.
The item noted that the Fiscal Year 2022 – 2026 Capital Improvement Program called
for SIB Loan financing totaling $25.5 million divided evenly between FY 2023 and FY
2024 for the Northeast Gateway project and noted that the interest rate for the SIB Loan
was the last significant item under negotiation with FDOT. Now that the interest rate of
the SIB Loan has been negotiated to 1.85%, saving the Agency $635,879 over the life of
the loan, it is likely that the SIB Loan is the best option for the project’s financing needs.
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Proposed FY 2022 Office of Economic Vitality
Capital Projects and Economic Vitality Programs Budget

FY 2022

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Capital Projects Allocations
FSU Project
Bragg Stadium Repairs
Tallahassee Community College Contribution
Tallahassee International Airport
LCRDA Incubator: $2.5 million Pledge
Incentives, Grants & Programs
Business Recruitment and Incentive Fund (BRIF)
Qualified Target Industry Tax Refund
Target Business Program
ARPC EDA Revolving Loan Fund for Small Businesses
Magnetic Technologies Recruitment
Business Development: Attraction/Expansion
COVID‐19 Economic Disaster Relief Program
COVID‐19 Nonprofit LEAN Program
LCRDA Cooperative Pledge
Future Opportunity Leveraging Fund
Competitive Project Fund
Business2Business Engagement Actions
Americas Competitiveness Exchange
Elevate Grant Program
Local Business and Workforce Development
Industry Academies and B2B Outreach
Strategic Marketing and Communication
Economic Vitality Sponsorships
Economic Vitality Studies
MWSBE Disparity Study
Target Industry Study
Strategic Plan
Total Uses of Funds for Office of Economic Vitality Projects

2,628,905
‐
21,500,000
‐
‐
24,128,905
A
Estimated Cost
to Fund Project
through 5‐Year
CIP or BP2020
Program(2)
20,000,000
10,000,000
1,000,000
14,100,000
2,500,000

B

C

D

E

Amounts
Allocated in
Prior Years
771,326
10,000,000
‐
1,233,750
1,000,000

Amounts
Proposed to be
Allocated in FY
2021
‐
‐
1,000,000
‐
‐

Project
Expenses
Through
April 30, 2021
19,500
10,000,000
‐
1,233,750
1,000,000

560,000
‐
7,244,854
700,000
179,017
2,144,783
‐
‐
805,000
500,000
500,000

560,000
56,000
354,705
225,000
181,000
52,800
1,150,500
800,000
‐
519,843
25,000

‐
(56,000)
56,000
‐
(1,983)
1,983
(1,150,500)
(800,000)
268,300
104,015
‐

10,650
87,500
2,112,000
213,650
1,840,500
657,750

10,650
87,500
112,000
13,650
225,000
87,750

2,070,000
535,300
480,000
68,241,004

550,000
155,300
100,000
18,271,774

1,216,648
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,216,648

FY 2025

FY 2026

1,314,957
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,314,957

1,397,393
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,397,393

FY 2027

Total,
FY 2022‐2026

1,480,041
200,000
‐
‐
‐
1,680,041

8,037,944
200,000
21,500,000
‐
‐
29,737,944

FY 2028

1,539,500
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,539,500

FY 2029

1,605,811
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,605,811

FY 2030

1,673,080
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,673,080

FY 2031

1,736,515
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,736,515

FY 2032

1,806,263
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,806,263

FY 2033

1,871,509
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,871,509

FY 2034

1,943,436
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,943,436

FY 2035

2,012,219
‐
‐
‐
‐
2,012,219

FY 2036

2,087,064
‐
‐
‐
‐
2,087,064

FY 2037

2,158,176
‐
‐
‐
‐
2,158,176

FY 2038

3,003,863
‐
‐
‐
‐
3,003,863

FY 2039

4,927,828
‐
‐
‐
‐
4,927,828

FY 2040

5,001,746
‐
‐
‐
‐
5,001,746

1,897,298
‐
‐
‐
‐
1,897,298

Blueprint 2020 Program

Project Balance
as of
April 30, 2021
751,826
‐
‐
‐
‐

A ‐ (B + C)
Estimated
Allocations
Required to
Complete
Project
19,228,674
‐
‐
12,866,250
1,500,000

FY 2022
Projected
Allocations
20,000,000
‐
‐
705,000
1,500,000

FY 2023
Projected
Allocations
(771,326)
‐
‐
705,000
‐

462,064
‐
21,896
225,000
181,000
10,746
1,150,500
597,500
‐
‐
‐

97,936
47,000
332,809
‐
‐
42,054
‐
202,500
‐
519,843
25,000

‐
‐
6,834,149
475,000
‐
2,090,000
‐
‐
536,700
(123,858)
475,000

‐
‐
1,042,180
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
536,700
5,025
‐

‐
‐
‐
10,000
380,500
‐

10,650
85,000
22,000
3,148
202,290
82,750

‐
2,500
90,000
10,502
22,710
5,000

‐
‐
2,000,000
190,000
1,235,000
570,000

‐
‐
‐
(187,685)

488,486
147,411
95,590
16,039,281

61,514
7,889
4,410
2,223,491

1,520,000
380,000
380,000
50,156,915

‐
‐
‐
705,000
‐

‐
‐
‐
705,000
‐

‐
‐
‐
705,000
‐

Total Projected
FY 2022‐2026
Allocations
19,228,674
‐
‐
3,525,000
1,500,000

‐
‐
521,362
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
‐
371,612
‐

‐
‐
504,962
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
‐
(285,005)
‐

‐
‐
480,362
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
‐
(227,969)
‐

‐
‐
455,762
25,000
‐
110,000
‐
‐
‐
(320,721)
‐

‐
‐
3,004,628
125,000
‐
550,000
‐
‐
536,700
(457,058)
‐

‐
‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
150,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
150,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
‐
24,128,905

‐
‐
‐
1,216,648

‐
‐
‐
1,314,957

‐
100,000
‐
1,397,393

‐

‐

‐

39 Sources of Funds less Uses of Funds
NOTE: The Capital Improvement Program allocates net sales tax and other
sources of funds to capital infrastructure projects and economic
development projects; only funding identified in FY 2021 will be allocated
toward any projects. Funding identified in the outlying years (2022 ‐ 2025)
is based on current estimates of future net sales tax revenues for capital
projects and other anticipated funding sources.

FY 2024

Blueprint 2020 Program Funding

1 Sources of Funds
2
Allocation of Net Sales Tax Revenues
3
City, County, State and Federal Funding (1)
4
Bond Proceeds
5
Loan Proceeds
6
Grants, Donations, and Miscellaneous Funding
7 Total Sources of Funds for Office of Economic Vitality Projects
8 Uses of Funds

FY 2023

‐
(1) Budgeted revenue from City, County, State and Federal funding consists of equal funding shares from the
City of Tallahassee and Leon County to support the operations of the Minority, Women and Small
Business Enterprise program. Each government has commited to fund one‐third of the program's
operating costs while the Office of Economic Vitality will fund the remaining amount from its dedicated
sales tax revenue.

FY 2024
Projected
Allocations

FY 2025
Projected
Allocations

FY 2026
Projected
Allocations

FY 2027
Projected
Allocations

FY 2028
Projected
Allocations

FY 2029
Projected
Allocations

FY 2030
Projected
Allocations

FY 2031
Projected
Allocations

FY 2032
Projected
Allocations

FY 2033
Projected
Allocations

FY 2034
Projected
Allocations

FY 2035
Projected
Allocations

FY 2036
Projected
Allocations

FY 2037
Projected
Allocations

FY 2038
Projected
Allocations

FY 2039
Projected
Allocations

FY 2040
Projected
Allocations

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

705,000

176,250

496,457
25,000

179,178
25,000

203,778
25,000

270,954
25,000

279,154
25,000

300,000
25,000

300,000
25,000

300,000
25,000

300,000
25,000

300,000
25,000

300,000
25,000

300,000
25,000

300,000
25,000

‐
25,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

(121,957)

161,633
100,000

204,302
100,000

200,561
100,000

262,109
100,000

331,509
75,000

478,436
‐

547,219

622,064

693,176

1,538,863

3,462,828

3,536,746

1,261,048

‐
‐
600,000
50,000
325,000
150,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

400,000
‐
100,000
1,680,041

400,000
100,000
100,000
29,737,944

80,000
20,000
20,000
1,539,500

80,000
20,000
20,000
1,605,811

80,000
20,000
20,000
1,673,080

80,000
20,000
20,000
1,736,515

80,000
20,000
20,000
1,806,263

80,000
20,000
20,000
1,871,509

80,000
20,000
20,000
1,943,436

80,000
20,000
20,000
2,012,219

80,000
20,000
20,000
2,087,064

80,000
20,000
20,000
2,158,176

80,000
20,000
20,000
3,003,863

80,000
20,000
20,000
4,927,828

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

Total
FY 2022 ‐ 2040 Allocations Since
Inception
Allocations
20,000,000
19,228,674
‐
10,000,000
‐
1,000,000
12,866,250
14,100,000
1,500,000
2,500,000
‐
‐
6,834,149
475,000
‐
2,090,000
‐
‐
536,700
12,721,479
475,000

560,000
‐
7,244,854
700,000
179,017
2,144,783
‐
‐
805,000
13,345,337
500,000

‐
100,000
10,000
65,000
30,000

‐
‐
2,000,000
190,000
1,235,000
570,000

10,650
87,500
2,112,000
213,650
1,840,500
657,750

80,000
20,000
20,000
5,001,746

80,000
20,000
20,000
1,897,298

1,520,000
380,000
380,000
63,002,252

2,070,000
535,300
480,000
81,086,341

‐

‐

Amount
Remaining to
Complete
Project Based on
Estimated Cost
to Complete
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
(12,845,337)
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
(12,845,337)

(2) The estimated costs to complete each project is based on the five‐year time horizon presented in this Capital Projects Budget. Many of OEV's projects are of an ongoing nature and will not be considered "complete" until the IA Board provides direction to discontinue the project. Other projects, such as contributions to the Convention Center and LCRDA Incubator will be
complete upon OEV's provision of funding. The annual airport allocation is ongoing for the life of the Blueprint 2020 sales tax.
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